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PROGRAM
Tuesday, May 11
1:30 PM–5:00 PM
5:30 PM–8:00 PM
5:30 PM–8:00 PM

Governing Council Meeting
Early Bird Registration
Early Bird Reception

Wednesday, May 12
7:30
8:30
9:00
9:45

Registration and Breakfast
Welcoming Remarks, Business & Announcements

Yusuf Ulcay, Chair
Dominique Adolphe, President, Fiber Society
İbrahim Burkay, President of UTİB
Plenary Talk (in Orhangazi Salon): Dr. Behnam Pourdeyhimi, North Carolina State University,
U.S.A.: Nonwovens as Potential Shelter Materials
Break

Morning Session

10:00

10:20

10:40

Session 1A: Nano Applications
Chair: Fatma Göktepe
Room: Seminar 3
Metal or Metal Oxides Coated Nanofibrous
Web with Exceptional IR and UV Extinction
at High Permeability
Jintu Fan, Pingtang Zhao, and Huijun Wu,
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Nanoclay and Compatibilizer Effects on
Polypropylene Cast Film Processing and
Properties
Sabit Adanur and Ikilem Gocek, Auburn
University
Direct Electrospinning of Highly Twisted,
Continuous Nanofiber Yarns
Tong Lin, Usman Ali, Yaqiong Zhou, and
Xungai Wang, Deakin University

11:00

Break

11:20

Use of Nanospinning Facilities to Produce
Tubular Guides for Peripheral Nerve Repair
Laurence Schacher1, Nabyl Khenoussi1,
Dominique C. Adolphe1, Didier Gigmes2,
Thomas Trimaille2, and Denis Bertin2,
1
CNRS/UHA, 2UMR CNRS
Pointed Surface Modification of Fibrous
Structure for Development of Fiber-based
Microfluidic Devices
Fehime Vatansever1, Ruslan Burtovyy1, Taras
Andrukh1, Sergiy Minko2, Konstantin
Kornev1, and Igor Luzinov1, 1Clemson
University, 2Clarkson University
Production of PAN and PVA Nanofibers
Incorporated PMMA/n-Hexadecane
Nanocapsules for Thermal Comfort in
Textiles
Sennur Alay1, Cemil Alkan2, and Fethiye
Göde1, 1Süleyman Demirel University,
2
Gaziosmanpaşa

11:40

12:00

12:20–
1:45

Lunch at the Göl Café Restaurant

Session 1B: Dyeing & Finishing
Chair: Kevser Korhan-Taymaz
Room: Seminar 4
Improved N-Halamine Antimicrobial Coatings
Hasan B. Kocer, Roy M. Broughton, S.D.
Worley, Auburn University
Poly(ethylene Terephthalate) Antistatic
Treatment
Stephen Michielsen and Samuel B. Watson,
North Carolina State University
Antibacterial Functionalizations of Textile
Fabrics Through Low-cost Wet Chemistry
Methods
Mouna Messaoud and Michel Langlet, LMGP

The Application of Nano-oxides in the
Antiwrinkle Finishing of Cotton Fabric
Tianhong He, Jinbo Yao, and Haiyang
Zhao, Tianjin Polytechnic University
The Effect of Chemical Structure and Particle
Size of Crease Recovery Agents on the
Electrical Conductivity of Treated Woven
Fabrics
Cem Güneşoĝlu, Sinem Güneşoĝlu, and Bilgen
Çeliktürk, Gaziantep University
Performance Evaluation of Ultrasonic Assisted
Reactive Dyeing of Cotton Under Multiple
Variables
Nisar Ahmad Jamil, Babar Shahbaz,
Muhammad Tayyab Nouman, University of
Agriculture

Afternoon Session
1:45

Plenary Talk (Orhangazi Salon): Dr. Roy M. Broughton, Auburn University, U.S.A.
New Directions in Braiding
Session 2A: Nano
Applications
Chair: Behnam Pourdeyhimi
Room: Seminar 3
The Effect of Material and
Thickness of Collector
Electrode on Fiber Fineness
in Electrospinning
F. Göktepe1, G. Şimşek2, Ö.
Göktepe1, and S. Çömlekçi3,
1
Namik Kemal University,
2
Pamukkale University,
3
Suleyman Demirel University

Session 2B: Dyeing &
Finishing
Chair: Abdülkadir Bilişik
Room: Seminar 4
The Antimicrobial Efficiency
of Polyamide 6/Silver
Nanocomposites
Aysin Dural Erem1, Mikael
Skrifvars2, Uğur Demirpek3,
and Gülay Özcan1, 1Istanbul
Technical University,
2
University of Borås, 3GATA

Session 2C: Fabric
Properties
Chair: Recep Eren
Room: Seminar 5
The Thermal Properties of
Alpaca and Alpaca/Wool
Blended Fabrics
Umut Bilen1 and Erhan
Kirtay2, 1Namik Kemal
University, 2Ege University

2:40

Structural Design of
Electrospun Nanofibers
Maryam Yousefzadeh1,2,
Mohammad Amani1,
Masoud Latifi1, Wee-Eong
Teo3, and Seeram
Ramakrishna3, 1Amirkabir
University of Technology,
2
Iranian National Elite
Foundation, 3National
University of Singapore

A Study of Antimicrobial
Property of Textiles Using
Dendrimers as a Vehicle for
Antimicrobial Agents
Subhas Ghosh1 and
Nadarajah Vasanthan2,
1
Eastern Michigan
University, 2Long Island
University

Fabric Formability in
Multilayer Woven Fabrics
A. Alamdar-Yazdi,
J. Dastjerdi, and M. Fotohi,
University of Yazd

3:00

Electrospun Functional
Nanofibers
Tamer Uyar, Fatma Kayaci,
Asli Celebioglu, and Ali
Ekrem Deniz, Bilkent
University

Body Modification for
Enhanced Sport Performance
G. Montagna1, H. Carvalho2,3,
A. Catarino2, , M. Dias2, and S.
Rocha2, 1Technical University
of Lisbon, 2University of
Minho

3:20

Treatment of Sepiolite for
Improving Polyuretane
Nanocomposite Electrospun
Fibers
Birgül Benli1, Rastam
Hojiyev2, Tuncay Gümüş2,
Yusuf Ulcay2, Ali Demir1, and
Mehmet S. Çelik1, 1Istanbul
Technical University, 2Uludağ
University

Investigating the Effect of
Silver Doped Bioantibacterial Finishing Agent
on the Properties of Knitted
Fabrics
Mustafa E. Üreyen, Aydin
Dogan, and A. Savaş
Koparal, Anadolu University
Application of Chitosan on
Textiles
Usha Sayed and Sanjay
Kumar Bandopadhyay,
Institute of Chemical
Technology

2:20

3:40

Break

Nonlinear 3D Modeling of
Fibrous Assemblies by Their
Tensil, Shear and Bending
Properties
G.K. Stylios and L. Luo,
Heriot Watt University

4:00

4:20

4:40

5:00

Session 3A: Nano
Applications
Chair: Gajanan Bhat
Room: Seminar 3
Nanocomposite Fibers with
Cellulose Nanocrystals and
Carbon Nanotubes
You-Lo Hsieh and Ping Lu,
University of California at
Davis
Carbon Nanotube/Epoxy
Nanocomposites
Cihan Uzunpinar1, Maria L.
Auad1, Mirna A.
Mosiewickib2, and Robert
J.J. Williams2, 1Auburn
University, 2University of
Mar del Plata and National
Research Council
Development of Nanoclay
as Reinforcement for
Polyester Fibers
Rustam Hojiyev1, William
Carty2, and Yusuf Ulcay1,
1
University of Uludağ,
2
Alfred University
Challenging Issues for the
Use of Nanoparticle
Additives in Polyester Fiber
Spinning
Mutlu Sezen, Korteks

Session 3B: Dyeing &
Finishing
Chair: Stephen Michielsen
Room: Seminar 4
Dyeing of Polyamide Fabrics
with a Natural Dye: White
Onion Skin
Riza Atav and Osman Namirti,
Namik Kemal University
Dyeing of Sericin-modified
Cotton with Reactive Dye in
Absence of Salt
D. Das, S. Bakshi, and D.B.
Datta, National Institute of
Fashion Technology

Session 3C: Fabric
Properties
Chair: George K. Stylios
Room: Seminar 5
Thermal Comfort Properties of
Knitted Fabrics Made of
Elastane and Bioactive Yarns
Elena Onofrei, Ana Maria
Rocha, and André Catarino,
University of Minho
A Study on Moisture-related
Properties of Wool/Acrylic
Blend Fabrics
M. Küçükali, B. Uygen Nergis,
and C. Candan, Istanbul
Technical University

Natural Dyeing of Cationized
Cotton
Mustafa Tutak and Hüseyin
Benli, Erciyes University

Thermoelectric Cooling
Garment by Peltier Device
Yelee Jung, Ara Cho, Jiyeon
Lee, and Eunae Kim, Yonsei
University

Green Processing―Foam
Dyeing for Developing the
Washout Effect on Cotton
Knitted Fabric
Songmin Shang, Enling Hu,
Shanshan Tsoi, Chi Wai Kan,
and Shou-Xiang Jiang, Hong
Kong Polytechnic University

A Study on the Effect of
Microwaves on the Shrinkage
of Weft Knitted Fabrics
S.A. Mirjalili, University of
Yazd

Evening Session
5:40
6:00
7:00
8:00
8:3010:30

Reception at KORTEKS
Visit of KORTEKS Facilities (www.korteks.com.tr)
Dinner at KORTEKS, Sponsored by KORTEKS
Evening Talk, Mr. Nejat Altin, General Director of KORTEKS
City Tour by Bus
• Whirling Dervishes Ceremony at Karabas-i Veli Culture Center
• Tea & Coffee Break at Hunkar Kosk (Mansion) Followed by Return to Hotels

Thursday, May 13
7:30
8:00

Registration and Breakfast
Plenary Talk (in Orhangazi Salon): Dr. Moon Suh, North Carolina State University, USA
Assessment of Modeling for 100 Years―Good Models, Bad Models, and Wrong Models

Morning Session

9:00

9:20

9:40

10:00

10:20

10:40

11:00

11:20

Session 4A: Nano Applications
Chair: Rudolf Hufenus
Room: Seminar 3
Electrospun Nanofiber Waterproof
Breathable Membranes
Ali Demir, Emre Kiyak Yasar, and Tuncay
Gumus, Istanbul Technical University
A New Look on Nanofibrous Nonwovens
Karen De Clerck, Sander De Vrieze, Bert De
Schoenmaker, Lien Van Der Schueren, Ghent
University
Interactive Effects of Synthesis Parameters on
the Reaction of β-Cyclodextrin Nanocapsule
with Itaconic Acid
Malihe Nazi1, Reza Mohammad Ali Malek1,
Mohammad Bamani Moghaddam2,
1
Amirkabir University of Technology,
2
Allameh Tabataba’i University
Spontaneous ZnO Nanoparticulation on the
Surface of ZnO Nanofibers via Sol-Gel
Electrospinning
Yakup Aykut, Behman Pourdeyhimi, and
Saad A. Khan, North Carolina State
University

Session 4B: Dyeing & Finishing
Chair: Ian Hardin
Room: Seminar 4
Influence of Different Bleach Activators in
Hydrogen Peroxide Bleaching of Pure Cotton
Fabric
M. Iftikhar and H.M. Asif, University of
Agriculture
Bleaching of Polyamide Fibres with Sodium
Borohydride
Duygu Yilmazer and Mehmet Kanik, Uludağ
University
The Effects of Ozone Treatment on Polylactic
Acid (PLA) Fibers
Mike Wilding3, Hüseyin Aksel Eren1, Osman
Ozan Avinç2, and Pinar Uysal1, 1University of
Uludağ, 2University of Pamukkale, 3University
of Manchester
Effects of Different Finishing Processes on
Breaking Strength of Denim Fabrics
Sibel Kaplan2 and Vildan Sular1, 1Dokuz Eylul
University, 2Suleyman Demirel University

Break
Session 5A: Nano Applications
Chair: Roy Broughton
Room: Seminar 3
Electrospun Magnetic Polymer
Nanocomposite Fibers
Cem Güneşoĝlu1, Zhanhu Guo1, Suying Wei1,
Jiahua Zhu1, Xuelong Chen1, and David P.
Young2, 1Lamar University, 2Louisiana State
University
Electrospun Nanofibrous Structures with Live
Yeast Cells
M. Fatih Canbolat, Nimish Gera, Behnam
Pourdeyhimi, Balaji Rao, and Saad Khan,
North Carolina State University
Air Filtration by PVA Nanofibers
Yüksel İkiz, Pamukkale University

Session 5B: Fabric Properties
Chair: Mike Wilding
Room: Seminar 4
Evaluation of Abrasion Properties of Mattress
Ticking from Knitted Spacer Fabrics
Levent Onal1 and Mustafa Yildirim2, 1Erciyes
University, 2Boyteks A.Ş.
Evaluation of Protective Clothing Materials
Composition Property Relationship
Kevser Korhan-Taymaz and Tolga Saatioglu,
Department of National Defence
Ballistic Performance of Multiaxis
Noninterlaced/Non-Z E-glass/Polyester
Composites with Soft Backing Aramid Fabric
Structures
Kadir Bilisik, Erciyes University

11:40

Effect of Voltage and Tip-collector Distance
on Electrospun Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
Nanofibers
Ümran Özkoç, Halil İbrahim İçoğlu, and Ali
Kireçci, University of Gaziantep

12:00–
1:15

Lunch at the Göl Café Restaurant
POSTER SETUP

Polymeric Optical Fiber Fabrics for
Illumination and
Sensorical Applications in Textiles
Lukas J. Scherer, Evren Aslan Gürel, Markus
Rothmaier, Rudolf Hufenus, and René Rossi,
Empa

Afternoon Session
1:15

1:45

2:05

2:25

2:45

Plenary Talk (in Orhangazi Salon): Dr. Ali Demir, İstanbul Technical University, Turkey
Fiber Research in Turkey.
Session 6A: Fibers
Chair: Karen De Clerck
Room: Seminar 3
Small Scale Tests for
Characterization of
Bioengineered Cotton
Fibers
Özgür Ceylan, Lieve Van
Landuyt, and Karen De
Clerck, Ghent University

Session 6B: Yarn Spinning
Chair: Dominique Adolphe
Room: Seminar 4
A Comparison of Yarn
Properties Produced on
Different Ring Spinning Methods
Hüseyin Gazi Ortlek and Gamze
Kiliç, Erciyes University

Theoretical and
Experimental Contributions
Regarding the Main
Characteristics of the
Angora Mohair Fibers from
Goats Acclimatized in
Romania
Carmen Ghituleasa, Emilia
Visileanu, and Constantin
Aurel, National Research
and Development Institute
for Textiles and Leather
Sound Barrier Properties of
PLA-Hemp Nonwoven
Composites
Nazire Deniz Yilmaz1,
Nancy B. Powell2, and
Pamela Banks-Lee2,
1
Pamukkale University,
2
North Carolina State
University

Investigation on Production and
Properties of Core-spun Yarns
Containing Nylon 66 Nanofiber
Yarn as Core Part
Behrang Adeli, Zahra Tadi,
Mohsen Shanbeh, and Sedigheh
Borhani, Isfahan University of
Technology

Break

Assessing and Predicting the
Tensile Strength of
Polyester/Viscose Blended
Open-end Rotor Spun Yarns
Oğuz Demiryurek1 and Erdem
Koç2, 1Erciyes University,
2
Ondokuz Mayis University

Session 6C: Test Methods
Chair: Osman Babaarslan
Room: Seminar
Fiber Quality Control Using
Real-time Dyebath
Monitoring
Melih Gunay1, Matt Farrell1,
William Dixon1, and Warren
Jasper2, 1HueMetrix Inc.,
2
North Carolina State
University
Evaluation of Fabric Defects
in a Weaving Mill
H. Ziya Özek, Namik Kemal
University

Shell Buckling Behavior of
Fused Shirt Fabric Composite
Under Cyclic Loading
Saeed Shaikhzadeh Najar,
Behnam Namiranian, and
Hamid Reza Mehralian,
Amirkabir University of
Technology

3:00

An Experimental
Investigation on Some
Physical Properties of Socks
from Some New
Regenerated Fibers
S. Cimilli Duru, B. Uygun
Nergis, and C. Candan,
Instanbul Technical
University

Identifying the Most Important
Aspect in Spining Triangle
Dimensions Controlling
A. Badehnoush and A. AlamdarYazdi, University of Yazd

3:20

The Potential Effect of Rain
Drops on Piezoelectric
Voltage Output
D. Vatansever and E. Siores,
University of Bolton

Effect of Compact-Jet Spinning
System on Yar Hairiness
Demet Yilmaz1, Mustafa Reşit
Usal1, and Sayed Ibrahim2,
1
Suleyman Demirel University,
2
Technical University of Liberec

3:40

Bicomponent Artificial Turf Influence of Contaminated Cotton
on Yarn Manufacturing
Fibers for Future Sports
Noorullah Soomro1,2 and Iftikhar
Flooring
1
Ali Sahito1, 1Mehran University
Rudolf Hufenus , Christian
1
Affolter , Martin
of Engineering and Technology,
1
2
Camenzind , Marcel
Çukurova University
Halbeisen1, Adriaan
Spierings2, Andreas
Tischhauser3, Kaspar Zogg4,
and Gerhard Schramm5,
1
Empa, 2Inspire AG,
3
TISCA, 4TIARA,
5
Schramm GmbH & Co.
Poster Session
Chair: Yusuf Ulcay
Posters will be evaluated by a commission and the best poster will be announced at the banquet.

4:00–
4:45

Estimation of Dissolution
State of Various Polymers
(PVDE, PVC, and PAN) from
a Sonochemical Point of View
Masatomo Minagawa1, Kenichi Agatsuma1, Yoshiomi
Shimo1, Nobuhiro Sato2, and
Tomochika Matsuyama2,
1
Yamagata University,
2
Kyoto University
A Comparative Study on
Degreation Occuredy by
Applying Hair Colorant on
Wool and Human Hair
M. Sharzehee, N. RahimiRad, and A. Alamdar-Yazdi,
University of Yazd
Development of Disposable
Hydrophilic and
Antibacterial Polypropylene
Nonwoven Sheet
Hakan Ünal, Gulay Özcan,
and Saliha Bellisoy, Istanbul
Technical University

Evening Session
4:45
5:00
6:00
7:30
10:30

Visit of TUBİTAK―BUTAL Facilities (www.butal.tubitak.gov.tr)
Janissary band of musicians performs; local folk show
Visit of City Museum
Banquet at the Yildirim Beyazit Room, Merinos Congress Center
Guest Speaker: Affan Ener, Director, Technical Textiles Division of Akin Tekstil
Entertainment by Firat Neziroğlu Show

Friday, May 14
7:30
8:00

8:40

9:00

9:20

9:40

10:00

Registration and Breakfast
Plenary Talk (in Orhangazi Salon): Dr. Lubos Hes, The Technical University of Liberec, Czech
Republic: The Effect of Finishing Treatment on Thermal Comfort Properties of Wet Fabrics
Session 7A: Melt Spinning
Textile & Environment
Chair: Tamer Uyar
Room: Seminar 3
An Investigation on the
Effect of the Intrinsic
Viscosity on the Structural
Properties of Poly(ethylene
terephthalate) Fibers
M. Youssefi and M.
Morshed, Isfanhan
University of Technology
Improvement in Tensile
Properties and
Morphological Changes on
Draw-annealing of Melt
Spun PPS Fibers
Gajanan S. Bhat and
Prabhakar V. Gulgunje,
University of Tennessee at
Knoxville
Modeling Melt Spinning of
Poly(ethylene terapthalate)
Fibers
Şengül Teke1, Şule Altun1,
Mehmet Teke2, and Yusuf
Ulcay1, Uludağ University,
FIGES Engineering
The Effect of High-energy
Electron Beam on Highdensity Polyethylene Fibers
Farshad Sharbafian1, Jalil
Morshedian2, and Yousef
Jahani2, 1Islamic Azad
University, 2Iran Polymer
and Petrochemical Institute

Session 7B: Test Methods
Chair: Aliasghar AlamdarYazdi
Room: Seminar 4
Determination of Aramid Types
by Analytical Methods
Kenan Yildirim1, A. Melek
Köstem1, Uğur Özçağatay1,
Nurcan Aydin2, and Şeref
Güçer1,2, 1Tübitak, 2Uludağ
University

Session 7C: Fibers
Chair: Lubos Hes
Room: Seminar 5

Production of Cotton Yarn
Properties from Fiber Propertise
Using Robust Regression
Hoseini Ravandi and S.M.
Taheri, Isfahan University

Antibacterial Waterborne
Polyurethanes
Buket Demir, Roy Broughton,
Leonardo De La Fuente,
Jennifer Parker, and Maria L
Auad, Auburn University

An Analysis of Friction
Coefficient on Nonwoven
Fabrics by Using Two Different
Methods
Nazan Avcioğlu Kalebek and
Osman Babaarslan, Çukurova
University
Mechanical Properties of Woven
Reinforcement Fabric on
Nonwoven Filters
Mehmet Ermin Yuksekkaya,
Mevlut Tercan, and Gamze
Ozbag, Usak University

A Study About Photovoltaic
Fibers
Ayse Bedeloglu1, Ali Demir2,
and Yalcin Bozhurt1, 1Dokuz
Eylul University, 2Istanbul
Technical University

Flame Retardant PLA from
Phosphoramidates
Sabyasachi Gaan, Marina
Turalija, and Laurie Mauclaire
Schoenholzer, Empa

Study on the Kinetics and
Colouristic Properties of
Polypropylene/Poly(butylene
terephthalate)/Nanocaly
Blend Nanocomposite Fibers
A. Bigdeli1, H. Nazockdast2,
A.S. Rashidi1, M.E.
Yazdanshenas3, 1Islamic Azad
University, 2Amirkabir
University of Technology,
3
Islamic Azad University

Break
Session 7A: Melt Spinning continued

10:20

Green Textiles, Sustainability, and the United States Market
Ian Hardin, University of Georgia

10:40

Recycling of Wool and Feather Wastes: Evaluation of Enzymatic Treatment
F. Dadashian, N. Hemmatinejad, H. Atri, and N. Talaei, Amirkabir University of Technology

11:00–
11:30

Closing Remarks for the Conference

Social Activities: Free for Participants Who Stay Friday Afternoon
Meet at 2:00 P.M. in Front of Merinos Congress Center





Visit Village of Cumalikizik
Karagoz Museum
Fetih Gate of Bursa & Tophane (Tomb of Osman Gazi and Orhan Gazi, Founders of Ottoman
Empire)
Bali Bey Han Café and Old Commercial Centers and Shopping Tour

**********************************************************
Poster Presentations
Session Chair: Yusuf Ulcay
Mehmet Kanik

Use of Sodium Borohydride for Stripping of Reactive Dyed
Cotton/Elastane Fabrics

Riza Atav

Effects of Fixing Agents on Fastness Properties of Mohair Fibers Dyed
with Leveling Acid Dyes

Sennur Alay

Synthesis and Characterizationof Poly(butyl acrylate)/n-hexadecane
Microcapsules and Their Thermal Performances in Fabrics

Cağlar Sivri

Bioinspiration of Wood for a Better Impact Absorption

Dominique C. Adolphe

The Tapas―The Vegetal Felts Study of the Process of Production

Gamze Supuren

Surface Properties of Wool and Various Luxury Fibers

Muhammet Akaydin

A Research of Strength and Comfort Properties of Socks Knitted from
New Cellulose-based Fibers

Usha Sayed

Application of Natural Polymer on Natural Fibers

Usha Sayed

Surface Modification of Cotton to Improve its Performance Properties

Jiyeon Lee

Intelligent Thermal Insulation of Winter Jacket by Power and
Displacement of Embedded SMA Springs

Ramiz Boy

Novel Polysaccharide Polymers as Fibers and Films

Özge Çelik

Dynamic Analysis of Cam Driven Sley Mechanism

Pinar Uysal

The Effects of Ozone Treatment on Soybean Fibers

Züleyha Deĝirmenci

UV Protection of Naturally Colored Cotton Woven and Knitted Fabrics
in Comparison to White and Dyed Fabrics

Asli Çelebioğlu

Effect of the Solvent Systems on the Morphology of the Electrospun
Cellulose Acetate Nanofibers

Marie Ŝtěpánková

Resistance of Direct Dyestuffs to Infrared Laser Light

Marie Ŝtěpánková

Water-repellent Finish on Plasma Pretreated Fabrics

Marie Ŝtěpánková

Contact Angle Hysteresis on Polyamide Surfaces

Marie Ŝtěpánková

Estimation of Ti on Textiles by LIBS Method

Fatma Kayaci

Morphology of Nylon 66 Nanofibers Produced by Electrospinning from
Different Solvents

Andrea Chládová

Photocatalytic Textiles Prepared by Sol-Gel Method

Mouna Messaoud

Antibacterial Functionalization of Textile Supports by Silver
Nanoparticles Formed Through a Combination of Sol-Gel and
Photochemistry Routes

Laurence Schacher

Characterization of the Color Change of an Iridescent Textile

Fatma Yener

Effect of Polymer Concentration on Electrospinning System REDO REQ

Ali Demir

Improvement of Artificial Vessel from Nanofibers

Yakup Aykut

Photovoltaic PEDOT: PSS-Fullerene (C 60-82 ) Composite Nanofibers
Through Electrospinning

Meltem Yanilmaz

Polyurethane Polypyrrole Composite Nanofiber

Suat Cetiner

Poly(N-Methyl Pyrrole) Containing Semi-conductive P(AN-co-Vac)
Composite Films

Hasan Basri Kocer

N-Halamine/Quat Copolymers for Antimicrobial Applications

Ali Ashjaran

Lasting Antimicrobial Effect of 6-(1-anthraquinonyl amino)
Hexyldimethylammonium Bromide on Nylon Fabric

Murat Yazici

Micromechanical Modeling of Multilayer Plain Woven Textile
Composites

Remzi Gemci

Comparisons of Yarn Strength Analysis for Viscose and Lyocell

Ilkay Yuksek

Investigation of Regenerated Bamboo, Cotton, and Bamboo/Cotton Blend
Yarn Characteristics

Devrim Soyaslan

Surface Appearance Evaluation of Some Weft Knitted Fabric Reinforced
Composites

S.A. Mirjalili

A Study on the Effect of Ultrasound Waves on the Shrinkage of Weft
Knitted Fabrics

Emad Ghods

Production by Acoustic Struction with Disposable Nonwoven Fabrics

Maryam Sharzehee

Antibacterial Finishing of Cotton Fabric by Applying Sulphamic
Acid/Urea and Metallic Salts

Emad Sedighi

A Study on the Effect of the Method of Tops Production Used in Semiworsted Yarns for Carpet

Emad Hezavehi

Evaluation of Antimicrobial Effect of Surgical Fabric Incorporating
Nano Silver Colloid

Pedram Payvandy

The Effect of Sewing Seams on Woven Fabric Bending

M. Hadizadeh

On Applications of Geometry in Textile Design

Kyoung Hong

Effect of the Structure of the Thermal Barrier on the Thermal Protection

Yasemin Dülek

Mechanical Characterizationof Polyester-Based Surgical Mesh Coated
with Chitosan

G. Ertik

Correlation Between Chitosan Coating and Mechanical Properties of
Artificial Vessels

Semiha Eren

Effect of Fiber Properties on Shrinkage of Fiber/PMMA CompositeBased Bone Cements

Olcay Tok

Effect of Fabric Construction on Strength of Automotive Seat Fabrics

F. Bostan

Effect of Thermal Finishing and Chemical Compaction on Mechanical
Properties of Artificial Vascular Grafts

Nano Applications

Metal or Metal Oxides Coated Nanofibrous Web with
Exceptional IR and UV Extinction at High Permeability
Jintu Fan, Pingtang Zhao and Huijun Wu
Institute of Textiles and Clothing, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Kowloon, Hong Kong
tcfanjt@inet.polyu.edu.hk
INTRODUCTION
Fibers materials, especially nanofibers, have large
surface areas. Coating metal or metal oxides onto
fibrous materials can create materials of
exceptional quality for catalysis, shielding
radiation, and antimicrobial.

assistance method [2]. Figure 3 shows the SEM
and TEM images of the electrospun nylon 6
nanofibrous web coated with rice-like TiO2
nanoparticles.

In this presentation, two experiments of coating
metal and metal oxides onto nanofibrous web to
achieve exceptional IR and UV extinction at high
permeability are reported.
EXPERIMENTAL
In the first experiment, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)
nanofibers supported on a polypropylene (PP) web
was coated with aluminum by using physical vapor
deposition [1]. Figure 1 shows the SEM and TEM
images of the sample. Figure 2 compares the Infrared (IR) spectra transmission of the Al coated
nanofibrous web with that uncoated nanofibrous
web supported on a PP web.

FIGURE 1. Morphological and structural images of PP/PVA/Al
hybrid layered assembly (a) field-emission SEM image of PVA
nanofibre supported on PP web, (b) field emission SEM image
of aluminum coated PVA nanofibres, (c) TEM image of
aluminum coated PVA nanofibre membrane

In the second experiment, rice-like TiO2
nanoparticles are coated onto the electrospun nylon
6 nanofibrous webs through a novel ultrasonic-

FIGURE 2. IR spectral transmission for (a) uncoated PP web,
(b) PP web/PVA nanofibres, (c) PP web/PVA nanofibres/Al
coating

FIGURE 3 (a) The SEM images of the electrospun nylon 6
fibrous web; (b, c) the low- and high-magnification SEM
images of the as-prepared TiO2 coated nylon 6 fibrous web
under the typical conditions for an ultrasonic time for 4 h; (d)
HRTEM image of the part marked with a square in the inset (1)
of the tip of the rice-like particles of TiO2 coating. An inset (1)
is the high magnification TEM image of the tip of the rice-like
TiO2 nanoparticles; the inset (2) is the FFT pattern of the
HRTEM image of Figure 3(d).

Figure 4 compares the IR extinction, moisture
transmission rates and UV transmittance of the
nylon 6 fibrous webs without and with TiO2
coating for different time under the same other
typical conditions.

FIGURE 4(a) The Rosseland mean extinction
coefficient (σe, R); (b) the WVTR. (c) the UV-vis
spectra; (1) the electrospun nylon 6 fibrous web;
(2) the TiO2 coated electrospun nylon 6 fibrous
web for 3 h; (3) the TiO2 coated electrospun nylon
6 fibrous web for 3.5 h; (4) the TiO2 coated
electrospun nylon 6 fibrous web for 4 h.
CONCLUSIONS
The nanofibrous web coated with metal or metal
oxides, fabricated under the optimum condition,
demonstrated exceptionally high IR extinction, UV
blocking at high porosity and permeability. The
most appropriate coating processes may be
different for different metal or metal oxides and
different fibers.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The goal of this study is to determine the effects of
nanoclay reinforcement and compatibilizer amount
on the physical characteristics and mechanical
performance of PP cast films. Twin screw and
single screw extruders were used to produce the
films. The properties examined include thickness,
tear strength, tensile strength, burst strength and
flame retardancy.
BACKGROUND
In our earlier work, pure PP films were produced
by using single screw extruder and the effects of
production parameters were investigated on these
pure PP cast films [1]. The machine parameters
such as temperature, screw speed and winding
speed were changed while producing the pure PP
films to observe the effects of these parameters on
pure PP film properties.

was skipped since there is no need for
compounding. The polymer melt was quenched
onto a chilled roll. The film was taken up through a
pair of nip rolls onto a winder.
Compatibilizer and nanoclay levels were changed
during the manufacturing process of reinforced PP
cast films to examine the effects of these materials
on the film properties. The nanoclay and
compatibilizer amounts that were changed during
the production process of compounded pellets for
the production of nanoclay reinforced films by
using twin screw extruder can be seen in TABLE
1.
TABLE I. Nanoclay and compatibilizer levels during the
manufacturing process of compounded pellets

Compatibilizer (%)

Nanoclay (%)

PP (%)

10%

1%

89%

10%

3%

87%

10%

5%

85%

In this work, polypropylene polymer “30 Melt
Copolymer Natural” with a density of 0.91 g/cm3
and an MFI of 34 g/10 min from Premier Plastic
Resins was mixed with Dupont Fusabond P613
compatibilizer and Southern Clay Cloisite 15A
nanoclay to produce hybrid monofilaments.

15%

1%

84%

15%

3%

82%

15%

5%

80%

20%

1%

79%

20%

3%

77%

Twin screw extrusion machine was used in order to
compound Fusabond 613 compatibilizer, Cloisite
15A nanoclay and PP pellets as the first production
step for getting homogenized nanoclay reinforced
PP cast films. After producing compounded
filaments using twin screw extruder and chopping
these filaments into pellets, Wayne single screw
extrusion machine having a 15.24 cm (6”) cast film
die was used to produce polypropylene (PP)
nanoclay reinforced cast films in combination with
a chilled roll and a nip (take up) roll. For producing
pure PP films, twin screw extruder production step

20%

5%

75%

APPROACH

Instron 5565 universal testing machine was used to
perform tensile, tear and burst strength tests. For
thickness tests, Testing Machines Inc., (TMI)
micrometer was used.
RESULTS
Thin mono-layer polypropylene (PP) films were
produced by mixing nanoclay and competibilizers
using twin screw and single screw extruders. The

effects of nanoclay and compatibilizer levels on
physical, mechanical and structural properties of
cast films such as film thickness, tear strength,
tensile strength, burst strength and flame
retardancy were analyzed. It is found that changes
in nanoclay and compatibilizer amount affect the
properties of reinforced PP cast films in different
ways. Different types of resin modifiers
appropriate for PP and nanoclays can be used to
determine their effects for improving the extrusion
process to get more homogenous cast film
structure.
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Electrospinning is a very useful technique to
produce polymeric nanofibers for diverse
applications [1]. This technique involves stretching
a polymer fluid under a strong electric field into
fine filaments that are deposited randomly to form
nonwoven fiber mats in the most cases. Although
nanofiber nonwovens has been shown enormous
application potential [2], nanofiber bundles that
have long continuous length and interlocked
fibrous structure, nanofiber yarns, are expected to
create new opportunities to develop more
complicated nano fibrous structures with welldefined three-dimensional architectures and better
mechanical performance, which will lead to many
new applications. Indeed, several efforts have been
made to produce nanofiber yarns from
electrospinning process, such as using liquid
reservoir or partially rotating disk couple as a
collector [3, 4]. However, these methods met
problems with either producing continuous yarns
or adding twist to the yarn structure. It remains
challenged to produce nanofiber yarns that have
continuous length and controlled twist structure
directly from an electrospinning process.

FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of the basic setup for
electrospinning of nanofiber yarns,

In this study, we have demonstrated a simple, but
versatile and efficient, process to directly
electrospin continuous nanofiber yarns with wellcontrolled twist level using a dual-nozzle
electrospinning setup and a yarn winding system.
The effects of operating parameters on yarn

morphologies and twist level on the yarn
mechanical properties were also examined.

FIGURE 2. a) Cone-shaped fiber deposition due to the rotation
of the funnel collector and continuous drawing of nanofibers
from the funnel, b) As-produced nanofiber yarns, c) SEM image
of a nanofiber yarn section.

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the basic setup
for electrospinning of nanofiber yarns, which
consists of two needle nozzles, a rotating funnel
collector, a cross winder, and a high-voltage DC
power supply. Two nozzles were placed in front of
either side of the funnel collector, and a yarnwinding system was set between the nozzles with a
distance further than that between nozzle and
funnel collector. During electrospinning, two
needle nozzles were connected separately with
positive and negative polarities of the DC power
supply. Nanofibers electrospun from the oppositely
charged nozzles were deposited onto the rotating
funnel collector to from a fibrous membrane
covering the funnel surface. To form a nanofiber
yarn, the nanofibers deposited were pulled off the
funnel surface, while at the same time maintaining
the funnel rotating constantly. This led to the
formation of a “cone” shaped fibrous membrane
attaching to the funnel edge (Figure 2a). With
continuously rotating and drawing the fibrous cone,
a twisted fiber bundle was formed at the fibrous
cone tip, which can be wound to form a continuous
nanofiber yarn. Figure 2b shows the appearance of

a nanofiber yarn produced by this process, which
looks similar to that of conventional yarns, except
that the fibers are on nanometer scales (diameter
486 nm). In addition, most of the nanofibers within
the yarn aligned in certain angles along the yarn
length direction (Figure 2c).
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FIGURE 3. Dependences of yarn tensile strength and elongation
at break on twist level

It has been noted that the nanofiber and yarn
morphologies, yarn dimension, twist level and
production rate are determined by both the
operating parameters (e.g. applied voltage,
electrospinning distance, flow-rate of polymer
solution, funnel dimension and rotating speed, the
distance between funnel and winder, and winding
speed) and material properties (e.g. polymer,
polymer concentration). The maximum yarn
production rate from this yarn electrospinning
system is 5 m/min.
In our previous work, we have demonstrated that
adding twist to a nanofiber bundle can increase the
mechanical properties, and the yarn tensile strength
is highly dependent on the twist level [5]. Here, the
tensile property of nanofiber yarns with different
twist levels was examined. As shown in Figure 3,
with an increase in the twist level, the yarn tensile
strength and elongation at break increase until the
twist level reaches about 5 kilo cycles/meter.
Further increasing the twist level leads to decrease
in both strain and stress values.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the direct
electrospinning of highly twisted continuous
nanofiber yarns using a dual-nozzle electrospinning
setup plus a winding system. The process shows
ability to control fiber/yarn diameters, fiber twist
levels and yarn mechanical properties through
adjusting the operating parameters and material
properties. These highly twisted continuous
nanofiber yarns may find wide applications in areas
ranging from biomedical for tissue regeneration to
defence and reinforcement.
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INTRODUCTION
Peripheral nerve injuries are common and serious
disorders affecting more than 500 000 new patients
annually, in Europe and USA. The lesions are
caused primarily by traffic accidents, knife injuries,
tumor resection, iatrogenic side effects of various
types of surgery (orthopaedic intervention,
cosmetic and facial surgery…). For short nerve
gaps (typically 5 mm), a surgical end-to-end
reconnection (neurorhaphy) can be successfully
performed, but longer gaps repaired in such a way
lead to excessive suture tension and poor results.
The technique offering by far the best results and
currently used consists in interposing an
autologous nerve graft between the severed nerve
ends (“gold standard”). Nevertheless, this
technique suffers some limitations such as the
mismatch of the donor nerve size with the recipient
site, occurrences of neuroma formation, incomplete
reinnervation and subsequent poor recovery [1].
Nerve guides based on extracellular matrix
polymers purified from tissue such as collagen
have the specific advantage of possessing celladhesive or signaling domains, which may present
a more biologically relevant microenvironment for
nerve growth. However these materials present
several drawbacks: they are difficult to formulate
in a reproducible manner; they are semi-rigid and
can induce inflammatory reactions due to friction
movements with the environing tissues; they may
be contaminated with pathogen agents (ex: prion)
and they are relatively expensive.
Therefore, synthetic materials present many
advantages over natural ones, namely the ease and
reproducibility of fabrication, controllable porosity,
calibrated geometric shape and tunable mechanical
properties.
AIM OF THE PROJECT
In this project, the complementary properties of
polyesters and PHE(M)A polymers have been
combined in an homogeneous biomaterial, namely
a block copolymer composed of both polymer

types, to fit the best as possible the prerequisites
for a nerve guide [2]. The controlled
polymerization techniques used for block
copolymer synthesis are expected to allow (through
the possibility of varying copolymer molecular
weight and composition) fine tuning of our
biomaterial in terms of mechanical, degradation
and bioactivity properties.
Furthermore,
the
recent
and
promising
electrospinning method is used to process these
copolymers into fibrous tubular structures of
suitable shape and porosity [3].
APPROACH
The challenge is to produce micro tube made of
specifically designed biopolymer issued of the
nano-spinning method. In order to obtain such kind
of nerve guides, the collector of the initial spinning
booth has been redesigned as shown in the figure 1.

Figure 1 : Nerve guide generation axes

The main problem is to obtain a thin support that
has a very low friction coefficient and a good
electrical conductivity. In order to obtain these
requests, axes made of charged Teflon have been
developed and used. The Teflon will provide the
low friction coefficient and the charged aspect is
here to provide the conductivity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first trials have given good results (figure 2, 3
and 4)

These diameters are important because they are a
part of the specification of these new products and
are a key factor of the product development
process as shown in the graph 1.

Graph 1: Diameter distribution (Mean value1231 m)
Figure 2 : First obtained tubes

CONCLUSIONS
The first results, in terms of tubes and obtained
diameters, are optimistic for the development of
the new proposed products. The mechanical
properties, that have been found, have shown good
behaviors in terms of fatigue and in tension
FUTURE WORK
In a near future, these obtained nerve guides will
be sutured, during a preclinical study, in lesioned
rats and their performances in nerve regeneration
will be extensively tested using kinematics video
analysis, functional and electrophysiological
recordings, neuroanatomical histoenzymological
and molecular biology techniques.
Figure 3 : SEM details of the tube

Figure 4 : SEM details of the tube

The first evaluations that have been carried out, are
the measurement of the diameter of these tubes
(outside diameter).
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE

region and hydrophobicity for PP region after the
surface modification (Figure 4).

This work presents methodology for development of
fiber based microfluidic devices. The methodology is
based on pointed surface functionalization of
conventional woven fabric.
INTRODUCTION
Development of economical, accurate, and user
friendly microfluidic devices attracts great attention
in the field of medical diagnosis.1 The devices
fabricated from silicon, glass, and polymers are
reported in scientific literature.
Currently,
lithography is well adapted technique and heavily
used to create device’s microchannels.2, 3 Fiber based
materials, such as woven fabric, are also prospective
candidates for microfluidic devices.4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a model system a woven fabric made of poly
(ethylene terephthalate) [PET] and polypropylene
[PP] fibers was utilized. Fabric was designed with
WeavePoint software and woven with AVL loom
(Figure 1). The fabric was treated with alkali
(NaOH) to activate polyester in the fabric structure.
Then, poly(glycidyl methacrylate) [PGMA], labeled
with Rhodamine B, was deposited on the alkali
treated polyester fibers by adsorption (Figure 2).
The epoxy groups of PGMA enabled the polymer to
bond to PET that have compatible reactive groups.5, 6
The selected parts of the substrate were then modified
by grafting of different polymers. Specifically,
hydrophilic polyacrylic acid [PAA], poly(vinyl
pyridine) [P2VP] and poly(ethylene glycol) [PEG]
were grafted to different parts of the fibrous material.
The level of the modification was analyzed with
contact angle measurements and fluorescent
microscopy.
Figure 3 shows fluorescence microscope images of
blended fabric and yarns which were pulled-off from
the blended fabric to analyze. It is evident that only
PET fibers were modified with the grafting. Contact
angle experiments showed hydrophilicity for PET

FIGURE 1. AVL Loom Machine
Epoxy functional group
on PET yarn
-OH,-COOH Functional groups

FIGURE 2. Poly (glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) grafting on alkali
treated fabric.

FIGURE 3. Fluorescence microscope images

Drop on PP yarn
FIGURE 4. Contact angle measurements of blended fabric for
PET and PP region.
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The Aim
In this study, PAN and PVA nanofibers incorporated
PMMA/n-hexadecane nanocapsules for thermal energy
storage have been produced by means of
electrospinning and tested for their thermal
performances.
Introduction
One of innovations in textile field is to produce
innovative materials containing phase change materials
(PCMs) that have thermal storage and so thermoregulation property. The most comfortable skin
temperature is 33.4 °C. When the temperature of the
skin differs more than 4.5 °C, from this ideal
temperature, the human body feels uncomfortable [1].
One of the primary purposes of clothing design is to
protect the wearer skin temperature from rising or
falling too far. Phase change materials (PCMs) that
have been used to regulate temperature fluctuations
have this function. When the temperature is above the
phase change temperature, PCMs absorb and store heat
energy with no temperature increase. When the
material cools down, the latent heat is released to the
human body. [1-4].
Thermo-regulating fibers are generally produced by
mixing phase change materials (PCMs) or
encapsulated PCMs (microPCMs) and fiber-forming
polymer in melts or solutions. Many researchers have
tried to prepare thermo-regulating fibers by
incorporating PCMs into fibers via wet or melt
spinning. Meng and Hu synthesized a poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG)-based thermoplastic shape memory
polyurethane and the corresponding fiber, as a
temperature-regulating fiber, fabricated from this
polymer by melt spinning [1]. Mengjin et al prepared
thermal regulating fiber based on polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) and paraffin by wet composite spinning [4].
Thermo-regulated sheath/core composite fibers
containing microcapsulated n-octadecene were meltspun [5]. Thermo-regulated PAN/VDC fibers
containing microPCMs were wet-spun [6]. McCann
and et al, combine melt electrospinning with coaxial
spinneret to provide a method for encapsulation of

solids in a composite or polymer matrix to generate
nanofiber-based PCMs [7]. Ultrafine fibers of
polyethylene glycol/cellulose acetate (PEG/CA)
composite were prepared as thermo-regulating
fibers via electrospinning [8]. A new method for
preparing thermo-regulating fiber was developed by
Jiang et al [9], which is referred to as in situ
microencapsulation method. Vigo et al, produced
hollow rayon and polypropylene fibers by filling
them with phase change salts [10].
Experimental
In this work, PMMA/n-hexadecane nanocapsules
have been produced by emulsion polymerization of
methylmethacrylate
and
ethylene
glycole
dimethacrylate is exploited to obtain unimodal
distribution of the particles. Nanofibers containing
nanocapsule PCMs are spun from polymer
solutions by Needle Electrospinning method [11].
In electrospinning of PAN, polymer is dissolved in
DMF to prepare 12 % PAN solution. PVA is
dissolved in distilled water to prepare 8% PVA
solution. Electrodes are placed with a distance of 17
cm and 20 kV potential is applied to produce
electrospun fibers. Nanocapsules are added to
polymer solutions to adjust their concentration to 15
weight percent. Nanocapsules containing PAN and
PVA solutions are electrospun under the same
conditions with PAN and PVA at room
temperature. PAN and PVA nanofibers are used as
fibers which are analyzed by SEM to determine
fiber morphology before and after nanocapsule
incorporation. The thermal properties of nanofibers
are determined by DSC analysis.
The particles lower than 1 μm diameter is called as
nanocapsules in the encapsulation processes [12].
The average diameter size of the nanocapsules are
0.22 μm. Also, the energy storage capacity of the
particles are 145.60 J/g which is quite satisfactory
for encapsulated PCMs.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the SEM images of PAN
and PVA nanofibers. The nanoparticles are detectable
in both of these fibers when they are incorporated by
electrospinning. The diameter of PAN and PVA fiber
containing nanocapsules are measured as 1.54 μm and
0.14 μm respectively (Figure 3 and Figure 4).

The melting enthalpies of fibers are measured as
9.56 j/g and 7.54 j/g respectively. These values can
be thought as low however high voltage applied
during electrospinning of non-polar PMMA/nhexadecane nanocapsules may have possibly
resulted in irregular distribution of the particles in
the system.
Conclusion
In conclusion PAN and PVA nanofibers containing
PMMA/n-hexadecane nanocapsules as energy
storing element could have been produced and
tested in this study.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. SEM images of PAN nanofibers containing nanocapsules
(a) and pure PAN nanofibers (b)
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Introduction
Electrospinning, which has been studied
extensively in recent years, is a technique that
can produce very fine fibers in 5-500 nm
diameter range which is 102-104 times finer
compare to the conventional systems. In
elcctrospinning, nanoweb structure consisting
nanofibers can be produced by the help of
electrical field created between negative and
positive electrodes at high voltage. Because of
high specific surface area and nano pores in
nanoweb structure, these surfaces exhibit high
performances in a wide application areas such
as defense industry (protective clothing), space
applications (solar and light panels),
biomedical applications (wound dressings),
filtration applications (air, chemical or gas),
electrical applications (electrodes, sensors,
detectives), agricultural applications (plant
protective materials), composites (material
strengtheners) and enzyme carries for food
industry.
The first patented work in electrospinning
belongs to Formhalls [1] while a succesfull
production was made much later in 1950’s by
Vonnegut and Neubauer [2]. There are several
different techniques used for nanoweb
production in electrospinning. Syringe-needle,
drum (cylinder) and a single bar methods are
the most common ones while the syringeneedle method has been used widely by
researchers due to its very simple structure,
therefore easy set up. The control of fiber
fineness and repeatable results has been one of
the major interests in this field. The effect of
various parameters such as voltage, distance
between the electrodes, concentration of the
solution, ambient conditions on fiber
properties have been studied extensively so
that it is possible to control fiber fineness [3‐
10]. Different from earlier studies however,
we investigated the effect of type and thickness
of collector electrode on fiber fineness in this
study.

Approach
The simple syringe-needle method was used in
this work. We have chosen aluminum and
copper collector electrodes in square form
(10cmx10cm) to determine the effect of
differing transmission properties. Also, three
level was chosen for each type of collector’s
thickness as 1mm, 5mm and 10mm thickness
was used respectively. Technical parameters
applied in electrospinning in which fibers were
produced from PAN/DMF are given below.
Table
1.
Working
electrospinning

parameters

Parameter

Value

Distance between electrodes

23 cm

Polymer flow rate

1 ml/h

Voltage level

20 Kv

Needle

22 G

Solution concentration

15%

in

The SEM photographs of the nanoweb
structures obtained are analyzed and the effect
of parameters on fiber fineness is discussed.
Results and Discussions
The results indicate that the fibers get coarser
as the thickness of the electrode was increased
(Fig.1). On the other hand, the test results
show that the fineness of the fibers differ
according to the use of copper or aluminum
electrode in production. This is considered due
to the different electrical properties of these
two materials, and analyzed in detail.

Fibre diameter (nm)

600
550
500
450
400
350
300

1

10
5
Thickness of Collector (mm)

800

Fibre diameter
( )

700
600
500
400
300
1

5

10

Thickness of Collector
(mm)

Fig.1 The change in fiber diameter when
aluminum and copper collector is used
Conclusions
In this work, the effect of the material used for
collector electrode and the effect of the
electrode thickness in electrospinning by a
syringe-needle was studied. The results
indicate that both the material used for
electrode and the thickness of the electrode
affect significantly the fineness of the fibers
produced in electrospinning.
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ABSTRACT
Electrospinning is the process for producing
different type of fibers with nano and micro
diameter. In usual electrospinning the nanofibers
collect on the surface of flat or drum grounded
collector and the final nanofiber web have 2D
structure with some micrometer thickness. In the
present research, some new methods based on the
liquid support system and jet controlling are
introduced for modifying the process to obtain 3D
random and oriented structures. The main
advantages of this system are the ability of
producing continues aligned bundle of nanofibers
as yarn and some other bulk structures. Some
preliminary studies, especially on the set-up
conditions were done to show the feasibility of
these techniques for designing the nanofiber
structures.
INTRODUCTION
Electrospinning is known to be a simple and
versatile method to produce nanofibers. These
nanofibers can be made from a wide variety of
materials such as polymers and their blends,
ceramic precursors [1, 2, 3], metals and
nanocomposites in the form of solution or melt
[4,5]. The capability of producing such a different
type of materials in the form of continues
nanofiber, with small diameter, higher surface area
to volume ratio and smaller spaces between
individual fibers have resulted in the variety of
applications in protective clothing, biomaterials or
bio-membranes, tissue scaffolds, nanocomposites,
nano-catalysis, nano-encapsulation and filtration.
More researches have been carried out for
understanding
and
controlling
of
the
electrospinning process and nanofiber depositing
area, shape and also finding new application for it
[6].
In recent years, finding the various ordered
structure of nanofibers such as aligned, arrayed and
bundle aligned nanofibers and finding a way for
producing them as yarn, which can be used in a

desired final structure, have been achieved using
different mechanical collection devices and set-up
and also manipulating the electric field [7, 8].
Despite this, obtaining other fibrous architectures
from electrospinning is still a challenge. In this
paper some techniques are introduced for
fabrication of different macroscopic structure of
nanofibers.
EXPERIMENTAL
Industrial Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) with Mw
100,000 g/mol, N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF)
as the solvent for PAN and Multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWNTs) were used. The homogenous
polymer concentration solution with 14 to 16% w/v
and 1% w/w MWNTs were prepared.
Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up that was
used to produce some of the 3D bulk and aligned
structure. Adjusting the feeding liquid pump to low
level resulted low vortex velocity. In this condition
nanofibers deposited in the corner of basin and
then move with liquid rotation in the basin, so new
nanofibers could be deposited on the top of the last
ones.
The liquid could be select according to
hydrophobic property of fibers. In present work
water was used as a dynamic collector supporter.

FIGURE 1. Schematic set-up for production of 3D bulk and
oriented nanofiber structure by liquid vortex.
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In high velocity of vortex, by using additional
rotating drum it could be possible to draft the
bundle of nanofibers and aligned them in one
direction and produce continues yarn.
By using one grounded bar on the surface of the
vortex under the spinneret, the next 3D nanofiber
architecture could be produced.
By using PAN/MWNT and manipulating the
electrical field profiles and its direction, it could be
possible to produce nanofibers like mountain. In
this case nanofibers were collected vertically.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The principle of nanofiber deposition in
electrospinning on solid and liquid substrate is the
same. Thus, parameters affecting the formation and
morphology of fibers deposited on a solid substrate
can be almost considered for liquid substrate. The
advantage of using liquid substrate is that the
fibrous architecture of deposited fibers can be
easily rearranged to other structures employing the
water drag force to accumulate nanofibers without
damaging them. In figure 2, the image of resulted
bulk bundle of nanofibers that was produced
according to the set-up that was shown in figure 1
and its SEM image are presented.

Its count and other yarn structural parameters could
be changed according to changing the set-up
conditions and parameters.
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Using grounded bar near the
surface of vortex, cause
rugby
ball
shape
3D
nanofibers. In this case it
could possible to cover
desired
things
with
nanofibers and capsulated.
FIGURE 5. Image of rugby ball structure of nanofibers.

The more charged nanofibers PAN/MWNTs could
be collect in vertical direction by controlling the
electrical field. Since the fibers have charge and
didn’t have sufficient time for discharging, so the
next nanofibers deposited on top of last one in open
structure as figure 6.

FIGURE 6. 3D bulk structure of nanofibers on solid substrate.

FIGURE 2. SEM image and bulk bundle of nanofibers.

If the resulted nanofibers were
impregnated in water, after
drying, the more compact 3D
structure of nanofibers could be
produce like figure 3.
FIGURE 3. Image of compact bulk bundle of nanofibers after
impregnated in water .

In the previous set-up as
describe before by using
rotating drum and applying
draft to nanofibers, the well
aligned bundle of nanofibers as
yarn
can
be
produced
continuously (figure 4).
FIGURE 4, SEM image of 3D structure of nanofibers as yarn.

CONCLUSIONS
Some novel techniques for producing 3D structures
of nanofibers were described. The liquid collector
system and manipulating electrical field are the key
factors for obtaining these structures. SEM images
have confirmed the inter structure of nanofibers
whether they were random or align. These
nanofiber architectures could be used in tissue
scaffolds, filtrations and where desired thickness
and orientation of nanofibers are important.
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OBJECTIVE
This paper covers our recent studies on the
development of multi-functional nanofibers by
electrospinning technique.
INTRODUCTION
Electrospinning is a versatile and cost effective
technique for producing fibers where the fiber
diameters are in the range few hundred nanometers.
This technique is very promising since it facilitates
to produce multi-functional nanofibers from various
polymers, polymer blends and composite solutions,
etc [1-2]. In electrospinning, a continuous filament is
electrospun from polymer solution or polymer melt
under a very high electrical field which resulted in
the form of non-woven consisting of nanofibers.
Nanofibers/nanowebs produced by electrospinning
technique have several remarkable characteristics
such as very large surface area to volume ratio, pore
size within nano range, unique physical performance
along
with
the
design
flexibility
for
chemical/physical surface functionalization. It has
been shown that the outstanding properties and
multi-functionality of such nanofibers/nanowebs
make them favorable candidates for many
applications
in
biotechnology,
textiles,
membranes/filters, composites, sensors, etc [1-5].
APPROACH
We have obtained functional nanofibers/nanowebs
from various natural and synthetic polymers by
electrospinning technique. In addition, the
functionality of these nanofibers/nanowebs was
enhanced by incorporating specific additives into
these nanofibers. The polymers that we have
electrospun into bead-free uniform nanofibers are as
follows; Polyamide (Nylon 6,6), Polyacrylonitrile
(PAN), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), Polyvinyl
alcohol
(PVA),
Cellulose
acetate
(CA),
Polycaprolactone
(PCL),
Chitosan/PEO
and
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF).
The electrospinning of these polymers were carried
out using different solvent systems, varying the
polymer concentrations and adjusting the
electrospinning parameters such as applied voltage,

tip to collector distance and solution feed rate in
order to obtain bead-free uniform nanofibers. The
morphology of these nanofibers was studied by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The physical/chemical/thermal
characterization of these nanofibers were carried out
by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), Thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA), Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometry
(FTIR).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrospun nanofibers having various morphologies
and dimensions were obtained from different solvent
systems and polymer concentrations. For all the
polymer systems beaded fiber structures were
obtained at lower polymer concentrations but an
increase in the polymer concentration to certain level
yielded bead-free fibers, which indicates that a high
viscosity is required to obtain uniform nanofibers. In
addition it was also observed that type of solvent
plays an important role on the final morphology of
the nanofibers. Some of the SEM images of the
uniform electrospun nanofibers that we have
obtained are shown in figures below.
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Nylon 6,6

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)

polyethylene terephthalate (PET)

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)

CONCLUSIONS
We
have
produced
various
polymeric
nanofibers/nanowebs by the Electrospinning
technique. We have investigated morphology and
physical/chemical/thermal properties of these
functional nanofibers.

Cellulose acetate (CA)

FUTURE WORK
Our goal is to develop multi-functional
nanofibers/nanowebs for certain applications such as
membranes/filters,
textiles,
biotechnology,
composites, sensors, energy, etc.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, a compatible and ideal filler concept
has been developed for electrospun nanocomposite
fiber structures. The compatibility between
sepiolite and polimer matrix during organo
sepiolite production is improved using chemical
treatment with common organic solvents such as
acetone, toluene and ethylene glycol. Chemical
treatment is compared with both raw and
Dodesildimethyl ethylbenzene ammonium chloride
(DEBAC) modified sepiolite in order to produce
organoclays in different polarity solvents. The
structure and thermal stability of raw and modified
sepiolite was analyzed by Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and TG/DTA. It was
observed that the selection of clay modification
method is dependent on the origin of the sepiolite
as well as the characteristics of nanocomposite
solvents. The final sepiolite product was added to
produce polyurethane nanocomposite fibers using
electrospinning technique and also identified with
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
INTRODUCTION
Compatibility between polymer and any inorganic
mineral filler are of significant importance in the
preparation of high-quality nano-biocomposites [1,
2]. Adhesion forces provide compatibility between
these surfaces and play a crucial role in stability [3,
4], rheology [5] and mechanical properties [6] of
polymer-filler blends [1] as well as making fibers
by electrospinning process [7]. Therefore, the
selection of ideal filler is also very important for
the preparation of high quality nanocomposites.
The ideal filler should at least meet several
properties such as good surface wetting and
bonding, high strength, as well as low cost,
availability, and good chemical resistance [8,9].
For this purpose, organic treated sepiolite fibers
were investigated to selection of ideal fillers for
electrospinning and polyurethane nanocomposite
fibers. As shown in ur previous studies, AFM

measurements are of critical importance for
assessing the liberation of sepiolite fibers as
nanocomposite production requires nano scale
dimensions [10]. The identification of fibers was
determined for both type sepiolite inorganic fibers
and polyurethane organic nanocomposite fibers.
MATERIALS AND METHOD
Natural sepiolite sample was obtained from
Türktaciri Region of Eskişehir, Turkey. The
sample consisted of 85 ±3 % sepiolite.
Dodecylldimethyl ethylbenzen ammonium chloride
(DEBAC) is purchased from Akza Nobel Inc.
Organic solvents such as acetone, toluene and
ethylene glycol are Merck grade solvents.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, raw sepiolite is compared with several
chemical treatments to produce organosepiolites of
different polarity. Also, an optimum and
inexpensive modification method of sepiolite
treatment is developed according to the surface
properties of the desired product. The chemical and
thermal analyzes of modified sepiolite structure
were performed with FTIR and TG/DTA and AFM
imaging. The adsorption of organics such as
acetone, toluene, and ethylene glycol on raw and
DEBAC
modified
sepiolite
Organophilic
characteristics were confirmed by FTIR as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
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Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of raw and DEBAC modified
sepiolite treated with (1; M1) toluene, (2;M2)
acetone, (3;M3) ethylene glycol, respectively.

Thermal stability of sepiolite fibers were
determined by TG/DTA analysis in Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3 A derivative weight loss curves of raw and
DEBAC modified sepiolites.

Fig 5. TEM image of electrospun fibers.
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Fig. 4. TG analysis curves of of raw and DEBAC
modified sepiolites.
These analyses show that chemically treated
sepiolite fibers changed the thermal stability
according to the polarity of solvent media.
Modification also affected the surface properties of
the fibers. On the other hand, sepiolite fibers
increased the stability of electrospun fibers. TEM
and AFM images of nanocomposite electrospun
fibers can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6.
CONCLUSION
The raw and modified sepiolite-filled polyurethane
aqueous solutions were firstly electrospun to
prepare a nanofiber mat. Together with cylindrical
shaped fibers and nanofibers (thickness 150- 250
nm), ribbon shaped fibers (width 4 µm, thickness 2
µm) and corn flakes (width 100 µm, thickness 100
µm) were also found in the nanofiber mat. It is
shown that the morphology and mechanical
properties of nanofiber mats are highly dependent
on the clay modification technique as well as the
electrospinning process.
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Fig 6. AFM image of electrospun fibers.
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Cellulose is the major polysaccharide in plants and
the nature's most abundant polymer. The unique
chemical and physical structures of cellulose make
it the most significant renewable resources for a
great variety of materials including fibers and
chemicals feedstock beyond biofuel.
The
challenges for efficient utilization of cellulose are
however many fold. Cellulose is part of plant cell
walls and requires separation from other
substances. The steric effect of -1,4-D(+)glucopyranose in the cellulose building blocks
prevents free rotation along the chains and with the
extensive inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen
bonds and long chain lengths, contributes to the
highly rigid and crystalline cellulose structure that
is challenging to process and convert. Improved
utilization of cellulose should take advantage of
their unique chemistry and structure to fulfill their
potential. This paper presents twoe approaches to
create new nano-composite fibrous materials from
cellulose: one by incorporating cellulose
nanocrystals and the other with carbon nanotubes.
An acid hydrolysis and freeze drying process has
been established to generate cellulose nanocrystals
in rod, sphere, and network morphologies. These
nanocrystals retained cellulose Iβ crystalline
structure and were more crystalline than the
original cellulose. This process introduces sulfate
groups on the nanocrystals surfaces, as confirmed
by FTIR and EDS, enabling their swift and stable
dispersion in aqueous as well as organic media
including ethanol and DMF. The nanocrystals
possessed mesoporous structure with an average
pore width of 91.99 ± 2.57 Å and a specific surface
area of 13.362 m2/g, about 9 times of the original
cellulose (1.547 m2/g). Moreover, the nanocrystals
exhibited
significantly
improved
thermal
conductivity and altered decomposition behaviors
that suggest direct solid-to-gas decomposition,
leaving substantially more (30%) carbonaceous
residue than the original cellulose. The combined
surface charge introduction and fixation of
mesoporosity on the cellulose nanocrystals is a
highly efficient route to prepare large quantity of
high quality cellulose nanocrystals with quick redispersion capability for practical applications.

Fig. 1. SEMs of cellulose (a,b) powder; SEMs
(left) and TEMs (right) of nanoycrytals in the
forms of (c,d) rods, (e,f) spheres, (g,h) porous
network.
These cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) were loaded
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) ethanol mixtures and
into
fibrous
nanocomposite
electrospun
membranes.
The
incorporation
of
CNC
significantly reduced fiber diameters (from 349 to
69 at 5 to 20 loading, respectively) and improved
fiber uniformity (Figure 2). The well dispersed
CNC significantly increased Young’s modulus and
stress of the by up to 35-fold and 16-fold,
respectively. Heat-induced esterification between
the CNC surface hydroxyls and PAA carboxyl
groups produced CNC-PAA interfacial covalent
crosslinks, rendering the nanocomposite fibrous
membranes insoluble in water, more thermally

stable and very impressive 77-fold increase in
modulus and 58-fold increase in stress (Figure 3).

Figure 2. SEMs of as-spun PAA/CNC
nanocomposite fibers: (a) 0% (b) 5%, (c) 10%, (d)
15%, and (e) 20% CNC by weight of PAA.

nanofibers incorporated with
electrospinning (Figure 4).

MWCNT

via

Figure 4. Electrospun nanofiber sheets of (a) pure
regenerated Cell and CNTs/Cell from (b) 0.01/15
and (c) 0.05/15 wt% CNTs/CA (Herein refer to
0.01/15 and 0.05/15
The MWCNTs distributed evenly in the fiber and
aligned along the fiber axes as evident by TEM and
the presence of MWCNT was confirmed by XRD
(Figure 5).

Figure 3. Stress-strain curves of nanocomposite
fibers at varying CNC loadings (*crosslinked in
N 2 , 140°C, 60m).
We had previously exploided the chemical and
structural potential of cellulose by coupling
chemistry reactions and polymer physics principles
in electrospinning to reduce fiber sizes to
nanometer ranges, to create novel morphology, and
to alter surface chemistry. Examples include hybrid
and multi-component fibers of sheath-core, nanoporous structure and multiple stimuli-responsive
hydrogel and enzyme bound fibers. Surface
reactions and grafting add further chemical
functionality such as hydrophilicity-hydrophobicity
and protein/enzyme binding as well as molecular
approaches of adsorption, ligand binding and
electrostatic layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly.
Our recent work extended to multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWCNT) filled cellulose nanofibers.
The MWCNT filled cellulose were fabricated by
basic hydrolysis of cellulose acetate (CA)

Figure 5. XRD patterns of (a) CA as-spun, (b)
Cell, (c) 0.01/15 CNTs/CA as-spun, (d) 0.01/15
CNTs/Cell, (e) 0.05/15 CNTs/CA as-spun, and (f)
0.05/15 CNTs/Cell.
With enhanced interfacial annealing and
crosslinking between the surface carboxylic acid
groups of MWCNT and the cellulose hydroxyl
groups, the tensile strengths of the MWCNT filled
cellulose fibers were further enhanced.
The
interfacial interactions between MWCNT surfaces
and the cellulose matrix were detailed by SEM,
AFM, FTIR-ATR, EDS, and XRD.
Acknowledgement: Findings also cited from
research conducted by L. Li , H. Liu, B. Ding, Y.
Wang, H. Chen and J. Du.
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1. OBJECTIVE
The aim of this research is to show the
improvement in mechanical and damping
properties of epoxy composites by adding different
amount of carbon nanotubes. In order to improve
the dispersion, several dispersion techniques such
as covalent and non-covalent functionalization,
ultra-sonication were chosen. The quality of the
dispersion was examined through rheological
measurements. The final properties (mechanical
and thermo-mechanical) were analyzed via
dynamic mechanical analysis.

ratio, CNTs are usually present in the form of
bundles and ropes. Consequently, these bundles
and ropes cause poor dispersion in polymer matrix
that reduces the efficiency of CNTs as
reinforcement. Several approaches, such as
ultrasonication, high shear mixing, use of
surfactants,
surface
functionalization,
encapsulation of CNTs, and the combination of
those have been used to overcome these obstacles.
In this study, covalent and non-covalent
functionalization, ultrasonication and their
combination have been used.

2. INTRODUCTION
Nanocomposites are multi-functional materials,
which show unique mechanical, electrical, thermal,
thermo-mechanical, electrochemical, catalytic and
structural properties. In particular, using
nanocomposites has been a popular subject in some
advanced technological applications such as
mechanically reinforced lightweight materials
(automotive parts), non-linear optical devices,
batteries, sensors, bone cements and filter
membranes (1).
The study of nanocomposites involves the study of
multiphase materials where at least one of the
phases (mostly the filler) has one dimension in
nanometric scale. One of the most interesting filler
with unique properties is carbon nanotubes
(CNTs). Carbon nanotubes exhibit an exceptionally
high stiffness (up to 1 TPa Young’s modulus) and
tensile strength (~60 GPa). CNTs also show high
electrical conductivity (>104 S/cm) and thermal
conductivity (>200W/m K). Their high aspect ratio
and low density play an important role in
nanocomposite applications (2).
In spite of their superior and unique properties,
significant efforts are still needed to overcome
challenges such as poor dispersion and adhesion of
CNTs to the polymer matrices. Due to the intrinsic
van der Waals force attraction and high aspect

3. EXPERIMENTAL
SWCNTs were purchased from Shenzhen
Nanotech Port Co.Ltd.,China). The diameter range
was < 2 nm, the length range was 5-15 µm and
purity was >90%.
The elastomeric epoxy/amine matrix was
formulated using stoichiometric amounts of an
epoxy monomer based on diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol A (DGEBA, Epon 828, MillerStephenson), and a polyoxypropylene with average
molar mass of 2000, end-capped with primary
amine groups (Jeffamine D-2000, Huntsman), as
hardener. The cured product had a glass transition
temperature located below room temperature
implying that the matrix behaved as a cross-linked
elastomer at room temperature. Non-ionic
surfactant, polyoxyethylene octyl phenyl ether
(Triton X-100) was used as a surfactant agent.
The rheological properties of the epoxy/D-2000
liquid suspensions were determined using a
commercial rheometer (AR-G2, TA Instruments).
A linear viscoelastic response characterized the
entire range of strain amplitudes used in this work
(0.01 to 100%).
Dynamic mechanical analysis (RSA3 TA
instruments) was carried out to assess the storage

modulus (E’), loss modulus (E’’) and tan delta (δ)
of CNTs-epoxy composites. Epoxy/D-2000
samples were performed with film testing tool and
the samples were subjected to a sinusoidal
displacement of 1% strain at a frequency of 1Hz
from 25°C to 200°C and a heating rate of 5°C/min.
for dynamic temperature ramp.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The quality of the initial dispersion was assessed
by the constancy of the storage modulus with
frequency in the low-frequency range. The effect of
SWCNT
surface
modification,
SWCNT
concentration and applied sonication time on the
viscoelastic and final properties of epoxy/SWCNT
nanocomposites were discussed. The SWCNTs
were covalently functionalized through oxidation
and esterification methods and the effect of the
functionalization on the dispersion quality was
examined (Figure 1). Furthermore, different
concentration of SWCNTs (0.25, 0.5, 1 and 1.5
wt%) were used and sonicated for 2, 5, 10, 30 and
60 minutes (Figure 2).

Figure II. Effect of different sonication times on G’ of various
SWCNT concentrations
Table I. Effect of SWCNT-COOH concentration on E’ and E’’
at low and high temperatures
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In this study, several dispersion methods such as
covalent and non-covalent functionalization and
ultrasonication were used in order to improve
SWCNT dispersion in epoxy matrix. It was
observed that the quality of dispersion was
increased after covalent and non-covalent
functionalization. The best dispersion was obtained
after 5 min. sonication. Furthermore, 1187%
increase in loss modulus was observed.

Frequency (rad/s)

Figure I. Effect of functionalization on dispersion of
SWCNT/Epoxy Suspension

Cured epoxy systems exhibited a large increase of
the loss modulus with increasing amounts of
SWCNT. For 3 wt % SWCNT-COOH, the increase
in loss modulus was 1187 % at room temperature.
When temperature was increased up to 140 ºC the
loss modulus of the nanocomposite was practically
constant while the one of the matrix dropped to a
negligible value (Table 1). The damping capacity at
high temperatures opens important practical
applications, as lightweight and robust damping
components that can be easily integrated into the
heterogeneous composite structures.
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Experimental
Materials
The density of bentonite used was 2.5126 g/cm3 . Surface
area of bentonite by BET method was 31.16 m2/g.
Organic compounds used in this study was polyethylene
glycol (PEG 1450), tributhyl hexadecyl phosphonium
bromide (HTBPh), and aminopropylisooctyl polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS).
Purification
Purification was carried out by fractionation in centrifuge.
Surface Modification of Purified Na-Bentonite by
PEG
Purified bentonite was placed to beaker and stirred. Citric
acid was added to suspension for prevent edge/surface
interaction. PEG at 5 different ratios of 10%, 20%, 30%,
40% and 50% were added to suspension and stirred for
reach equilibrium. After modification modified bentonite
was removed from suspension by centrifugation and
dried in vacuum drier and sieved under 75 micron for
characterization.
Surface Modification of Purified Na-Bentonite by
HTBPh
Purified bentonite was placed to beaker and stirred.
Appropriate amount of HTBPh at 5 different
concentrations 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.25, 1.5 equivalents to the
ratio of CEC of the purified bentonite were dissolved in
water isopropanol mixture and added to bentonite
suspension drop wise. Washed modified bentonite was
dried in vacuum drier and sieved under 75 micron for
characterization.
Surface Modification of Purified Na-Bentonite by
POSS
Modification of bentonite by POSS were carried out by
method describe elsewhere with slightly modifications
[3]. Purified bentonite was placed to beaker and stirred.
Appropriate amount of POSS, at 5 different
concentrations 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 equivalents to the
ratio of CEC of the purified bentonite, were dissolved in
50 ml ethanol and protonated with equivalent mol with
acetic acid was added drop wise to suspension and stirred.
Modified bentonite was removed from suspension by
centrifugation and dried in vacuum drier and sieved
under 75 micron for characterization.
Characterization
Changes in d-space of bentonite were analyzed by
Philips 1800 X-ray diffractometer employing CuKa
radiation, (λ=0.15418). The diffraction patterns were
collected between 2θ of 2-40° at scanning interval 0.02°

and 4 second reading time. Thermal stability of modified
bentonite were analyzed using SDT 2960 Simultaneous
DTA-TGA device, heating rate was 10°C/min from
ambient temperature to 600°C at air atmosphere. Surface
area was estimated by BET methods using Micrometrics
Tristar 3000 devices by N 2 adsorption.
Results and Discussion
Purification
The impurities in commercial purified bentonite prevent
to exfoliation of modified bentonite during polymer
processing. Additional purification bentonite needed for
produce compatible nanoclay with polymer. Figure 1
show XRD patterns of as received and purified bentonite
by fractionation in centrifuge. As can be seen from XRD
results impurities like quartz, albite, kaolinit and calsite
was removed by fractionation in centrifuge. CEC was
increased from 75 mmol/100g to 92 mmol/100g, also
BET surface area of bentonite was increased from 31.16
m2/g to 56.18 m2/g. After centrifuge suspension was
diluted to observe sedimentation behavior. After one
week no sediment was observed.
However for
observation of sedimentation behavior of commercial
nanoclay by trade name Nanofil 116 1% suspension were
prepared. After one week 30% of nanoclay was
precipitated. This mean commercial nanoclay consist non
swellable materials with particle size more than 2
microns, which can be create problem after modification
in polymer processing.
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Introduction
Small amount of nanoclay additions improved tensile
strength, thermal properties, modules and dyeability of
polymeric fibers [1]. Nanoclay produced from natural
Na-montmorillonite minerals consist a lot of impurities
like quarts, feldspar and Ca-montmorillonite. The
purification and surface modification of Namontmorillonite are important to produce appropriate
nanoclay for polymeric fibers.
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Figure 1: XRD Patterns of As-received and Modified
Bentonite
XRD Results
The change in d-spaces of modified bentonite was
calculated from Brag equation. Unmodified bentonite has
d-space 10.07Ǻ with addition of PEG d-space increase
and rich to 18.57Ǻ at 30% of relative concentration.
Modified bentonite has same d-space like commercial
nanoclay Cloisite 30B. Figure 2 show changes of d-space
with relative concentration of PEG. From XRD results it
can be see 30% of PEG concentration give optimumum
results. The solubility parameter of PEG is
approximately 17 MPa1/2 and this near same as
polyethylene [3]. Moad et al. suggested that the clay
layers exfoliated in the presence of PEO based
surfactants in the preparation of PP nanocomposites [5].
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TGA Results
From X-ray results optimum concentration were selected
for modifications. TGA results for modified bentonite
were shows in Figure 5, temperature related with 5%
weight loss are defined initial degradation temperature.
This temperatures are 263°C, 290°C and 320°C for PEG
modified, for HTBPh-modified and POSS-modified
bentonites. In this study bentonite modified with
ammonium surfactants like hexadecyl trimethyl
ammonium bromide was analyzed. The initial
degradation temperature is near 220°C. Also commercial
nanoclay was show near same initial degradation
temperature measured at air atmosphere. Analyses
carried out at nitrogen atmosphere show slightly higher
initial degradation temperature than in air atmosphere.
Patel et. al. show that HTBPh modified bentonite initial
degradation temperature more 320°C [7].
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Figure 2: Changes of d-space by PEG concentration
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Changes of d-space of modified bentonite by HTBPh
were show in Figure 3, with increasing of concentration
of surfactant d-space of bentonite increase and reach to
23.1 Ǻ at 1 CEC concentration. At low concentration
surfactant molecules were adsorbed onto clay surfaces by
monolayer and with increasing concentration adsorbed
by two layers. Any changes were detected in further
adsorption of surfactants. HTBPh were selected from his
thermal stability. The process of modification is same
like commercial nanoclay and need washing several
times for removing excess of surfactant from clay
surfaces.
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Figure 5: TGA Diagram of Unmodified and Modified
Bentonite
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Figure 3: Changes of d-space by HTBPh concentration
Figure 4 show changes in d-spaces of bentonite modified
by concentration of POSS. With increasing concentration
d-space of bentonite increase and reach to 40Ǻ at 0.4
CEC concentrations, d-space didn’t change with further
increases in concentration of POSS. POSS modified
bentonite can be easily used like filler for polymeric
fibers. Zheng et. al. study incorporating of polyester fiber
with POSS [6].
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Figure 4: Changes of d-space by POSS concentration

Conclusion
In this study was shown importance of purification
process for nanoclay. Purification was carried out by
fractionation of clay suspension in centrifuge where
particles bigger than 0.2 microns was removed. Also here
was shown that commercial purified nanoclay (Nanofill
116) needed further purifications for removing
nonswellable particles which can be create problem
during fiber processing. Purified bentonite was modified
with three different organic compound which has good
thermal stability and give good d-spaces. The selected
compound can be easily used in production of nanoclay
for polymeric fibers. Especially POSS modified
bentonite show very high d-space (40°) and high initial
degradation temperature.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The trend to use ever smaller size particles of the
materials is apparently growing in many markets
and applications. In fiber spinning the main issue is
to develop fibers with low content of additives.
There are challenging issues involved in fiber
spinning during incorporation of a whole range of
additives including the nano-particles which have
been developed for textile applications with
specific properties. The emphasis is put on the
necessary collaboration between involved fields of
chemistry, materials, spinning and textiles for the
achievement of innovative textiles.

Nano Additives and Advantages in chemical
fibers
The inclusion of nano particles into a polymeric
matrix yields a new class of materials called nanocomposites. Research in this area has resulted in
new polymeric materials in some applications.

INTRODUCTION
It is a challenge to able to provide a proper
dispersion of nano particles in PET fibers. This
requires better understanding of interactions in
order to achieve optimum and efficient processes
and control of final product properties thus leading
to new innovations in textile fiber applications. It is
necessary to establish a co-operation between PET
polymer production and nano particle production
and master batch compounding to determine
dispersion, viscosity, melt behavior characteristics.
This will further enable to develop right raw
materials for processing in terms of extrusion,
spinning and texturizing in order achieving the
envisaged properties in final textile application. A
well established understanding and good
communication between raw material development
and suitable process parameters development will
lead to better physical, mechanical and structural
properties as shown in Figure.1. Therefore it is
essential to utilize expertise from each area
involved such as chemistry, materials science,
master batch compounding, fiber spinning, and
textile technologies from both academic and
industrial platforms. The research and development
work should also include the pilot facilities of melt
extrusion, spinning, master batch compounding,
texturizing as well as the equipments for polymer
testing, fiber characterization and testing the
performance of final textile products.

Nano particles that are applicable in polyester fiber
spinning are mostly the nano-sized metal oxides
and metal ions such as TiO 2 , ZnO, SiO 2 , CuO, Ag+,
Zn++. There is also intensive research is ongoing for
addition of organically modified nano-clays and
nano-ceramics as well as the carbon nano tubes.
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Materials
polymer
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Dispersion
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FIGURE 1. Interactions of expertise
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The properties achieved in these fields also offer
promising opportunities for the textile industry.
Particularly the development of chemical fibers
with additives is very interesting and this would
lead to production of composite fibers with whole
new range of properties.

They will provide properties ranging from flameretardant, antimicrobial, antistatic, self cleaning,
UV
protection,
thermo-stability,
abrasion
resistance, strength, faster dye uptake, deep color
intensity, brighter colors, etc. Since they will be
embedded in the polymer in fiber the claimed
properties on final textiles can be more permanent.
They can also provide advantages for process
ability but the challenge is to tune current
processing conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dispersion of Nano Particles
The difference of sub micron particle size
converting to nano particle converting is the
disproportionably higher interactions of the
individual particles leading to agglomeration. This
is due to the increased specific surface area of the
nano particles that depends inversely proportional
on the particle diameters sometimes ranging
between 20nm-500nm. The agglomeration level
and distribution of particles in a polymer thus on a
chemical fiber has been analyzed by using SEM
combined with such elemental analysis methods of
EDAX and FTIR as shown in Figure 2.
New techniques are necessary in order to
successfully convert nano particles in real world
product formulations. They involve improved
grinding processes in formation of nano particles to
make them easily incorporate in fibers without
reducing the spinning performance. Thus it is
necessary to keep nano particle sizes ideally below
200nm.

FIGURE 4. Nano particle dispersion in fiber
FIGURE 2. Analysis
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Surface modification of nano-particles is a key
factor as well as development of right processing to
obtain real dispersion. Surface modification is
necessary for converting nano particles to make
them compatible with a matrix. Surface
modifications can either be mechanical in grinding
to control particle sizes, or chemical by applying
chemically aided milling techniques. Therefore the
particle sizes are kept in the range of 20nm-50nm in
preparation of nano particles.
However in real dispersion situations there should
be some allowance for agglomeration by not
disturbing the homogeneity and distribution of
particles. There are two stages of dispersion are
involved in terms of fiber spinning; dispersion in
the master batch and dispersion on the fiber itself.
Masterbatch Preparation and Feeding
The active nano materials can be added into fibers
via masterbatches which are fed into polymer
during extrusion. They provide better dispersion
and mixing into polymer and do not disturb
spinning ability of fibers. The parameters should be
considered for effective feeding of masterbatch.
Dispersion of nano particles in a master batch
polymer is shown in Figure 3 where particle size
distribution is in the range of 200-500nm.

However in dispersion of fibers after spinning the
agglomeration has been reduced by more
homogenous distribution of particles being of
200nm on average as shown in Figure 4 above.
Challenging Issues in Spinning
The following parameters should be controlled
for a productive spinning:
• Density
• Viscosity
• Melt temperature
• Process temperature
• Filament diameter
• Spinning pump pressure
The viscosity highly affects pressure, particularly
the pressure in the spin pump thus further pressure
fluctuations in the spin pack pressure. A minimum
pressure level has be determined for an effective
spinning. Adjustments may be necessary due to
viscosity effect of some additives. Additives or
reinforcements can affect the final physical
properties of yarn such as tenacity rises thus
bringing elongation drops. But this ratio sometimes
changes chains that tenacity and elongation both
drop due to molecular differences with effect of the
additive. Along with the chemical effect, particle
size and dose rate have biggest effects. Therefore
optimum winding speed has to be chosen
depending on the effect of additive/reinforcement
on yarn physical properties and friction properties.
CONCLUSION
Above all the challenging issue on the feasibility of
nano-composite fibers is to develop fibers based on
the low contents of nano particles for the melt
spinning of hi-count and micro-count yarns (with
low dpf) for a whole range of new functional
textiles.

FIGURE 3. Nano particle dispersion in master batch

The main issue is to develop nano-composite fibers
with low content (<5%) nano particles. The
emphasis is put on the necessary collaboration
between involved fields of chemistry, materials,
spinning and textiles for the achievement of
innovative textiles. Surface modification of nanoparticles is a key factor as well as development of
right processing to obtain real nano dispersion.
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The studies on nanotechnology are carried out by
various disciplines together or individually. It also
has started to find some applications in textile
industry. Today many nanotechnology applications,
from fiber to finishing such as nanofiber production
and nano dressing, take part in research topics of
scientist in this industry. One of the most important
advantage of nanomaterials is high surface area to
volume ratio. Porous, selectively permeable, high
surface area materials can be used in various
applications. Therefore, nanofibers are potential
materials for applications, which require high
surfaces.
A fiber having a diameter below one micrometer
may be defined as a nanofiber. As these nanofibers
can be manufactured from organics such as
synthetic or natural polymers, they also can be
produced from inorganic materials such as metals
or ceramics [1].
Nanofibers can be obtained by high capacity
processes such as meltblowing, spunbonding, bicomponent (island-in-the-sea) fiber spinning as
well as particular methods for instance selfassembly and nanolithography. However, cost,
production rate, fiber structure, fiber diameter
distribution, orientation factors are the causes,
which limit the usage of these production systems.
At this point, electrospinning method which has
high production rate and low cost becomes
advantageous [2].
Principle of electrospun nanofiber production
method is based on thinning of viscoelastic fluid
material by drawing it in a path, under internal and
external forces. In solution and melt spinning
production methods fibers are made thinner under
mechanical forces, while in electrospun fiber
production, fluid material is oriented by
electrostatic forces during solidification, so nanosized fibers are obtained. Nanofiber filament is
produced as long as material is fed to the system
that is also principle of conventional fiber spinning
methods.
Research on product development and potential
applications have been exponentially increased
since 1990’s with increasing number of studies on
electrospinning. Today there are a lot of products
exist in the market, besides numerous scientific

research on nanofibers are continuously being
conducted around the world. Filtration, medical,
energy, technical textile materials, protective
materials are some of the major research areas.
Water resistant breathable membranes are generally
barrier materials, which resist water up to a certain
value and also prevent transition of water vapor.
This type of membranes are used in sport clothes,
raincoats and protective clothes more than 30 years
[3].
A human body makes a kind of refrigeration during
physical activity via perspiration. If water vapor is
not sufficiently transferred, humidity between body
and cloth increases. That humidity discomfort the
body even it may cause deaths resulted from
hypothermia. In other words, if water vapor
between body and cloth is not transferred outside, it
becomes denser, body may not supply the heat
transferred to this liquid, so that phenomena can
produce mortal circumstances. The water vapor
transfer capability of cloth or material is known as
breathability. Water vapor transfer is defined as
“the weight in gram of water vapor that passes
thorough one square meter of a material in a day”
[4].
Waterproof breathable membranes chosen as target
products for this work have been designed and
successfully produced. These types of membranes
are used in daily clothes, shoes, sport clothes,
building materials and demand for these types of
materials continuously increasing.
In order to produce such selectively permeable
barrier materials, different types of polyurethane
solutions with various additives were prepared.
Nanofiber webs were produced from the prepared
solutions on a multi needled electrospinning set-up
(see Figure 1) and they were tested. Nanofibers
produced from polyester based thermoplastic
polyurethane have smooth structures without bead.

less water vapor transmission rate than the
polyurethane nanofiber membrane. In addition to
this, increasing thickness of nanofiber web
improves the water penetration resistance of the
nanofiber membranes while water vapor
transmission rate is not significantly affected from
the thickness of the fiber web. It can therefore be
concluded that this is the result of a fully open pore
structure of the nanofiber web.

FIGURE 1. The electrospinning set-up with multi needles

On the other hand, polyether based polyurethane
and poly(methylphenylsiloxane) added polyester
based polyurethane solutions give nanofibers with
beaded structures. Nanofiber webs obtained from
polyester based polyurethane solution without any
additive have higher water penetration resistance
than polyether based polyurethane nanofiber webs
with no poly(methylphenylsiloxane) addition.
Polyether based polyurethane nanofiber webs are
able to bear a hydrostatic pressure of 18 cm water,
while polyester based nanofiber webs are able to 62
cm water.
On the other hand, poly(methylphenylsiloxane)
added polyester based polyurethane nanofiber webs
are able to bear a hydrostatic pressure of 250 cm
water. So medium level water resistant breathable
material were produced. A final product
electrospun from poly(methylphenylsiloxane)
added polyester based polyurethane solution and
laminated onto a cotton woven fabric was
compared with a commercially best selling
waterproof breathable membrane having high water
penetration resistance and water vapor transmission
rates. Nanofiber web laminated woven product can
be grouped in high water resistant materials even
though it has not reached the water penetration
value of the commercial product.
Water vapor transmission rates of designed
nanofiber membrane has the same values as it is
compared to commercial product named Gore-Tex®
which is highly breathable. The other commercial
material with trademark of Eurodach® has much

For some waterproof breathable products, the air
permeability is an important requirement. The air
permeability of nanofiber membranes is four times
higher than commercially available membranes.
The air permeability of a nanofiber web laminated
cotton woven fabric by polyurethane hotmelt
adhesive is low however, it is higher than the
commercially available barrier materials. A
waterproof breathable product with these properties
may be a potential candidate for membranes used
in construction.
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OBJECTIVE
Electrospinning is a widespread technique to make
a nanofibrous material. Every institute, company,
university has its own way in looking at the
process. This paper is giving an insight in how the
Department of Textiles, University Gent is looking
at electrospinning.

INTRODUCTION
Electrospinning is at this moment one of the most
common polymer processing techniques, which
can be found in many research institutes or
companies [1]. Electrospinning is popular, because
it is an inexpensive technique to make a
nanomaterial. A material that has enhanced
properties, compared to regular materials.
An electric field is the driving force behind the
process. This force draws a polymer jet out of a
polymer solution coming out of a needle. While the
solvent is evaporating, thin fibres are formed that
are deposited on a collecting surface. When the
surface is flat, a nonwoven will be collected. This
nonwoven is a random collection of nanofibres,
fibres with a diameter between 40 and 500 nm.

achieve steady state if they are electrospun with a
specific solvent combination, i.e. formic acid and
acetic acid [2]. Another example is cellulose
acetate, which needs a defined relative humidity to
achieve stable processing.
Although there is a lot of research going on
electrospinning, there is still much work missing in
the stable production of polymeric nanofibres.
Stable production can be achieved by steady state
needle electrospinning, the technique to generate a
reproducible, homogeneous material.
APPROACH
Several polyamides were selected for performing
research. This included polyamide 6, 6.6 and 6.9.
For all these polyamides a steady state table was
generated
by
performing
electrospinning
experiments on a single nozzle setup with all
parameters kept as constant as possible.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is impossible to process a full view on the steady
state table when working with these margins.
However, a light version can be seen in table 1.
TABLE I. Steady state table for polyamide 6

A key issue in obtaining a stable process and thus
reproducible
samples
is
steady
state
electrospinning. Electrospinning is in steady state
when the amount of polymer that is transported
through the needle per unit of time equals the
amount of polymer that is deposited as nanofibres
on the collector per unit of time. This condition is
checked visually during and after the process.
Electrospinning is governed by a large set of
parameters.
To
achieve
steady
state
electrospinning, a defined set of parameters needs
to be manipulated. This defined set is different for
every polymer system. For instance, polyamides

wt%
12
14
16
18
20

100:0

66:33

60:40

50:50

0:100

Table 1 contains a lot of information. For this table,
solutions of different weight percentages, ranging
from 12 to 20 wt%, are electrospun in different
solvent mixtures. The solvent mixtures range from
100 % formic acid (100:0) to 100 % acetic acid
(0:100). In between there are some mixtures that
contain both formic acid and acetic acid.

It is seen that when using only formic or acetic
acid, these solutions can’t be electrospun under
steady state conditions. This means that not a
combination
of
different
electrospinning
parameters will lead to a stable process. Only the
mixture of the two solvents generates the
possibility for some to generate steady state
conditions when applying a set of parameters.

using the solvent mixture formic acid – acetic acid.
The nanofibres have a defined average diameter
that results in very specific material properties.
These properties are for instance useful in the field
of water microfiltration.

In table 1, 2 regions can be seen. The light grey
region is the region where no steady state can be
found, the white region is the region where there is
steady state.

Different setups are tested at this moment in the
field of water filtration. In these setups,
nanofibrous polyamide membranes are placed and
tested on a short and long term basis. The first
results are promising and show that the nanofibres
have especially a very high permeability compared
to other microfiltration membranes.

The steady state table is the combined result of
different parameters that play a role in the
electrospinning process: the surface tension, the
viscosity, the dielectric constant of the solvent
mixture, the solidification process, and the
solubility of the polyamide in the solvent mixture
determine the borders of the steady state window.
Making nanofibrous materials in steady state
conditions results in reproducible, homogeneous
nonwovens. These nonwovens are tested in
different fields of use, including liquid filtration.
First tests show that the material like in figure 1
has a defined poresize that can range between 0,2
and 1 μm. The poresize depends on the average
diameter of the nanofibres and on the grammage of
the nonwoven. The diameter of the nanofibres in
figure 1 is 150 ± 20 nm.
FIGURE I. Polyamide 6 nanofibres

CONCLUSIONS
Polymeric nanofibres have been made using
electrospinning. Steady state electrospinning has
been introduced for making polyamide nanofibres.
A reproducible, homogeneous material was made

FUTURE WORK
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ABSTRACT
Since -cyclodextrin nanocapsules are not able to
form a direct covalent bond with textile fibers,
some
cyclodextrins
derivatives
such
as
Monochlorotriazinyl--CD (MCT) have been
reported with the reactive groups in order to bind
chemically onto the surface fabrics. One of these
reactive CDs could be prepared by reacting cyclodextrin with itaconic acid. This derivative has
a vinyl group capable of the addition
polymerization onto the surface of fabrics.
Although the parameters such as catalyst
concentration affect the efficiency of esterification
reaction, investigating the combined effects of
them could indicate different mechanisms of
reactions.

containing different IA concentrations in the
presence and absence of a curing catalyst. The
reaction mixture was allowed to react in a
circulating air oven at different reaction
temperatures for various times. The cured samples
were purified by washing with 200 ml isopropyl
alcohol and filtered by using Suction filtration
method two times in order to remove unreacted
ingredients, followed by drying at 60 ºC for 24 h.
The resultant product of the esterification reaction
was evaluated via determining the amount of
carboxyl groups (COOH) and the double bond
content (DBC), expressed in meq./100 g CDI.
168

INTRODUCTION
The new concept for the modification of textile
substrates is based on the permanent fixation of
cyclodextrins, on the material surface, which
imparts new functionality to the fabric [1, 2].
Textile substrates treated in this way will be
important for medical and hygienic textiles and
garment and home textiles [1-3]. From the
structure of β-cyclodextrin, it is evident that it
cannot form a direct covalent bond with textile
fibers. For this purpose, some researches were
reported to produce some derivatives of CDs [1-3].
Since, free radical graft polymerization of Vinyl
monomer containing β-cyclodextrin to cotton
cellulose [4] could be possible by using some
polycabocylic acids such as itaconic acid, a
reactive cyclodextrin [5] having vinyl group could
be prepared by esterification reaction. However,
the effect of parameters such as itaconic acid (IA)
and catalyst (SHP) concentrations, temperature and
time of reaction and interaction between them
could affect the mechanisms of reactions. For this
purpose, in this study, an attempt was made to
investigate the interactive effects of these
parameters for synthesis process.
EXPERIMENTAL
-cyclodextrin itaconate was prepared using a
semidry reaction method by physical mixing of CD with a definite amount of water/ethanol (75/25)

R1 COOH
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FIGURE 1. Cross term between itaconic acid concentration and
temperature reaction on the amount of carboxyl groups (COOH)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As it has been suggested by other worker [5]
esterification of β-CD by IA in presence of catalyst
can be explained according to the cyclic anhydride
reactive intermediate mechanism as follows:
(i) Formation of IA anhydride

(ii) Esterification of cyclodextrins

Scheme1. The esterification reaction possibility of CD with IA
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FIGURE 2. Cross term between itaconic acid concentration and
temperature reaction on the double bond content (DBC)
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FIGURE 4. Cross term between itaconic acid and catalyst
concentrations on the double bond content (DBC)

The interactive behaviors of other parameters also
predicted that determination of the optimum
conditions for synthesizing cyclodextrin-itaconate
is necessary for controlling the reactions.
CONCLUSIONS
In accordance with results, it can be assumed that
although the factors such as itaconic acid and
catalyst concentrations, time and temperature of
process are more significant to influence upon the
esterification efficiency, the interaction of these
parameters could be responsible for the different
mechanisms of reactions.
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159.25

R1 COOH

be a competition mechanism for esterification and
formation of homopolymers.

(R2 DBC)^1.61

Figs. 1 and 2 show the relative effects of IA
concentration and temperature of reaction on the
amount of carboxyl groups (COOH) and the double
bond content (DBC). Increasing in the amount of
carboxyl groups of end product and its double bond
content could be attributed to the enhancement of
the esterification efficiency between IA and β-CD
up to a threshold level of reaction temperature
related to IA concentration. It seems that at higher
temperatures of this level, the formation of
homopolymers increases and the length of
homopolymer chains anchored to the β-CD
molecules would be longer. In addition, in
accordance with the interaction between IA
concentration and time of reaction while reaction
time is increasing, the rate of homopolymers
formation on the end product could increase at high
concentrations of IA.
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FIGURE 3. Cross term between itaconic acid and catalyst
concentrations on the amount of carboxyl groups (COOH)

Regarding to Fig. 3 and 4, the probability of the
esterification reaction, as suggested in scheme 1, at
the lower concentration of SHP is less. However,
the increase in the amount of carboxyl groups
could be due to the addition polymerization via
vinyl groups. In the middle range of SHP
concentration, it could be assumed that IA is able
to react easily with cyclodextrin via the suggested
esterification reaction under alkaline effect of
catalyst. But at high SHP concentration there may
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Introduction
Nanomaterials are of great interest for increased
functionality over conventional materials. With a high
surface-area-to-volume
ratio
and
continuous
morphology, ceramic nanofibers have been used
widely for battery separators, photoactive layers in
solar cells, high temperature resistance filter devices,
and electronic devices.[1] Synthesis of ceramic
materials in nanoscale has been examined using a
number of techniques including nanolithography,
atomic layer deposition (ALD), nanoscale pattern
transfer, replication, scanning probes and charged
beams.[2] Electrospinning is one of the simplest
techniques to fabricate ceramic
nanofibers. 1D
nanostructured ZnO in the form of nanoparticles,
nanofibers, nanorods, and nanopowders are attractive
owing to their chemically and thermally stable, n-type
semiconducting properties with large exciton binding
and bandgap energies. [3] ZnO has been used widely for
the production of photocatalyst, optoelectronic devices,
and solar cells, and is currently being investigated for
use in sensors for the detection of toxic and
combustible gases.[4] Electrospun nanofibers of ZnO
made from a ceramic precursor (zinc acetate, ZnAc)
and a carrier polymer polyvinyl alcohol (PVA),
polyvinyl pyrilidone(PVP)
or polyethylene
oxide(PEO) have been reported.[5-7] In this work, we
report the self-nanoparticulation with tunable particle
size on the surface of ZnO nanofibers via a surfactantassisted sol-gel electrospinning of ZnAc in PVA.
Materials and Methods
Sol-gel electrospinning procedure was used to form
ZnO nanofibers. The schematic representation of the
procedure can be found in Figure 1. First, ceramic
precursor (ZnAc) and PVA were separately dissolved
in deionized water. Precursor solution and polymer
solution were then combined and in some cases, a nonionic surfactant (Triton-X100) was added. The mixture
was stirred for 12 hours at room temperature. The
resulting “gel” had sufficiently high viscosity to
produce good-quality electrospun fibers. After
electrospinning of the prepared gel, as spun nanofibers
were calcined at 600oC for 6 hours to

remove organic compounds and form fully crystalline
ZnO nanofibers.

Figure 1. Sol-Gel Electrospinning Procedure

Results and Discussions
We began by electrospinning the prepared gel solution,
and subsequently calcinated the as spun nanofibers at
high temperature to form crystalline ZnO nanofibers by
the removal of organic compounds. 8% PVA and 42%
ZnAc aqueous solutions were prepared separately.
Uniform ZnO nanofibers were obtained from
electrospinning of the “gel” which was made of 50/50
(by weight) of these two solutions (Figure 2).

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of a,c) uniform
ZnAc/PVA nanofibers before calcinations, and b,d) ZnO nanfibers
after calcination

However, with further increase in precursor to %50, the
continuous ZnO nanofiber morphology was lost after
calcination (Figure 3).

101

100
002

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of high ceramic
precursor concentration of a) ZnAc/PVA nanofibers before
calcinations, and b) ZnO nanofibers after calcination

Interestingly, the addition of non-ionic surfactant
(Triton X-100) led to the spontaneous formation of
ZnO nanoparticles on the surface of ZnO nanofibers
(Figure 4). This is counter-intuitive since usually the
effect of surfactants is to promote wetting and therefore
prevents formation of particulates or beads. We are
still studying to understand this phenomenon.

Figure 5. X-ray diffraction pattern of ZnO nanofibers before (red)
and after (blue) calcination

Conclusion
Nanoparticulation of ZnO on ZnO nanofibers was
examined via sol-gel electrospinning. This was
achieved by adding a non-ionic surfactant to the
polymer-precursor solution. We are still working to
understand the reason of this phenomenon. Increasing
the ceramic precursor in the gel above %50 reduces the
uniformity of calcined ZnO nanofibers as evident by
SEM. The conversion of as spun ZnAc/PVA composite
nanofibers into fully crystalline ZnO nanofibers was
confirmed by X-ray diffraction.
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Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of ZnO
nanoprticulation on ZnO nanofibers with addition of non-ionic
surfactant

We determined the crystallinity of as-spun nanofibers
before and after calcination by wide angle X-ray
diffraction (XRD). Figure 5 provide the XRD spectra
of ZnAc/PVA (red) and crystalline ZnO (blue)
nanofibers, respectively. The peaks at 2 = 31.1, 33.8,
and 35.6 correspond to the (100), (002), (101)
reflections of ZnO and indicate a Wurtzite-type crystal
structure in the calcined nanofibers, [5] while no spectral
peaks at these 2θ angles are observed for the as spun
nanofibers.
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Magnetic nanoparticles with a size close to
the single domain are of tremendous interest
in different fields of chemistry and physics
due to their unique magnetic properties such
as enhanced coercivity, superparamagnetism
and chemical catalytic properties inherent
with their small size and high specific
surface area [1-2]. Therefore, polymer
nanocomposites incorporated magnetic
nanoparticels have shown promise in
various potential applications [3]. As one
kind of nanocomposites, one dimensional
(1-D) conductive fibers with magnetic
properties are of interest for many
applications
including
membranesless
biofuel cells [4]. Many synthesis and
fabrication methods have already been used
to
produce
1-D
nanofibers,
but
electrospinning has been demonstrated as
the simplest and low cost technique to
produce nanocomposite fibers at high speed.
Meanwhile, eletrospun magnetic fibers will
exhibit remarkable properties due to its large
specific surface area, small diameter (50500nm) and extremely long length [5].

poly(vinyl
alcohol)
(PVA).
The
nanoparticles
will
include
iron
nanoparticles, iron oxide nanoparticles and
nickel
nanoparticles.
Various
characterizations are carried out including
scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
thermogravimetric
analysis
(TGA),
viscometer,
transmission
electron
microscopy (TEM), attenuated total
reflection Fourier Transform Infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction
(XRD),
respectively.
The
magnetic
properties are carried out in a physical
properties measurement system (PPMS) by
Quantum Design. The operation parameters
to produce uniform nanofibers and the
application of the nanocomposite fibers in
GMR sensor will be discussed.

In this talk, electrospun magnetic polymer
nanocomposite fibers are introduced. The
polymers include polyacrylonitrile (PAN),
polystyrene (PS), polyimide (PI) and
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION
Immobilization of enzymes and cells with different
techniques, and with use of different substrates has
been implemented for sometime because of
economical, environmental and temporal issues.
Although immobilized enzymes have been used in
industrial applications, in some cases use of
immobilized microbial cells may be preferred. This is
because of some limitations that exist from use of
immobilized enzymes, such as higher cost and longer
time requirement, unstable characteristic of enzyme
out of natural environment, and easy denaturation
under processing conditions [1, 2]. In this regard, it
has been also suggested that cell immobilization may
be more amenable as enzymes which are obtained
from living species [3]. Electrospinning is a
multipurpose and cost effective way of electrostatic
spinning of polymeric solutions which provides rapid
formation of nanofibers [4]. Enzyme immobilization
into electrospun nanofiber mats is thought to increase
the enzymatic efficiency and catalyzing ability by
means of high surface area to volume ratio and high
porosity characteristics of nanofibers [5, 6]. It is
believed that with cell immobilization into
electrospun nanofibers similar outcomes might be
obtained. In this study two new approaches cell
electrospinning, incorporation of microbial cells into
nanofibers directly and cell layering, entrapment of
microbial cells between nanofibers mats, were
studied and the viability of cells after electrospinning
was assessed.
METHODS
EBY100 Strain Saccharomyces Cerevisiae yeast cells
were cultivated in a YPD media (0.5% (w/v) yeast
extract, 1% peptone, and 1% dextrose) with constant
shaking in New Brunswick Scientific shaker
incubator at 30ºC, 250 rpm from a 5 ml overnight
culture for 24 hours. Cells were centrifuged in a
Sorvall centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes and then
used for electrospinning experiments. In both cell
electrospinning and cell layering studies poly (vinyl
alcohol) PVA (average molecular weight 127,000
g/mol, 88% hydrolyzed) polymer was used. Although
for different polymer concentration values different
process parameters were applied, in most of the cases

electrospinning parameters used in both techniques
were 15 kV voltages, 12 cm tip to collector distance,
and 0.5 ml/hr feeding rate. In cell electrospinning
study, cultivated yeast cells and PVA polymer
solution were mixed, stirred for 5 min, transferred to
the syringe and electrospun. In case of cell layering,
cells were sandwiched between nanofiber mat layers
in a continuous electrospinning process. Since PVA
is water soluble polymer, in order to improve its
stability in aqueous media, vapor phase crosslinking
was applied after the electrospinning process. In this
regard, the first step was the viability testing of the
cells with putting them directly, without
electrospinning, into a sealed jar which contains a
vial of 0.25 ml HCL and a vial of 20 ml
glutaraldehyde, the crosslinker. Later on, viability
test for cells after both electrospinning applications
and vapor phase crosslinking were performed with
live dead staining test technique and cultivation of
cells into shaker incubator for a day. On the other
hand, incorporation of cells into nanofibers after cell
electrospinning was observed under Field Emission
Scanning Electron Microscope, JEOL JSM-6400 F.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Two new electrospinning techniques towards
immobilizing yeast cells into nanofibers were
studied. To confirm the existence of cells into
nanofibers and observe the size and shape of the
nanofibers for cell electrospinning, SEM analysis was
performed (Figure 1). Average fiber size for cell
incorporated nanofibers was found to be 917±175 nm
whereas those without cells were 269±57 nm.

FIGURE 3. Live Dead staining for yeast cells (According to
Invitrogen yeast staining kit, red means alive, green means dead.)

CONCLUSION

FIGURE 1. SEM micrographs & Fiber size distribution for yeast
cell electrospinning

It is also seen from DSC plots of yeast cell
electrospinning that yeast incorporated PVA have
features characteristic of both PVA and yeast,
thereby confirming the incorporation of yeast cells
into nanofibers (Figure 2).

This study reveals that incorporation and layering of
microbial cells into electrospun nanofiber structures
are feasible methods for cell immobilization. Live
cells were obtained after cell electrospinning, cell
layering and vapor phase crosslinking treatments.
Future works will be on functional nanofibers with
yeast cells for various application fields.
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FIGURE 2. DSC overlay result for yeast cell electrospinning
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INTRODUCTION
Electrospinning is a simple, cheap and fast method
to produce nanofibers. It can be applied to many
polymers which have enough chain length and also
applicable to mass production systems. Depending
on the polymer, process and enviromental
parameters, nanofibers’ morphology can change.
Polymer solution properties has the most important
effect on morphology and diameter of fibers [1, 2].

TABLE I: PVA polymer properties
Viscosity
T (ºC)
Pa.s
PVA-%12
18,9
2,05
PVA-%13
21,1
2,35
PVA-%14
17,8
4,40

Conductivity
T (ºC)
μS/cm
17,5
834
20,5
996
18,2
994

Figure 1 shows the effect of concentration on fiber
diameter. When the concentration goes higher, fiber
diameter gets thicker.
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OBJECTIVE
Lower fiber diameters can increase filtration
efficiencies dramatically. To measure fiber
diameter effect, nanofibers were produced on a
sublayer with electrospinning method in different
fabric weights. Then they tested for air filtration
and compared with the categorized filtration
materials.

250
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Filtration efficiency of a single fiber E is given as
follows:

0
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4 t
)
D f

FIGURE 1: Effect of concentration on fiber diameter

(1)

where α is solid volume fraction, η is the air
velocity, t is the thickness of surface and D f is the
diameter of fibers [3]. Interception, diffusion and
inertial impaction are the three important
mechanism for filtration.
METHOD
Chain length of 72.000 mol PVA polymer was
obtained from Merck. It was dissolved in water
with different concentrations between 6-14%. PVA
polymer electrospinned with Matsusada AU-400.75 model high voltage supply onto 20 g/m2
meltblown PP nonwoven surface and sandwiched
between two sublayer. These surfaces tested for
filtration efficiencies with a particule counter
between 0,3-10 micron particule sizes.

Figure 2 shows the average fiber diameter and
diameter variation of 12% concentration PVA
nanofibers. Fibers diameters are between 150-400
nm.
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PVA nanofiber diameters were measured with
SEM-FEI Quanta 200 FEG ve AFM-PSIA XE100E.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table I shows the viscosity and conductivity of
PVA polymer solutions.

Mean = 251,5294
Std. Dev. = 68,59402
N = 17
0
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FIGURE 2: Fiber diameter distribution of PVA nanofibers

Table II shows the properties of prepared filtration
materials. M indicates the meltblown material
which is 20 g/m2 PP sublayer and N indicates the

nanofiber level. Filtration efficiencies measured in
constant pressure drop which was hold as 400 Pa.

4.

TABLE II: Filtration material properties.
Dokusuz
Gramaj
Hava geçiş
yüzey
(g/m2)
hızı (m/s)
M(Meltblown
20
1
PP)

5.

PVA

Basınç
düşmesi (Pa)
400

MNM-0,21

1

400

MNM-0,3
MNNM0,3+0,3

0,3

400

0,25

400

MNM-1

0,2

400

MNNM-1+1

0,1

400

To measure filtration efficiencies, firstly particules
in the air were counted. After mounting of the
prepared filtration materials, particules counted
again and efficiency η was calculated as follows:

Homogenity of nonwoven surface has
utmost importance on the filtration
efficiencies
To overcome the homogenity problem of
nonwoven surfaces is to produce
multilayer nanofibers.
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Table III shows the filtration efficiencies of
prepared PVA nanofiber materials. Only 2 g/m2
PVA nanofibers can increase the filtration
efficiency up to 99%.
TABLE III: Filtration efficiencies of prepared surfaces
Partikül
boyutu
MNM- MNM- MNNM- MNM- MNNM(μm)
MM
0,21
0,3
0,3+0,3
1
1+1
0,3

-10,37

-6,61

75,73

98,80

98,87

99,99

0,4

19,72

36,09

92,88

99,76

99,85

100,00
100,00

0,5

37,31

54,64

96,23

99,86

99,94

0,55

48,11

65,57

97,41

99,93

99,98

100,00

0,7

63,70

78,48

98,28

99,94

99,97

100,00

1,0

75,35

85,28

98,68

100,00

100,00

100,00

1,3

82,66

91,91

99,54

100,00

100,00

100,00

1,6

93,91

96,54

100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

2,0

92,31

100,00 100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

2,2

100,00 100,00 100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

3,0

90,91

100,00 100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

4,0

100,00 100,00 100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

5,0

100,00 100,00 100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

5,5

100,00 100,00 100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

7,0

100,00 100,00 100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

>10

100,00 100,00 100,00

100,00

100,00

100,00

CONCLUSIONS
1. Lower polymer concentrations can reduce
the fiber diameters.
2. Lower fiber diameter improves the
filtration efficiencies
3. At least 2 g/m2 nanofiber can improve the
filtration materials to HEPA level filtration
materials.
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OBJECTIVE
Applied voltage and tip-collector distance effect on
fiber diameter and bead formation of
Polyacrylonitrile(PAN) electrospun nanofiber were
investigated
INTRODUCTION
Electrospinning is a process to produce fibers
ranging from several micrometers down to several
hundred nanometers [1-4]. The electrospinning
process involves the application of a strong
electrostatic field to a capillary connected with a
reservoir containing a polymer solution or melt.
The high voltage will induce electric charge to the
solution and once electric force overcomes the
solution surface tension, superfine fibers are
produced [4,5]. There are several parameters that
must be under controlled on electrospinning
process such as, such as polymer type, voltage, tipcollector distance, concentration of solution,
environmental conditions and etc [5-9].
The effects of tip-collector distance and applied
voltage on electrospinning of PAN polymer were
investigated by some researches. Wang and Kumar
investigated the effects of electric field, solution
flow rate, and polymer concentration on
electrospinning of PAN. The fiber diameter
increased with the flow rate and decreased when
the electric field was increased by a change in the
working distance [10].
APPROACH
Materials and preparation of spinning solutions
PAN polymer [Mw 150,000] was gently supplied
from AKSA Acrylic. The solvent used was
dimethylformamide (DMF) purchased from Sigma.
To conduct the experiment a solution was prepared
by dissolving PAN polymer in DMF. The solution
was arranged by stirring magnetically for one hour
at a temperature of 90 °C.
Electrospinning
Electrospinning of the PAN solution was carried
out by first loading the solution in a 50-mL plastic
syringe. The high voltage power supply used in the
experiment can provide voltages between 0 to 50
kV. The other parameters such as flow rate, jet

diameters were selected as 0.5ml/hour and 0.7 mm
respectively. The fibers were collected on the
aluminum foil in the form of non-woven fabric.
The fibers were collected on the aluminum foil in
the form of non-woven fabric. The concentration of
PAN/DMF solution, ambient temperature and
relative humidity were kept constant as 10 wt%, 20
°C and 30 %, respectively.
To investigate the effect of voltage, the voltage is
changed between 5-40 kV (5 kV intervals).
Similarly, to investigate the effect of tip-collector
distance, it is changed between 5-25 cm (5 cm
intervals).
Characterization
The morphological appearance of the PAN
nanofiber mats and that of the individual fibers
were investigated by a JEOL JSM-6390LV
scanning electron microscope (SEM), operating at
an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. The diameters of
nanofibers were measured using Image-Pro Plus
6.0. 50 measurements were performed and average
diameter of the nanofibers was calculated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of voltage
The experimental results show that as the voltage
increases the fiber diameter decreases to a certain
value then it increases. Also the bead formation is
seen at 40 kV. The most uniform formation is seen
at 30-35 kV.

FIGURE 2. Relationship between nanofiber diameter and
voltage (when tip-collector distance is 10 cm)

Effect of distance
It is observed that the nanofiber diameter decreases
when tip-collector distance is changed from 5 cm
to 15 cm, after 15 cm the diameter of nanofiber is
increased. The diameter is at lowest level when tipcollector distance is 15 cm. However the most
uniform formation is obtained when when tipcollector distance is 10 cm.

[3] Doshi, J, Reneker, D, H, “Electrospinning
Process and Applications of Electrospun Fibers”,J.
Electrostat., 35, 2-3, 1995, pp. 151-160.
[4] Reneker, D, H, Chun, I, “Nanometre Diameter
Fibres of Polymer, Pproduced by Electrospinning”,
Nanotechnology, 7, 3, 1996, pp. 216-223.
[5] Reneker, D, H, et al., “Bending Instability of
Electrically Charged Liquid Jets of Polymer
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2000, pp. 4531-4548.
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Nanofibers and Textiles”, Polymer, 42, 1, 2001, pp.
261-272

FIGURE 3. Relationship between nanofiber diameter and when
tip-collector distance (voltage 35kV).

When tip-collector distance is 5 cm, the bead
formation is observed because of extra solution
dropping. When tip-collector distance is 25 cm, the
nanofiber diameter increases, and also fiber
diameter variation is seen.
CONCLUSIONS
The results show that when tip-collector distance
increases, the fiber diameter reduces to 15 cm, after
15 cm the diameter increases. The most intense
bead formation is observed at 5cm of tip-collector
distance. When tip-collector distance is 10cm
variation of nanofiber diameter is seen at the
lowest level.
The voltage effect is similar to tip-collector
distance effect that the fiber diameter decreases to
35 kV then starts to increase as the voltage value
increases to 40 kV. At 40 kV of applied voltage
there are lots of beads on PAN nanofibers. The
most uniform variations of nanofiber diameter are
seen at 30-35 kV.
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ABSTRACT
A sterically hindered amine monomer was
copolymerized with a siloxane monomer and then
covalently bonded to cellulose (cotton).
Antimicrobial property was provided through a
simple treatment with dilute sodium hypochlorite.
The ultraviolet light stability, stability towards
washing, and biocidal efficacy data are presented.
The copolymer exhibited remarkably high stability
towards washing cycles and provided a total
inactivation of Escherichia coli (6.48 log) within
15min of contact time.
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INTRODUCTION
Contaminated materials serve as important sources
of cross-infections due to liberating of
microorganisms into the air or transferring to the
surroundings through direct or indirect contact. The
transmission of the microorganisms through
contamination of surfaces in the environment could
be minimized by deactivating them on the
contaminated surface within sufficiently brief time
intervals [1,2].
Quaternary ammonium salts, metal ions, and cyclic
N-halamine compounds are currently used in
manufacturing numerous biocidal materials [1].
Among these, materials incorporated with Nhalamine
functional
groups
have
been
demonstrated to be the most efficacious due to
their long-term stability, nontoxicity to humans,
biocidal functions against a broad range of
microorganisms, and regenerable properties upon
exposure to washing cycles [1-3].
Briefly, N-halamine precursors are covalently
bonded to various surfaces and then converted into
N-halamine materials through a halogenation
process, as shown for cellulose in Figure 1.
There are three types of N-X moieties: amine,
amide, and imide. Due to their differences in
chemical environment (polarity), they have
different stabilities towards dissociation of the N-X
moiety, in the order amine > amide > imide
halamine, while the antimicrobial activity is in
reverse order [4]. Therefore, it is possible to design
N-halamine structures which fit the requirements
of a particular disinfection application.

FIGURE 1. The preparation of antimicrobial coatings. (X = Cl)

Work in these laboratories for over two decades
has proceeded concerning the development of
novel heterocyclic biocidal N-halamine derivatives
which have long-term stabilities in contact with
aqueous solution, as well as in dry storage. Barnes
et al. [5] synthesized a sterically hindered amine
moiety (compound I in Figure 1) and coated onto
various surfaces (silica gel and cellulose). The
coating provided good biocidal activity and
superior stability toward washing cycles. However,
the preparation and application of the moiety onto
cellulose was difficult.
In this study a sterically hindered amine was
copolymerized with a siloxane monomer and then
coated onto cotton fabric. The antibacterial
activities, stabilities, and UV resistance of the
coated polymer were evaluated.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and Copolymerization
Chemicals were purchased from TCI Chemical
Corp. and used as received.
Figure 2 shows the copolymerization of the
monomers. Briefly, in a typical preparation, 3.45g
(15mmol)
of
2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-4-piperidyl
Methacrylate, 0.77g (3mmol) of 3-(Trimethoxy
silyl)propyl Methacrylate, and 0.04g of AIBN
initiator were dissolved in 10 mL of EtOH. The
mixture was stirred in a sealed flask under nitrogen
at 80 oC for 2h. The solvent was removed under
reduced pressure. The copolymerization was
confirmed by NMR and FTIR analysis.

washes, and unchlorinated until after a given
number of machine washes. The copolymer coating
was remarkably resistant to hydrolysis upon
washing cycles.

FIGURE 2. The preparation of the copolymer.

Coating and Chlorination Procedures
The polymer was first dissolved in ethanol at
concentrations ranging from 2 to 4 weight percent.
The mixture was stirred for 15 min to produce a
uniform solution. Cotton swatches were soaked in
the solution for 15 min and then cured at 95 oC for
1 h.
The treated fabrics were chlorinated by soaking in
10% household bleach (0.6% sodium hypochlorite)
at various pH for 1 h.
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Two sets of cotton samples: HS coated and HS
coated and then chlorinated (HS-Cl) were exposed
to UV light to investigate the stability of the
coatings (Figure 3). Pre-chlorinated samples lost
their recharge ability gradually; the greatest loss of
coating occurred during the first 10 h of UV light
exposure. The samples exposed to UV photons
were re-chlorinated and then further exposed to UV
light eight times. The pre-chlorinated sample (HSCl) exhibited inefficient performance towards UV
light exposure. However, unchlorinated sample
(HS) could be post-chlorinated up to about the
initial possible chlorine loadings after exposure to
UV light.

FIGURE 3. Stability toward UV light exposure of cotton coated
with the copolymer. (Cl+% remaining).

Three types of washing experiments were
performed - prechlorinated coatings, prechlorinated
and rechlorinated after a given number of machine

The treated cotton swatches were challenged with
E. coli O157:H7 at a concentration of 2.9x106
CFU/ml. The unchlorinated control sample
provided only about 0.13 log reduction, due to the
adhesion of bacteria to the cotton swatches, within
60 min contact time intervals (Table 1). All of the
chlorinated treated samples (having different
amount of chlorine loadings [Cl+]%) showed
excellent antimicrobial activity. It was found that
all E. coli O157:H7 colonies were inactivated (6.48
logs) by the treated swatches in the contact interval
of 15 min.
TABLE I. Biocidal Test

Sample

[Cl+]
%

Contact
time

Control
Poly_Cl-L

0
0.26

Poly_Cl-M

0.37

Poly_Cl-H

0.53

60
15
30
60
15
30
60
15
30
60

Bacterial
reduction
%
Log
26.30
0.132
100
6.48
100
6.48
100
6.48
100
6.48
100
6.48
100
6.48
100
6.48
100
6.48
100
6.48

CONCLUSION
A sterically hindered amine moiety was
successfully attached onto a cellulose surface. The
UV light stability and bacterial test results were
successful compared to other commercial Nhalamine compounds. In addition, the copolymer
was remarkably resistant to hydrolysis upon
washing cycles. The preparation and application of
the copolymer was straight forward and suitable for
commercial applications.
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ABSTRACT
Static charging of textiles can be a serious problem
for many applications. This is especially true for
hydrophobic polymers with high surface resistivity,
such as polyester. We report on research aimed at
providing an antistatic treatment to polyester that
results in the same static dissipation at 20% RH as
is observed for cotton at 50% RH. We achieved
this goal by applying poly(acrylic acid) and sodium
hydroxide.
OBJECTIVE
The aim of this research was to develop a surface
treatment for polyester that would provide a similar
level of surface resistivity at 20% relative humidity
as is observed for cotton at 50% RH.
INTRODUCTION
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) or polyester is used
widely throughout the world in apparel and other
textile applications. However, due to its very low
moisture regain and its high electrical resistivity, it
is subject of substantial build-up of electrical
charge and the associated static cling and static
discharge. To reduce the level of charge build-up,
an entire after market industry has been developed
to supply antistatic agents that can be applied in a
laundering operation. Substantial benefits would
occur if the fiber or fabric manufacturer could
apply a durable antistatic agent that would be
effective at low humidities and retain its
effectiveness. We begin with a brief description of
the problem and of methods used to control static
in fabrics.
Static build-up has been attributed to two factors,
(1) acquiring static charges through triboelectric
charging [1], and (2) low static discharge due to the
high surface resistivity of polyester [2]. The large
number of potential surfaces with which a fabric
may come into contact means that it will be
difficult to find a surface treatment that would
result in low triboelectric charging against all
surfaces. However, it is relatively easy to apply
surface treatments that will conduct charge away.

The approach we describe below attempts to
develop a permanent antistatic agent for
poly(ethylene terephthalate) that gives a similar
static dissipation at 20% relative humidity as cotton
at 50% relative humidity.
APPROACH
Plain woven cotton and polyester fabrics were
obtained from Test Fabrics. The fabrics were
chosen to have similar yarn sizes, similar fabric
count, and similar basis weights, within the range
available from the vendor. All chemicals were
applied to the fabric from water solutions using a
laboratory padder, then dried and cured in a Mathis
oven. The solutions were padded on at 100% wet
pick-up. The amount of agent applied is described
below. Antistatic effectiveness was evaluated by
the surface resistivity of the fabrics as determined
by AATCC test method 76-2005 [3] after the
samples had been conditioned for 24 hrs at the
desired relative humidity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The surface resistivity of the cotton and polyester
fabrics were measured for relative humidities
ranging from 10% - 75% RH as received and after
cleaning with methanol. Figure 1 shows the results
for cotton. The surface resistivity of the polyester
fabric was greater than 2 x 1014 ohms/sq, which is
the upper limit of our resistivity probe. At RHs less
than 38%, the surface resistivity of cotton was also
off scale. Cleaning the cotton raised the surface
resistivity to 2 x 1012 ohms/sq at 50% RH and this
sets our target surface resistivity for the treated
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FIGURE 1: Log(surface resistivity) of cotton in relation to RH.
□ as received and ◇ after cleaning with methanol. Error bars
are one standard deviation of the Log(surface resistivity).

FIGURE 3: Log surface resistivity of polyester fabric treated
with PAA and NaOH in relation to RH after rinsing with
deionized water ○ zero times, · one time, ▼ two times, and ■
three times.
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CONCLUSIONS
Treating polyester fabric with a combination of
poly(acrylic acid) and NaOH resulted in a lower
surface resistivity at RHs as low as 10 % RH than
the surface resistivity of cotton at 50% RH. The
process is a simple pad-dry-cure process.
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FIGURE 2: Log surface resistivity of polyester fabric treated
with PAA in relation to RH after rinsing with deionized water ○
zero times, · one time, ▼ two times, and ■ three times.

polyester. Next we applied poly(acrylic acid), PAA
and sodium hydroxide individually and in various
combinations. When 0.55% owf of NaOH was
applied to the fabric alone, the surface resistivity
dropped markedly. However, after two water
rinses, the surface resistivity was out of range at all
RHs. Likewise, when PAA was applied at 1 % owf
(this is the same molar ratio as 0.55 % owf NaOH),
the surface resistivity dropped but this time after
three water rinses, the surface resistivity remained
lower than the untreated polyester, as shown in
Figure 2.
When the polyester fabric was treated with 1 %
owf PAA and 0.55 % owf NaOH, and substantial
improvement was observed compared to either one
alone, as seen in Figure 3. However, the water
rinse durability is not as good as PAA alone.
Thus, the surface resistivity of polyester fabric
could be reduced substantially, but the treatment
was not durable.
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hydrophobicity arising from this compound and
morphology effects induced by the textile material
yield strongly hydrophobic textiles with marked
water repellency properties. It is also shown that
this functionalization strongly delays the
development of Listeria Innocua bacteria at the
textile surface. Thus, compared to active silver
particles, this approach provides a complementary
antibacterial alternative yielding a bacteriostatic
functionalization (fig.2).
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FIGURE 1. Evolution kinetic of E.coli at the surface of a bare
textile (■) and textiles impregnated from a suspension of 0.5 103
M Ag° concentration, which has subsequently been diluted in
ethanol by a factor 1(Δ), 5(▼), and 10(□).
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In a context where durable and environmentally
friendly products are primarily researched, the
antibacterial functionalization of textile products,
intended for daily or professional use, is a
particular matter of interest both from academic
and industrial point of view. It has recently been
shown that metal silver (Ag°) nanoparticles (NPs)
exhibit a strong antibacterial activity similar to that
known since ancient times for silver cationic salts
or compounds. Among other methods, Ag° NPs
can be formed in liquid solution, through low cost
chemical or photochemical reduction procedures,
and then be impregnated on textile fabrics. In this
work, we have studied a simplified all-inorganic
two-step procedure to form metal silver NPs.
Liquid suspensions of anatase TiO2 nanocrystallites
have first been prepared through a sol-gel route.
Silver NPs have then been generated through the
photocatalytic reduction of silver nitrate diluted in
TiO2 liquid suspensions exposed to UV light,
which results in mixed Ag°-TiO2 liquid
suspensions.
Optimization
of
different
experimental parameters leads to Ag° NPs of rather
narrow size distribution, which exhibit a good
stability in liquid solution. So-formed liquid
suspensions can be used for several weeks in
reproducible conditions. Cotton-based textile
materials have then been impregnated in Ag°-TiO2
liquid suspensions and functionalized textiles have
been assessed with respect to their anti-bacterial
activity against Gram-negative Escherichia coli
and Gram-positive Listeria Innocua bacteria. These
tests indicate that Ag°-treated textiles undergo
strong antibacterial activity, while both bacterial
stains rapidly grow at the surface of bare textiles or
textiles only impregnated with TiO2 NPs (fig.1).
We have also studied a simplified sol-gel protocol
yielding a hydrophobic functionalization of
naturally hydrophilic cotton-based textiles. For that
purpose, a non-fluorinated route has been
optimized, which is based on the use of a
hexadecyl-modified (C16) alkoxide precursor. It is
shown that a synergy between the natural
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FIGURE 2. Evolution kinetic of L.innocua at the surface of a
bare textile (■) and textiles impregnated from a C16 solution of
0.3 M concentration, which has subsequently been diluted in
ethanol by a factor 2(Δ) and 6(▲).
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As one of the natural fibers, cotton fabric is
favored by most consumers owing to its desirable
performance of comfort and health. But some
problems still exist when wearing 100% cotton
clothing such as low elasticity and wrinkle, which
will greatly influence its ultimate appearance of
clothing. So it is necessary to apply anti-wrinkle
finishing on 100% cotton fabric to improve its
wear behavior. But the conventional finishing
method can not solve the conflict between the
wrinkle recovery angle and the retention of break
strength.
Nano-oxides have many super characteristics,
which are widely used in textile field, for example
anti-bacteria, deodorization and anti-ultraviolet ray.
So it could be predicted that nano-SiO2 may be
added into the anti-wrinkle finishing process of
100% cotton fabric. The influencing regularities of
nano-TiO2 and nano-SiO2 to the anti-crease
finishing as well as the optimal finishing technique
are investigated. The results show that both the
wrinkle recovery angle and the break strength
retention of treated fabric with nano-TiO2 are
greater than that of without nano-TiO2. Thermal
analysis indicates that thermal decomposition
temperature of the treated fabric is slightly
increased compared with no nano-TiO2, and the
crystal structure does not change much. The treated
fabric has good physical & mechanical
performances and washing resistance. The color
and K/S value of the treated fabric do not have
obvious change. This is believed that nano-TiO2
could catalyze the cross-linking reaction of resin
and cellulose, which results in greater wrinkle
recovery angle. Whereas the effect of nano-SiO2 is
believed to be due to the formation of tiny structure
and the enhanced flexibility of local segments
within fibers, which increases the elasticity of
fibers. The increased strength of fibers with nanooxides is explained by the fact that nano-oxides
penetrate into the amorphous region and then form
a network in which nano-oxides are in the centre

and crosslinked with cellulose in radiating type,
which effectively decreases the phenomenon of
stress-concentration .
As a new type of catalyst, nano-oxides have
been used in many fields of life. And they will still
further exert significant influences in the following
areas: improving anti-crease performance of cotton
fabric, lowering acetic strength lost of fiber, and
enhancing wearing properties of fabric.
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The Effect of Chemical Structure and Particle Size of Crease
Recovery Agents on the Electrical Conductivity of Treated
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When we consider the treatment of textile fabric, it
is important to understand not only the efficiency
level and long-term effects of the treatment, but also
any possible side effect such as changes in the shade
or hue of color of fabric; or any negative effect on
comfort sensations of users such as intolerable
electrical behavior of fabric when worn next to skin.
In this manner, the chemical structure and particle
size play vital role in finishing agents by
determining the interaction evenness, performance
and possible side effects achieved. Crease recovery
is a well-known treatment for products defined as
easy-care and mostly applied approach for improved
crease recovery has been to introduce crosslinks
between individual fiber chains. Crease recovery
agents are usually small molecules containing
several functional groups capable of reacting with
some active groups in the polymer. N-methylol
reagents such as dimethyloldihydroxyethyleneurea
(DMDHEU) have long been used as crease recovery
agent. The purpose of the this study is to compare

the outcomes of crease recovery treatments applied
to 100% cotton woven fabric with commercially
available crease recovery agents of conventional and
nano marking; but besides the usually tested
parameters like wrinkle recovery angle and tensile
strength of treated samples, this paper focuses on the
electrical behavior of the fabrics. The cotton fabric
samples were impregnated with crease recovery
agents, the particle size and chemical structure of
which were investigated with particle size and
multimodal
size
distribution
measurement
instrument and FTIR apparatus, respectively. We
then measured instrumentally the surface electrical
resistivity of treated fabrics in laboratory
environment and evaluated the results to find how
the chemical structure or particle size of the agents
was effective on electrical behavior of the samples.

Key words: Crease recovery treatment,electrical
conductivity, particle size.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
Textile dyeing industry requires large quantity of
water, energy and chemicals. The ultrasonic
assisted dyeing provides substantial benefits in
terms of energy savings, reduced processing times,
environmental sustainability, process enhancement,
and lower overall processing costs. The main
objective of this paper is to compare the ultrasonic
assisted and conventional techniques for reactive
dyeing of cotton fabric under multiple variables
viz. pH levels (8, 10, 12), temperature of the dye
bath(30o, 45o, 60oC), dyeing duration (30, 60, 90,
120) and colour shades (red, blue and yellow).
INTRODUCTION
Recently ultrasonic technique has established an
important place in diverse industrial applications
including textiles. The use of ultrasonic energy
offers many potential advantages in textile wet
processing particularly in bleaching and dyeing of
cotton [1]. Textile dyeing industry requires large
quantity of water, energy and chemicals. The
ultrasonic assisted dyeing provides substantial
benefits in terms of energy savings, reduced
processing times, environmental sustainability,
process enhancement, and lower overall processing
costs. Textile wet processes assisted by ultrasonic
are of high interest for the textile industry
personnel for this reason, and this is also focus of
contemporary research in this field [2, 3].
The continuous increase in the world population
and improvement in the quality of life of the people
has increased the demand of dyed and printed
woven and knitted fabrics. The developing
countries like Pakistan strive to increase the
productivity and quality of their textile products
but intensive use of energy and chemicals are
limiting factors in the textile wet processing
industry. Hence, high quality at reduced cost will
be the key factors of success for our textile industry
in International markets. Use of ultrasonic
technique in the dyeing provides considerable
benefits such as energy savings and reduced
processing times, environmental sustainability,

process enhancement, and lower overall processing
costs. In this context the main objective of this
paper is to compare the effects of ultrasonic
assisted and conventional techniques for reactive
dyeing of cotton fabric and evaluate the fastness
properties of the dyed samples.
APPROACH/METHODOLOGY
The research work was conducted in the central
laboratory of the University of Agriculture,
Faisalabad and a dyeing unit in Faisalabad
(Pakistan). 100% cotton fabric from 30’s combed
yarn having weaving construction 76x68/30x30
was selected for the study. The grey fabric was
given necessary pre-treatments before dyeing. For
conventional technique the specimens were dyed
by exhaust method in HT (High Temperature)
dyeing machine. While for ultrasonic assisted
dyeing technique, the samples were immersed in
the dye bath and placed in the ultrasonic bath at 35
kHz frequency and 170 W output and had a
stainless steel round bath to which one barium
titanate piezoelectric spread-beam sandwich
transducer was firmly fixed beneath the bottom.
Multiple variables viz. pH levels (8, 10, 12),
temperature of the dye bath (30O, 45O, 60O C),
dyeing duration (30, 60, 90, 120 minutes) and
colour shades (red, blue and yellow) were selected
to study their effects on conventional and
ultrasonic assisted dyeing of the fabric.
After dyeing the samples were washed out
thoroughly and finally dried. The dyed samples
were then evaluated for dye fixation, exhaustion
percentage, shade depth and colour fastness
properties by using standard procedures. The data
were analyzed by using analysis of variance
techniques
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dye Fixation
The individual treatment means with regards to dye
fixation revealed that the maximum dye fixation
was recorded for Ultrasonic technique with mean
value 6.56 followed by Conventional technique

with mean value 3.37. This was because of the
better penetration of dye inside the fibre structure
by ultrasonic assisted dyeing technique and thus it
increased the fixation of the dye onto the fabric
samples [4]. The overall results of dye fixation for
conventional and ultrasonic assisted dyeing
techniques revealed that maximum value of dye
fixation for conventional technique was obtained at
high pH (12), temperature (60oC) and time duration
(120 min). However, much better result for
ultrasonic assisted dyeing technique was obtained
at low pH (8), low temperature (30oC) and in less
time duration (90 min).
Exhaustion Percentage
The statistical comparison of individual treatment
means with regards to exhaustion percentage
showed that ultrasonic assisted techniques
produced maximum exhaustion at lower pH,
temperature and time duration. Similarly ultrasonic
assisted dyeing produced better depth of shade
(74%) at lower processing variable when compared
with conventional dyeing
Washing Fastness
The results of washing fastness of reactive dyed
cotton fabric samples treated with conventional as
well as ultrasonic assisted dyeing techniques at
different temperature, pH and time intervals
indicate that as the time increased in conventional
technique, the grey scale rating for rubbing fastness
increased. The rating is good (grey scale rating 3),
good to very good (grey scale rating 3-4), very
good to excellent (grey scale rating 4-5), very good
to excellent (grey scale 4-5) and in some samples
excellent (grey scale rating 5) at different levels of
time respectively. The ultrasonic assisted technique
showed very good to excellent rubbing fastness at
lower time duration (60 min). It is therefore
concluded that ultrasonic assisted dyeing technique
produce better results and saves process time.
These results confirm the findings of Mathur et al.
[5] who observed that use of ultrasonic energy in
textile wet processing reduced the dyeing time and
temperature than conventional dyeing technique.
Light Fastness
In conventional technique at low pH (8), the blue
scale rating for light fastness was good (4), at
moderate pH (10), the light fastness rating was
good to very good (blue scale rating 4-5) and very
good to excellent (blue scale rating 6-7) for H 3 (12)
respectively for all colours. But with ultrasonic
assisted dyeing technique, the blue scale rating was
very good (blue scale rating 5) at low pH, very

good to excellent (6-7) at moderate pH, and also
good to excellent (blue scale rating 6-7) at high pH
for most of the samples. This shows that ultrasonic
technique reduced the alkali consumption and give
better results at low pH in the dyeing process.
The results regarding perspiration and ironing
fastness also revealed remarkable benefits due to
the use of ultrasonic technique in dyeing. The
ultrasonic assisted dyeing not only produced the
fabric with better fastness properties but also saved
energy, time and chemicals.
CONCLUSIONS
The ultrasonic assisted dyeing technique provided
comparatively better results as compared to
conventional technique because it gives better
results for washing, rubbing and perspiration
fastness properties at low temperature, pH and less
time. The ultrasonic assisted dyeing technique thus
saved chemicals, process time and energy while
maintaining the quality of the fabric. It was also
observed that as the dyeing time was increased, the
conventional and ultrasonic assisted dyeing
techniques gave better results but the ultrasonic
assisted dyeing technique performed well at
minimum time.
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The
antimicrobial
efficiency
of
polypropylene/silver nanocomposites against gram
negative bacteria (E. coli) was studied as a function
of the filler content. Polymeric nanocomposites are
important due to their unique properties. The main
approach in this field is producing of
nanocomposites for special applications such as
conductive or antimicrobial textiles. Nano-size
inorganic particles, of either simple or composite
nature, display unique physical and chemical
properties. Inorganic antimicrobial agents are
alternatives to organic antimicrobial compounds. In
the past, organic chloro-compounds have been used
as antimicrobial agents, but these are extremely
irritating and toxic to humans and the environment.
Among the inorganic antimicrobials, silver is the
highest in antimicrobial efficiency, and exhibits a
low toxicity against human cells [1].

A spinneret with 1 mm hole diameter was used to
produce monofilaments. PA 6 and PA 6/silver
masterbatch granules were mixed in a mechanical
shaker in the ratio of 0.20, 0.50, 1.00 wt-%. Then
the granule mixture were fed to the piston spinning
machine, which was heated to 220°C. The spinning
process occurred at a spinning temperature of 235
°C and a pressure of 10.9 bar. The filaments were
transported to the air cooling duct with a piston
speed of 1.33 cm3/min. Cooled filaments with low
speed air cooling were drawn between two Godets.

Polyamide 6 (PA6) fiber is used for production of
sutures, artificial tendons and medical packaging. It
would be an advantage if polyamide has some
antimicrobial characteristics when used in these
applications. To increase antimicrobial efficiency
of PA 6, silver nanoparticles can be used as an
antimicrobial agent. Silver has a special
antimicrobial activity mechanism, and is very
suitable for this purpose. In the presence of water
and oxygen, the elemental silver particles release
small amounts of silver ions (Ag+). These ions will
then form complexes with organic compounds of
bacteria (sulfur, nitrogen or oxygen containing
compounds).[2].
MATERIALS & METHOD
PA 6 granulate (Akulon F223-D), supplied by
Akulon was used as the polymeric matrix. A
masterbatch, containing 1 wt-% nano-size silver
antimicrobial agent in PP, was provided by
Nanogist Co., Ltd. Korea.
Melt spinning was done in a Fourné Polymer
Technik KS25 laboratory piston spinning machine.

Figure I: Fourné Polymer Technik KS25 piston
spinning machine
RESULTS
Antibacterial efficiency was expressed according to
the Agar Diffusion method. This qualitative test is
performed by using 105 (CFUs) of the Escherichia
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coli ( ATCC 11775) After E.Coli was cultured at
37 °C for 18 hours, organisms were added to 10mL
of saline solution (0.9 % NaCl) to reach 105
CFU/ml.

explained by the number increase of the voids in
the matrix. The number of voids increases with the
amount of nanoparticles. These voids cause faster
heat penetration and faster diffusion out of the
decomposed polymer matrix.

Fibers cut to 5 cm length were placed in the middle
of the Muller Hinton agar plate. Then 1mL of
saline solution which contained E.coli was added
on the plate. The agar plates were placed upside
down and were incubated for 24 hours at 37 °C.

CONCLUSION
PA 6/Ag nanocomposites were prepared from a
silver masterbatch in different percentages. The
antimicrobial efficiency for these nanocomposites
against E. coli. was studied. According to the
results, the antimicrobial efficiency is increasing
with nano particle content and addition of Ag
nanoparticles at a loading as low as 0.2 wt-%
slightly changes the tensile and thermal properties.

The size of the microbial inhibition zone was
observed with optical microscope. The inhibition
zone size will increase, which depends on the Ag
particle quantity. Silver particles provide
antimicrobial silver ions when in contact with
water and dissolved oxygen (O2(aq.)) [3]. These
released silver ions have high affinity to bacteria
cells and destroy their cell structures.

In future work, the antimicrobial efficacy of PA
6/silver nanocomposites against other bacterial
species and strains will be investigated.

Tensile properties were performed by Tinius Olsen
tensile testing machine according to ASTM
D3822-07. The tensile properties of PA 6 and PA
6/Ag nanocomposites will be affected by the added
silver. An addition of 0.2 and 0.5 wt-% of Ag
nanoparticles increase the tensile strength but
further additions decrease it. This decrease in the
tensile strength can be explained by the increasing
volume of PA 6. Increasing of Ag volume cause
the rises to the formation of voids in the matrix.
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Figure II: TGA curves of nanocomposite fibers
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was
performed with TGA 1000 (TA instruments)
analysator. The TGA scans were recorded from 20
°
C to 700 °C at 10 °C/min. in nitrogen atmosphere.
The addition of Ag nanoparticles decreases the
thermal stability of PA 6. The reduction can be
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INTRODUCTION
Dendrimers are a class of low molecular weight
highly branched polymers with several functional
groups that have a central core and terminal end
groups. Tomalia and coworkers [1] discovered
Dendrimers in the early 1980’s and they are generally
prepared using either a divergent method or a
convergent method. Unlike the synthesis of linear
polymers, the size and molecular mass of dendrimers
can be specifically controlled during synthesis. The
dendrimers exhibit an exponential increase in
functional groups with generations and they are
usually monodispersed macromolecules with a
regular and highly branched three-dimensional
architecture [1&2]. Each layer in a dendrimer makes
up a single generation and the structure of one such a
dendrimer, poly (amidoamine) (PAMAM) is shown
in Figure 1 [3]. The modification of dendrimers has
been of great interest for scientists in various
applications. Surface modification of dendrimers has
been carried out for such biological applications as
gene therapy, catalysts and drug delivery systems.
The nature of outer functional groups determines the
solubility and reactivity of the dendrimers.
Monovalent and bivalent biocides are widely used for
biomedical applications, however, polyvalent
biocides are lacking. It is expected that polyvalent
biocides would have high activities compared to
mono or bivalent biocides. A number of polymeric
biocides were prepared and tested for their
antimicrobial properties. Dendrimers have been used
to prepare polyvalent biocides in this study. It was
believed that dendrimers with amine functional
groups could be converted to effective antimicrobial
agents due to their dense primary amine functional
groups. It is well known that quaternary ammonium
salts are as effective antimicrobial agent . Dendrimers
can also be tailored to generate tunable cavities with
ammonium or phosphonium functionalities. This
study investigated the formation of modified
dendrimers with ammonium functionalities and
produced a nanoparticles-poly (amidoamine)

complex. These materials were applied to the textile
fabric to study antimicrobial activities.

EXPERMENTAL APPROACH
Synthesis of Dendrimers (PAMAM) into Quaternary
Ammonium Functionalities was carried out. The first
step was introducing chlorine functionalities to the
dendrimer by reacting primary amine groups of the
dendrimers with 2-chloroethyl isocyanate. 0.500
grams of PAMAM (G3) dendrimers were obtained by
drying 2.5 g of 20% PAMAM (G3) in methanol
solution. (1 equivalent) PAMAM was dissolved in
2methyl-2-pyrrolidinone anhydrous in a dried round
bottom flask. 1.1 equivalent of 2-chloroethyl
isocyanate was added drop wise in ambient
temperature and stirred at room temperature for 12
hours to complete the reaction. After the mixture
was stirred, 1 g (5 equiv.) of dimethyl dodecylamine
was added to the chlorines substituted dendrimer
(PAMAM). The solution was slowly heated to 80oC
and refluxed for 72 hours. After the reaction, the
mixture was cooled down to room temperature. The
reaction mixture was concentrated and poured in to
acetone for precipitation. The mixture was filtered
and dried in a vacuum oven for further analysis. The
product was yellow solid material and the yield was
approximately 40 %.
Silver particles-dendrimers complex was prepared
using AgNO 3 and PAMAM (G3).The concentration
of the dendrimer (approximately 0.03M) and the
concentration of the silver ions (1.065×10‐3 M) were
kept constant. For the silver-dendrimer complex
preparation, silver nitrate was selected because of its
good solubility both in water and methanol. To
ensure identical silver concentration, 0.1809 g of
AgNO 3 was dissolved in 10 mL of deionized water.
This solution was added to 1 mL of PAMAM (G3)
dendrimer solution (20% w/w in methanol) drop wise
while stirring at an ambient temperature. The metal
ion/dendrimer ratio was determined by the ratio of
metal ion moles per dendrimer molecule.

Figure 1: Structure of PAMAM

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of modified Dendrimers with ammonium
functionalities were conducted using FTIR
Spectroscopy and 13 C NMR Spectrometry.
Comparison between the spectra of original PAMAM
and modified PAMAM indicated that the
conversation of PAMAM into the salt took place. IR
Spectra of the modified dendrimer showed strong
bands exist in the C-H region between 2800 to 3000-1
,suggesting that long alkyl groups were added to the
PAMAM dendrimers. In addition band shifts also
took place in the C=O and N-H regions. NMR 13 C
Spectra of the modified Dendrimer exhibited
structural and conformation changes that confirmed
further the conversion of PAMAM into the
ammonium salt. Resonances associated with CH 2
carbons in the neat dendrimer appear in the region
between 30 and 50 ppm. However, an additional peak
for ammonium functionalized dendrimers in the
region from 15 to 60 ppm was observed which was
not seen in a 13C NMR spectrum of neat dendrimer,
suggesting that additional CH 3 and CH 2 groups are
incorporated in the dendrimer structure.
(Ag+) 32 PAMAM, Silver Nitrate and pure PAMAM
were
characterized
by
a
UV-visible
spectrophotometer at room temperature between the
wave length range of 200 and 700 nm using a quartz
cell ( L=1mm). It was found by comparing in UVVis spectra of neat AgNO 3 , Dendrimer, and SilverPAMAM complex that a new absorption band near
300 nm appeared for the Silver-PAMAM complex
which was absent for both pure dendrimer and
AgNO 3 indicating the formation of the complex. It
could, therefore, be possible to use this peak to
confirm the Silver-PAMAM complex formation. In
order to check the applications on the fabric treated
with Silver-PAMAM the sample was examined under
an SEM that exhibited good dispersion on the fabric
surface as seen in Figure 2. Successful antimicrobial
test were carried out using the fabric treated with
these agents.

Figure 2: SEM Image of Silver-PMAM Complex
Treated Fabric

CONCLUSIONS
An antimicrobial test of the treated fabric using
AATCC 147 method against Staphylococcus aureus
exhibited significant biocidal activities for each type
of modified dendrimer treated fabric.
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INTRODUCTION
All kinds of textile products are sensitive to
contamination and growth of pathogenic
microorganisms. For this reason consumer demand
for hygienic products has dramatically increased
the use of antimicrobial substances on textiles [1].
The developments in antibacterial substances for
textiles, the mechanism of their action against
microorganisms and commercially available
antibacterial fibers and finishing agents reviewed
by Gao and Cranston [2] in detail. Several types of
organic or inorganic antimicrobial agents can be
used in the textile industry. But silver compounds
are widely preferred for the applications in general
textiles because they have no toxicity and
carcinogenic activities [3].
In this work effects of antibacterial finishing agent,
which was developed in our previous work [4], on
the strength, air permeability and color properties
of cotton and PES knitted fabrics were
investigated.

25 g/l finishing solution were prepared and applied
to the 100% cotton and 100% PES knitted fabrics
by pad-dry-cure method.
All fabric samples were washed 20 times and after
each ten washing cycles bursting strength (James
H. Heal, TruBurst Tester), air permeability
(Textest, FX3300), color efficiency (Minolta, CM
3600 d spectrophotometer) values and antibacterial
activities of the fabrics were measured. Laundering
processes were carried out according to BS EN
ISO 26330 standard (5A program). A wascator
laundering machine was used with 4 g/l of
detergent. Reference fabrics and antibacterial
treated fabrics were tested against Escherichia coli
(ATCC 25922) according to the JIS L 1902:2002
method in Anadolu University Center for Applied
Environmental Research.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Silver ion doped calcium phosphate based
antimicrobial powder was synthesized by using wet
chemical method. Size reduction process was
applied for reducing the particle size of the
antimicrobial powder to the nanometer scale. XRay diffraction technique (Rigaku-Rint 2200) and
SEM (Zeiss, Supra 50 VP) were used to
characterize the powders. Particle size of the
powders was measured by Malvern, NanoZS 2000
Size Analyzer. Water-soluble polymer PEG was
used as stabilizing agent for preventing the
agglomeration of the silver nanoparticles. Acrylic
based textile binder was used to improve the
washing durability of the solution. The main steps
of preparation of the antimicrobial solution are
given in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Preparation of the antimicrobial solution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Particle sizes of the powders were measured after
attrition milling. The mean size of the particles was
less than 250 nm. SEM image of the antimicrobial
powders is given in Figure 2. XRD analysis
showed that our antimicrobial powder has
hydroxyapatite (HA), zinc oxide (ZnO), and tri
calcium phosphate (TCP) phases (Figure 3).

antibacterial finishing. On the other hand air
permeability of fabrics was decreased more than
10% because of the high concentration of the
binding chemical.
A very strong antibacterial activity was found.
Fabrics preserved their strong activities even after
20 laundry cycles (bacterial reduction of cotton
samples was log 4.1 and PES samples was 4.2).
CONCLUSION
In this work silver doped calcium phosphate based
antibacterial solution was prepared. The solution
applied to the cotton and PES fabrics. Test results
showed that antibacterial solution did not affect
significantly the bursting strength and color
efficiency values of the fabrics. Air permeability of
the fabrics was decreased about 10%. Type of
binding chemicals and the concentration of the
solution will be decreased in our future works. A
very good antibacterial activity could be obtained
after 20 washing cycles.

FIGURE 2. SEM image of antimicrobial powder.
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FIGURE 3. XRD graph for antimicrobial powder.
TABLE I. Test results of 100% cotton fabric samples.
Treated
0 WC
10 WC
20 WC
708.5
701.0
698.4
634.2
BS
29.96
27.71
40.63
33.26
CI
917.00
738.11
1109.20
1137.50
AP
37.67
80.75
42.50
34.39
CI
0.161
0.140
0.157
0.158
CE
2.006
1.406
2.199
3.828
CV%
BS: Bursting strength (kPa); AP: Air permeability (l/m2/s); CE:
Colour efficiency (K/S); CI: 95% Confidence Interval; WC:
washing cycle.
Untreated

TABLE II. Test results of 100% PES fabric samples.

Untreated
BS
CI
AP
CI
CE
CV%

971.1
44.31
1202.78
31.53
25.346
3.559

0 WC
964.7
66.10
1100.89
61.76
24.828
0.822

Treated
10 WC
970.1
102.34
1141.95
60.12
24.440
1.982

20 WC
983.6
40.75
1169.00
46.53
25.475
7.898

Bursting strength, air permeability and color
efficiency test results of the treated and untreated
fabric samples are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
The bursting strength and color efficiency values of
the samples were decreased slightly after
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ABSTRACT
Constant quality improvement and value addition to
the product with the conscious effort to maintain
economy of the process has been the driving force for
the textile industry in the last couple of decades.
Added to it is a serious concern over the
environmental safety issue. The importance of cotton
in apparel fabric can hardly be over emphasized. The
application of different finishes like resin, softeners,
is the common practice to add value to the cotton
fabric. In the present study the concentrations of
different finish has been optimized and finally a
mixture of the above finishes like flame retardant
finish resin finish with chitosan has been successfully
applied to cotton fabrics.
Chitosan is one such biopolymer, which has shown
immense potential to be used as an antimicrobial
agent. Our study deals with the application of
chitosan on raw silk as well as on dyed silk. Firstly
the optimization studies for such an application in
terms of time, temperature, concentration was carried
out. The performance properties of the chitosan
finished fabric was later evaluated. Besides the rate
of dye uptake on an undyed chitosan finished fabric
has also been studied.
The results of the above studies are very interesting
since the resin finish, softener and flame retardant
can be use to finish cotton from a single bath and the
proportion of finishes to be used in the mixtures
depend on the end-use of the textile product.
Chitosan can be successfully applied as an anti
microbial finish on silk, it increases the dye uptake of
the fabric without affecting fastness properties or the
tone of the dyeing.

Dyeing of Polyamide Fabrics with a Natural Dye:
White Onion Skin
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INTRODUCTION
Until the middle of the 19th century when synthetic dyes
were discovered, all colored materials were being
supplied from natural dyes obtained from vegetable or
animal sources [1, 2]. Today natural dyes are used in
limited quantities in various parts of the world [3]. But in
recent years, concern for the environment has created an
increasing interest in natural dyes [4]. For this reason,
nowadays the concept of “eco-friendly textiles” is
gaining importance [5]. The interest in natural dyes
increased, because they are safer for human health and
the environment, as well as they have very beautiful and
unique view on fabric [6]. Taking into consideration the
importance given to the environment, ecology and
pollution control; it is told that natural dyes, that are not
non-toxic and obtained easily and safely, could be a good
alternative to synthetic dyes [7].
Natural dyes, according to the source that they are
obtained, are classified as plant, animal and mineral dyes
2. Plants and herbs are the main sources of natural dyes
and pigments are obtained from their trunk, bark, roots,
leaves, seeds and shells [8]. Vegetable dyes, are an
indispensable part of natural dyeing because of both the
majority of their numbers and the diversity of their color
2. Although natural dyes can be used in cotton dyeing,
they are more common in wool [1]. Synthetic fibers can
also be dyed with natural dyes. Polyamide fibers are the
most easily dyeable synthetic fibers with natural dyes
due to having similar structure with wool [9]. Although
there are lots of studies on dyeing of wool fibers with
natural dyes [such as 4, 10-16], there are limited articles
in literature on dyeing of polyamide fibers with natural
dyes [such as 17-19].
The aim of this study is to optimize the fastness
properties of polyamide fabrics dyed with white onion
skins. For this aim mordanting method, mordant type and
mordant concentration were chosen as variables in
experiments and the most suitable mordanting method,
mordant type and mordant concentration was determined
according to the statistical evaluation.
APPROACH
 Material: In this study, polyamide/lycra plain knitted
fabric (supreme) was used. All experiments were
carried out by using pure water.
 Natural Dye: White onion (Allium cepa L.) skins were
used as a natural dye. The reason of choosing white
onion skin among hundreds of plants is its ease of
accessibility that could be important for its applications
in textile industry. Furthermore, a waste is being
utilized by using white onion skins. In many literatures
it is identified as a natural dye plant which includes
quercetin and gives yellow color [20]. Chemical
formula of dye (C.I. Natural Yellow 10) obtained from

white onion is C 15 H 10 O 7 and its chemical structure is
given in Figure 1. [21].

Fig.1: Chemical formula of C.I. Natural Yellow 10 [22]
 Mordant: The function of mordant is to create strong
coordinative bonds between dye molecule and fibers
via complex formation [1]. Two mordants used in
experiments are potassiumdichromate and ferrous (II)
sulphate. Mordant concentration was also changed
(1%, 2% and 3%) in order to observe its effect on
fastness values.
 Preparation of extract dye solution: 100 g. plant
samples were soaked in 1 l. water. Subsequently the
solution was heated to boiling temperature and boiled
for 0.5 hour and afterwards filtered with gause fabric.
Then this filtrated solution was diluted 4 times by
adding pure water and this solution was used as dyeing
liquor.
 Dyeing with natural dyes: 150 ml of filtrated and
diluted dye extract was used to provide the liquor ratio
of 1:30 for 5 g. material. Dyeings were carried out at
extract solution’s own pH value (6.9). Dyeing
experiments were performed on Termal HT Dyeing
Machine by using three different mordanting methods;
pre-mordanting, post-mordanting and single bath
mordanting.
 Fastness tests: Washing and rubbing fastnesses of
samples were assessed according to ISO 105 C06 and
ISO 105-X12 standards respectively.
 Color measurements: CIEL*a*b* color values and
reflectance (R%) values of dyed samples were
measured with Gretag Macbeth E700 (D 65/10°) and
color yields (K/S) of dyed samples were calculated by
Kubelka Munk equation:
K/S = (1-R)2/2R

(1)

R=Reflectance value in maximum absorption wave length (nm)
K=Absorption coefficient
S=Scattering coefficient

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Washing and rubbing fastness values of dyed samples are
listed below in Table I and II.

(staining on other fibers (WO, PAC, PES, CA) is 5 for all samples)

were obtained on polyamide according to the mordant
usage and its type.

Table II: Dry and wet rubbing fastnesses of dyed samples

CONCLUSIONS
In this study it was determined that that polyamide fabric
can be dyed evenly with high washing and rubbing
fastnesses by using onion skin as a natural dye.
According to the experimental test results and statistical
evaluations, it can be concluded that the most suitable
mordanting method is the post-mordanting method and
the mordant concentration is 1%. Furthermore, samples
dyed with white onion skins without using mordant also
have good wet fastness properties. This is a very
important point in terms of industrial applications,
because it is avoided from the usage of mordants due to
environmental pollution. If it is taken into account that
the most important problem in dyeing with natural dyes
is low fastnesses, it is thought that onion skin which
gives good wet fastness properties without the
requirement of mordant can be a good alternative for
dyeing polyamide fibers with natural dyes.

Table I: Washing fastnesses of dyed samples

According to the variance analysis, it was determined
that while mordanting method and mordant type has a
statistically important effect on washing fastness,
mordant concentration has not. As can be seen from
Table I, while the worst results were obtained with premordanting method, there is no difference between postmordanting and single bath mordanting methods. In the
case of a mordant usage in dyeing process, washing
fastness values raise in general 1-2 and 1 point and hence
onion skin’s washing fastness value, that is already good,
reaches up to 5. As generally known, in the case of
mordant usage, dye molecules form coordinative bonds
with fibers over the heavy metal ions presenting in the
structure of mordant. Because of this strong bond
formation washing fastness values are increased.
According to the variance analysis, it was determined
that mordanting method, mordant type and mordant
concentration has a statistically important effect on dry
and wet rubbing fastness values. When Table II is
examined, it can be said that the best results are obtained
in dyeing carried out according to the post-mordanting
method by using 1% potassiumdichromate. Increasing
the mordant concentration has a negative effect on wet
rubbing fastness values. The reason of this is thought to
be the increase of dye amounts which are bonded on to
fiber surface when high concentration of mordant is
used. These dye molecules that exist on the fiber surface
will pass through the test fabric during rubbing fastness
test. The reason of obtaining slightly better results in
post-mordanting method compared to single bath
mordanting method is the complex formation of mordant
with dye molecules, before dye molecules being
exhausted by fiber, which cause collapsing on fabric
surface during single bath mordanting.

Figure 2: colors obtained on polyamide by using white onion
skin as a natural dye

As can be seen from Figure 2 by using white onion skin
as a natural dye camel, brown and olive green colors

FUTURE WORK
For being a natural dye usable industrially, the other
parameter except the fastnesses is that desired colors can
be obtained. From this perspective, although dyeing with
onion skin is applicable in polyamide dyeing for special
and aesthetic purposes, it is necessary to enlarge the
color palette, natural dyeing to become important in
polyamide dyeing. Therefore, in future studies polyamide
fibers should be dyed with other natural dye plants and
attainability of various color on polyamide with natural
dyes should be investigated.
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INTRODUCTION
Reactive dye is widely used for colouration of cotton due to
its ability to give bright shade and good colour fastness
properties at reasonable cost1. Application process of such
dye for cotton however suffers from the disadvantages of
poor exhaustion of dye into the fibre and use of large
amount of electrolyte; which ultimately lead to generation
of effluent containing high concentrations of colour and salt
causing environmental pollution2. Incorporation of amino
compounds into cotton prior to dyeing appears to be
prospective in this respect in view of high exhaustion of
reactive dye reported into such modified cotton even in
absence of salt3-5. It was therefore thought to be of interest
to investigate the roles and effects of sericine fraction of silk
containing amino acid, when used as a natural modifying
agent under the influence of an esterification catalyst to
modify cotton for improvement of its reactive dyeability.
Results of related investigations done on bleached cotton
fabric under the catalytic influence of trisodium citrate are
reported in the present article.
DEGUMMING OF SILK
Sericine was obtained by degumming of silk. For such
purpose silk filament was degummed employing an aqueous
solution containing 5 g/l nonionic surfactant and 1 g/l
sodium bicarbonate at a material: liquor ratio of 1:10, for a
period of 60 min at 90oC.. The solid content of the filtered
degumming extract was 9.6% (w/v).
APPLICATION OF DEGUMMING EXTRACT
COTTON

ON

Application of degumming extract containing sericin on
bleached cotton was done by padding technique in a
laboratory two bowl padding mangle. After two successive
dippings in the aqueous formulation containing degumming
extract, the pressure between the squeezing rollers was
adjusted to enable an over all wet pick up of 100%. The
aqueous formulations also contained trisodium citrate as
esterification catalyst equal to solid content of the aqueous
liquor. The padded and squeezed cotton fabrics were dried
at a temperature of 95oC for 5 min. and subsequently oven
cured at 1400C for 5 min, soap washed following ISOII,
washed further with water and air dried. They were then
analysed for weight gain, nitrogen content and other textile
related properties following standard procedures 6. IR
spectra of specified cotton samples were obtained following
KBr pellet technique described elsewhere7.
DYEING OF SERICIN MODIFIED COTTON WITH
REACTIVE DYE:

Dyeing was commenced at 300C at a material: liquor ratio
1:20. The dye bath had a common starting pH of 6 , which
was subsequently brought to 10 by the addition of sodium
carbonate after 25 minutes of dyeing for fixation of reactive
dyes used in this study. The dyeing continued for further 60
minutes,after addition of alkali. Fixation temperatures kept
for reactive dyes with dichlorotriazine,monochlorotriazine
and vinyl sulphone reactive groups were 30oC, 80oC and
60oC respectively. The dyed fabrics were soap washed
(80oC) , hot washed, cold washed and finally dried in air.
For assessment of fixation of dye on cotton dyed cotton was
extracted further with 50%V/V DMF-water mixture for 30
min, washed with water and air dried. Exhaustion and
fixation were determined spectro-photometrically.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table I shows effect of application of different doses of
degumming extract expressed in terms of percent of sericin
on weight of 100g of cotton fabric sample following a paddry-cure technique. With increasing dose level of sericin,
weight gain and nitrogen content of the cotton fabric follow
a common increasing trend. Higher degree of esterification
of cellulose chains of cotton via incorporated amino acid
moieties would evidently tend to produce higher weight
gain and nitrogen content for a given system. For no catalyst
used,both weight gain and nitrogen content achieved on
treatment with sericin are expectedly low indicating that
potentials of amino acids of sericin fraction of silk to self
catalyse the esterification process are simply marginal.
Figure I shows IR spectra for a)bleached cotton and for
b)bleached cotton treated with degumming extract (sericin)
in presence of trisodium citrate used as the esterification
catalyst following a pad-dry-cure technique Sericin
treatment of cotton in the presence of trisodium citrate
results in the appearance of new strong absorption bands at
1600cm-1 characteristic of N-H stretching of amine and at
1740cm-1 characteristic of ester stretching vibration
indicating that cotton incorporated amino acid moieties in it
through esterification under the given condition.
EFFECT OF pH
For an initial dye bath pH of 6, an exhaustion of more than
90% was commonly achieved for dyeing of 5% sericin
modified cotton with reactive dyes having different reactive
systems(monochloro triazine, dichloro triazine and vinyl
sulphone) used in this study(Table II) in absence of salt, in
consequent to ionic force of attraction operative between
dissociated sulphonate group of reactive dye and protonated
amino residues of cotton-bound amino acids. Also for use of
a fixation pH of 10, high level of fixation of reactive dyes
is achieved. Preliminary studies showed that a fixation pH
of 10 gives highest fixation of reactive dyes.. A comparison

of reactive dyed sericin modified cotton and reactive dyed
unmodified cotton with respect to their property parameters
clearly indicates that prior modification of cotton with
sericin fraction of silk produces much desired improvements
in the K/S, moisture regain, exhaustion and fixation of
reactive dyes without altering light wash and rubbing
fastness properties of the dyed substrate. Breaking load and
extensibility of the substrate however, reduce marginally on
modification of cotton with sericin.

reactive systems ,when such dyes are applied in absence of
salt.
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CONCLUSIONS
The appropriate modification of cotton prior to dyeing with
sericin fraction of silk in presence of trisodium citrate
renders the cotton fabric suited for improved fixation of
reactive dyes having chlorotriazine and vinyl sulphone
TABLE I. Effect of application of sericin on the properties of cotton
Cotton
modified with
None
1% sericin
2% sericin
3% sericin
5% sericin
7% sericin
5% sericin

Trisodium
citrate used

Weight gain
(%)

-1.5%
3%
4.5%
7.5%
10.5%
Nil

0.92
1.85
2.74
4.56
6.38
0.41

Nitrogen
content
(%)
0.63
0.75
0.89
0.97
1.26
1.536
0.72

TABLE II. Comparison of properties of reactive dyed unmodified cotton and reactive dyed sericin modified cotton
Exhaustion
(%)

Fixation
(%)

Cotton
modified with

Name of the dye
applied

None

Procion red M5B

83

74

5% sericin

Do

95

None

Procion yellow
H4C

97
77

5% sericin
None
5% sericin

Do
Remazol blue R
Do

96
74
93

Colour fastness to

K/S λmax

Washing

Moistur
e regain
(%)

Change
of shade

Staining on
cotton

Staining on
wool

Rubbing

Light

11.31

5

5

4-5

5

5

7.8

15.56

5

5

5

5

5

9.2

71

8.74

5

5

5

5

5

7.8

93
67
91

11.46
12.83
16.05

5
5
5

5
5
5

5
4-5
4-5

5
5
5

5
6-7
6-7

9.2
7.8
8.8

Figure 1. Infrared spectra of a) bleached cotton and b)bleached cotton treated with sericin fraction of silk.
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ABSTRACT
Textiles dyed with natural dyes is increasing the
importance of the topic lately. Environmentally
friendly products of natural dyes provide preferable,
especially have a high purchasing power, in
markets.
Natural dyes obtained from various natural sources
are colored materials. Be used in the textile dyeing
industy with limited, natural dyes of plant and
animal can be sourced. Today, textile sector almost
all of the needs synthetic dyes (oil origin) are
covered by dyes. Natural dyes in terms of
environmental and human health aspects of it does
pose a risk against synthetic dyes is advantageous.
In this study, 8 different natural dye sources (Tea,
Sumach, Horse chesnut, Thyme, Hena, Walnut
coat, Pomegranate coat and Orange coat) were used
on dyeing cotton fiber without mordant.
Cationizing pretreatment was made for exhaustion.

Figure 1. Chemical structure of cationizing agents
(R1,R2, R3, R4 alkyl groups)
Natural Dyeing Process
Natural dyeing of cotton knitted fabric were applied
in two stages, firstly cationizing of cotton fabric
and secondly natural dyeing. Rucomor-BUR
(Rudolf Duraner Chem.) was used as quaternary
ammonium compounds according to the exhaustion
method (5%) prior to dyeing as in Figure 2.

Dyeing of cationized cotton with natural dyes was
evaluated colour yield and fastness properties.
Keywords: Natural dyes, Cationizing, Dyeing,
Fastness
Natural Dyes
Natural dyes are irrelevant in textile dyeing to the
fibers. Metal salts in the aqueous environment of
the metal atoms deposit on the fiber surface and
dyes collected into the fibers and then textile dyeing
is achieved. Complexes with metal atoms with
natural dyes can win substantivity to the fibers. The
use of mordant in natural dyeing color becoming
dull.
In this study, cotton fabric are dyed with the help of
cationzing agents (Figure 1) without a mordant,
quaternary ammonium cationic materials.

Figure 2. Cationizing process
Natural dyes and dyeing cotton fiber technique is
similar to dyeing made with synthetic dyes. To
avoid a decrease in brightness of color cotton fabric
can be made pre-treatment with substance
cationizing agents then dyeing process has started.

Figure 3. Natural dyeing process

Dyeing was started at 25 oC, pretreated fabric, and
natural dye (1:1 fabric weight to dry natural dye
weight) were added respectively, the temperature
was then raised to 95 0C (2 oC⁄ min) and dyeing
continued at this temperature for a further 60 min.
After dyeing, the washing of dyed fabrics was
carried in cold and warm water.

FUTURE WORK
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As a result of cotton fabric dyed with cationizing
agents the results obtained in future studies can be
done that:
- Cotton fabrics can be dyed different
natural dye sources.
- Regenerated cellulosic fibers can be
investegated.
- Synthetically textile fibers can be dyed
with natural dyes.
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The Resulting Colour and Fastness
Table 1. Obtained colour and fastness properties
Colour

scope of this study, cationized cotton fabric
naturally dyeing with 8 different natural dyes were
investigated.

Natural
Dye

Light
Fast.

Washing
Fastness
Chan Sta.

Rubbing
Fastness
Dry Wet

Tea
Sumach
Horse
chesnut
Tyme
Henna

Various natural dyes made with dyed samples as
without mordant is shown in Table 1. Total of 8
natural dyes made with cationized cotton fabric are
listed in terms of the dyeing performance, light,
washing and rubbing fastness parameters.
Light fastness was evaluated as the best with thyme
and walnut coat, the lowest light fastness were
found in pomegranate coat. In terms of rubbing and
washing fastness is sufficient levels.
CONCLUSIONS
Textile industry is leading sector in terms of
export/import capacity are With high purchasing
power markets hygienic products has been
increasing interest in naturally produced materials.
In the process of coloring using natural dyes instead
of synthetic dyes, this expectation is met. This
study is limited to the use of natural dyeing of
cellulosic fibers used in a particular part of the
colored ensuring product diversity, so that
cellulosic textiles is intended to increase the
marketing capability.
Widely known natural dyes for coloring textiles
factory does not use factory production. Within the
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Relative K/S

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
This research aims at the development of the
innovative approach of creating wash-out effect
like denim on cotton knitted fabric, which is in
fashion and well welcomed in the market. Foam
dyeing method was applied by focusing on the
dyeing performance of the cotton knitted fabrics
using reactive dyes.

Desiring to develop fabric with wash-out effect, the
shortcomings of foam technology, i.e. the poor
penetration leading to surface dyeing, can be
turned into an advantage in this research. Besides,
to strength the surface dyeing effect [3], cationic
modification for cotton fabric before dyeing with a
polymeric cationic agent was carried out first.
APPROACH
Before dyeing, the cotton knitted fabrics were
cationized first. Dye foam-solution was generated
with a dynamic foam generator by injecting air
under pressure into the dye liquor. After the dye
foam-solution generated, the fabric was dyed
through passing the dye foam-solution in a
horizontal padder.

Relative K/S (%)
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FIGURE 1 Effect of cationic agent concentration on color shade

Effect of sodium carbonate concentration on
K/S value
In Figure 2, the color depth dramatically rose when
the concentration of Na 2 CO 3 went up (padding,
70% pick-up). However, when the concentration
reached to 60 g/L, there were no significant
changes. Thus, the optimum concentration was 60
g/L.
Relative K/S
100
Relative K/S (%)

INTRODUCTION
The greatest advantage of foam technology is the
drastic reduction of energy consumption in textile
processing [1]. However, foam technology still has
some shortcomings [2]. The most critical one will
be the poor penetration of auxiliaries or dye,
leading to the problem of uneven dyeing. That
limits the practical dyeing application of foam
technology.

100

80
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0
40
80
120
160
Concertration of sodium carbonate (g/L)

FIGURE 2 Effect of Na 2 CO 3 concentration on color shade

Effect of curing condition on color shade
TABLE 1 Effect of curing conditions on relative K/S value (%)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of cationic agent concentration on color
shade
In Figure 1, as the concentration increased from 0
to 60 g/L (padding, 70% pick-up), the color depth
increased
rapidly.
However,
when
the
concentration further increased, there did not
remarkably change in color yield. This could be the
reaction reached the saturation point. Thus, 60 g/L
was selected as the optimum concentration.

Temperature (oC)

Time (s)
100

110

120

130

140

90

80.6

85.9

90.5

95.0

100

110

83.7

88.4

95.2

97.5

99.3

130

84.9

86.9

98.7

95.5

99.8

150

82.4

88.5

98.6

96.4

97.5

As shown in Table 1, color depth could not reach
to 90% at the relative lower temperature. As the
temperature increased, color yield improved

accordingly. At 120 oC, when the curing time
lasted for 130 s, the maximum color depth
obtained. At 140 oC, achieving the deepest color
shade was only taken 90 s.
Based on the above study, the optimum conditions
of the cationic modification were obtained: cationic
agent concentration was 60 g/L, Na 2 CO 3
concentration was 60 g/L, and curing at 130 oC for
110 seconds.
Effect of wet pick-up on color shade
In figure 3, the K/S value can be increased by using
a higher pick-up, i.e. a darker shade can be resulted.
However, the K/S cannot be increased unlimitedly,
the fabric will be saturated and the increase in the
color shade will be less drastic.
24

K/S

K/S

20
16

the wash-out effect during the garment laundry
process, these relative lower wet fastnesses are also
acceptable [4]. The wash fastnesses of these colors
were all appreciated for both the color change and
the color staining around 4-5.
TABLE 2 Color fastness of fabrics dyed with reactive dye
Rub
Wash
Reactive dye a
Staining
Dry
Wet
Change
(cotton)
Cherry S-D
4
2-3
4
4
Yellow S-3R
4
3
4-5
4-5
Ocean S-R
3-4
2-3
4-5
4-5
Navy S-G
4
2-3
4
4-5
Super Black G
4
3
4-5
4-5
a
30% pick-up, dye concentration of 60 g/L.

Energy Saving
The time required of the wetted fabrics to dry can
reflect the energy consumption. In Figure 5, the
fabric wetted with full liquid dye solution with
80% pick-up requires around 150 s heating time;
while the fabric partial wetted with the foam-dyesolution with the 30% pick-up only requires 90 s
for drying, which is 60 s shorter. By shortening the
drying time for 1 min, 40% of energy can be saved.

12

100
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40
Pick up (%)
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FIGURE 3 Effect of wet pick-up on color shade (reactive black
80 g/L)

Build-up property
In Figure 4, the fabrics show an increase in K/S
value upon using the dyestuff amounts on fabric
weight in both the full-liquid padding dyeing
method and the foam-solution padding dyeing
method. The K/S values of these two methods are
not remarkably different.
Foam-solution dyeing
Full-liquid dyeing

24

K/S

18

Temperature (oC)

8
10

75

Original
105.9 %
90.1 %
78.5 %
72.8 %
32.4 %
24.3 %

50

25

0

60

120

180

240

Time (s)

FIGURE 5 Surface temperatures of fabrics in drying process

CONCLUSION
Foam dyeing is a promising technology in
developing the cotton knitted fabric with wash-out
effect. Not only for achieving surface dyeing effect,
but also significantly reduce the energy
consumption.
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FIGURE 4 Effect of reactive dye amount on color shade

Color fastness
In Table 2, the dry rubbing fastness was acceptable,
while the wet one was relative lower. However,
since these dyed fabrics were required to develop
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The use of activators to enhance the

conditions. The advantage of using

bleaching performance of hydrogen

activated

peroxide (H2O2) for cellulosic materials

bleaching can be achieved under milder

is a new technique. Such activators work

conditions. Excellent results were seen

by generating more kinetically active

both for the whiteness and colour

bleaching using a reaction between the

fastness properties of the fabric.

activators and H2O2 under the bleaching

peroxide

system

is

that
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Introduction
Although polyamide (nylon) fibers in general are
naturally white, bleaching is needed if heat setting
has caused discoloration or if polyamide is blended
with other fibers. For this purpose, the oxidative
and reductive bleaching methods can be carried out.
As an oxidative bleaching for Polyamide fibers
peracetic acid, sodium chlorite, hydrogen peroxide
and sodium hypochlorite can be used. Although
peroxide and sodium chlorite bleaching processes
are not very efficient, in practice, sufficient
whiteness can be obtained with higher
concentrations and temperatures in long processing
times. When oxidative bleaching agents are used
especially in the case of polyamide/cellulosic
blends is polymer degradation unavoidable.
Therefore, for polyamide bleaching, thiourea
dioxide and stabilized hydrosulfite based reduction
bleaching agents are preferred. These reductive
bleaching processes are carried out in acidic
conditions and virtually no fibre degradation occurs
and the resistance of the fibre to photodegradation
is not impaired [1-3].

For the process optimization in SBH bleaching,
SBH and catalyst (SBS) concentrations, bleaching
temperature, bleaching time and pH value have
been investigated
Dyeing was carried out with pH-sliding process
according to the Figure 1 and the dye baths were
prepared with Acid Blue 25, Acid Black 1 and
Navy Blue RN with different concentrations of 0.5,
1 and 2% owf.

FIGURE 1. Dyeing method of bleached polyamide 6.6 fabrics

Since Sodium Borohydride (SBH) is a mild and
efficient reducing agent, it is widely used in
industrial area [4].
In this study, on Nylon 6.6 fabrics SBH was applied
as an alternative bleaching process in the presence
of sodium bisulfite (SBS) (Eq. 1), which catalysed
the effectiveness of SBH [5]. The results were
compared with Hydrosulfite and Thiourea dioxide
bleaching methods. For this purpose, after
bleaching processes dyeability of Nylon fibres with
anionic dyes was investigated and quantitave
analyses of amino end groups (AEG), FT-IR
analyses and tensile strength tests were carried out.
NaBH 4 + 8NaHSO 3
(1)

NaBO 2 + 6H 2 O + 4Na 2 S 2 O 4

Experimental
Bleaching of polyamide 6.6 woven fabrics (Stensby
whiteness index 73.8) were carried out at 80 oC for
1 h with six different (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 g/l)
concentration of stabilized hydrosulfite. Bleaching
with TUDO was carried out using five different
concentrations (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 g/l) at 80 oC for 1 h.

The color properties of dyed samples were
measured using a spectrophotometer (Macbeth
Color Eye MS 2020, standard light D65, 10o
standard observer). Color fastness to washing was
determined according to the ISO 105:C06 B1S at
50 oC. Quantitative amount of AEG in polyamide
6.6 samples was determined by visual titration with
ethanolic hydrochloric acid using thymol blue as
indicator, which is dissolved in a mixture of
distilled m-cresol and methanol [6]. FT-IR ATR
spectroscopy has been used to study change of
amino end groups, carboxyl and amide groups.
Results and Discussions
Optimization studies of SBH bleaching in the
presence of SBS showed that maximum whiteness
index (82.6 Stensby) was achieved with 3:20 g/l
SBH:SBS concentration at 80 oC and pH 7 for 30
minutes. Best whiteness values of 81.8 Stensby
were obtained with stabilized hydrosulfite at a
temperature of 80 oC and pH 5 for 1 h. And with
TUDO the maximum whiteness value was
determined as 83.7 Stensby at 80 oC and pH 7 for 1
h.

Dyeing tests results, which are used to determine
AEG degradation of the bleached polyamide 6.6
fabrics, showed that SBH bleaching has the
maximum K/S values among other bleaching
methods.
The wash fastness results for all bleached samples
showed that fastness values generally have been
improved compared with raw goods.
The results of quantitative analyses of AEG in
polyamide 6.6 fibers indicated that AEG amount in
SBH process is more than TUDO process.
The IR spectroscopy results indicated that there is
no significant difference within bleached fabrics
and raw fabrics. Figure 2 and 3 shows the
comparison of ATR spectra of raw and bleached
polyamide 6.6 samples.
Free NH 2 stretching vibrations seen at
approximately 3450 cm- and 3070 cm- are specific
vibrations for Nylons. The analyses performed at
approximately 3450 cm- and 3070 cm-, showed no
significant differences. The spectral range of 16001800 cm-, which amide groups are located at about
1640 cm-, was investigated in order to determine
the polymer degradation and no spectral differences
between bleaching methods were observed [7-10].
Tensile strength test results showed no significant
differences between reductive bleaching methods
used in this study.

FIGURE 2. FT-IR spectrums of bleached and raw polyamide 6.6
samples at range of 3800-2800 cm-

FIGURE 3. FT-IR spectrums of bleached and raw polyamide 6.6
samples 1800-600 cm.

Conclusions
The studies showed that bleaching with SBH has
better whiteness degrees than Hydro and the results
are comparable to TUDO bleaching.
With respect to conventional bleaching methods,
the bleaching process with SBH provided shorter
processing times.
Furthermore no significant chemical or mechanical
damage were occurred on the polyamide fibers.
As a result, it is concluded that the SBH method is
an alternative reductive bleaching method to the
conventional methods used in bleaching of PA
fibers.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, the effects of ozone treatment on the
physical properties of Polylactic Acid (PLA) Fibers
have been studied. Knitted PLA fabrics were
ozonated up to 60 min treatment time at room
temperature in order to determine the effects on its
strength, whiteness and absorbency properties.
Results indicated increase of whiteness values
despite the strength loss at prolonged treatment
times.
INTRODUCTION
Polylactic acid (PLA) is an aliphatic polyester
which can be derived from 100% renewable
resources [1]. It is a synthetic polymer based on
lactic acid (C 3 H 6 O 3 ) and produced from the
fermentation of agricultural resources, such as corn.
PLA polymer is compostable, as it easily degrades
by simple hydrolysis under the appropriate
conditions [2-5]. PLA finds a wide range of uses
from medical and pharmaceutical applications to
environmentally benign film and fibers for
packaging, homeware and clothing [6, 7]. Primary
applications are in fibers, fiberfill (pillows,
comforters, mattresses, duvets), apparel (sport,
active, underwear and fashion wear), and nonwoven
applications (agricultural and geo textiles, hygiene
products, wipes).
Ozone (O 3 ) has a high oxidation potential of 2.07
V. The oxidation potential of the widely used
hydrogen peroxide oxidant in textile is 1.77 V.
Ozone is used in paper industry to bleach wood
pulp, in water treatment to disinfect water and has
been studied for color removal from textile
effluents [8, 9]. A large number of studies on
ozonation of textile fibers for finishing purposes
have been published the literature recently. Some of
these studies mainly focus on utilizing ozone for;
cotton bleaching [10], aftertreatment of PET [1113], production of shrink resist wool [14-16].
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Our research employed a set of interlock-knitted
fabrics
provided
by
Natureworks
LLC,
Minnetonka, USA, constructed from 100%IngeoTM fibre (NatureWorks LLC’s trademark for
its PLA fibers) spun yarns (linear density 20 tex).
Preparation of the substrates
The PLA fabric was scoured with 2 g/l
anionic/nonionic detergent, 1 g/l sequestering agent
and 1 g/l caustic soda at 80 °C for 30 min at a

liquor to goods ratio of 10:1, washed thoroughly,
and air dried to remove mill dirt and lubricants. The
scoured fabric was considered as the reference and
the fabric samples were subjected to several ozone
treatments in distilled water. Ozone treatment was
performed for 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes and
ozone dose is given below.
Ozone application
The ozonation experiments were carried out in a
glass reactor with a closed cylindrical total volume
of 130 ml and diameter of 29 mm. All ozone
treatments were performed at room temperature
using 100 ml distilled water (at a liquor to goods
ratio of 1:10). An Opal OS1 model O 3 generator
(Opal Ltd, Ankara, Turkey) with an O 3 production
rate of 3 g/h produced the O 3 needed for the
reaction.
O 3 concentration was measured as 6,8  0,3mg/min
was measured at 600 ml/min O 2 gas flow rate
according to the standard iodometric method
(Standard Methods 2350 E, APHA).
Whiteness degree measurements
After the ozone-treatment processes, the whiteness
degree of each specimen was measured using a
Macbeth MS2020 spectrophotometer (Gretag
Macbeth LLC, NY, USA) and expressed as a
Stensby whiteness degree. Each fabric sample was
read in four different areas, twice on each side of
the fabric for consistency, and the average value
was calculated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the whiteness, bursting strength and
water absorbency tests are shown in Tables 1, 2 and
3, respectively.
Results on Table I indicate a proportional increase
in the whiteness degrees of the ozonated PLA
samples by the increase in ozonation time. A
considerable increase in whiteness degrees of the
PLA samples occurred even after only 1 min
ozonation. The maximum increase was observed at
the longest ozonation time. The whiteness degree of
the untreated PLA sample was 87 stensby degree
although the whiteness degree of the PLA sample
reached 93 stensby degree after 60 min ozonation.
Table clearly shows that ozonation can be utilized
for bleaching of PLA fabrics in the whiteness point
of view. The effect of ozonation on the strength
properties of PLA has to be considered and is
discussed below.

TABLE I. Whiteness degrees of PLA samples
FABRICS

WHITENESS DEGREE
(STENSBY)

PLA UNTREATED

87,183

PLA 1 MIN. OZ.

90,657

PLA 3 MIN. OZ.

91,151

PLA 5 MIN. OZ.

91,597

PLA 10 MIN. OZ.

92,048

PLA 20 MIN. OZ.

92,423

PLA 30 MIN. OZ.

92,616

PLA 60 MIN. OZ.

92,897

Results on Table II indicates considerable strength
losses at prolonged ozonation times. The severity of
the strength loss appeared at 20 min ozonation time.
The strength loss at 1, 3, 5 and 10 min ozonation
times were not significant among which the highest
strength loss was only 1,1% at 10 min ozonation
time. The strength loss was 3,9 for 20 min and
9,9% for 60 min ozonated samples. Therefore, it
can be stated that ozonated of PLA, for the given
process circumstances, can be performed until 10
min without significant strength losses. The
increase whiteness degree of the PLA samples
increased to 92 stensby degree from 87 after 10 min
ozonation as shown in Table I.
TABLE II. Bursting strengths of PLA samples
FABRICS

BURSTING STRENGTH
(psi)

PLA UNTREATED

81,083

PLA 1 MIN. OZ.

81,166

PLA 3 MIN. OZ.

81,000

PLA 5 MIN. OZ.

80,667

PLA 10 MIN. OZ.

80,167

PLA 20 MIN. OZ.

77,917

PLA 30 MIN. OZ.

76,417

PLA60 MIN. OZ.

73,083

TABLE III. Absorbency of PLA samples
FABRICS

ABSORBENCY (s)

PLA UNTREATED

34,752

PLA 1 MIN. OZ.

33,69

PLA 3 MIN. OZ.

32,18

PLA 5 MIN. OZ.

28,889

PLA 10 MIN. OZ.

27,307

PLA 20 MIN. OZ.

25,571

PLA 30 MIN. OZ.

23,958

PLA 60 MIN. OZ.

21,42

Results on Table III indicated a linear decrease in
the absorbency times by increased ozonation times
which means an increase in the absorbency of the
ozonated samples. Although the higher the
ozonation time the more hydrophilic the PLA

fabric, optimum ozonation time should be carefully
determined due to the possible strength losses.
CONCLUSIONS
The highest whiteness degree achieved was 93
stensby degree after 60 min ozonation. Although
prolonged ozonation times caused an improvement
on hydrophilicity and whiteness degree of PLA
fabric, optimum ozonation time should be carefully
established not to result in significant strength
losses. Optimum ozonation time for creating more
hydrophilic, whiter PLA fabric without loosing its
strength significantly was 10 min.
FUTURE WORK
FT-IR and Raman analysis as well as SEM analysis
are being carried out to detect any possible changes
in the PLA fibre structure.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
This study aims to investigate effects of different
finishing methods such as brushing, rinse, enzyme
wash, stone wash, bleaching and resin treatment on
tensile strength values of denim fabrics with and
without elastane as raw material.
INTRODUCTION
Garments made from denim fabric have been one
of the rare clothing groups worn by people at any
age, any social/professional group and country. It
was observed that 50% of the people under 60 have
preferred denim products during their lives. 90% of
the people around 14-19 ages and 70% of the
people around 20-29 ages stated that denim
products are crucial for their wearing experiences
[1]. Its usage has always an increase trend and it is
thought that different designs, appearances and
colors obtained by various washing and fading
processes support the mentioned trend after 1990’s.
Mechanical (sand blusting, brushing, destroy, laser,
etc.) and chemical (enzyme wash, stone wash,
bleaching, acid wash, ozone fading, etc.) finishing
processes aim to create worn look, softer handle
and different color effects according to the fashion
trends. But all these treatments may cause negative
effects on fabric properties such as breaking
strength, tear strength, abrasion resistance and
color fastness. Although durability is not one of the
main concerns of denim product consumers,
mentioned negative effects on fabric properties
may decrease the necessary performance properties
of denim products.
There are some studies investigating different wet
and dry finishing processes on mechanical
properties of denim fabric [2-7]. In these studies,
mechanical properties such as breaking strength,
tear strength, abrasion, pilling, weight loss destroy
amount (by visual inspection) were the main
concerns for investigating the performance loss of
the processed denim fabrics especially in jeans
form.
This study investigates influence of some
mechanical and chemical finishing processes on

tensile strength of jeans produced from two types
of denim fabrics. Processes were applied
systematically on sewn jeans products to see
effects of individual applications clearly.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Jeans produced from 100% cotton (F1) and 98.51.5% cotton-elastane (F2) having identical physical
properties were selected as the test group. Six
different finishing methods were applied seperately
or in combinations on processed jeans samples.
Finishing process combinations can be seen in
Table I.
TABLE I Fabric codes according to the applied
finishing processes
Fading Processes

Fabric
Codes

Raw fabric

0

Brushing

1

Rinse washing

2

Brushing + Rinse Washing

3

Brushing + Rinse Washing +Enzyme Washing

4

Brushing + Rinse Washing +Stone Washing (Dark
color)

5A

Brushing + Rinse Washing +Stone Washing (Light
color)

5B

Brushing + Rinse Washing +Stone Washing +
Bleaching (Dark color)

6A

Brushing + Rinse Washing +Stone Washing +
Bleaching (Light color)

6B

Brushing + Rinse washing+ Enzyme washing +
Bleaching

7

Resin treatment

8

Resin treatment+ Brushing

9

Resin treatment + Stone washing

10

Resin treatment + Enzyme washing

11

Tensile strength tests of the samples were
conducted according to grab method (ASTM D

5034). SPSS 16.0 Statistics Software was used for
statistical analysis of the results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Breaking strength samples were taken from the
processed parts of the jeans according to grab
method. Strength and elongation values of the
treated fabrics are given in Figures 1 and 2.
According to the results, material of the denim
fabrics has a significant influence on breaking
strength and elongation of the product that
breaking elongation values of fabrics including
elastane was affected more from resin treatment.

Raw fabric
1000,0

11

1
800,0

10

2

600,0
400,0

9

3

200,0
0,0

8

4

7

5A
6B

5B
6A

Warp_F1(N)

Weft_F1 (N)

Warp_F2(N)

Weft_F2 (N)

FIGURE 1 Effects of finishing treatments on
breaking strength values (N) of denim fabrics
It was observed that strength loss was more
apparent for the warp direction than weft direction
as a result of different treatments. Resin treatment
combined with another process was accepted as the
most destroying application in a preceding study
[7].

11
10

9

1

35,0
30,0
25,0
20,0
15,0
10,0
5,0
0,0

3

8

5A
5B
6A

Warp_F1(%)

Weft_F1 (%)
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INTRODUCTION
The textile industry regards alpaca fiber as a
specialty fiber, and it is classified as a luxury fiber.
Alpaca fiber is silky, soft and smooth to touch. It is
prize for its unique silky feel and luxurious handle.
Alpaca fiber also comes in more than 22 natural
shades and has better strength than wool. It is
known that alpaca fiber is softer, lighter and has a
better thermal insulation than wool with the same
finesses. [5]. Alpaca fiber gives high insulation and
warmer feeling to garments and this is due to
medulla structure in the core of fiber. [7]. However,
the alpaca fiber that has same diameter as wool is
lighter, due to existing air pockets. [5, 8]
With the development of textile technology, the
requirement for fabrics is not only mechanical and
dimensional properties but also thermal comfort
properties. For this reason, it becomes necessary to
benefit from the special characteristics of fibers for
high levels of comfort by using fiber blends.
Alpaca and alpaca /wool blended fabrics appear to
be good choice especially for winter out-wears due
to its superior properties. In this study, thermal
properties of alpaca, wool and different ratios of
alpaca and wool fiber blended woven fabrics were
investigated. Finally, the optimum ratios were
analyzed.
APPROACH
With the same woven machine and setting, fabrics
were woven using 100 % Alpaca, 70% Alpaca/
30% Wool, 30%Alpaca / 70% Wool and 100%
Wool yarns of the same fiber finesses. The mean
diameter is 26 µ for alpaca, 25.5 µ for wool fibers.
The mean fiber length is 82.56 mm. for alpaca, 93
mm for wool. 28,5 /2 Nm long staple ring yarns
were produced from Alpaca and Wool fibers. All
fabrics are woven in plain weave and the cloth
settings are 22 ends/cm and 19 picks/cm.
An Alambeta instrument was used to measure
thermal conductivity, thermal resistance and
thermal absorptivity values [Hes 2,3]. Relative
water vapor permeability was measured on
Permetest instrument working on similar skin

model principle as given by the ISO 11092[4]. The
results were evaluated according to “p” significant
value by using ANOVA statistical tests method.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, yarn number and thread density are
fixed and there is no significant difference between
thickness values of fabrics. Therefore, the thermal
properties are evaluated according to changing of
fabric type (the amount of alpaca ratios).
According to multivariate analysis; there are
significant differences between wool and the other
samples in terms of thermal conductivity values.
The use of alpaca fiber decreases the thermal
conductivity. On the other hand; there is no
significant difference between the other samples.
Therefore, this shows that the use of
“30%Alpaca/70%Wool” content will give the same
thermal conductivity value as the 100% Alpaca
fabric.
Fabric Type
Performed Test
Thermal
Conductivity- ג
(W/m K)
Thermal
Resistance-R
(m²K/W)
Thermal
Absorptivity- b
(W s½/m²K)
Relative Water
Vapor Permeability
(%)

100% 70%Wool/
Wool 30% Alp

Fabric weight(g/m²)
Fabric
Thickness(mm)

30%Wool
100%
/
Alp
70% Alp

53,3

45,78

45,66

44,6

12,4

14,3

14,4

14,6

230,4

207,4

201,6

198,4

39,2

38,8

33,4

33,5

267,4

260,8

260,8

259,2

0,662

0,66

0,656

0,656

TABLE I. Thermal comfort properties of fabrics
Fabric Type

Pilling Propensity

100% Wool

4 with slightly fuzzy surface

70%Wool/30% Alp

2/3 with fuzzy surface

30%Wool/70%Alp

2/3 with fuzzy surface

100% Alp

3 with fuzzy surface

TABLE II. Pilling propensity results of fabrics
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of fabric thermal properties

This could be explained with fuzzy fabric surface
and pilling propensity properties (Table II). The
yarn and fabric hairiness increase the thermal
conductivity [6]. The alpaca and blended fabric
surface are very fuzzy and their pilling propensity
is higher than wool. Besides surface fuzziness and
pilling propensity, the medulla structure in the core
of Alpaca fiber also provides a good insulation
property.

especially thermal conductivity, thermal resistance
and absorptivity. The statistical analyses show that
only the fabric including 30% of alpaca fiber
generated a significant difference on these
parameters. On the other hand, the difference
between mean values is important for relative water
vapor permeability, beyond the 70% Alpaca fiber
ratio. Consequently, Alpaca and Alpaca / Wool
blended fabrics are a good preference especially for
winter out-wears due to its superior thermal
properties and lighter weight.
FUTURE WORK
It is recommended to investigate thermal properties
of fabric with lower Wool/Alpaca proportion than
70%/30% for future studies.
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The thermal resistance is an indication of how well
a material insulates. It is based on the equation:
R = h/ג, where R is the thermal resistance, h is the
thickness and  גis the thermal conductivity [6].
An increase in weft density improves the thermal
resistance [1]. In this study thickness and thread
density are fixed for all types. Therefore, the
thermal resistance can be related with thermal
conductivity. The using of alpaca fiber increase the
thermal resistance and also, all statistical
evaluations are the same as that of thermal
conductivity for all fabrics.
Fabrics with a low value of thermal absorptivity
give a warmer feeling [6]. The use of alpaca fiber
decreases the thermal absorptivity (Figure 1). The
statistical evaluation shows that only 30% of
Alpaca fiber ratio caused a significant difference in
absorptivirty values. This situation could be
explained very fuzzy surface and piling propensity
as mentioned above.
Using alpaca fiber decreases the relative water
vapor permeability values (Table 1).There is no
significant difference between 100 %Wool and
70%Wool/30 Alpaca fabrics.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the thermal properties of woven
alpaca, alpaca/ wool blended and wool fabrics are
investigated. The increase of Alpaca fiber ratio in
the fabric affected thermal comfort properties
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Introduction
Fabric formability is the product of bending
rigidity and in-plane compressibility of the
fabric [1]. This fabric characteristic is vital to
the textile and clothing manufacturers [2]. The
reason is due to the fact that determination of
the formability enables clothing manufacturers
to formulate reliable forecasts about tailorability and sew-ability [3].
Materials and Methods
A total of 10 woven fabric samples in different
materials (Wool, Polyester, Viscose and
blends), designs and structures (Plain, Twill,
fancy weaves) are prepared (Table 1).
TABLE I. Fabric specifications

Warp
Tex
/cm
40
24
40
24
40
24
18
34
30
15
40
14
85
8
18
30
22
24
22
30

F. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Weft
Tex
/cm
40
22
40
22
40
22
18
32
30
13
40
12
85
7
18
28
22
24
22
30

g/m

2

203.78
234.36
212.12
108.50
83.350
105.00
139.85
119.87
139.90
149.44

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

22.5
22.5
22.5
45
45
45
67.5
67.5

45
67.5
90
45
67.5
90
67.5
90

0.621954
0.526797
0.337464
1.354761
0.580752
0.310977
0.511101
0.261927

20

90

90

0.229554

Calculation
Formability in warp and weft direction of each
sample based on the ratio of bending rigidity
and initial tensile modulus of the
corresponding direction was calculated (B/IM).
General unit formability was calculated as a
geometrical mean value.
Results and Conclusions
One-layer fabrics
The results show that highest value of
formability in one layer woven fabric belongs
to the 45 degree fabric strips and lowest values
belong to the warp and weft strips (Fig. 1).

Tests

Strips of 50  120 mm in 0, 22.5, 45, 67.5 and
90 degree to the warps are cut and used to
make single and multi layer compound. The
details of the samples are shown in table 2.

Multiple
layers

Single layer

TABLE II. Samples strips (directions to the warp)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Strip Direction to the warp
Formability
Layers
First
Second
( mm 2 )
0
0.060822
22.5
0.170694
45
0.428697
67.5
0.149112
90
0.063765
0
0
0.311958
0
22.5
0.405153
0
45
0.374742
0
67.5
0.361008
0
90
0.261927
22.5
22.5
0.511101

FIGURE 1. One layer fabric Formability vs fabric
sample direction

This is, due to the fact that highest
compressibility (reverse value of initial tensile
behavior) possible occurs in 45 degree and
minimum compressibility occurs in warp
and weft direction. In other words, the
configuration made by the inter-laced yarns
has its highest change around 45 degree bias.
Multilayer fabrics
Comparison of the two layer fabrics
formability indicates that highest formability
value belongs to the 45 degree two layers
strips. The reason is due to the increase in
bending rigidity of the 2 layer fabrics and
maximum
compressibility
(change
in

configuration) which occurs in 45 degree strips
(Fig. 2). In addition, minimum formability
belongs to those two layer fabrics which one of
the strips is cut from the warp or weft
direction.

Figure 4 shows compressibility (reverse value
of initial modulus) of a single layer fabric and
two layer fabrics which one layer cut at 45
degree to warp is added to the single layer
fabric (45/0, 45/22.5, 45/45, 45/67.5 and
45/90). Comparison shows that initial modulus
of the two layer fabrics is dependent upon the
layer close to the main directions. Figure 5
illustrates the lowering effect of the in-plain
tensile behavior (in multilayer fabrics) when
one layer of the components is closer to warp
or weft direction.

FIGURE 2. Two layer fabric Formability vs fabric sample
direction

FIGURE 5. Comparison of the compressibility of the single
and multi layer woven fabrics (warp and weft directions).

FIGURE 3. Comparison of the formability in single layer and
multi-layer fabrics

Comparison of the formability in single
layer and multilayer fabrics
Figure 3 shows the Formability of all fabrics.
The highest formability belongs to the two
layer fabrics in which both are cut at 45 degree
to the warp direction. This is due to the
increase in bending rigidity of two layer
fabrics
and
relatively
high
fabric
compressibility due to the direction of the
sample cut (45 degree).
Note that in two layer fabrics when both layers
are not cut from the same direction, the
buckling behavior of the multi-layer fabric is
depends upon the layer which is closer to one
of the two main directions (warp or weft). For
example, in the case 22.5 and warp direction,
the in-plain movement prior to buckling is
dependent upon the warp direction which is for
sure lower than the 22.5 degree sample.

Conclusions
In single layer woven fabrics, the highest value
of formability belongs to the 45 degree fabric
strips and lowest values belong to the warp and
weft strips. This is due to the highest and
lowest in-plain yarns movement prior to
buckling phenomenon of the woven fabrics,
respectively.
In multilayer fabrics, the highest formability
belongs to the two layer fabrics in which both
are cut at 45 degree to the warp direction. This
is due to the increase in bending rigidity of two
layer fabrics and relatively high fabric
compressibility due to the direction of the
sample cut (45 degree).
Figure 3 also shows that minimum formability
belongs to those two layer fabrics which one of
the strips is cut from the warp or weft
direction.
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INTRODUCTION
Body modifications and its presence in human life
are as ancient as human life itself. Its achievement
can be very different in terms of expression, and
with different levels of body aggressiveness. It
could be defined as evasive, when something
external is used to reach body modification, as in
fashion and others forms of art and expression
tending to modify human image; or invasive where
the body could be permanently modified as in case
of body tattooing or physical and flesh
modification. Shilling refers to the body as a
“project” that being modified helps the
construction of a self made human being and a
social identity [1].
The natural competition in sports and the demand
for better performance forced athletes and their
marketing sponsors to propose new products in
terms of body resistance and improvement of
athlete energy. The aim of this paper is to compare
the modifications made in a body due to different
kinds of swimsuits used by the same subject and
discuss in terms of design what each swimsuit
producer understands as the way the design of a
swimsuit could contribute for best results. The
discussion will also comprehend the main issues
regarding swimming: body stabilization through
compression, drag reduction and performance
endurance.
KEYWORDS
Body Modification; Body Compression; Swimsuit
Design; Human Performance; Textile Design
LITERATURE REVIEW
Body modification has been used since the
beginning of times by humans to help them to
physically and psychologically adapt to different
situations and environments.
Usually associated with the sense of
embarrassment, body transformation has developed
and transformed human life passing trough
different stages of dissimulation. Flügel refers the
sense of decoration, embarrassment, and protection

as the main reason to the use of clothes by humans
[2]. From the body painting adopted by natives for
self-defence from evil, to the scarification used by
tribes to enhance sexual agreement inside the
couple, body constrictions have been used to adapt
humans to different social occasions. Corporeal
surfaces may deliberately [and irreversibly] be
altered
through
whipping,
scarification,
cicatrisation, piercing, branding, and tattooing –
either forcibly by “social institutions […]” or as a
matter of personal choice [3]. From east to west
probably one of the most meaningful and
widespread example of used body constrictions
could be represented by feet bounding used in
Chinese society for over three thousand years and
the use of corsets in the western world with the aim
to give a better look to the body by reshaping the
internal position of the organs, reshaping flesh and
bones [4].
In sports, body modification is also present,
however with the objective of obtaining better
marks. The last decades showed a particular focus
in improving sportswear with the purpose of
enhancing the athlete’s performance. Studies
indicate that compression can help an athlete to
recover from fatigue in a shorter period of time [5,
6]. In the particular case of water sports such as
swimming, body modification or shaping assumes
a very important role, since it can contribute for
drag reduction, relaxed muscle stabilization, and
fatigue reduction [7, 8, 9]. FastSkin® and LZR®,
both from Speedo, are renowned swimsuits that use
compression to temporarily modify body
dimensions and assure muscle stability in order to
improve performance [10]. Body modification
applied by the swimsuit is intended to be a
reversible and skin-deep modification and is used
as a non invasive reshape of the body.
PROBLEM/HYPOTHESIS
In order to achieve the best result in swimming,
body compression has demonstrated to be a good
method to enhance athlete performance [11] and to
control muscle stability all around the body. In the

last few years high performance swimming has
witnessed the introduction of numerous body suits
that, using the same principle of body compression
and hydrodynamics, produced a real step forward
in human energy management and variable control
in water environment [9]. Based on scientific
studies and training tests, each swimsuit brand
producer developed his own products [10]. The
aim of this paper is to compare different swimsuits
in terms of the different body compression zones
selected, different garment cuts and component’s
construction, and compare with a prototype that is
being developed in the BIOSWIM® project.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
High performance swimsuits were tested on the
same subject, together with a non-compressive
swimsuit and a prototype that is being used in our
research project. The prototype swimsuit was made
taking into account previously studied weft knitted
structures, such as jersey, single and double pique
[12]. 3D body scans were made for each swimsuit
in similar conditions to ensure comparable data.
The resulting images were then analysed by
comparing the different swimsuits in the same
areas. It was possible to clearly identify areas
where the compression was more effective in each
swimsuit. It was also possible to observe that some
of the swimsuits result in additional stress for some
areas of the subject’s body, for example in the
trapeziums’ muscles, as well as in the legs. From
the images and measurements taken one could also
identify swimsuits with specific stabilization areas,
which contribute to reduce the stress on some
muscles, as well as to better control the muscle
contraction and relaxation. These results are related
with the cut and reinforcements used in each
swimsuit. Comparing the prototype with the
remaining swimsuits one could identify areas that
still need to be further improved in order to obtain
the correct compression, although other areas
already present the expected results.
CONCLUSION
From the observations made, recommended
improvements in the prototype under development
can be deduced, particularly for the areas where the
compression is below the expected values. Some
reinforcements should be also considered if
reduction of stress is intended in the parts of the
swimmer’s body that are usually used as support
for the swimsuits.
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Abstract
Three fundamental modes of deformation
namely; tensile, shear and buckling that
characterise fabric mechanics have been
measured for a number of commercial
textile fabrics. Modelling of the measured
fabric curves has provided frictional and
force data which in turn was used as input
into a hybrid Fine Element based 3D fabric
model to provide fabric deformation
predictions of a number of exemplars such
as the slide of fabric over an incline and its
collision with itself, the collision of two
fabrics over a ring and falling through it, and
of draping over a ball.

A fabric is forced to go through a ring by a
falling ball.

Fabric draping over a ball.
Fabric sliding over an incline.

The mathematical treatments and its
subsequent software have been developed in
a 3 year government funded research project
with 18 other partners towards garment
modelling. The system has been proved
robust and time efficient for industrial
application. The possibility of its use as a
commercial plug in is now investigated.
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INTRODUCTION
Consumers are showing an increasing interest in
additional benefits from textiles including thermal
comfort and
bio-activity. In response to this
growing demand, an increasing range of fibres and
fabrics with anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial
activity became available, targeting end uses
ranging from sportswear and underwear to
protective clothing for healthcare workers and
emergency personnel [1]. Seacell® is a commonly
used cellulose-based fiber with bio-active
properties. Seaweed is added as the active
substance to protect the skin and have antiinflammatory properties. The structure of Seacell®
facilitates the active exchange of substances
between the fibre and the skin, thereby creating a
sense of well-being. The “active” version with
added silver promotes extra antimicrobial activity
[2, 3, 4].
In active sportswear, stretch and recovery
properties as well as thermal and moisture
management properties are also of utmost
importance to impart garment comfort. Knitted
fabrics containing elastic yarns because of their
higher stretch and recovery properties are
considered preferred candidates for this
application.
This paper presents a study made with the purpose
of understanding the effect of stitch length and
structure on the dimensional, thermal, air and
water vapour permeability properties of knitted
fabrics made of Seacell and elastane yarns, for
active sportswear applications.
THE EXPERIMENT
Yarns composed of 20% SeaCell® pure/10%
SeaCell® active/70% Combed Cotton, 12 tex and
bare elastane 4.4 tex were used in the experiment.
Single Jersey, Single Piqué and Double Piqué were
selected for this study. The fabrics were produced
on a 8-feed Single-Jersey Circular Knitting
Machine MERZ – MBS, with loop lengths of 2.0,
2.5 and 3.0 mm respectively. All tests were
carried out after the samples were conditioned
in standard atmospheric conditions according to
ISO 139:1973. Basic statistics were explored,

together with ANOVA, in order to understand the
influence of loop length and structure on the
different properties measured. PASW Statistics 17
was used.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Fabric Thickness increases with loop length, and
the variation was more evident for Single Jersey
fabrics. The tuck-knit combination fabrics showed
higher thickness than that of plain knit fabric,
because of tuck stitch accumulation. Mass per unit
area decreased when the loop length increased. The
Double Piqué fabrics showed a higher mass per
unit area and it reduced with Single Piqué and
Single Jersey, respectively. So, the knit-tuck
structure showed a higher mass per unit area than
plain knit fabrics. These results are consistent with
the studies of C.D. Kane [5].
The structure seems to have a significant influence
on the knitted fabric’s air permeability. Single
Jersey fabrics showed highest air permeability and
piqué fabrics showed lower air permeability.

FIGURE 1. Box plot of air permeability, l/m2/s

This evolution is determined by reduced thickness
and mass of the Single Jersey fabrics compared
with piqué fabrics. For the highest loop length
Single and Double Piqué tend to present similar
results as Single Jersey with the smallest loop
length. The air permeability on tuck-stitch
structures seems to become different only for
higher tightness factors.
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The index of water vapour transmission rate of the
Single Jersey structure is slightly higher than of the
other structures. This difference is most probably
a consequence of the thinner structure of Single
Jersey fabrics.
The thermal conductivity and thermal resistance of
Single Jersey fabrics is influenced by the loop
length. For the knit-tuck stitches combination only
the thermal conductivity is significantly influenced
by the loop length.

the structures. Single jersey structure has a
smoother surface compared with piqué structures
and, as consequence the Single Jersey structure
presents a higher thermal absorptivity.
CONCLUSIONS
To achieve the optimal clothing comfort, it is
necessary to consider the end-use of the garment
when selecting the fabric. Thermo-physiological
comfort properties, such as air permeability and
thermal properties can be changed by fabric
construction.
The loop length significantly influences these
properties especially air permeability and thermal
conductivity.
The knit-tuck structures, due to their high thermal
resistance values, could be preferred for insulation
garments in order to protect from cold and for
promoting a warmer feeling at first contact. Single
jersey structures should be chosen for active
sportswear or summer garments for improved
water vapour and air permeability, and for higher
thermal absorptivity.

FIGURE 2. Box plot of thermal conductivity -  (x10-3), W/mK

The structures with higher loop length registered
the higher thermal conductivity. The fabric with
the higher thickness presents the higher thermal
resistance, so better thermal insulation properties.
For the fabrics with knit-tuck stitches, the influence
of loop length on thermal resistance is not
statistically significant. A possible explanation is
the small differences on fabrics’ thickness with
loop length. The porosity promoted by the tuck
stitches can also explain this behaviour.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
The literature survey showed that there is very
limited number of reports on comfort properties of
textiles from wool-acrylic blend fibres, despite the
fact that the use of such blends has a common
place in the market. The purpose of this study is to
analyze the effects of fibre composition, yarn twist,
and yarn ply on comfort properties of single jersey
fabrics from wool-acrylic blends. Accordingly,
moisture vapour transfer rate (MVTR), transfer
wetting, and moisture absorption of the fabrics
were tested and a comparative analysis of the
tested parameters was done for the fabrics
produced.
INTRODUCTION
Light-weight wool and wool blended knitted goods
are preferred nowadays due to the warm climate
obtained indoors. With increasing life standards not
only performance of the garments but also comfort
properties of them started to gain importance. To
provide comfort properties [1] that became a
competition instrument, the water interaction with
fabrics which incorporate moisture vapour transfer
rate (MVTR) [2,3], transfer wetting, and moisture
absorption properties of fabrics should be tested.
Wetting is the ability of a liquid to maintain contact
with a solid surface, resulting from intermolecular
interactions when the two are brought together. The
degree of wetting (wettability) is determined by a
force balance between adhesive and cohesive forces
[4,5]. The wetting behaviour of the fibrous structure
is a critical aspect of performance of products such
as sports clothes, hygiene disposable materials and
medical products [6]. Wetting process occurring
during wearing of clothes has a practical
significance in clothing comfort [1]. Consequently,
the study discussed in this paper was conducted in
an attempt to investigate some comfort related
properties of wool-acrylic knitted fabrics.
APPROACH
In this study, the single jersey fabric samples were
produced at the same tightness factor, on a Stoll
flat knitting machine. Nm 28/2 of two different
twist values and Nm 14/1 semi-worsted dyed yarns

were used for the production, whose fibre
compositions were 50/50 wool/acrylic and 60/40
wool-acrylic. The properties of the yarns and the
fabric samples are given in Table I. To see and
recognize some comfort related abilities of fabrics
from wool-acrylic blends, moisture vapour transfer
rate (MVTR) and moisture absorption were tested
according to ASTM E96-00, ASTM D2654
standards. For determining the transfer wetting of
fabrics, the method used by Zhuang et. al. [7] was
used; but with the difference that an external
pressure of 15,6 kg/m2 which was high enough to
start transfer wetting. Effects of categorical
variables; fibre composition, yarn twist, and yarn
ply on comfort properties were tried to be revealed
[8].
Table I. Yarn and Fabric Properties
Yarn Properties
A

B

C

D

50/50
woolacrylic

50/50
woolacrylic

50/50
woolacrylic

60/40
woolacrylic

Yarn Count
(Nm)

14

28/2

28/2

28/2

Single Yarn
Twist (t/m)

310

471

890

456

(α m )

82.8

89.0

168.0

86.0

5.31

4.27

3,42

273

428

262

Yarn Code

CV%

7.02

Plied Yarn
Twist (t/m)

----

(α m )

---

73.0

114.0

70.0

CV %

----

4.71

5.07

6.02

Fabric Properties
Fabric Code

A Fabric

B Fabric

C Fabric

D Fabric

Weight (g/m2)

212

242

252

233

1.09

0.97

1.05

1.01

0.634

0.590

0.626

0.619

334

340

360

360

Thickness
(mm)
Stitch length
(cm)
Stitch Density
(loops/inch2)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The tested moisture related properties of the fabrics
are presented in Table II.
Table II. Fabric Properties
Fabric Properties
Fabric Code A Fabric
Moisture
absorption
Moisture
vapor
transfer rate
after 30 min
(g/m2*24 h)
Transfer
wetting ratio
(%)

5

B Fabric
6,3

C Fabric
5,8

D Fabric
6,2

[2] Prahsarn, C., “Factors Influencing Liquid and Moisture
Vapour Transport in Knit Fabrics”, PhD Thesis, NCSU, Raleigh,
2001.
[3] Black, C.P., Matthew J.A., “The Physical Properties of
Fabrics in Relation to Clothing, Part:2 Water Vapour
Permeability of Fabrics”, The Journal of the Textile Institute,
July, 1934, T225 -T240.
[4] Kissa, E., “Wetting and Wicking”, Textile Research Journal,
66(10), 1996, pp.660-668.
[5] Crow, R. M., Osczevski, R.J., “The Interaction of Water with
Fabrics”, Textile Research Journal, 68, 1998, pp.280-288.

417

433

431

463

0,1008

0,1585

0,2330

0,2504

The test results showed that as wool ratio in the
blend is increased the moisture related comfort
properties of the fabrics tend to improve.
Furthermore, it is observed that irrespective of the
amount of twist given, the plied yarns used in the
fabrics make a positive contribution to moisture
vapour transfer rate (MVTR), transfer wetting, and
moisture absorption properties of the samples.
Finally, for the plied yarns of the same fibre blend
composition, transfer wetting ratio significantly
increases as yarn twist amount is increased . MVTR
and moisture absorption values, however, tend to
decrease.
CONCLUSIONS
The study attempted to discuss some comfort related
properties of wool-acrylic blends. Our experimental
variables namely fibre composition, yarn twist, and
yarn ply were found to have significant impact on
the comfort properties of the fabrics investigated. It
can be concluded that even a slight increase in wool
content and use of plied yarn instead of single one
having the same final yarn count tend to improve
moisture management of light weight wool-acrylic
single jersey fabrics.
FUTURE WORK
A study on the drying behaviour of light-weight
wool-acrylic blend single jersey fabrics and the
impact of changing the count of the yarn employed
is planned to be conducted as future work.
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OBJECTIVE
To have an active cooling system for the heavy
workers who work at high environmental condition,
we designed a prototype cooling garment by
applying peltier device. Cooling effect was
investigated according to the size and capacity of
the peltier device. One example is shown in this
paper.

Test garment and position of cooling device
By the chimney effect, sweat and heat from the
human body move from the back to neck.
Therefore, cooling devices are attached on 2
locations of the sides of the body (Figure 1).
Garment characteristics are shown in Table II.

INTRODUCTION
When a voltage is applied to peltier device, it
creates a temperature difference known as the
Peltier effect [1]. There have been research and
trials to apply this device as cooing system for the
garment in vain. This is due to the problem of
dissipating heat in the heat sink. Moreover, there
was a severe problem to carry heavy battery to
operate the device. Recently, the battery has been
down sized with more power. The dissipation of
the heat is still problem as the thermal conductivity
of the air is so low.

FIGURE 1. Location of cooling devices.

The currently used cooling clothing takes
advantage of coolant, air, ice gel and ice that cause
heaviness, bulkiness and limited portability, etc.
Therefore, it is hard to use in work places.
Thus, the aim of this study is to develop a
comfortable cooling garment by using peltier
device.
EXPERIMENTAL
Characteristics of peltier
Commercially available peltier was used (KB-Tech
model TEC1-12705T125) and their characteristics
are shown in Table I.

TABLE II. Characteristics of garment fabrics
Fabric
system
1st under
shirt
2 st zip-up
jacket

Dimension

I max

V max

Q max

T max

40ⅹ40ⅹ3.3 mm

10

15.2

94.2

67

Cooling device
Hot surface and cold surface of peltier were
attached to heat sink and cold sink by thermal
conduction paste and then two fans were attached
on the each side to compose the cooling device.
The fan operates for the dissipation of heat and
chimney effect. The cooling device was operated
by 12V alkaline battery. V oc (V), I sc (A). P(W) was
measured by flow meter (model: 3804-50 by
IIIOKI).

Thickness
(mm)

Weight
(g/m2)

Coolmax100%

0.19

90

Polyester100%

0.36

750

Thermal manikin test
The values of R t , R et , and I m were collected in the
environmental chamber set at 30±0.5℃, 50±5%RH.
R t (Thermal Insulation)

Rt 

As (T s  Ta )
Hs  Hp  He

(1)

R et (Moisture Vapor Resistance)

Re t 

TABLE I. Physical characteristics of peltier

Fiber contents

As ( P * s  RH a P * s )
He

(2)

I m (Moisture Permeability)

I m  60.6 

Rt
Ret

(3)

Sweating thermal manikin (model : walterTM –
perspiring fabric manikin measurement system
version 3.0) was used in the experiment which
holds the water inside the body.
Thermal sensors (MSR 12 signal data recorder,
MSR Electronics GmbH, Switzerland) were

attached to 8 locations on the upper body of
thermal manikin. Four were on the skin side and
the other 4 were attached on the undershirt.
Positions of the sensors are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 illustrates the thermal manikin and used
garment system in the manikin test.

<Skin front> <Skin back>
<Layer front> <Layer back>
1.Chest 2. Lower back 3. Back 4.Upper back
FIGURE 2. Locations of thermal sensors.

FIGURE 3. Thermal manikin and garments

temperature As the garment is much lighter than
the currently used cooling garment which normally
has 6~7kg, it is expected to give work efficiency by
minimizing heat stress.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The microclimate temperature at the lower back
decreased by 2℃, especially in the 1st layer (Figure
4 and 5) Also, from lower to the upper back in the
1st layer, the range of the temperature change
showed smaller although that of lower back and
upper back in the skin side was similar. This
demonstrates the most effective method to obtain
good cooling efficiency is to give cooling on the
neck or the back [2]. This is because that the neck
and the back are the parts which are the fastest
place to gain cooling efficiency. The peltier
attached cooling device garments was more
efficient than cooling vest consist of ice pack in
high temperature environment in the consistence
aspect [4]. The skin temperature of two types of
clothing were similarly decreased by 0.7~1℃.
However ice pack using clothing steadily increased
in the skin temperature after melting the ice
although novel garment with cooling device slowly
decreased in the skin temperature because of the
convection by chimney effect.
CONCLUSIONS
Prototype garment with peltier device showed
cooling effect by lowering skin and microclimate

FIGURE 4. Microclimate temperature in the skin layer

FIGURE 5. Microclimate temperature between undershirt and
zip-up jacket
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The shrinkage of the weft knitted fabrics during

was investigated. After finishing the fabrics in two

washing is one of the most important problems for

methods of full relaxation and using microwave,

textile finishers. This problem occurs due to yarn

their dimensions parameters (c.p.c, w.pc and S.D)

and fabric tension which is a requirement of

were compared to each other.

producing these fabrics. As the fabric intends to
become stable with lowest energy level, the
stresses should be removed from the knitted fabric.
This is carried out by the movement of the knits in
the fabric. There are three different common
relaxations, which are dry, wet and full relaxation.
The dry relaxation is made by timing during which
all the stresses are not eliminated from the fabric
and it will be shrunk when it is washed. However if
weft knitted fabric is finished fully by detergent
and tumbling as it happens in washing machine, we
can expect that the shrinkage of the knitted fabric
will be minimum.
As the full relaxation of the weft knitted fabrics are
taking time and cost, we introduced a new method
of relaxation in this research work. The method is
to use microwave to remove the stresses from the
fabric. Two types of the weft knitted fabrics
including the plain and interlock knitted fabrics
were chosen. The fabrics knitted from cotton/PET,
were finished by applying microwave. The effect
of the parameters such as time, temperature,
detergents on the stability of the fabrics dimensions

The results indicated that the new method will
remove more stresses from the weft knitted fabrics
compared with common relaxation method, while
it needs less energy and time. Therefore it can
conclude that using microwave would be more
preferable in future.
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OBJECTIVE
The physical and comfort properties of this novel
structure enables the application on he mattress. As
a part of an on-going research, the surface
properties and abrasion strength of the 3D knitted
spacer fabrics have been explained. In addition to
cotton yarn, functional fibers like outlast and
coolmax were also used on the surface layer of the
fabric.
INTRODUCTION
3D knitted spacer fabric is structurally integrated
three dimensional textile structure which comprise
of two separate outer knitted layers joined together
and kept apart by pile yarns (Figure 1). The pile
yarns are alternatively connected loops on the
cylinder and dial needles during the knitting cycle.
The properties of 3D spacer fabric is highly
associated with the surface layer, the density of the
pile yarns and diameter of the pile yarn.

an alternative structure for mattress ticking fabric
when compare to the other fabric structures.
This novel structure combines characteristics of
sandwich textile structures and knitted fabrics. The
characteristics of spacer fabrics are multifaceted.
Despite of multilayered structure, it is a
functionally light material that has a comparable
cushioning effect when compared with neoprene or
polyurethane foam. For the application of mattress
ticking, surface properties become an important
characteristic for the quality and service life of the
mattress. Yildirim [1] evaluated the antistatic and
thermal properties of 3D spacer knitted fabrics for
mattress ticking and upholstery applications.
Thermal comfort of spacer fabrics were studied
extensively [2-4], but there is a few study on the
dimensional and pilling properties of both spacer
and jacquard multilayered upholstery knitted
fabrics. Onal and Korkmaz [5] compared the
dimensional properties of spacer fabrics with
multilayered jacquard knitted fabrics.
APPROACH
The abrasion and pilling evaluation of the
functional fibres in this study was undertaken in
accordance with the requirements of mattress
fabric ticking. The fibres used in this work are
Coolmax, outlast, cotton, silver, carbon and
polyester.

FIGURE 1. Side view of 3D weft-knitted spacer fabrics.

Depending on the final application areas, 3D
knitted spacer fabrics can be produced using weft
knitting and warp knitting manufacturing
techniques.
Although,
initial
commercial
production was at warp knitting machines, weft
knitting technology is also used at several
applications besides warp knitting technology. Due
to the superior design capability, better tactile and
comfort properties, weft knitted spacer fabrics are

The samples were manufactured in a Mayer & Cie
circular knitting machine having diameter of 38
inch and the fineness of E20 equipped with spacer
apparatus. Fabrics were manufactured with two
different silver yarn ratio, fabric design (openmeshed and closed structure) and fabric tightness.
The sample codes were given in Table I included
the yarns supplied on the surface layer. The same
monofilament fibre is used as pile yarn and the
same PES yarn is used on the back layer of the
spacer fabric. Fore-example: sample coded A3 is
similar to A3T in terms of fabric construction, but
A3T is also treated with Sanitized antibacterial
agent. Samples were tested on Martindale abrasion
tester and Atlas Random Tumbler based on the
relevant standards.

TABLE I. The sample codes for spacer fabrics on
face layer of spacer fabrics.
Fabric
Code
A1

Yarn Type and
Count
16,7 Tex Coolmax
19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

B1
A1T

Fabric
Code

16,7 Tex Coolmax

C2

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

16,7 Tex Coolmax

16,7 Tex Coolmax

D2

16,7 Tex Coolmax

A3

19,7 Tex Pamuk-Gümüş

D1

16,7 Tex Coolmax

B3

16,7 Tex Coolmax

A3T

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

C3

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

D3

16,7 Tex Coolmax

A2T

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES
19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

6300

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

C1

4300

B3

8000

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

D1

4600

A3T

6000

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

A2

6300

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

24,6 Tex Outlast-Cotton

A4

5300

5700

4300

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

Number
of Cycles

4300

Fabric
Code
C2
A3

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Among the samples, open-meshed fabrics coded
C1, C2, and C3 yarns tend to have higher pilling
rates (3-4) than those constructed from the closed
structure (2-3). In these samples, we did not
observe severe pill formation, although fuzz
density varied slightly from one sample to another
depending on the yam type. The possible
explanation for this may be that for the openmeshed structure, the rate of pill wear-off is higher
than that of pill formation due to open structure or
the holes within the fabric surface can bury the
small pills. When abrasion test results are
considered the effect of fabric design does not
change the result significantly (Table II).
When fabric tightness taken into consideration,
tightly manufactured samples (B1, B2 and B3)
tends to have higher pilling rates (3-4) than those
of lightly constructed samples (A1, A2 and A3).
Loops within the tight samples are shorter in length
and hence wale and course count per cm are higher
than the light fabric configuration. Therefore, fuzz
density could be slightly. The same trend was

B1

Number
of Cycles
5600

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

16,7 Tex Coolmax

B2

Fabric
Code
A1
A1T

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

TABLE II. Abrasion test results for the samples

D2

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

A2

29,4 Tex Outlast-PES

16,7 Tex Coolmax

19,7 Tex Cotton- Silver

C1

Yarn Type and
Count

observed on abrasion test results. The holes formed
on the fabric surface at far lower abrasive cycles.

5600

C3

B2

6700

D3

6000

A2T

5700

A4

6700

The results also show that as expected, knits from
outlast-cotton blend yams tend to have a lower
tendency to pill than knits from outlast-polyester
blend yams. This behavior is attributed to the
higher strength of PES fiber than that of cotton,
where formed pill on the fabric will wear-off on a
longer period. However, samples having polyester
blended outlast and coolmax yarn on the surface
layer of spacer fabrics have higher resistance to
abrasion.
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INTRODUCTION
We were required to find a protective clothing which
was impermeable to solvents, had acceptable
electrostatic dissipation properties, flame resistant
and of course comfortable to wear. Market search
revealed that most of the protective clothing was for
one kind of protection such as impermeable to
solvents, flame resistant and there was no
information on the acceptable electrostatic dissipation
values.
Under certain conditions, such as cold and dry
weather, materials discharge static electricity.
Discharges are not normally dangerous except in
situations where the generation of an electrical spark
could ignite a flammable atmosphere or startle the
wearer. When operating around flammable
chemicals, steps to eliminate potential static
discharges should be used. In these situations water
spray, the use of an over-cover, raising humidity
level of the work area, use of commercial anti-static
sprays, grounding straps on equipment and personnel,
inherently static-dissipating under- and overgarments, and testing of the worker’s static
dissipation before entry into the classified area are
practiced. Of course any garment containing carbon
black in its formulation would have electrostatic
dissipation.
EXPERIMENTAL-RESULTS-DISSCUSSION
Knowing what kind of formulations would impart
acceptable electrostatic dissipation property to a
garment would eliminate the steps to take listed
above and the proper over garments would be
selected.
In order to be able to predict the
electrostatic dissipation performance of protective
clothing, swatches of clothing materials as well as
protective glove and boot samples were tested. The
identity of the polymers used in the manufacture of

the samples was determined by an infrared
spectrophotometer and a relationship between the
composition and performance of the materials was
established. Table 1 outlines the findings.
Analyses of the samples proved that materials
containing carbon black or materials containing
polymers or additives with carbon - carbon double
bonds or polymers containing nitrile groups or
urethane linkages and chlorine containing polymers
had acceptable ESD properties. In addition materials
containing silicone elastomers also had acceptable
ESD values. In this respect rubber gloves and rubber
boots could be used during the handling of
flammable liquids provided they contain either
carbon black or polymers containing carbon - carbon
double bonds or chlorine containing polymers or
silicone elastomers. Our results also revealed that at
when the relative humidity is below 20% the
garments did not have acceptable ESD values.
Combination of the permeability testing and ESD
evaluation is necessary to select the most suitable
protective clothing to be worn during the handling of
hazardous liquids. Therefore, permeability of the
materials to the liquid to be handled was also
investigated.
Knowing the composition of the
garment and the liquid would help in determining the
best possible garment. In case of loosely woven
materials a coating, which is not soluble in the liquid
to be handled, would be the best solution. properties,
One can conclude that the materials containing
polyvinyl chloride or polyurethane would have
acceptable ESD values. In our case because these
polymers are soluble in the liquid to be handled
garment made of polyethylene nonwoven coated with
a thin layer of polyvinylidene chloride was selected .

TABLE 1. ESD EVALUATION
Polymer

Ssurface
resistance
Outer side

Ssurface resistance
Inner side

fail

fail

pass

pass

fail

fail

fail

fail

PolyesterpolyamideCotton
Polyethylenepolyester

fail

fail

fail

fail

Polyurethane

pass

pass

Polyamide

TBD

TBD

Pass (PVC)
Pass
(PDMS)

Pass (Cotton) *
Pass
(Polybutadiene)

Pass (Nitrile
Rubber)

Passed (Nitrile
Rubber)

Polyethylene
Polyethylene
coated
Polyethylene Polypropylene
Polyester

Glove
Glove

Glove

* loosely knit fabric
#
PDMS = Polydimethyl siloxane; a silicone
elastomer
TBD = To be determined
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to understand the energy
absorption mechanism and identified failure modes
of the developed multiaxis non-interlaced/non-Z Eglass/polyester and 3D woven carbon/epoxy
composites with soft backing para-aramid fabric
structures. The damage zones of both structures
were investigated after impact. 3D woven
carbon/epoxy showed a small damaged area
compared to that of the non-interlaced/non-Z Eglass/polyester.
This was because Z-fiber
suppressed the impact load but the local area was
severely damaged in the form of fiber and matrix
breakages. There was no intra and inter fiber
damage around the impacted area in the 3D
carbon/epoxy composite whereas there was intra
and inter fiber damage around the impacted area in
the non-interlaced/non-Z E-glass/polyester.
INTRODUCTION
In fiber-reinforced composites under the ballistic
loading, high velocity impact will cause localized
compression of the composite, and subsequently
shearing of fibers (shear plugging) and spalling of
resin. Once the projectile has slowed, the composite
deforms causing fiber stretching, pullout, and
delamination of composite layers [1,2]. Stitching
woven fabrics together or using 3D woven
preforms can be used to reduce delamination and
confine damage to a small area. However, this may
also result in an increase in fiber damage leading to
a decrease in compression strength after ballistic
impact and thus lower carrying ability [3]. A fabric
pullout test was developed to understand the
ballistic phenomena in stitched structures. Stitching
increased pullout force in the structure compared to
that of the single fabric [4, 5]. The multidirectional
stitched multilayered Kevlar woven fabric
structures had low back face signature compared to
that of the unstitched structures. The objective of
this study is to develop light and ballistically
enhanced structures which can withstand high
impact load using the insight of previous work.
APPROACH
3D orthogonal woven preform had three yarn sets
as warp, filling and z-yarns. The preform of the 3D
carbon orthogonal woven structure is seen in
Figures 1. Celion™ G30-500 carbon fiber was

used. Compression molding process (resin-tactix
123, 85%, and catalyst-melamine 5260,15%) made
the carbon preform to composite.

Figure 1. Cross sectional views of the 3D orthogonal carbon
fiber woven perform, magnification ×6.7

Non-interlaced/non-z multiaxis and multilayered
preform had four yarn sets as bias (±θ), warp (0˚),
and filling (90˚). These yarn sets were all wound
around each other to form the structure where first
warp (0˚), and the filling (90˚), the bias(+) and the
bias(-) yarns were wound. Then, the winding
procedure was repeated three times to make a 12layer structure. The preforms are seen in Figures 2.
E-Glass(CE-WR) was used to form the preform.
Polyester resin (CE 92 N8, 98.7%), catalyst
(Cobalt, 0.3%) and hardener (Methyl ethyl ketone
peroxide, 1%) were mixed and applied to the
preforms at atmospheric conditions by using hand
lay-up technique.

Figure 2. Top view of the non-interlaced/non-z multiaxis
preform, linear density 600 tex (a), 2400 tex (b).

Woven fabrics were Twaron CT® 714 (CT714) and
CT® 716 (CT716). Both fabrics were plain weave,
and warp and filling yarn counts were 110 tex.
Density of the warp and fillings were 8.5 and 12.2
ends/cm, respectively. Weight of unit area for
fabric CT714 was 190 g/m2 and for fabric CT716
was 280 g/m2.
Two types of ballistic structure were developed.
These are E-glass/polyester composite and layered
soft CT714 all together (TI), 3D woven
carbon/epoxy composite and E-glass/polyester
composite, and layered soft CT716 all together
(TII). The threat type was III according to the
National Institute of Justice and was a 7.62 mm
NATO full metal jacketed projectile with average
projectile velocity of 760 m/s.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Structure TI has a total of 123 damaged layers
where 48 of them are rigidly held together and 75
are soft fabric layers, whereas structure TII has a
total of 44 damaged layers of which 7 and 36 are
rigidly held together, and only 1 is a soft fabric
layer after the metal jacket part of the threat was
stopped. SEM views of the impacted region of the
non-interlaced/non-z E-glass/polyester composite
are seen in Figure 3(a). The matrix spalling and
multiple fiber breakages occurred. The inside
damaged surface of the structure is seen in Figure
3(b) where individual fiber is separated from
matrix. The broken fiber ends which are mainly
sheared by impact load is seen in Figure 3(c).

Figure 3. Damage zone on the E-glass/polyester composite, a)
impacted region through the thickness direction, b) fiber-matrix
fractured area, c) broken fiber ends. a x 32, b x 550, c x 5000
magnifications.

After the projectile perforated all the noninterlaced/non-z E-glass/polyester composite, it
penetrated to the part of the soft layered CT714
fabric. Total and partial breaking and pull-out fibers
to each fabric layer in- and out-of-plane directions
are resulted. The metal jacket of the projectile was
caught at the 75th layer where broken fibers and a
limited number of pullout fibers are identified. No
obvious crimp extension occurred throughout all
layers. This could be a low crimp level of the
fabric. Decomposition in multiple fiber ends was
observed because of projectile/fiber friction created
thermal load. Figure 4 shows the SEM photos of
the fabric layer(a) and multiple fiber ends (b) and
single fiber (c) after impact load, respectively. The
single fiber has more than one longitudinal
splitting. The splitting lines are parallel to each
other. This may indicate that the fiber has low
strength properties in its transverse direction.

locally. They show brittle failure because of the
carbon fiber.

Figure 5. Damage zone on the 3D orthogonal woven
carbon/epoxy composite, a) impacted region through the
thickness direction, b) fiber-matrix fractured area. a x 28, b x
250 magnifications.

The impacted region of the non-interlaced/non-z Eglass/polyester composite is analyzed. The major
failures are matrix and fiber breakages in the
impacted zone. There is inter-yarn splitting between
each layer (delamination) through the thickness
direction of composites. Also, there is an intra-yarn
splitting between matrix and fibers and propagating
based on fiber orientations for each layer around
the neighboring area of the impacted zone.
CONCLUSIONS
Specific energy absorption based on the structure
density is slightly better in the non-interlaced/non-z
E-glass/polyester composite with para-aramid soft
layered CT714 woven fabric structure (TI)
compared to that of the 3D woven carbon/epoxy
and
non-interlaced/non-z
E-glass/polyester
composite with para-aramid soft layered CT716
woven fabric structure (TII). However, the structure
of TI is slightly heavier and bulkier than that of the
TII. Damage propagation in the 3D woven structure
is smaller than that of the non-interlaced/non-z
multiaxis structure, and impact damage was
restricted by the Z-fiber. Upon impact, CT716
fabric had a crimp extension but CT714 fabric had
no crimp extension because CT716 fabric has a
higher crimp ratio compared to that of the CT714
fabric.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
We report herein a novel approach to produce
polymeric optical fibers (POFs) from the synthesis
of the polymeric material to the processing of the
fibers out of this material. Integrated in a fabric,
these fibers offer a wide range of applications as
for sensing, therapy or lighting. Goal of the study is
to not influence the mechanic properties of the
fabric by integrating the POFs.
INTRODUCTION
The search of novel POFs is an ever increasing
field in science. Articles of POFs for a wide range
of applications, especially for networks in
buildings, automobiles, railways, aviation or in
industrial plants are numerous, while publications
where POFs are used in textiles are rather rare.
Herein, the different techniques to produce textile
based POFs and the possibilities and applications
offered by these textiles will be presented. They
have been produced for a wide range of
implementations in illumination and sensing.
Special attention will be given to the features of
differences in textile structures resulting in flexible
and lightweight structures. Recent applications in
the field of optical textiles given in this report
demonstrate practicability and usefulness for
flexible two-dimensional illumination areas.
APPROACH
Since the materials used nowadays for POFs are
limited to a handful of different polymers, which
all of them lack in flexibility and processibility into
fabrics, we decided to synthesize our own
polymeric material which fulfills these criteria.
The most widely used polymer used for POFs
nowadays is poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
(SCHEME 1). PMMA fibers are rather brittle and
the fibers are produced mainly by melt-draw
technique. The low mechanical strength of the
PMMA fibers prepared by melt-drawing limits the
number of different textile techniques.

The production of PMMA fibers by melt-spinning
is quite demanding due to the brittleness of
PMMA.
For all these reasons, we decided to focus our
research interest not only in the processing of the
fibers, but also in the synthesis of novel polymeric
materials.

SCHEME 1. Formula structure of PMMA (left) and PBA
(right).

For the synthesis, two different strategies are
pursued. Firstly, in order to gain flexibility in the
end-product, MMA is co-polymerized with butyl
acrylate (BA). The structure of poly(butyl acrylate)
(PBA) is shown in SCHEME 1. PBA has a very
low glass transition temperature (Tg) of -49°C and
thus by randomly co-polymerizing BA with MMA,
the Tg of PMMA can be lowered, what leads in a
more flexible and less brittle structure. In order to
easily up-scale the final polymer, the studied
polymers are synthesized using suspension
polymerization.
In a second strategy, nano-particles are
incorporated into the polymeric matrix in order to
enhance the mechanical properties of the fibers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
These fibers implemented into a fabric (POFF) can
find a wide range of application. Our studies focus
on two different applications; sensing and photodynamic therapy.
Two different sensors based on POFFs were
developed. The first sensor principle is a pressure
sensor in which POFs were integrated into an atlas
weave (FIGURE 1).[1] Due to their rubbery
material properties, they changed their cross
section geometrically. However, the material used
is fully flexible (thermoplastic and elastic silicone)
and it returned to its initial state after the load was
removed. It could be demonstrated that the
manufacturing of a POF matrix enabled an easy
way of producing a location-dependant touch- and
pressure-sensitive fabric.
The second sensor princle was made out of woven
and embroidered samples of POFs used to build a
wearable pulse oximeter inside a cotton glove.[2]
Light with two different wavelengths were used to
measure the oxygenated and the deoxyganted
haemoglobin, respectively. From the adsorption,
the arterial oxygenation (SpO2) could be
calculated.

advantages of the textile-like thin and lightweight
structure of POFFs have created new products. But
in contrast to the highly developed solutions of
POFs for the telecommunication market, the POFs
used in textiles are not enough developed. Mainly
PMMA fibers have been used, which are difficult
to manufacture into the textile due to their stiffness.
There is a need for novel materials which make the
fibers more flexible and at the same time have less
light attenuation.
FUTURE WORK
The future work is focused on the one hand on the
optimization of the melt-spinning process in order
to process multi-component fibers, and on the other
hand on the implementation of nano-particles into
the polymeric matrix.
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FIGURE 1. Pressure-sensitive woven fabric with embedded
POF.

To support upcoming photodynamic therapy,
delivery radiation in a defined light dose onto
uneven body surface areas was the aim of an
embroidered POFF [3]. High amounts of tightly
stitched POFs on woven substrate enabled efficient
two-dimensional light emission, delivered by a laser with a suitable wavelength for the treatment.
CONCLUSIONS
The usefulness of the two-dimensional, flexible
structures is demonstrated with applications for
sensing and irradiation. In the last decade,
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INTRODUCTION
Cotton is a widely used biodegradable fiber with
very good overall properties. However, sustained,
profitable cotton production suffers increasing
pressure from the competition of synthetic fibers.
To remain competitive on the market it is
necessary to direct the research towards production
of new bioengineered cotton fibers with improved
properties. Especially, improvements in reactivity
and thermal properties will not only lead to the new
demanding applications of tomorrow but also solve
processing problems of today.
The selection of the novel fiber types with the best
performance in an early stage of the bioengineering
process is very crucial and requires new test
methods that can score new traits on a large
number of small volume fibre samples. The tests
that are currently available in textile industry are
mostly designed to be performed on fabrics.
Therefore, it is essential to develop new methods or
adapt existing ones and optimize them to be
applicable on a few grams of fiber material. In the
scope of this research, three main fiber properties
were chosen, namely reactivity, flame retardancy
and moisture absorption.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The cotton fibers used in all experiments were
kindly supplied by Utexbel (Ronse, Belgium) and
Bayer BioScience (Ghent, Belgium) and used as
received, without any pre-treatment. The dyes,
flame retardants and chemicals used were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich, EOC Group and Dystar.
Methods
Dyeing experiments were performed in a Mathis
Labomat BFA-8 lab dyeing machine, using sealed
stainless steel dye pots. The pH measurements
were conducted with a combined reference and
glass electrode (Eutech Instruments). A Perkin
Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer with a
double beam was used to obtain UV-Vis spectra of
the dyed samples.

The cotton fibers were treated with flame retardant
and padded through Gate AG Vaduz laboratory
padder to control pick up rates. The preferred flame
retardant (FRD 12) is soluble in water hence was
applied from aqueous solutions. Samples were
dried in Gate AG Vaduz laboratory dryer. Thermo
Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) were carried out
under air atmosphere at a heating rate of 20 °C/min
using a Mettler-Toledo TGA.
Moisture absorption measurements were performed
in a Q5000 SA sorption analyzer from TA
Instruments. The atmosphere in the analyzer was
conditioned at 20°C and 5% relative humidity
(RH) until equilibrium was achieved. The relative
humidity was increased by 10% RH up to 95% RH
and then stepwise decreased down to 5% RH.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Reactivity
For testing reactivity/dye-ability, a small scale
laboratory method was developed to dye cotton
fibers with amounts as low as 50 mg in industrial
dyeing conditions. The processing parameters of
dyeing such as liquid to good ratio, dye and
auxiliary concentration were adapted to obtain
reproducible results.
To determine the reproducibility of the dyeing
method, reference cotton fibers were dyed with a
direct dye (Sirius Yellow KGRL) in a neutral dye
bath for one hour. The color-coordinates L*, a*
and b* were calculated with OPTILAB software
(D65 light, 10° observer). The E-value or color
difference was calculated by subtracting the L*, a*,
b* values of the undyed samples from values of the
dyed fibers. Reflectance curves, calculated ∆E
values of the dyed samples and the results of the
statistical analysis for reproducibility are shown in
Figure 1.
The ANOVA results indicate that the E-values of
dyed samples are statistically not different,
meaning that the reproducibility of the dyeing
method is good at 0.05 significance level (F=1,705
and P=0,206).

The effect of fibre maturity on the water sorption
and desorption was studied by a sensitive
gravimetric sorption analyzer to test the feasibility
of the method for our particular purpose. The
sorption/desorption isotherms of mature and
immature fibers are shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 1 Reflectance curves, E values and ANOVA results
of dyed samples

Flame Retardancy
Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) is a common
technique to study the decomposition of polymers
through the weight loss with increasing
temperature [1]. The degradation profile of the
TGA has an influence on the burning behavior of
the fabric.
In general, flame retardancy treatment is applied to
fabrics. Therefore it took a significant effort to
adapt the process parameters such as pick-up rate
for fibers. To achieve a particular level of flame
retardant (FRD 12) content, the fibers were padded
through the padder for particular pick-up rates.
Figure 3 shows TGA thermograms of untreated and
FR treated cotton fibers under air at a heating rate
of 20°C /min.

FIGURE 3 Sorption isotherm of samples

The shapes and positions of the isotherms are
almost identical up to 30% RH, but above this
limit, the sorption branch of immature fibers starts
to differ progressively, as an immature fiber takes
up more water than as mature one.
CONCLUSIONS
A small scale laboratory method is developed to
test reactivity for extremely small amount of cotton
fibers. In addition, TGA is used to investigate the
thermal properties of cotton fibers. The feasibility
of gravimetric sorption analyzer is also tested.
Results proved that the preferred techniques are
quite accurate and can be used for the evaluation of
bioengineered characteristics of novel fibers at an
early developing stage which may lead to high
value added applications in the future.

FIGURE 2 TGA Thermograms of samples

The result demonstrates that the presence of flame
retardant on the fibers results in a reduction of the
decomposition temperature of cotton and also an
increase in the amount of char content at 700°C.
Moisture Absorption
Moisture has an important effect on fibre
properties. Not only physical properties such as
density, shape, stiffness and crystal structure of the
fibers but also mechanical ones like fiber–fiber
friction, tensile modulus and breaking stress are
altered by water sorption [2].
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OBJECTIVES
The tendencies of fashion towards clothes having
special comfort characteristics have determined, in the
last period, the manufacturers to focus their attention
towards a greater usage of natural animal fibres.
The paper presents:
 aspects regarding the study of the evolution of the
main characteristics of Romanian Angora mohair
type of fibres: physical-mechanical, chemical,
electronic
microscopy,
thermo-gravimetrical
properties, period 2002-2010;
 aspects regarding the processing of mohair/ wool
fibre blends and/or wool type chemical fibers, for
obtaining woven fabrics with superior aesthetical
and comfort characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
Globally, the major concerns of the consumer goods
textiles’ manufacturers meet these requests and refer
to:
- the use to the full extent of natural textile fibers;
- the increase of the added value of the products;
- achieving quality products that combine the
engineering factors with the aesthetic and
economic ones.
In this context, the use of special animal fibers,
especially of mohair fibers, has gone beyond the
barriers of “luxury” products, becoming, in the recent
years, a characteristic of the market of textile products.
In Romania, Angora goats were brought under the
form of donations, in order to reinvigorate Romanian
livestock farms. I.N.C.D.T.P. initiated in collaboration
with the institute in this field from Palas Constanta, an
acclimatization project in Romania of a nucleus of
Angora goats, having as main structures for the
production and distribution of biologic material, the
FERM PROD srl. company from Braila county (area
favorable in terms of environmental conditions and
climate), and for processing of mohair, the National
Research and Development Institute for Textiles and
Leather Bucharest.

APPROACH
The paper presents a study of the complex structural
properties of Romanian Angora mohair and their
influence for physical - mechanical characteristics of
these type of
fibers, as compared to those
corresponding to wool fibres, through:
 electronic microscopy
 thermo gravimetrical analysis;
 birefringence analysis.
There are also examined the physical-mechanical and
physical-chemical properties of raw and washed
mohair fibers and their evolution during the
acclimatization of goats, the period 2002-2006-2010.
Further, there are presented aspects regarding the
processability of the Romanian mohair fibres for
obtaining yarns and woven fabrics containing mohair,
wool fibres and/or wool type chemical fibres, with
superior aesthetic and comfort characteristics and high
added value.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electronic microscopy[1]
According to the images realized at the electronic
microscope STEREOSCAN 250, read in Fig 1 it may
be noticed the existence of some fine denticulate
cuticle cells, with sharp peaks and with the diameter
smaller than those corresponding to wool fibres.

a)

b)

FIGURE 1: Longitudinal surface aspect of the wool
fibers (a) and the Romanian mohair fibers (b)

The analyses of electronic microscopy undertaken in
the institute specialized laboratories have emphasized
for the mohair fibres a cortical structure formed of
orthocells and para heterotype cells (cells of transition
from ortho to para). The undertaken researches have
emphasized a close connection between the cortical
structure and crimping of the fibres. The mohair fibres
have a reduced number of crimps (0,7/cm) and a
monotype distribution (ortho-cortical cell and of
transition ortho para). For the emphasizing of the
cortical structure a coloration specific to the
paracortical cells (silver nitrate 2,5 %) has been
effected in the institute investigation laboratories. In
the section one may observe that there are not clear
differences of colour inside the cortex as it is in the
case of fine wools, that proves the character of orthoparacortical transition of the cells. The lack of the para
cells, strongly reticulated, generates a labile character
and an increased reactivity of fibres towards the
chemical agents.
Thermo-gravimetrical analysis
The behavior of mohair fibers under
temperature[1]
Using thermogravimetric analysis, the behavior of
mohair and wool fibers under the influence of
temperature, was studies. It was revealed that weight
loss due to eliminating the moisture is higher in the
case of mohair fibers, because of the higher water
content and predominantly ortho-cortical structure of
these fibers; first endothermic peak produces at a
temperature between 35-650C, the second endothermic
peak appears at a temperature of 260-2750C and
occurs at heterotype para-cortical cells, with a higher
content of cystine; in the process of decomposition,
mohair loses by 9-25,7% more weight than wool, with
close values of temperature.
Birefringence analyses [1]
Birefringence was determined by the method of
measuring optical path difference by means of
compensators.
Birefringence values calculated for the two types of
analyzed fibres are:

 nmohair  11,05  10

3

 nlana  12,05  103
It is highlighted that the birefringence value for the
mohair fibers is more reduced by approx. 15% as to
that determined for wool fibers. Starting from the idea
that optical birefringence is a quantitative measure of
the orientation degree of macromolecular chains to the
longitudinal axis of the fiber, it results that for mohair

this orientation degree is lower as compared to wool
fibers.
The analysis of the cystine - cysteine content [2]
The values of the content of cystine-cysteine are
calorimetrically determined at a wavelength λ = 840
nm are the following: 11.1% for wool fibers and 9.53%
for mohair fiber, a lower value of approx. 14%.
Study of physical and mechanical characteristics of
mohair fibers
For the determination of the physical-mechanical
properties, for fibres cut during 2002-2006-2010, there
were carried out laboratory tests on the average
diameter, average fiber length, density, higroscopicity,
whiteness degree.
Contributions to the setting of the Romanian
mohair fibre processing technology
To emphasize behaviour in processing mohair fibers,
technologic experiments of processing mohair /wool
fibre blends and/or wool type chemical fibers in the
worsted spinning and variants of woven fabrics, with
derived or combined weaves, with weft effect , meant
for indoor textiles and cold season clothing were
created.
CONCLUSIONS
Taking into account the global trends in the field, the
acclimatization of a nucleus of Angora goats in
Romania, the setting up of a new autochthonous base
of valuable raw material and the evaluation of the
possibilities of efficient processing of these fibers
represent an alternative for the Romanian animal
husbandry sector and a challenge for the scientific
research and textile industry of our country.
The issues presented demonstrate the importance given
to mohair fiber production and processing in Romania
and motivate the continuation and extension of the
researches on highlighting opportunities for the
efficient turning to account of this valuable raw
material.
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ABSTRACT
Needle-punched nonwoven composites were
produced from three layers hemp and/or
polylactide (PLA) webs. Their sound barrier
performance was analyzed in 1 kHz – 6.5 kHz
frequency range. Sound transfer function
mahnitudes of the samples were measured by
Clemson-Boston Differential Sound Insulation
Tester.
Effects of material parameters such as fiber type
and size, and fabric structure were studied. A
positive effect of fiber fineness and composite
structure vs. homogeneous fabric structure was
observed for certain frequencies. Change in
layering sequence made a difference in sound
barrier performance.
INTRODUCTION
Noise is described as unwanted sound. It has
detrimental effects on working and learning
performance in various environments, on
physiological and psychological human health, as
well as the life quality of the other living creatures
[1].
There are several measures taken in order to reduce
noise. Sound barriers and sound absorption are two
types of passive noise control methods to reduce
air-borne sound. In order to achieve effective noise
control a balanced effect of sound absorption and
sound barrier performance is necessary. Sound
absorption performance of fibrous materials has
been studied rigorously, whereas there has been
limited research effort devoted to analyze the
sound barrier properties of fibrous materials [2].
This research attempts to investigate nonwovens in
terms of sound barrier performance.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials Hemp fiber was obtained from
Stemergy (Canada, Ontario). PLA fibers were
donated by Fiber Innovation Technology, Inc (TN).
Information about fibers is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Fiber parameters.
Fiber

Structure

PLA

Hollow

Hemp

Multifibrillar

Fiber radius (μm)
Mean
30.9

σ
3.1

42

38

Sample
Preparation
Truetzschler
Fiber
Opener/Blender was used to open the fibers.
Truetzschler Tuft Feeder Scan Feed machine was
used to form nonwoven webs of 100% hemp and
100% PLA fibers with targeted mass per area of
333 (gram×m-2) and the formed webs were preneedled in NSC Asselin Pre-needler. Three layers
of nonwoven webs in different fiber contents were
bonded in NSC Asselin Needle punching loom set
at 100 cm/min speed, 100-cm width, 228 operating
cycles×min-1, 175 penetrationscm-2, and 3-mm
penetration depth with the target of 1000 grams per
square meters. The webs were needle-punched
from both sides. Due to the lack of cohesion in the
hemp webs, 100% hemp fabric was subjected to
extra pre-needling, instead of the rigorous needle
punching.
Characterization The aerial densities (gm-2) of
the nonwoven composites were determined
according to ASTM D 6242-98, and the
thicknesses (mm) were measured according to
ASTM D 5739-96. Sound transfer function
magnitudes (-dB) of the samples were measured by
using
Clemson-Boston
Differential
Sound
Insulation Tester. Air flow resistivity (mks raylm1
) of nonwoven webs was determined according to
ASTM D 737-04 with The Frazier Air Permeability
Tester.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Fiber Type and Size Transfer function
magnitude of three layered 100% hemp (HHH) and
100% PLA (LLL) nonwoven fabrics were
measured in order to see the effect of fiber type and
size. HHH and LLL followed completely different
trends along the frequency range as seen in Figure

1. In 1 – 2 kHz and 4.5 – 6 kHz frequency ranges
HHH had higher noise reduction compared to LLL.
The differences in fiber size, and fabric
compactness may be the reason for the differences.

FIGURE 1. Transfer function magnitudes for three-layered
100% PLA (LLL) and 100% hemp (HHH) fabrics at 1/3 octave
frequencies in 1 kHz- 6.5 kHz range.

Effect of Layering Sequence Transfer function
magnitude of three layered nonwoven fabrics
which consisted of one hemp (H) and two PLA (L)
layers with different layer sequences were
measured to see the effect of layer sequencing.
HLL, LHL and LLH stand for the three different
sequencing, with the first letter represents the layer
facing the sound source. All three fabrics follow
similar paths through the frequencies as seen in
Figure 2. LHL had the highest sound reduction for
all frequencies. This placement should have led to
extra reflection between each individual layer;
thus, less amount of sound has been transmitted. In
the frequency range 2.5 kHz to 6.5 kHz, HLL had
the lowest sound reduction. This might be due to
lower reflectivity in the air-hemp layer interface.

FIGURE 2. Transfer function magnitudes for three-layered
HLL, LHL and LLH fabrics at 1/3 octave frequencies in 1 kHz6.5 kHz range.

Comparison of Homogeneous vs. Composite
Structure Transfer function magnitudes of HHH
and LLL fabrics were compared to those of HLL,
LHL and LLH fabrics. HHH followed a different

path compared to LLL, and the three composite
fabrics, as seen in Figure 3. This might be due to
the difference in the web bonding stage of HHH.
LLL followed a path similar to the composite
nonwovens.

FIGURE 3. Transfer function magnitudes for three-layered
HHH, LLL, HLL, LHL and LLH fabrics at 1/3 octave
frequencies in 1 kHz- 6.5 kHz range.

CONCLUSIONS
Sound barrier performances of three layered hemp
and polylactide (PLA) needle-punched nonwoven
composites were analyzed in 1 kHz – 6.5 kHz
range.
Effects of material parameters such as fiber type,
size and fabric structure were studied. A positive
effect of fiber fineness, and composite structure vs
homogeneous fabric structure was observed for
certain frequency ranges. Change in layering
sequence made a difference in sound barrier
performance.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
In this paper, we studied the physical properties of
socks made from some new regenerated fibers such
as modal, micro modal, bamboo, soybean and
chitosan. Also, due to the limited number of studies
about the performances of these fibers, in an
intention to compare their properties with
conventional ones, cotton and viscose were also
edited to the study.
INTRODUCTION
During the daily life, owing to the fact that socks
are connected with skin and shoes directly, they are
subjected to more physical forces than other types
of garments. As a result, they need to perform
better physical characteristics than the others. The
consumers now increasingly become aware of the
hygienic life style and there is a necessity and
expectation for a wide range of textile products
having antimicrobial properties. As is well known,
bamboo, soybean and chitosan fibers have an
inherent antibacterial property, in addition to their
relatively higher heat and moisture absorption
capacity and they are preferred to be used more
commonly for socks nowadays.
APPROACH
Unlike ordinary socks, nylon and elasthane were
not utilized in the production of the plain jersey
socks for the work in an attempt to investigate the
effect of fiber type on physical properties of the
samples. The socks were produced on Nagata
D210 double cylinder hosiery machine of 176
needles at the same knitting settings (i.e.the loop
length for all sock samples was kept constant for
each sample). In addition to that, all sock samples
were dyed and finished under the same conditions.
After the sock samples had been produced, they
were conditioned under the standard atmospheric
conditions for one week.
Fabric Weight, Thickness, Bursting Strength,
Abrasion Resistance, Dimensional Stability tests
were done in accordance with TS 251, BS 2544,
TS 393 EN ISO 13938-1, ASTM D4966, ISO
3759-BS4923 standards, respectively.

The details regarding the fiber, yarn and fabric
properties are given in Table I and II.
Table I. Properties of fibers and yarns
Fiber
fineness
(dtex)

Fiber
length
(mm)

Yarn
Count
(Ne)

Cotton

1.5

28.1

29.1

Yarn
Twist
Coefficient
(α e )
3.57

Modal

1.2

40.8

28.9

3.31

Viscose

1.59

38.1

30.2

3.54

Micro
modal

0.82

35.3

29.0

3.15

Bamboo

1.57

36.2

29.4

3.33

Chitosan

0.93

37.6

30.4

3.54

Soybean

1.91

41.1

29.2

3.65

Fiber
crosssection*

*For cotton, modal, viscose, bamboo, chitosan, and
soybean photos [4-9]
Table II. Properties fabric
Thickn
ess
(mm)

Weight
(g/m2)

Stitch
density
(loops/cm2)

Porosity
(%)

Regain
(%)

Cotton

0.93

195

95

86.1

23.8

Modal

0.75

182

98

84

22,2

Viscose

0.90

197

99

85.4

10,5

Micro
modal

0.69

168

99

84

15

Bamboo

0.74

193

109

83.8

14.3

Chitosan

0.81

179

102

83

5

Soybean

0.74

167

104

82.5

10

Fiber type

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the tests applied to the sock samples
are given in Table 3.
Table III. Fiber, yarn and fabric Properties
Abrasion
resistance
(weight
loss %)

Bursting
strength
(kg/cm2)

Widthwise
Shrinkage
of the
Socks (%)

Lengthwise
Shrinkage
of the
Socks (%)

Cotton

7,04

6

-4,84

-10,94

Modal

9,80

4.2

1,25

-5,31

Viscose

5,14

4.8

-0,16

-14,69

Micro
modal

19,00

4.8

-2,97

-8,75

Bamboo

6,88

3.8

-7,50

-10,31

Chitosan

5,21

4.7

-4,06

-6,72

Soybean

3,86

7

-5,00

-11,25

The test results showed that socks made from
soybean have the highest abrasion resistance and
bursting strength values. On the other hand,
bamboo and chitosan fibers showed a moderate
performance. Although the dimensional stability of
bamboo, soybean and chitosan socks exhibited
inferior performance when compared with the
other fiber types, the results obtained seemed that
the new regenerated fibers, especially the soybean
fiber may still be preferred for socks, as they have
high abrasion resistance as well as bursting
strength, which is important for a garment’s life
time, in addition to their natural antibacterial
property.
CONCLUSIONS
The socks from relatively new fibers such as micro
modal, bamboo, soybean, and chitosan were
knitted for the experimental work discussed in the
paper. Unlike commercial production conditions of
socks, nylon and elasthane were not utilized in an
attempt to investigate the effect of fiber type on
some physical properties of the fabrics. In the light
of the data obtained, the fiber type seems to
markedly affect the physical properties discussed.
Moreover, it can be concluded that it is the soybean
fabric which performed relatively better than the
other fabrics in terms of the mechanical properties.

FUTURE WORK
Further studies will be conducted by using nylon
and elasthane in the production of the socks to see
to which extend their presence contribute to the
dimensional stability and other physical properties
of the socks from new regenerated fibers. In
addition to that, further studies with the appropriate
blends of these fibers shall be conducted.
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With an increasing concern about global
warming, numerous energy harvesting
techniques have gained a significant
importance and intensive research and
development efforts are being made for
extracting energy from the environment. In this
work, voltage response of ceramic fibre
composites (PZT, Lead-zirconate Titanate) and
polymer (PVDF, PolyVinylidene Fluoride)
piezo-active structures are evaluated when they
are subjected to a small impact such as water
drops.
Introduction
Although piezoelectricity has been known
since Jacques and Pierre Currie discovered the
phenomenon in 1880, energy harvesting
technologies to produce cost-effective and
environmental friendly energy harvesting
structures by using piezoelectric materials have
gained a significant importance in the last
decade.
In the early 1980s, Hausler et al. [1] claimed
the use of an implantable physiological power
supply using PVDF films that was possibly the
first investigation of power scavenging
systems incorporated into a biological
environment. They expected that energy from
respiration could be converted into electric
power. The relative motion of the ribs was
used to periodically stretch a converter. For
the animal experiment, a converter was fixed
to the ribs of a mongrel dog and 18V was
generated from spontaneous breathing of the
dog.
In 1996, Starner alleged and demonstrated that
the human body was an enormous source and
store of energy [2]. He also gave the amount
of power which can be generated by human
body, soonafter, a power harvesting device
was designed by Kymissis et al. [3] to implant
into a shoe. Three different devices were
examined that were a unimorph strip made
from piezoceramic composite material, a stave
made from a multilayer laminate of PVDF and
a shoe-mounted rotary magnetic generator.
Their power outputs were calculated and the
results show that the PVDF film gave the

lowest output although it was the best suited
material for the application.
In 2005, 6 years after submission of Shenck’s
M.Sc. thesis on useful electric energy
generation from piezoceremics in a shoe,
Shenck and Paradiso [4] worked together to
generate power out of walking activity. They
used two methods; one with a flexible
multilaminar PVDF bimorph staves which
harvested the energy dissipated in bending the
ball of the foot. The other method used a semiflexible PZT laminated and pre-stressed spring
metal strip which harnessed foot strike energy
by flattening curved. Obtained energy from
PVDF stave was 1.3 mV while the PZT
dimorph produced 6 times higher energy, 8.4
mV, under the similar conditions.
In this study, our aim was to measure voltage
generation of piezoelectric materials when
subjected to water drops with a different
frequency and from different heights. The
results provided insights about using
piezoelectric materials as outdoor materials to
produce renewable energy from rain.
Materials and Experimental Set Up
PZT piezoelectric fibre composite consist of
250 μm piezo-active fibres embedded in a
polymer matrix and encapsulated in copperclad laminate (PFC) was purchased from
Measurement Specialties Inc. (MEAS), and
two different sizes of polyester laminated
PVDF strips were purchased from Advanced
Cerametrics Inc. (ACI). The diameters of used
materials are given in Table I.
TABLE I. Tested piezoelectric materials and their
diameters
Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Thickness
(µm)

LDT1-28K

16

41

205

LDT4-28K

22

171

205

PFC

15

140

320

Piezoelectric materials were located on a
substrate from one end and the other end was
left free. Depending on the length, half length
of the materials was left free to allow
fluctuation in order to generate voltage.

polymer material was smaller than the polymer
material with a diameter of 22x171mm, its
fluctuation was better and going back to the
first position was quicker which contributed to
substantially higher peak voltage production.

Impact was created by releasing water drops,
with a weight of 0.05g, on top of the materials.
Drops were released from different heights
(20cm, 50cm and 100cm) and with different
frequencies (1drop/sec, 2 drops/sec and
3drops/sec) in order to obtain the effect of
different parameters on the voltage production
ability of the piezoelectric materials. Generated
voltage with respect to frequency of drops and
height was recorded by using Pico Technology
Software.

Conclusion
Research and development work has proved
that piezoelectricity of ceramic materials were
higher than piezoelectric polymer materials in
the different testing conditions. This work
showed that under certain conditions polymer
piezoelectric materials produce higher peak
voltage than piezoelectric ceramic materials
when subjected to light weight impact. This
work proved that producing energy from
renewable sources from rain drops is possible
by using piezo-active polymer materials.
Generating energy from rain will also help to
decrease the speed of global warming,
indirectly.

Results and Discussion
Voltage production was increased with an
increasing height. Peak voltage is depicted in
the recorded graphs for a single drop from
different heights and given in figure I.

Figure I. Peak voltage generated by a single drop from
different heights.

Drops released from 100cm had a bigger
impact effect on the test materials. When the
frequency was considered, it was found not to
affect voltage generation since the peaks were
similar. However, when the time was
considered, the collected peak voltage from 3
drops was bigger as a result of 3 times repeated
impact in a second.
Ceramic piezoelectric material generated
relatively smallest peak voltage compared to
polymer piezoelectric materials. Rigidity of the
material hindered the fluctuation caused by
water drops. The mass of the drops was not
sufficient enough to activate piezoelectrically
the ceramic material. The highest peak voltage
generation was observed on flexible
piezoelectric polymer material with a diameter
of 16x4mm. Although the active area of short
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INTRODUCTION
Artificial turf is a low maintenance all-weather
alternative to natural turf [1]. However, it was
found that surfaces with synthetic grass produced
more abrasion injuries (friction burn) than natural
grass [2]. This problem could be overcome in the
late 1990s by introducing so-called thirdgeneration artificial turf [3]. Here the former
polyamide (PA) yarn is replaced by polyolefin
monofilaments supported by rubber granules [4, 5].
The currently used rubber infill, obtained by
grinding tires, can cause environmental risks [6].
Thus, and due to economic and ecological reasons,
artificial turf without infill is more favorable. A
problem that has to be addressed when omitting the
supporting rubber is that polyolefin monofilaments
tend to permanent deformation.
On the other hand, PA fibers are known for their
excellent resilience [7]. Keeping in mind that PA
fibers - other than polyolefins - are attested to
provoke abrasion injuries, a bi-component fiber
with a PA core and a polyolefin sheath is expected
to render a robust, skin-friendly artificial turf.
The goal of this work was to develop a bicomponent monofilament with optimized crosssection and material combination to maximize
resilience while minimizing risk of skin abrasion,
in order to achieve artificial grass for sports
flooring that resembles natural turf with respect to
playability and appearance.
APPROACH
By selective laser melting, a special spin pack for
three-component melt-spinning was designed and
built, comprising an oil cooling and heating system
to keep the melt flows at different temperatures
down to the spinneret. In addition, a modular threecomponent spinneret was built that enables the
realization of different fiber cross-sections,
including hollow fibers with two sheaths.

Based on creep and cyclic loading tests on monocomponent and preliminary bi-component fibers
with a PA core and a polyethylene (PE) sheath, a
numeric model was developed to describe the
reaction of a monofilament to bending. Circular,
symmetric and arbitrary fiber cross-sections have
been designed and computed.
Using our customized spinning equipment we
produced bi-component fibers adopting the crosssections that numeric simulation rendered most
promising with respect to resilience. In order to
asses the weathering durability of PA-PE bicomponent fibers we also produced monofilaments
using a UV-stabilized PE as sheath material.
To prove the predictions of the numeric model, we
implemented methods either to monitor restoring
forces with a load cell, or to assess elastic recovery
with a high-speed camera. In both cases, same as in
the numeric model, we intended to simulate the
buckling of a fiber when an artificial turf is played
on. For this one end of the fiber was fixed, and the
other end was depressed by a plate mounted
perpendicular to the fiber stem.
To evaluate the long-term mechanical wear of an
artificial turf as a result of usage of the pitch, the
so-called Lisport test has been applied [1]. In the
test two studded cylinders were rolled over a test
piece of turf for 5000 cycles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compared to PE monofilaments, numeric
simulation delivered best performance for PA-PE
bi-component fibers with circular core. Hollow
fibers with a PA tubular core yielded similar results
with less material consumption. While symmetric
fibers rendered promising performance under
compression, asymmetric and lentoid crosssections resulted in undesirable twisting and
buckling.

Based on the findings of numeric modeling we
produced monofilaments with PA core and PE
sheath, having different cross-sections. Weathering
tests on prototype fibers showed that the stabilized
sheath also protected the virgin PA core.
Insufficient adhesion of the sheath, leading to
fibrillation when spin-drawing the bi-component
fibers, could be overcome by using a compatibilizing agent. A lateral cut of one of the fibers
produced is shown in Figure 1.

The most promising PA-PE bi-component monofilament was processed to a carpet and assessed by
the Lisport test simulating wear by football players.
As shown in Figure 3 the PE sheaths fibrillate and
crack under stress, revealing the PA cores.

FIGURE 3. Artificial turf carpet, tufted with PA-PE bicomponent monofilaments, photographed after 5000 Lisport
cycles.

FIGURE 1. SEM cross-section of a PA-PE bi-component
monofilament intended for skin-friendly artificial turf with good
resilience.

Recovery measurements were executed with bicomponent and reference monofilaments produced.
In principle, the results confirmed the findings of
the numeric simulations, though the absolute
values differed considerably. Commercially
available PA synthetic grass, as expected,
recovered completely and significantly faster than
PE synthetic grass.
90
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, we succeeded in producing fibers
for artificial turf that show a better resilience than
up-to-date synthetic grass, without cut-back in
skin-friendliness. However, the wear-resistance of
the fibers does not yet meet the demands of a
football pitch. By further modifying the crosssection of the bi-component fibers we expect to
fulfill this requirement, too.
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FIGURE 2. Elastic recovery of different monofilaments
(protrusion 20 mm, buckling down to a chuck gap of 5 mm).
Plotted is the restoring angle (90 ° = complete recovery) against
time after removal of the depressing plate.

In comparison, the resilience of the PA-PE bicomponent filament shown in Figure 1 is clearly
better than that of the pure PE filament. Initially,
the bi-component fiber rebounds slower than the
pure PA fiber, but after approx. 1 s its recovery rate
gains the lead (Figure 2).
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ABSTRACT
In this research we have investigated the flame
retardancy and thermal decomposition of polylactic
acid (PLA) containing two different kinds of
phosphoramidate flame retardants. Phosphoramidic
acid,
1,3-ethanediylbis-,
tetramethyl
ester
(PAEDBTME) and Phosphoramidic acid, 1,2ethanediylbis-, tetraethyl ester ( PAEDBTEE)
were synthesized as novel halogen free flame
retardants and incorporated in the PLA polymer.
Addition of these phosphoramidates to PLA
increases its limiting oxygen index (LOI) and
renders them self extinguishing in nature. Thermal
decomposition studies were also carried out using
thermo gravimetric analyzer (TGA) and pyrolysis
combustion flow calorimeter (PCFC).
INTRODUCTION
PLA is a biobased polymer and has created a lot of
interest in scientific and industrial community due
to its biodegradability and sustainable nature. It’s
thermoplastic aliphatic polyester and can be easily
spun into fibers and made into films. PLA polymer
find use in biomedical applications, textiles and
food packaging[1, 2]. Recently PLA based
composites and nanocomposites has also gained
importance[3-5].
There has been only few studies related to
flammability and thermal decomposition of PLA
based materials. Attempts have been made to
improve flame retardant property of PLA based
materials by incorporating
nano-clay[6],
oligomeric
organophosphorus
compounds[7]
inorganic flame retardants such as ammonium
polyphosphate[8] and halogen based flame
retardants[9].
Recently
we
have
developed
novel
phosphoramidate based compounds which could
find application as flame retardants in various
polymers[10]. Phosphoramidate flame retardants
are easy to synthesize from commonly available
intermediates and has good flame retardant
properties because of P-N synergism. There is no
report of use of phosphoramidate compounds as

flame retardant for PLA in literature. Thus in this
research we have explored the application two
phosphoramidate compound as flame retardant
additive for PLA films. The PLA films were tested
for flame retardancy using LOI, PCFC and TGA
instruments. Addition of phosphoramidates to PLA
led to increased LOI and chars content and reduced
the heat release (HRR) rates and total heat of
combustion (HC).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
PLA polymer (6200D) was obtained Nature Works
LLC. All chemicals used in synthesis of
phosphoramidates and film making process were
obtained from Sigma Aldrich, Switzerland.
The phosphoramidates (figure1) were synthesized
according to the Atherton-Todd reaction[11,
12]and the structures verified using NMR and
FTIR data.
Figure1: Structure of bis-phosphoramidates

Films of PLA( 20-50 microns) were prepared from
solutions of dichloromethane (20%) using film
making instrument (Erichsen Testing GmbH and
Co. Testing Equipment). LOI value of the films
was measured according to ASTM -2863 method
using Fire Testing Technology Instrument. The
thermal decomposition studies of PLA films was
carried on a Netzsch TGA instrument under a
nitrogen environment (50 ml /min) at a heating rate
of 10 °C/ min from 40-800 °C. The total heat of
combustion (HC), heat release rates (HRR),
temperature of max HRR and % residue were
measured using the pyrolysis combustion flow
calorimeter (PCFC) instrument (Fire Testing
Technology Instrument). The toxicity studies for
the phosphoramidates were carried out using
Microtox Toxicity Test Systems[13].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The LOI of treated films increases with increase in
the
concentration
of
phosphoramidate.
PAEDBTME seems to have better flame retardant
action than PAEDBTEE. This may be because of
higher
concentration
of
phosphorus
in
PAEDBTME.

CONCLUSIONS
Novel phosphoramidate compounds have been
synthesized in this research and were shown to
exhibit low toxicity and good flame retardancy on
PLA. Future works on intumescent FR
formulations are needed to avoid the problem of
dripping. Melt spinning of fibers containing
phosphoramidate flame retardants is also planned.

Table 1:
Sample
LOI
1%PAEDBTME+
26.7
99% PLA
2%PAEDBTME+
27.8
98% PLA
5%PAEDBTME+
28.6
95% PLA
10% PAEDBTME+
29.0
90% PLA
15%PAEDBTME+
29.3
85%PLA
20%PAEDBTME+
29.6
80%PLA
* 100 PLA film has LOI 26

Sample
1%PAEDBTEE +
99%PLA
2%PAEDBTEE +
98%PLA
5%PAEDBTEE +
95%PLA
10% PAEDBTEE +
90%PLA
15%PAEDBTEE +
85%PLA
20%PAEDBTEE +
80%PLA

LOI
26.6
27.3
27.8
28.0
28.3
28.7

Small scale burning tests was also carried out to
test the self extinguishing nature of the films. PLA
films without the phosphoramidates burned readily
leaving no chars. Addition of phosphoramidates to
PLA films resulted in self- extinguishable films.
Presence of phosphoramidate seems to accelerate
melting and dripping of the PLA. This further
causes the PLA film to recede away from the flame
and stop burning. This mechanism of flame
retardant action of phosphoramidate containing
PLA is quite similar to that of flame retardant
polyester (Trivera CS®) containing reactive
phosphorus additives. The phosphoramidates could
decompose at elevated temperatures and form
acidic intermediates which could further hydrolyze
the polyester.
TGA data of the PLA film shows that presence of
phosphoramidate flame retardants catalyzes the
thermal decomposition of PLA to happen at lower
temperatures and results in increased char residue.
The HRR and THC measured using PCFC showed
improvement in fire performance properties.
Reduction of HRR and THC was observed for
phosphoramidate containing films.
The EC50 values determined using Microtox
Toxicity tests for PAEDBTME and PAEDBTEE
were found out to be 9 and 90 g/l respectively.
Under similar test conditions phenol has EC 50
value of 0.23 g/l.
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OBJECTIVE
This project leads to the design of a new type of
waterborne polyurethane structure to be used as
film, fiber or coating. The materials have a high
potential for protection of structures, medical
devices, and other surfaces. The work involves the
synthesis and characterization of new type of
quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs) and
segmented water-dispersible and environmentally
safe cationic polyurethane.
INTRODUCTION
There is substantial demand in medical and
industrial sectors for coatings, films and fibers that
prevent bacterial adhesion and growth. Pathogenic
bacteria form biofilms that affect human health,
producing considerable economic loss and human
morbidity/mortality. These films are especially
troublesome in the health care field (hospitalacquired infections and infections from indwelling
medical devices), the military (infections from
protective apparel), drinking water supplies
(obstruction of pipes and contamination of water
distribution systems), and food industries.
Waterborne polyurethanes (WBPUs) have been
gaining importance because of their excellent
mechanical properties and new environmental
regulations. Therefore, there has been a strong
preference for waterborne resins [1]. Quaternary
ammonium compounds (QACs) are well-studied
antibacterial agents and have been used in many
applications especially in polymeric coatings. In
1935, G. Domagk reported the biocidal activity of
these compounds. They are active against
microorganisms by interaction with the cellular
membrane and aimed to kill microorganisms [2].
Recently, several methods and chemicals have
been introduced in the literature to produce
coatings that show antibacterial properties.
However, current deficiencies include lack of
antibacterial effectiveness, lack of durability,
release of the agent into the environment, and

toxicity to human health. Environmental concerns
stimulate the search for better coatings/films/fibers
exhibiting low release of antimicrobial agents into
the environment. Currently utilized materials do
not meet the expected environmental regulations.
The growing global concern on environmental,
promotes the research activities on polymeric
materials immobilized with biocides [3].
This work leads to the synthesis of QACs based
polyurethanes. The water dispersibility, film
formation, and the antibacterial evaluation of film
were performanced.
EXPERIMENTAL
Three type of QACS: i) 1-hydroxy-N- (2
hydroxyethyl) - N, N-dimethyl-3 phenoxypropan 2-aminium,
ii)
N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-N,N,2
trimethyloctan-1-aminium,
and
iii)
N-(2hydroxyethyl)
-N,N,2-trimethylhexadecan-1aminium chloride were synthesized by reacting a
tertiary amine and alkylene oxide by ring opening
reaction in the presence of a strong acid.
The polyurethane was synthesized by reacting
toluene di-isocyanate (TDI) (Acros, USA) with
poly (tetramethyl glycol) (PTMG) (Aldrich, UK).
The reaction proceeded with continuous stirring
until the reaction was complete, producing NCOterminated prepolymer. The NCO groups were
detected sampling the reaction mixture at various
time intervals and performing FTIR analysis. Polar
functional
groups
(quaternary
ammonium
monomer were incorporated into the structure of
PU) in order to confer the polymer water solubility
or water dispersibility.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FTIR spectra were recorded on a NICOLET 6700
FTIR spectrometer. During the reaction, NCO
group formation was followed by FTIR instrument
analysis. The isocyanate peak, observed at 2270
cm-1. While the reaction proceeded N=C=O peak

decreased and completely disappeared totally. As a
result it can be concluded that polyurethane
reaction took place. Additionally, the IR spectrum
of QAS monomer was analyzed. The epoxide ring
(834 cm-1) observed in the spectra of the glycidyl
phenyl ether (alkylene oxide) disappeared in the IR
spectra of the QAC. A significant and broad –OH
stretching band around 3216 cm-1 and the peaks for
quaternary ammonium around 980-930 cm-1 were
obtained (Figure 1). These were important
evidences that the reaction took place.
C NMR and 1H NMR spectra of the obtained
polymers were taken with the use of spectrometer
Bruker AV-400 spectrometer, operating at 400
MHz Analysis. Chemical structure of both
synthesized quaternary ammonium salts were
verified on the basis of 13C-NMR and 1H-NMR
spectra (Figure 2).

prevention to bacteria growth. #4 and #5 are the
control samples that they do not exhibit any
biocidal activity.
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FIGURE 2. 13C NMR spectra of: 1-hydroxy-N-(2hydroxyethyl)-N,N-dimethyl-3 phenoxypropan -2-aminium
(400 MHz, DMSO) δ 52.67, 55.73, 64.01, 66.48, 67.38, 70.93,
115.08, 121.10, 129.96, 158.71.

Particle size distribution of the waterborne
polyurethane (WBPU) dispersion was measured by
dynamic-light scattering using a NICOMP TM 380
ZLS particle sizing system. The experiment was
carried out at room temperature (25 ºC), and the
mean particle size and the size distribution were
determined as 173 nm.
Antibacterial behaviors of the PU polymers grafted
with QACs were evaluated with zone inhibition
experiment against Gram-negative bacterium
Escherichia coli in order to determine the viability
of groups attached to the polymer (Figure2).
Nutrient agar plates, coated with the challenge
bacteria, were incubated at 37 C for 24 hours, and
the zone of inhibition was measured. The clear
zone around #1, #2 and #3 in Figure 2 showed

FIGURE 2. Antibacterial experiment: pictures of inhibition
zone for the three types of QACs (#1, #2, and #3).

CONCLUSIONS
QACs based polyurethane polymers were prepared.
Material property characterization and biocidal
activity evaluation were performed on a series of
cationic polyurethanes containing different type of
biocidal groups (QACs) in their structure. The final
chemical structure of the polymers and biocidal
groups were characterized by NMR and FTIR
spectras. Due to smaller particle size distribution
(mean particle size 173 nm), the waterborne
polyurethane system showed long time stability.
Quaternized monomers showed good antibacterial
properties. However, it is observed that the
diameter of the clear zone was limited with the
penetration and dispersion characteristic of the
samples. The resulting features of the polymers
were a relatively high stability and good
antimicrobial properties.
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ABSTRACT
This study presents a photovoltaic fiber structure
which generates electricity by using solar energy.
Polymer based materials were used to develop
photovoltaic effect on flexible fibers. The photoelectrical parameters including short-circuit current
density, open-circuit voltage and fill factor were
measured to determine the power conversion
efficiency of photovoltaic fibers. This structure of
photovoltaic fiber may be used to generate power
for small electrical devices in smart textile products
after further optimization.

Polymer solar cells are also suitable for textile
applications, thus solar cells can be combined with
solar cell materials without losing required usage
features. In recent years, there is a growing interest
for photovoltaic fibers and textiles, both in
universities and companies. By combining solar
cells with textiles, photovoltaic textiles, “solar
textiles”, are formed and can generate electricity
for small electronic devices such as i-pod, mobile
phones, etc., while we are outside and especially
far from the electrical grids. Previously, silicon
based big panel like structures were patched onto
textile surfaces, some problems were occurred
related to its use and cleaning. However, organic
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solar cells can be used to develop thin textile
structures including fibers in this way any textile
structure can be formed using these photovoltaic
fibers. Figure 1 shows device structures of the
conventional and fiber based organic solar cells.
There are recent studies about organic photovoltaic
fibers using optical fibers [2-3], polypropylene
tapes [4] and metal wires [5].
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In recent years, concerns about global warming and
pollution due to existing energy production
technologies dominantly based on fossil fuels,
increased the attention given to the renewable
energy technologies including photovoltaic
technology. Photovoltaic effect is based on
semiconductors in solar cells producing electricity
when photons of the sun crash into the surface of
the semiconductor material. While traditional solar
cells are rigid, thick and flat, organic solar cells are
flexible, thinner and lighter. Polymer based organic
solar cells also having easier fabrication processes
and techniques, can be manufactured both on large
and small surfaces with different colours changing
according to polymer used [1].
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Figure 1. Device structures of the conventional (a) and fiber
based (b) organic solar cells

In this study, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene:
poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS) was used
as hole conducting and electrode material, and
coated on PP fibers by dip coating technique.
Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl): [6,6]-phenyl C61
butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) as
polymer based organic materials prepared by
solving these p-type (donor) and n-type (acceptor)
materials in a common solvent were also coated
onto PEDOT:PSS layer by dip coating technique.
Very thin metal layers (ca.10 nm) including
aluminum (Al) and lithium fluoride (LiF) were
deposited onto this structure as cathode using
thermal evaporation technique.
Photovoltaic behaviour of photovoltaic fibers were
measured under dark and simulated sun light using
a calibrated solar simulator under AM 1.5

conditions (100 mW/cm2). Power conversion
efficiency was calculated according to given
Equation (1) [1] and moderate efficiency was
obtained.



I sc  Voc  FF
Pin

(1)

Where Isc is the short-circuit current and Voc is the
open-circuit voltage of the system. FF is the fill
factor and gives idea about quality and stability of
the solar cell. Pin is the incident light power density
and
is the power conversion efficiency of the
structure [1].

Figure 2. Schematic
photovoltaic fiber

description

of

[3] O’Connor, B, Pipe, K,P, and Shtein, M, “Fiber
based organic photovoltaic devices”, Appl. Phys.
Lett., 92, 2008, 193306.
[4] Bedeloglu, A, Demir, A., Bozkurt, Y.,
Sariciftci, N. S., “A flexible textile structure based
on polymeric photovoltaics using transparent
cathode”, Synthetic Metals, 159, 19-20, 2009.
[5] Lee, M,R, Eckert, R,D, Forberich, K, Dennler,
G, Brabec, C, J, Gaudiana, R, A, “Solar power
wires based on organic photovoltaic materials”,
Science, 324, 2009, 232-235.

the

Photovoltaic fibers using polymer based solar cell
materials worked successfully, in this study (see
figure 2). However, further optimization is needed
to develop active photovoltaic textiles (wearable
organic photovoltaics). Problems about efficiency
and protection of photovoltaic fibers need to be
solved using novel materials and techniques before
commercialization process
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present work was to study the role
of microstructural parameters on kinetics and
dyeability
of
Polypropylene/Poly(butylene
terephthalate) /Nanoclay blend nanocomposite
fibers by using WXRD, SEM, Melt viscoelastic
measurement and Colorimetry techniques. The
PP/PBT blend samples with the same blend ratio
(80/20) but varying
in organically modified
montmorillonite (Cloisite30B) content (1,3and5)
with and without compatibilizer (iPPgMA) were
considered.
INTRODUCTION
Polymer blending process has been extensively
used to produce new materials with modified
properties. This method has also been successfully
employed to prepare blend fibers with
microfibrillar
morphology
with
enhanced
properties.
Recently
producing
blend
nanocomposite fibers has attracted many scientific
and industrial groups in textile industries. Although
a few research work have been devoted to
parameters affecting microstructure development
of the blend nanocomposite fibers, the research
reported on the role of nanoclay in particular its
partitioning on the extent of microfibrillar
morphology and dyeability of resulting fibers are
rare.
APPROACH
This work was carried out by employing
experimental approach and the results were
interpreted in terms of microstructure of the
samples characterized by SEM and melt linear
viscoelastic along with Colorimetric results .
All the samples were prepared by melt
intercalation process in a twin screw extruder and

then melt spun into fiber using single screw
extruder. The kinetics of the disperse dye
exhaustion from bath into the fibers were evaluated
in terms of the remaining dye concentration in the
bath as well as that diffused in the fibers. The
dyeing rate constant (K) and diffusion coefficient
(D) were calculated by using the hyperbolic
Vickerstaff ’s and hill ’s equations .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of XRD supported by greater low
frequency nonterminal storage modulus (G') of
PBT compared to PP, obtained from the melt
viscoelastic measurements (Fig.1) suggested that
major part of the nanoclay was located inside the
PBT droplets.

a

b

FIGURE 1.Comparison of melt viscoelastic measurements.
(a) PBT/3%Nanoclay (b)PP/3%Nanoclay

This could be explained in terms of interfacial
interaction between organoclay and the blend
components. It was also found that presence of
compatibilizer can play a significant role in
determining the organoclay partitioning
and
therefore the extent of microfibrillar morphology
development in the blend nanocomposite
fibers(Fig2). The dyeability of the fibers evaluated
by exhausted dyestuff, dyeing rate constant(K) and
diffusion coefficient(D) were found to be enhanced
by increasing the nanoclay content and the
compatibilizer which led to increasing the higher
concentration of nanoclay in the matrix.

a

greatly controlled by extent of melt intercalation
and partitioning of organoclay tactoids and/or
platelets . the maximum yield of dyeability was
achieved when the organoclay was preferentially
located in the PP matrix in the presence of
compatibilizer.
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Abstract
The properties of yarn which is mainly depends on

methods are just two of these modifications on the

production technique is the basic elements which

conventional ring spinning frame.

influence the quality of the textile end product. In
this study the properties of cotton combed yarns
produced on ring and modified ring spinning
techniques were investigated. The results revealed
that siro spun yarns have lower hairiness, and
better evenness properties over ring and compact
yarns. Furthermore siro and compact yarn show
more satisfactory results in terms of yarn strength
particularly finer yarn counts.

The spinning triangle represents a weak zone at the
yarn formation point. Some peripheral fibers at the
spinning triangle, escape twist insertion and are
lost as fly. Most of the fly in the spinning
departments originates from the spinning triangle
[2]. In compact spinning, the fibre stream coming
out of the drafting unit is condensed by means of
pneumatic or any other mechanical compaction. As
a result of this compaction, the structure of yarn

Keywords: coton, spinning methods, compact

changes along with its various characteristics. Due

yarn, siro yarn

to the condensation of fibre flow, all the fibres lay
close to each other and due to the absence of

Introduction
Ring-spinning technology is the most widely
accepted yarn production method; it is capable of
spinning nearly all sorts of natural and synthetic
fibre types within a very wide count range [1]. So
far there are a lot of research with subjected to
increase the contribution of the fibers in the yarn
structure in order to improve of yarn properties.
Certain techniques have been introduced onto the
spinning market which offer improved quality
and/or reduced costs for yarn production by
inducing some sort of modifications on ringspinning technology. Siro and compact spinning

spinning triangle; all fibres are twisted to the yarn
body [3].
One of the novel compact methods is RoCoS
compacting system which narrows the strand of
fibers through a compression chamber between
ceramic compactor and bottom roller. The ceramic
compactor is pressed by permanent magnet over
the bottom roller. The specially designed path in
the ceramic compactor has wider opening at the
entry point which gradually narrows down at the
exit [4].
The sirospun system enables to produce a special
spin-twisted yarn directly on a conventional ring

spinning machine [5]. In this process, two rovings
per spindle are fed to the drafting system within
specially developed condensers separately and are
drafted simultaneously [6, 7]. Emerging from the
nip point of front rollers, the two strands are
twisted together, as in the case of normal single
ring-spun yarn by the ring and traveler system.
This results in a two- ply yarn with the same twist
direction as that of the component single yarns [8]

This study was carried out determine the
significant differences in yarn properties obtained
by the most common ring spinning methods used
today.
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OBJECTIVE
Electrospun nanofibre webs from a variety of
polymers have been employed in filters, composites,
tissue engineering scaffolds, protective clothing,
electronics, catalysis, ceramic fibers, wound dressing,
drug delivery materials and many other applications.
Study on nanofibre yarns and its application have
been begun recently [1]. The main problems
associated with theses fibrous materials is their weak
abrasion resistance which limit its application in
some areas. In this study a new kind of composite
yarns from nylon nanofibre yarn as core and
conventional staple fiber as sheath fiber was
evaluated. This method is an innovation in yarn
production to transfer the good and unique properties
of nanofibre yarns in spun yarns and prevent the
direct contact of nanofibre yarns with other outer
thing.
INTRODUCTION
Core spinning is a technique by which fibers are
twisted around an existing yarn, either filament or
staple spun yarn, to produce a sheath core structure in
which the already formed yarn is the core. The
production of core-spun yarns has been done
successfully by many spinning systems such as ring,
rotor, friction, and air-jet. Core-spun yarns have been
used to improve the strength, aesthetic, durability and
functional properties of fabrics [2].
Electrospinning has been recognized as an efficient
technique for the fabrication of nanofibre. In a typical
process a high voltage is applied between a syringe
needle and a grounded target. When the electric
forces exceed a critical value, a charged fluid jet is
ejected from the needle tip and very long nanofibers
are collected on the grounded target.
APPROACH
Electrospinning set up As shown in Figure1 the
electrospinning system consists of two syringe
pumps, a DC high voltage power supply, neutral
surface, and a take-up unit to twist and take-up the
yarn. In used method, a neutral surface was placed in
the middle of the electric field so that electrons on the
surface of the plate were displaced in such a way that
half of them became positively charged and the
others negatively charged. The jets of polymer

solution coming from the charged nozzles moved
slightly towards the part of the plate with an opposite
charge and were collected on this plate. Electrospun
nanofibre came into contact with piece yarn placed in
their path, and then the other end of the nanofibre
was pulled towards the plate, making a spinning
triangle. The nanofibres were then twisted by rotating
piece yarn around its axis. A take-up unit was used
which was able to twist and take up yarn without any
balloon formation [1].

FIGURE 1. The schematic of used method for production of
nanofibre yanrs

Core-spun yarn production To produce 100%
cotton and core-spun yarns, the cotton fibers had 4.3
micronair and 28 mm effective length. Nylon66
nanofibre yarns with 18 and 28.8 den used as core
part. The technique that used to produce the cottonnylon66 nanofiber yarn core-spun yarns is the same
as that used by Ruppenicker et.al [3]. A conventional
ring spinning frame was modified to accommodate
the packages of nanofibre yarn, tension disc and a
ceramic guide to produce the core-spun yarn samples.
The core part was fed through a tension control disc
and then inserted behind the top front roll directly in
the center of the strand of drafted cotton fibers via a
ceramic guide. The yarns were spun in 568 twist per
meter. The core-spun yarns were produced without
pretension and with 1.7g pre-tension on core part.
The count of sheath part was set in 35 Ne. So, four
samples were produced. Besides, 2 other samples
were produced as follow: 100% cotton yarn, corespun yarn with two 28.8 den nonafibre yarns as core
part.

Testing methods The tensile properties of yarns
were measured according to ASTM-D2256 method.
The wicking rate was measured by a vertical strip
wicking test. One end of a yarn was clamped
vertically with the dangling end immersed to about 3
mm in distilled water. The wicking height is
measured in 1, 3, and 5 minutes intervals. The crosssection of core-spun yarns was studied by microtomy
technique.
RESULTS AND DISCCUSSION
Tensile properties It is obvious that using nanofiber
yarns as core part doesn’t cause the reduction of
tensile properties of core-spun yarns compare with
100% cotton yarns. The obtained results show that by
increasing the count of core part the breaking
strength of core-spun yarns is reduced and there isn’t
any obvious change in breaking elongation of corespun yarns. The reduction of sheath fiber percentage
in core-spun yarns could be the reason for this trend
in breaking strength by increasing the count of corepart. The pre-tension on core-part is found effective
on increase of breaking strength of samples. The
breaking elongation of samples produced by 28.8 den
nanofibre yarns and 1.7g pre-tension was 6.88% and
increased by 33.75% compared with sample
produced without pre-tension. But in samples
produced by 18 den nanofibre yarn as core, the pretension doesn’t cause any increase in breaking
elongation and 3.3% reduction is observed. Another
side the breaking elongation of core-spun yarns
produced by feeding two strands as core was
increased tremendously (18.4%). The breaking
strength of this yarn was also 11.03cN/tex.
Wicking test the obtained results show that by
increasing the pre-tension on core-part the wicking
height increases by 47.8%. This trend is clear after
5minutes. More control on position of core-part
because of using pre-tension could be the reason to
get more uniform and continuous capillaries which
cause the increase of wicking height [4]. The increase
of count of core part cause the reduction of wicking
height after 5minutes but in first and second intervals
of evaluation, i.e. 1 and 3 minutes there isn’t any
obvious difference between samples.
Core-spun yarn produced by two strands as core part
show the highest values of wicking height compare
with other samples. The wicking height was 60, 83,
and 92 mm after 1, 3, and 5 minutes respectively.
Cross section In Figure 2 the cross section of
samples has been presented. The evaluation of
images show the large deformation of nanofibre
yarns in samples produced without pre-tension
(Figure 2.b). The contact of core part by metallic
parts of spinning machine such as traveler or ring

could be the reason of this observation. Another side,
the sample produced by 1.7g pre-tension on core-part
doesn’t show this trend and it is observed that the
core part is covered totally (Figure 2.a). So pretension on core-part has a drastic effect on position
and shape of nanofibre yarns in core-spun yarns.

(a)

(b)
Core part

FIGURE 2. The cross section of core-spun samples with 18 den
nanofibre yarn as core and with 1.7g pre-tension (a) and without
pre-tension (b) on core part

CONCLUSION
This study is a preliminary work on using nanofibre
yarns on conventional ring spinning frame to produce
core-spun yarns. We found that, the production of
core-spun yarns by using nanofibre yarns is possible
but the process parameters especially the pre-tension
on core part should be controlled precisely. The
outcomes show the effectiveness of process
parameters, i.e. count of core-part and pre-tension on
tensile properties and wicking of core-spun yarns.
FUTURE WORKS
In future we organize to study on effect of process
parameters of core-spun yarns containing nylon66
nanofibre yarns as core and silk fiber as sheath.
Evaluation of physical and mechanical properties of
woven fabric by these kinds of yarns is another
purpose. Using of these yarns in medical textiles is
final goal that we try to get it.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, a statistical model is developed for
assessing and predicting the tensile strength of
polyester/viscose blended open-end rotor spun
yarns. Seven different blend ratios of
polyester/viscose slivers are produced and these
slivers are manufactured with four different rotor
speed and four different yarn counts in rotor
spinning machine. A mixture process crossed
regression model (simplex lattice design) with two
mixture components (polyester and viscose blend
ratios) and two process variables (yarn count and
rotor speed) are developed.
INTRODUCTION
Depending on the intended use of the end product,
two or more different types of fibers at different
percentages can be blended. Blending of fibers is a
common, useful and practical method for yarn
spinners in order to improve the quality and the
performance of yarns produced. The ratio of the
fibers in blended yarns influences the performance,
as expected. The strength of yarn at the rupture is
called as breaking strength. The spinning process
variables in open-end spinning system (opener type
and speed, rotor type-speed and diameter, navel
type, drawing etc.), material or fiber properties
(fiber length and length uniformity, fiber strength
and elongation, fiber cross section etc.), count and
twist properties of yarns are the main factors
affecting the breaking strength of yarns. [1].
In this study, a simplex mixture process crossed
regression model with two mixture components
(polyester and viscose blend ratios) and two
process variables (yarn count and rotor speed) is
also developed to predict the tensile strength of
polyester/viscose blended open-end rotor spun
yarns.
APPROACH
In this study, polyester and viscose are selected for
the blending components of sliver produced. The
length, fineness, breaking strength (cN/tex) and
breaking elongation (%) properties of polyester and
viscose fibres are indicated in Table-1. The

strength tests of these fibers were carried out in
Instron-4301 and the results indicated in the table.
Seven different slivers were produced in different
proportions of polyester/viscose blends as 0/100,
20/80, 35/65, 50/50, 65/35, 80/20 and 100/0,
respectively.
Table 1. The properties of fibers used
Fiber
Polyester
Viscose

Length
(mm)
38
40

Fineness
(dtex)
1.6
1.7

Strength
(cN/tex)
55.42
30.18

Elong.
(%)
22.21
26.49

Schlafhorst Autocoro rotor spinning machine is
used in different rotor speeds by feeding seven
types of slivers produced, simultaneously. Yarns
are produced at four different rotor speeds (50000,
60000, 70000 and 80000) and four different yarn
counts (21 tex, 25 tex, 30 tex and 37 tex). Two
replications are made in order to reduce the error in
production. The breaking strength tests of
polyester/viscose blended yarns produced were
carried out in Uster Tensorapid 3 in standard
atmospheric conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
“Design Expert” software was used in this study
for statistical investigation. The test results of the
breaking strength of polyester/viscose blended OE
rotor spun yarns were introduced to the software to
analyse the mixture process crossed design. The
software suggested for the breaking strength of
yarns by lack of fit tests and residual analysis. The
regression equation was found by determining the
[mixture]*process model as [Linear]*Quadratic.
Hence the regression equation of this model was
found as
Strength=+9.48586*P+2.26749*V+0.10254*P*Yc
+2.81154E-004*P*+0.47016*V*Yc+1.72888E006*V*R-1.59231E-003*P*Yc2-2.60654E009*P*R2-6.07106E-003*V*Yc2+1.30948E10*V*R2+2.04622E-006*P*Yc*R-1.63372E007*V*Yc* R
where, “P” and “V” are the proportions of
polyester and viscose in blend, respectively. “Yc”

is the yarn count and “R” is the rotor speed. Note
that since the model is selected as being
[Linear]*Quadratic, the blend components are
linear while the process parameters are quadratic
(second-order) in the regression equation [2].
Some of the statistics obtained from the regression
model are introduced in Table 2. Here, there is a
high correlation coefficient between the factors and
breaking strength as 0.981. In addition a high “RSquared” or R2 value is obtained as 0.964 that
means the factors in the statistical model developed
explains about 96.4 percent of the variability in
breaking strength of blended yarns.

FIGURE 2. The variation of blend components versus tensile
strength determining YC= 30 tex and R=50000 rpm

Table-2 The satistics for the model developed
Parameter
Statistics
Correlation coefficient-R
0.981
R2
0.964
Mean Square Error (MSE)
0.27759
Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
0.5442
Mean Absolute Percent Error
3.25
(%) - (MAPE%)
Cases with more than %5 error
5
Cases with more than %3 error
16
The selected regression curves generated by the
regression equation are demonstrated below in
successive figures. Here in these figures,
increasing the polyester proportion in the yarn
blend increases the breaking strength value, since
the strength of polyester fibres are greater than
viscose fibres (Table-1). Increasing the presence of
polyester fibre in the yarn structure increases the
yarn strength. Strength values of the yarns are not
changed significantly by increasing the rotor speed
from 50000 rpm to 70000 rpm. In addition,
increasing the yarn count also increases the
strength value of the yarns.

FIGURE 3. The variation of blend components versus tensile
strength determining YC= 25 tex and R=70000 rpm

CONCLUSIONS
Since the strength of polyester fibre is greater than
that of viscose, increasing the polyester ratio in the
blend increases the yarn strength. While polyester
and viscose share in the blend and the yarn count
has the primary importance on the breaking
strength of blended yarns, rotor speed can be
classified as of secondary importance. The
statistical model developed ise practical and useful
for OE-yarn spinners in order to predict the
breaking strength value of any polyester/viscose
blended yarns before the yarn production.
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FIGURE 1. The variation of blend components versus tensile
strength determining YC= 25 tex and R=50000 rpm
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Introduction
Spinning triangle which is also known as twist
triangle, (where the delivery fibres in form of
ribbon become into rope type form) is a zone
in which flow of the fibres into yarn is
illustrated. Actually, this zone shows how the
fibres get together and play apart in the yarn
structure. So, capturing the fibres behaviours
during this transformation, could give valuable
information
regarding
yarn
properties
(especially yarn irregularity) as well as roving
quality [1-2]. No doubt, the overall changes in
dimensions of this zone can be a reflection of
the roving irregularities as well as
predetermination of yarn irregularity in
properties.
However, this paper looks into the changes in
dimensions (width, height and area) of the
spinning triangle and their dependency on each
other and finally studies any relationship
between roving irregularity and the triangle
changes. In short the aims are:
a)

The effect of the width of the
fibres strand delivered from the
delivery rollers, on the shape,
height and the area of the triangle.
The role of the twist direction on
the shape of the triangle.

b)

Materials and Productions
A total of four cases of yarn
productions (Table 1) were set up by feeding a
0.43 ktex wool/polyester blend (0.55%
polyester- 0.45% wool) finisher roving to the
worsted laboratory ring frame (Tester Model
82 KA made by Sermates SRL from Italy).
TABLE I.The 4 cases of yarn production.

Cases of
production
1
2
3
4

Draft
12
14
14
12

Twist
/Meter
260
390
560
675

Speed
(m/min)
20.72
13.82
9.67
8.54

Ne.
16.5
19.2
19.2
16.5

Measurements
During the production time, from the triangle
zone a movie was taken by the Sony 190P
CCD camera fixed in front of the delivery
roller. Then the triangle dimensions-width,
length and area were measured by image

processing procedure taking the following
steps.
1- Splitting the movie into single frames
from which the movie was made up
(in fact the movie became 1500
collection of the pictures on PC).
2- Preparing software in MATLAB to
extract the triangle zone from each
single picture.
3- Measuring the triangle dimensions
(width in mm, length in mm and area
2

in mm ). Table 2 shows the values.
Result and Discussions
Table 2 shows correlation between base,
(which is the width of the delivery strand), and
height, and the area of the triangle). The results
indicate that triangle height and area are
positively correlated to the base values. That
is, as the base of the triangle (the width of the
delivery strand) increases the height and area
increase too. Since, the base and its changes
(variations) are directly related to the count
and the irregularities of roving, it can be
concluded that roving irregularities directly
affect triangle dimensions. In other words,
changes in triangle dimensions could be a
reflection of the roving irregularities.
TABLE II. Correlations between delivery strand width
(triangle width) and height and area of the triangle
respectively.
Cones

Base vs height

1

2

3

4

0.743

0.910

0.874

0.843

0.913

0.943

0.888

0.883

R

( 1)
Base vs area

R
( 2)
In order to investigate the effect of twist
direction on the spinning triangle behaviour,
shape of the triangles for S and Z twist were
compared. In the case of Z-twist yarn (Fig. 1),
fibers on the right hand side of the triangle
underwent a pre-twisting process and were
relatively held and bind together, where as the
fibres on the left hand side were less
controlled.

α

β

This comparison showed that depending upon
the twist direction, a group of fibres must pass
a longer path with a smaller angle. This longer
pass is in the same direction as the yarn twist
direction. Actually when the yarn twist is Z,
the fibres located in the right side of the

f

FIGURE 1. Yarn spinning triangle shape for Z twist
direction

For the S twist yarn this was the other side
around (Fig. 2). Fibres on the left hand side of
the triangle underwent a pre-twisting process
and were relatively held and bind together,
whereas the fibres on the right hand side of the
triangle were less controlled. Therefore, in
each case of production (S or Z twist
directions) the spinning triangle could be
divided in two sub triangles, smaller and
relatively wider (Figs. 1 and 2).





and
are the angles produced by the
intersection of the base (BC) and the shorter
side (AC) and longer side (AB), which are the
shorter and longer fibers' pass in the triangle,
respectively.
FIGURE 2. Yarn spinning triangle shape for S twist
direction

In the case of Z twist the smaller one with the
twist angle of  (Fig. 1) was located on the
left side and the bigger sub-triangle with the


twist angle of  was on the right side
whereas in the case of S twist the smaller one


(with the twist angle of  ) was located on the
right side and the bigger one (with the twist



of  )

angle
was located on the left side.
However, the comparison showed that by
changing the twist direction the sub-triangles
and the intersections twist angles change the
locations.
Table 3 shows the average values of the angles
(  and  ) for one hundred consequent
triangle pictures, their Standard deviation
(S.D.) and their coefficient of variations (%
CV).




) and
triangle must pass a longer pass (
in the case when the yarn twist is S, the fibres
located in the left side of the triangle must pass

a longer pass (  f  ). Notably, in the case of
Z twist yarn, the changes in the spinning
triangle behaviour (area variation) occurred in
the right side of the main triangle and vice
versa, in the case of S twist yarns the changes
in spinning triangle occurred in the left side of
the main triangle.
TABLE III. Changes in angles of the spinning
triangle due to the twist direction effects.

Angles





No. Of specimens

100

100

Average angle size

82.93

67.97

S.D.

1.89

2.50

% CV

2.28

3.68

Conclusions
The results showed that
1- The height and the area of the triangle
are mainly dependent upon triangle
base changes.
2- The twist direction affects one side of
the triangle shape changes whereas
the other side is almost without any
change.
Finally, due to the fact that changes in triangle
base is dependent upon the roving irregularity
and also due to the results in which triangle
base is highly effective on triangle shape and
dimensions, it is concluded that the result of
this work can be a guide for on-line yarn
quality controlling on the ring frame.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, it was compared the hairiness of the
yarns produced on three different yarn spinning
systems with the same material. These spinning
systems are conventional ring, compact and
Compact-Jet. Conventional ring and compact
spinning systems are well known in the literature
while Compact-Jet is a proper combination of
compact and Jetring spinning systems. When this
spinning system was designed, it was aimed to
gather the advantages of these spinning systems.
Therefore, an air nozzle was placed between the
exit of the RoCoS compact unit and yarn guide of
the spinning system. At the end of the study, it was
determined that Compact-Jet spinning system is
considerably effective on yarn hairiness.
INTRODUCTION
There have been many efforts and studies to
eliminate the spinning triangle in conventional ring
spinning system. At the end of these trials, compact
spinning system was developed. In compact
spinning, it was aimed to eliminate the spinning
triangle and so improve the yarn properties,
especially yarn hairiness. Many researchers
indicated lower hairiness, greater strength and
elongation properties of compact yarns compared
that of the conventional ring spun yarns. On the
other hand, nowadays, an air nozzle used in air jet
spinning system have been placed below the
drafting system of the conventional ring spinning
system to decrease the yarn hairiness of
conventional ring spun yarns. This spinning process
has not a common usage in the textile sector and so
it was called as Jetring or NozzleRing by the
researchers. In Jetring spinning system, it was
aimed to bind the projected fibres onto the yarn
body by the swirling air flow in the nozzle.
There are differences between compact and Jetring
spinning systems regarding to characteristic and
structural properties of the systems. However, both
spinning systems can be accepted as a modification
of the conventional ring spinning system. Besides
to this similarity between compact and Jetring
spinning systems, they focus on the less hairy yarn
production aim. With respect to their mutual
objectives, in this study, it was aimed to combine
these spinning systems as a one spinning system.
To combine the compact and Jetring spinning
systems, an air nozzle was placed between the exit
of the RoCoS compact unit and yarn guide of the

spinning system. This spinning system was called
as Compact-Nozzle or Compact-Jet.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Yarn production
To determine the effect of an air nozzle to the
compact yarn properties, it was produced 100%
combed cotton Compact-Jet yarns having Ne 30/1
yarn count on RoCoS compact spinning system.
And then compact and conventional ring spun yarns
were produced with the same rovings used for
Compact-Jet yarn production.
During all the yarn productions, it was given the
importance to work with the same spinning
parameters, e.g. the same twist multiplier, draft,
spindle speed and traveller type, etc.
Compact spinning system

FIGURE 1. Main elements of RoCoS compact spinning
system (Stahlecker, 2005)

As It is seen in Figure 1, in RoCoS spinning
system, the bottom roller (1) supports the front
roller (2) and delivery roller (3). The magnetic
compactor (4) having a specially designed slit is
pressed permanently and the clearance between the
magnet and bottom roller is overall enclosed. So a
compression chamber generated through the bottom
roller surface. And the fibres are guided into the
magnetic compactor slit and they are condensed
throughout the magnetic compression chamber.
Air nozzle
To combine the compact and Jetring spinning
systems, an air nozzle was placed between the exit
of RoCoS compact unit and yarn guide (Figure 2).
An air nozzle was positioned about 6 cm below the

delivery roller of the RoCoS compact unit.
Pressurized air was fed into the air nozzle by the
compressor. The air pressure was kept at 0.75 bar.

al., 1997; Cheng and Li, 2002). Yarn hairiness
results indicates that swirling air flow in the nozzle
wraps the hairs onto the yarn body and so number
of long and short hairs decreases.
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FIGURE 4. Zweigle hairiness (s3) values
FIGURE 2. Application of an air nozzle on RoCoS compact
spinning system in terms of supporting device

Basically, there are two phenomena in the nozzle.
One of them is sucking the drafted fibre strand into
the nozzle by the pressurized air. Second is
producing the false twist by the air vortex in terms
of the nozzle design and pressurized air.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Yarn Hairiness Results

5

Hairiness [H]

4
3
2

CONCLUSIONS
Most of the studies reported that an air nozzle usage
in conventional spinning and also winding
processes improves the yarn properties. Especially,
in yarn hairiness, it was determined that there is a
decrease about 40-50% (Wang et al., 1997; Jeon,
2000, Panaik et al., 2005). From this point of view,
compact spinning and air nozzle was combined as
the one spinning system regarding to their similar
less hairy yarn production approach. Therefore, an
air nozzle was placed between the exit of the
RoCoS compact unit and yarn guide of the spinning
system. When the effect of the air nozzle to yarn
hairiness was analysed, it was found that nozzle
usage enables to produce significantly less hairy
yarn than compact and conventional ring spinning
systems. Consequently, Compact-Jet spinning
system has a strong effect on less hairy yarn
production.

1
0

Conventional Ring Compact

Compact-Jet

FIGURE 3. Uster hairiness (H) values
As it is seen in Figures 3-4, Uster hairiness (H) and
Zweigle S3 results show that Compact-Jet yarns
have the lowest hairiness while conventional ring
spun yarns have the highest hairiness values. Uster
and Zweigle hairiness test results are agree with
each other. On the other hand, there is a statistically
significant difference in Uster H and Zweigle
hairiness values of the three yarn types. Therefore,
Compact-Jet spinning system has a significant
effect to reduce the yarn hairiness. On the other
hand, conventional ring spinning system gives the
highest hairiness values.
Pressurized air and nozzle structural parameters
produce a swirling air flow in the nozzle (Wang et
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Abstract

Processing and testing

Contamination is the major issue of concern to the
ginning, and textile industry. Cottons with and
without foreign matter were processed into yarn. The
cotton was carded but the contamination was not
fully firmed by the card as foreign matter often
flattened in carding. The contamination tends to
fibrillate and behave as coarse fibers. The
contaminated cottons fiber always appears to
interfere with the drafting process and the ring
travelers during yarn formation resulting in increased
end breaks, thus lowering the strength of
contaminated yarns.

Both cottons were processed into yarn in the textile
product lab at Mehan University of Engineering &
Technology. These cottons processed by Rieter B3/4
Bale opener, B11 UNIclean, B3/3 Mixing opener,
B60 UNIflex, C15 Card, D35 Draw frame, and EGM
168 Ring frame (China).
The preparatory processing specifications were
0.0330 g/cm sliver carded at 0.050 g/s, 0.0366 g/cm
drawing sliver formed at 130 cm/s, 0.0330 f/cm
roving produced at 23.5 cm/s. The cotton was carded
rolls loading used was 126,000 g. The cotton was
spun into 0.000123 g/cm yarn with 6.27 turn/cm at
16.3 cm/s.

Introduction
The presence of foreign matter in ginned lint can
cause cotton to be reduced its inherent characteristics
and value while its grading and classification, also
cause a determination in spinning quality.
Contamination directly effects strength and fineness
as well as on the processing quality of cotton. This
study is to determine the influence of contaminated
cotton on yarn manufacturing.
Experiment
The two bales of Niab-78 handpicked upland variety
of cottons were selected; one contaminated bale of
medium staple 1-1/32 inch (2.62 cm) another bale of
same staple and same variety. The selections were
based on similar fiber properties and it’s testing of
Shirley Analyzer for non-lint content, Fibrograph
length, Pressley strength, and Miconaire fineness
measurements were made on two samples of ginned
lint from each bale at fiber testing laboratory of the
department. Shirley Analyzer non-lint content was
determined on one sample of ginned lint from each
bale.

Statistical analysis for lint classification, fiber
properties, and processing waste for contaminated
cotton
Table 1.
Source
Grade
Staple — inch
Micronair -unit
2.5% span length, cm
1/8 in, gauge Pressley
x10-7 dyne/cm2 strength
Shirley Analyzer nonlint Content, %

Niab-78 PT
cotton
Grade 3

Niab-78 PT
cotton
Grade 4
(contaminated)

1-1/32
(2.62 cm)
4.3
2.62
3.61

1-1/32
(2.62 cm)
4.7
2.62
3.62

1.76

2.63

There is no difference in miconaire reading within
the source of cotton. The number of end breaks per
96 spindles h during spinning was used to
characterize processing performance. One yarn size
and 5 strength measurements were made on each of 5

yarn packages made from for each test. And all yarn
packages made from both cottons were tested by
Uster4 for yarn evenness at 37.1 cm/s.
Testing including fiber quality evaluation, ring
according to following established procedures has
been made for:

thought to be because of the increased non-lint
content of the cottons containing trash. The clean
cotton was longer and stronger than the one-grade
reduction. The cottons always reduced in grade
because of contamination produced higher non-lint
contents and processing waste than the clean cotton.

Individual spinning performance and yarn
qualities for contaminated cotton

Spinning performance and yarn properties

Table 2.
Source
Grade

Niab-78
Grade 3

End down spindle, h
7
Strength x10
2
dyne/cm
Irregularity C.V., %

41.0
2.00

Niab-78
Grade 4
(contaminated)
47.3
1.98

24.0

23.3

The both cottons were initially classed as normal
preparations, one-grade up and one-grade reduction,
but review classification the cotton containing trash
were considered to be one-grade reduction. The onegrade reduction indicated that the cotton averaged
0.61% trash.

Ends Down
spindle, h
Strength –x10-7,
dyne / cm2
Irregularity
C.V., %

Conclusion and result

34.5

Grade 4
(contaminated)
45.7

2.06

1.97

While comparison it revealed that the clean cotton
was longer and stronger than the cotton reduced in
grade because of contamination. The cotton
contaminated with trash produced increased textile
mill processing waste, and decreased yarn strength.
The overall trend for the comparisons between
cottons of normal preparation and those reduced in
grade because of contamination was toward reduced
spinning quality.

23.6

23.5

References

Comparison of contamination effects on spinning
quality
Table 3.
Grade

Spinning
performance
and
yarn
quality
determinations are shown in Table 2. The number of
ends down was higher for the cottons reduced in
grade because of contamination. The strength of the
yarn averaged lowest for the cottons reduced in
grade.
Comparisons of the grade effects are presented in
Table 3. The cottons containing trash produced
increased end breaks during spinning and were of
lower strength than the clean cotton. The trash
particles most likely interfere with twist insertion at
the front roll during spinning. The trash particles are
thought to upset the traveler during spinning
therefore causing ends- down.

Grade 3

The cotton that was reduced in grade because of trash
exhibited a slight depression in the micronaire
readings. This reduction in micronaire reading is

1. Cotton testing handbook of USDA, 1982
2. Garner, 1975 studies of cotton reduced in grade,
USDA
3. Anthony, 1986 ginning for maximum grade
without excessive trash, USDA
4. Anthony, 1982 effects of gin machinery, USDA
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OBJECTIVE
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate how a
real-time dye monitoring system may be employed
by fiber manufacturers and dyers to analyze fiber
quality and quantify textile quality attributes.

simple batch test method does not convey critical
fiber dyeing information such as strike temperature
and dye uptake rates that are primarily affected by
the structure of the fiber.

INTRODUCTION
Both natural and synthetic fiber properties may
vary between different shipments of bales or lots.
Variations in fiber properties caused by either
changes in manufacturing inputs/parameters for
synthetic fibers, or environmental factors for
natural fibers, may produce textile products that do
not satisfy customer requirements such as
strain/strength, shade consistency or levelness
[1,2].
In order to achieve shade consistency and
levelness, incoming fiber shipments should be
tested for dye uptake rates and affinity to ensure
repeatability in shade while achieving levelness.
This is especially important for cotton during a
new crop year, or for a synthetic fiber
manufactured with a new merge [1,2].
In this study, examples are provided to demonstrate
that by monitoring the performance of dyeing, one
may practically determine the quality of a fiber of
interest.
APPROACH
Textile dyeing is commonly used to determine the
quality of fibers. There are two basic approaches
used in this determination;
1. Collect fiber samples from different lots.
Weave or knit fibers of different lots
individually. Dye each fabric to a standard
shade. Compare the color of the dyed
fabrics with the standard shade.
2. Fibers from various batches are weaved or
knitted to a single piece of cloth. Then the
cloth is dyed to a standard shade. The
shade of the cloth is visually inspected for
unlevelness [3].
Note that both approaches evaluate quality of the
dyeing. However, in many cases it is just as
important to know the exhaustion profile as it is to
know the final exhaustion. This is because a

FIGURE 1. HueMetrix Dye-It-Right Monitor.

The HueMetrix Dye-It-Right Monitor shown in
Figure 1 enables quality control engineers to
monitor the performance of dyeing including strike
rates and temperatures during the exhaustion phase.
Once the instrument is calibrated for a particular
set of dyes, the exhaustion monitoring works as
follows:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Every 90 seconds during the dyeing process, the
instrument takes a micro sample of dyebath via a
small dyebath circulation loop connected to the dye
machine. Next, the sample is conditioned, both
physically and chemically for optimum spectral
analysis.
Each micro sample is read with the state-of-the art
spectrophotometer and analyzed
The resulting data set which includes dye
concentration, exhaustion, temperature, pH and
conductivity are recorded by the software.
Using the HueMetrix Dye-It-Right Monitor™'s post
processing analysis features strike rates, and
temperatures and ultimate dye uptake are calculated
to determine dyeing performance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reliable determination of product quality requires
that a) the test conditions are kept constant, b) for
identical samples the results are reproducible.

However, the above two conditions may not
always be stringent enough in cases where the
testing protocol is not discriminatory.

falsely conclude that the fiber batch is of poor
quality.

Figure 2 demonstrates two different exhaustion
profiles for two different fibers dyed with acid dyes
according to the quality control method #1
described earlier. Even though there are significant
differences in the exhaustion profiles the final
shades of both samples do not show these
variations and result in a “false positive” test
result. This is due to the extended time beyond the
80th minute allowing the dyes to migrate and mask
out any variation.

FIGURE 3. Effect of temperature on dyeing levelness.

FIGURE 2. Two dyeings with different exhaustion profiles.

An improved test method may limit the dyeing
time to the 60th minute. In this case, Dyeing-2 will
produce a darker shade than Dyeing1,
consequently, exposing the differences between the
fibers.
When fiber quality control is achieved using the 2nd
test method described above, the evaluation of
color distribution uniformity could also have
limitations. Because levelness depends not only on
the quality of the fiber, but also on the rate of dye
uptake by the substrate, a parameter of significance
is the rate of temperature rise as a function of
exhaustion.
Figure 3 shows the exhaustion profiles of two
dyeings of the same substrate, using the same dyes,
and chemicals, but different temperature profiles
(rate of rises). As demonstrated in Figure 3,
exhaustion profiles of these dyeings are
significantly different from each other. Although
both dyeings reach 100% exhaustion after the 100th
minute, the dyeing #945 would likely produce an
unlevel shade due to its rapid exhaustion between
the 58th and 70th minutes. Consequently, dyeing
using procedure #945 would lead one to perhaps

CONCLUSIONS
Variation in fiber quality may be determined by
dyeing the substrate and evaluating the shade
differences and levelness of color distribution on
the substrate. In this paper, the disadvantages of
these subjective evaluation methods are outlined
and it is suggested that an alternative qualitative
objective method be established using an
exhaustion profile. By being able to quantify
dyeability, it may be possible to improve customer
relations involving troubleshooting, dispute
resolution and technical information exchange.
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ABSTRACT
In today’s global market, the quality of a textile
material does matter just as much as its price,
although the acceptable level of quality varies with
end uses. The quality of woven fabrics is entirely
dependent on the properties of yarn and nature of
preparation and weaving operations. In case of
finished fabrics, dyeing and finishing operations
are also equally important.
In this paper, common defects occurring in a
jacquard weaving mill are described and frequency
distribution of these defects are analysed. The
fabric defects are analysed in consideration of both
fabric style and defect type. It is noticed that
certain fabric styles are more prone to specific
fabric faults and recurrence of certain faults can be
remedied by taking necessary precautions.

INTRODUCTION
Some technological improvements and changes
still maintain to have certain impacts on the textile
industry world wide. The current transitional state
of the fabric business is also an important factor as
plant closures, consolidation operations, relocation
and termination are almost routine practices. These
changes brought about an increase in production
and in the quality of fabrics, along with a reduction
in expenses and labour. The textile industry, like
any industry today, needs to be very concerned
with quality. It is desirable to produce goods with a
required quality level within the shortest amount of
time possible.
Visual inspection is an important part of quality
control in the textile industry. The textile or fabric
defect covers various types of faults occurring in
the fabric resulting from the previous or present
stages of the production cycle [1]. Due to the
specific nature of textiles, the defects encountered
within textile production must be detected and
corrected at early stages of the production process.
In spite of using modern weaving technology, fault
detection in many industries still continues to
create considerable extra cost since textile
manufacturers have to monitor continuously the

quality of their products in order to maintain the
high quality standards established for the textile
industry.
Depending on the type of fabric to be inspected,
there are over 50 different kinds of defects or
flaws. The quality engineers have to deal with an
extensive variety of defects either due to
mechanical or operational malfunction of the
weaving loom, or due to low-quality fibres and
yarns, or due to treatments during dyeing and
finishing operations.
QUALITY INSPECTION
A fabric defect is any abnormality in the fabric
which hinders its acceptability by consumers and
the occurrence of defects is almost inevitable in the
production of textiles. It is expected that a fabric
should exhibit a consistent performance within the
boundaries of human use and human view and
should also exhibit a consistent appearance within
the vision boundaries human. It is therefore
necessary to inspect fabrics in order to eliminate
these defects and classify fabrics according to
frequency and magnitude of defects. At present, the
quality assessment work is generally performed

FIGURE 1. Comparison of the characteristics of manual and
automatic inspection.

manually by expert quality technicians and
workers. The whole operation is effectuated by
using adequate lighting systems. At a limited
extent, the use of automated inspection systems is
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EVALUATION OF MILL DATA
The lengths of defected fabric for primary styles,
based on monthly periods, are presented in Table 2.
The fabric styles are listed in accordance with the
order of defected lengths starting with the largest.
A detailed data for the first 32 styles are available
only. The sales ranking and proportional quantity
of sales percent for those particular fabric styles are
also provided. It is useful to refer to the total
production length of those fabric types.
CONCLUSION
Fabric defects are not only about cost or loss, they
are more importantly about customer trust and
confidence and consequently about maintaining the
business. It is therefore very important to eliminate
some of the prolonged defects and minimize the
number of defects per meter length of production
as much as possible. In general the following
remarks can be made to identify the reasons behind
the characteristics of fabric defects, and in order to
prevent them from happening.
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METHOD
The quality data taken from a jacquard weaving
mill is analysed. The mill, having an approximate
capacity of 100.000 m/month, is specialized in
production of decorative fabrics. The data covers
the actual production and quality data for 12
consecutive months. The work flow of operation
for inspection and quality control is given in Fig. 2.
The prime criterion for the analysis is the length of
defective fabrics in meter. The occurrence of
various defects and comparison of different styles
are evaluated on the base of defective fabric length
of each style. As it is usual to check the whole
production for quality purposes, the same system is
applied in this mill. In general, fabrics are
inspected twice as greige fabric and also as
finished fabric. The critical inspection is the final
stage, where defective areas are marked by special
tags and relevant quality reports are produced.

The efficient approach of dealing with quality
problems is the prevention of problem in the
first place and to identify the reasons
afterwards.

[m] Length

also available. The detection and classification of
these defects are, however, time consuming and
tiring procedures. Human inspectors get tired over
time and can become distracted making their
results inconsistent. Even with the most highly
trained inspectors, only about 60 - 70% of the
defects are being detected. There is also a marked
difference in the ability of individual inspectors.
Comparative characteristics of manual and
automatic inspections are given in Fig.1.
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Figure 4
Distribution of defective fabric lengths in
accordance with the source of fault
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Every defect should not be treated only as a
passing loss, but more importantly as an
opportunity to learn more about the root
causes of the defect.
As many defects are observed on daily basis, it
often becomes common practice to focus on
the effect and overlook the root causes.
Quality and performance evaluation and
testing of incoming yarns should be carried out
in consideration of potential fabric defects and
weaving efficiency.
When the same type of defects reoccurs once,
it is perhaps because it may be failed to
discover the root causes the first time. When
the same defect reoccurs several times, then it
is the ability and intelligence of the mill staff
which is to be questioned.
Introduction of new styles into the production
may be tricky and risky in consideration of
fault generation.
When designing the fabric styles, the use of
innovative and striking materials are
acceptable. But the quality and performance
specification and characteristics of these yarns
should be evaluated in detail, in respect of
production cycle.
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INTRODUCTION

2- Shell Buckling Test

Textile fabrics are subjected to a wide range of
complex deformations while used in garment
manufacturing and wear [1]. Among these, various
forms of buckling has been given considerable
attentions [2]. Thus, buckling is a very common
phenomenon during the use of fabrics in garments. It
is notified that the bending of a sleeve, trouser leg
and even the natural folding of a garment, often
involves buckling [2]. “Lindberg” proposed the use
of a type of shell buckling in which produces
bending in many directions [2,3]. Buckling behavior
of the fused interlining fabric is the most significant
property which characterizes the shape of cuff and
collar [4]. The buckling behavior of the fused fabric
also influences the over-feed in stitching of garments
and their resultant quality [4]. There are little studies
on buckling behavior of fused fabric composites.
Previous study by the author [5], discussed the
importance of compression plate buckling behavior
of fused worsted fabric composite under one cycle
loading. Thus, the main objective of this work is to
investigate the compression shell buckling behavior
of fused shirt fabric composite under conditions of
cyclic loading and washing process.

The general principles of shell buckling test method
are similar to the plate buckling test [5]. However,
as shown in Figure 1, the specimen has been
performed as a corrugated sheet using a special
designed clamp. The experimental load-deflection
curves during shell buckling were obtained using an
Instron tensile tester (Model 5566) employing a
designed attachment. The materials were cut in a
strip of 10 cm×11.4 cm. Before starting the test, the
lower clamp is aligned with upper one in vertical
position. The instrument was calibrated, and then the
sample was first positioned in the upper clamp at a
pre-determined pre-tension. Then, the sample
clamped between the jaws initially separated at a
distance of 2.5 cm. When the upper cross head is
moved downwards at a constant speed of 1 cm/min,
the buckling force is registered by the load cell. A
recovery graph is obtained by reversing the cross
head movement at a given deflection of 40%. In this
research work, the buckling test was performed
under three cyclic loading at two different warp and
weft directions of face fabric. All tests were carried
out under the standard conditions of relative
humidity and temperature and three tests are
conducted for each specimen.

EXPRIMENTAL APPROCHES
1- Materials
Three different shirt (A, B and C) and fusible
interlining (I, II, and III) fabric samples used in this
research. The fusing process was carried out in a
GYGLI PR 8/M60 machine according to straight linear
creasing press method (temperature=140 °C,
pressure=2.5 bar and time=10 Sec). The fabric
specifications are listed in Table 1. The fused fabric
composite was then subjected to ordinary washing
and pressing processes.

RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

TABLE I. Fabric Specifications.

A

184.34

0.38

Plain

Fabric
Density
(cm-1)
23
29

B

179.60

0.39

Plain

20

C

108.62

0.22

Plain

22

35

I

217.72

0.50

Plain

16

20

II

168.18

0.31

23

27

III

69.01

0.27

Plain
Non
woven

---

---

Fabric
Code

Weight
(g/m2)

Thickness
(mm)

FIGURE 1Shell Buckling Tester Clamps

Weave

24

Figure 2 shows the shell buckling curves of fused
shirt fabric composite for three cycles loading. The
slope of the curve at the beginning represents the
compressibility of fused fabric composites. After
that, the curve reaches to the highest point or critical
buckling load. Obviously it can be noticed that the
trend of the buckling curves for the second and third
cycle loading are almost similar.
It may be

considered that up to 4% deflection, a non-linearity
trend is observed in post-buckling curve followed a
decrease of compression load.

loading during the process of shell compression
buckling.
Table II. ANOVA statistical result of shell buckling parameters
for fused fabric composites for different effective factors.*
Was
hing

Fabri
c
type

Inter
linin
g

Test
direc
tion

Critical Buckling Load
(first cycle)

+

+

+

+

Buckling Load at 4%
Deflection (first cycle)

+

+

+

+

Buckling Load at 20%
Deflection (first cycle)

+

+

+

+

Buckling Load at 40%
Deflection (first cycle)

+

+

+

+

Buckling Energy (first
cycle)

+

+

+

+

Buckling Energy (second
cycle)

+

+

+

+

Buckling Energy (third
cycle)

+

+

+

+

Hysteresis (first cycle)

+

-

+

+

Hysteresis (second cycle)

+

-

+

+

Hysteresis (third cycle)

+

-

+

+

Buckling Parameters

FIGURE 2. A typical of shell buckling curve for fused shirt fabric
composite at three cycles loading.

To evaluate shell buckling behavior of fused fabric
composite, buckling parameters obtained from
buckling curves as follows: critical buckling load,
load at 4% , 20% and 40% deflections, buckling
energy and hysteresis values for the first, second and
third cycle loading.
A summary of ANOVA statistical result of shell
buckling parameters for fused fabric composites is
presented in Table 2. It is shown that almost all the
described factors, significantly influenced the shell
buckling behavior of fused shirt fabric composites.
However, fabric type has no significant effect on
buckling hysteresis at different cycle loading. The
obtained result showed that the critical buckling load
along weft direction is lower than warp direction
since there are more dynamic tension forces along
warp yarn than weft yarn in the face fabric. It is also
shown that as washing process causes a stress
relaxation into the tested fabric, all buckling
parameters decrease. The results revealed that shirt
fabrics fused with a nonwoven interlining (type III)
which has a dot printed resin coating exhibit lower
values of buckling parameters compared with two
other interlining types due to a lower adhesion
surface and weight. On the other hand, shirt fabrics
fused with a woven base interlining (type II) which
has a surface resin coating show higher values of
buckling parameters than with other types of
interlining presumably due to higher adhesion
surface and weight.
In general, the lighter fabric type with a lower
thickness resulted to the lowest values of buckling
parameters compared with other face fabrics. The
result of this research suggested that fusing shirt
fabrics with a woven interlining which has a surface
resin coating would result a more stable structure
subjected to compressive load during clothing
manufacturing process as well as wear. Future
works are needed to investigate both experimentally
and theoretically the fatigue behavior of fused shirt
fabric composites subjected to numerous cyclic

*“+” means significant and “-“ means
insignificant
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Ultrasonic (US) irradiation was carried out for
the solutions of various polymers at 40oC. After
precipitation followed by recovery, various
analytical measurements were carried out, such
as the viscosity, GPC and IR, etc. In the case of
PVDF, the viscosity decreased gradually, which
provided a linear decreasing line in the semilogarithmic plots of ηr/C vs. ln·t (time). In the
case of PVC, a clear induction period appeared
(Fig.1). A horizontal line indicates that no chain
scission reaction occurred in this step, probably
due to the strong entanglement of polymers by
using an emulsifier. A linear decreasing line
means chain fragmentation was the first order, a
random scission type. In the case of PAN,
however, the viscosity decreased in steps
(Fig.2), which were explained in terms of the
(A) incomplete solution (mixing and selected

scission), (B) complete solution (random
scission), and (C) complete solution (less
frequent scission). GPC results indicate that
MWD became very sharp (~ 1.03), suggesting
that the polymer is monodispersed one (Fig. 3).
One of the significang conclusoing is that all the
viscosity data converged to the viscosity of
about 0.3 (dl/g) (see Fig. 1) irrespective of the
kinds of polymers. This means that critical chain
length of the final products is determined not by
the polymer characteristics but by the
instrumental factors, such as the ultimate size of
collapse of the cavitation. One can easily obtain
monodispersed polymers by this simple US
irradiation method under the carefully
controlled conditions.

Fig 1. Semi-logarithmic plots of
viscosity against irradiation time

Fig 2. Variation of viscosity vs.
US irradiation

Fig 3. GPC results of fragmented atactic PAN

A Comparative Study on Degradation Occurred by
Applying Hair Colorant on Wool and Human Hair
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Human hair and wool fibre both are composed
mainly of  - keratin ( 80% w/w) and so
called non – keratinous materials, which is an
- helical protein with high cystine content.
The objective of this research is based on
study the various structures of two fibres in
hair coloration.
The hair samples were
selected from various age and sex of human
hair with different thickness and colors. The
sheep wool is also studied as a wool fibre.
Three hair colorant of different producer
company were applied on all samples at the
same conditions.
To study the physical
degradation, tensile and loop strength tests
were carried out on each sample, color
differences
were
measured
by
spectrophotometer. The both tensile strength
and loop tests proved that, hair coloration
especially oxidation treatment, was effective
on their cuticle cells and also the mechanical
behavior of both fibres. By increasing the age,
the linear density of hair will be increased;
cuticle cell layers thickness with high content
of cystine group increased and more stability
on chemical degradation were achieved.

The amount of dye adsorption is not related to
the thickness of hair. The cellular membrane
complex (CMC) is the main diffusion
pathways into both fibres. Consequently, a
relationship between age and sex, on chemical
composition of the main compound in this
section is obvious.
Wool fibre with low content of cystine groups,
has more space between ortho and para cortex
cell, and because of that, with low molecular
weight dye in hair colorant, low dye
adsorption on its structure was obtained.
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Content
Especially at hospitals, nosocomial infections
or the infections of patients; is a great concern
for the patients, visitors, and healthcare
workers. Mortality caused by nosocomial
infections is quite high in all over the world. It
is reported that 40 % of all nosocomial
infections can be prevented. In this study first
of all, nosocomial infections and their effect on
the human health is disscussed. And then the
sheets currently utilized in hospitals and their
role on the spread of the infections is
examined. The main purpose of this study is to
develop a new disposable and antibacterial
sheet. By utilizing this product, it is targetted
to partially prevent spread of the infections in
the hospitals. Because of the cost concerns, the
product is designed as polypropylene and spun
bonded nonwoven. In the experimental section
3 different polypropylene spun bonded
nonwoven is carried out. Nonwovens are made
hydrophilic by utilizing atmospheric O 2 plasma
modification. And then two different (silver
based and PHMB base) antibacterial agent is
applicated to substrates. Finally, cost of the
nonwovens produced by this work will be
matched with that of the sheets used in
hospitals. And lastly physical, technological
and antibacterail properties of the materials is
tested.
Introduction
The main purpose of our study is to contribute
reduction of nosocomial infections by
developing a new disposable and antibacterial
sheet for hospitals. Nosocomial infections are
infections which are a result of treatment in a
hospital or a healthcare service unit, but
secondary to the patient's original condition.
Infections are considered nosocomial if they
first appear 48 hours or more after hospital
admission or within 30 days after discharge.

Nosocomial infections are even more alarming
in the 21st century.
In the United States, it has been estimated that
as many as one hospital patient in ten acquires
a nosocomial infection, or 2 million patients a
year. The estimates of the annual cost range
change from $4.5 billion to $11 billion and up.
Nosocomial infections contributed to 88,000
deaths in the U.S. in 1995. One third of
nosocomial
infections
are
considered
preventable. Ms. magazine reports that as
many as 92 percent of deaths from hospital
infections could be prevented. The most
common nosocomial infections are of the
urinary tract, surgical site and various
pneumonias

Specifications of designed product
The product is designed as disposable
hydrophilic and antibacterial polypropylene
nonwoven.
As
production
method,
spun-bonded
nonwovens are preferred. Because nonwovens
are unique engineered fabrics offering cost
effective solutions for an increasingly wide
variety of applications. Nonwovens are
products with many different qualities,
products that people use every day.
Nonwovens are engineered to provide specific
functions to ensure fitness for purpose. These
properties are combined to create the required
functionality, while achieving a profitable
balance between the expected product life and
cost. Also spun bonding is, used to produce
nonwovens,it is the fastest-growing method for
the production of applications such as medical
and hygiene articles, geotextiles and filtration
items. Also polypropylene is mostly-used fiber
in the spunbınding process. While initial
investments
in
spunbond
conversion

equipment can be significant, the process is
very economical and easy-to-use as a singlestage method with high output. Spun-bond
fabrics are produced by depositing extruded,
spun filaments onto a collecting belt in a
uniform random manner followed by bonding
the fibers The fibers are separated during the
web laying process by air jets or electrostatic
charges. The collecting surface is usually
perforated to prevent the air stream from
deflecting and carrying the fibers in an
uncontrolled manner.
Polypropylene is chosen as the only fiber in the
study. Polypropylene is a member of
polyolefin
family.
Polypropylene
thermoplastics are derived from propylene gas,

a side-product of the petroleum refining
process. Polypropylene is a low density
polymer that combines moderate temperature
resistance, excellent chemical resistance, good
electrical properties and good mechanical
strength.
Polypropylene is very hydrophobic material
with a very low surface tension. Since pp
nonwoven structures can be wetted only by
liquids with surface tension under 35 mN/m ,
water cannot pass from pp nonwoven
structures. In This study, this problem can be
sorted with plasma modification out. Plasma is
a new challenging method in textile industry
which can be carried out for the hydrophilizing
of pp.
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The usage of polymeric materials has increased day
by day in daily life within the last 60 years [1]. As
well as most of fibers which are used for
production of the conventional textile material’s are
polymers, the technical textiles products as fire
retardant and high performance fabric are also
made from polymeric materials. Also floor
coverings, door-window systems, wall coverings,
beach and sea materials are produced from
polymeric materials too. Definition of polymers is
difficult due to the polymers’ chemical structures
resembling each other. Some solvents for limited
polymeric fibres and the melting points of some
thermoplastic fibres are given at TS 4739-Methods
of identification of Textile Fibres [2]. The
development of the instrumental analysis area at
analytical chemistry is taken into consideration; it
can be seen that especially thermoplastic polymeric
materials easily identified by using together FT-IR
(Fourier Transform Infrared) and DSC (Differential
Scanning Calorimetry).

amid-imid (Kermel) (Figure 3) are in meta-aramid
class [3,4,5,6 and 7].

FIGURE 1: Para-aramid -Technora

FIGURE 2: Meta-aramid - Nomex and Teijiconex

FIGURE 3: Meta-aramid - Kermel

Polyaramid (aromatic polyamid) is a polymer
which keeps amin and aromatic groups in its
structure; however due to the varied synthesis
methods, there are more than one type of
polyaramid. Polyaramids are different from
polyamids through the molecular structure which
has amid groups between two aromatic rings.
Polyaramids are fibres that used for technical
purposes such as for the production of fire retardant
or high performance textile goods. These types of
fibres are widely used at martial products than civil
engineering [1,3].
At present, the types of aramids are in two main
groups as meta and para; but it has also many
classes in aramid groups because of its different
structure. As PPTA - (poly’p’ phenylene
terepthal’amid) (Figure 4) and Co-poly(paraphenylene/3,4’oxydiphenylene
terepthal’amid) (Figure 1) are taken place in paraaramid
class,
PMPI–
(poly’m’phenylene’Isophthal’amide) (Figure 2) and

FIGURE 4: Para-aramid - Kevlar and Twaron

At this study; there are some analytical equipments that
are used for determining the types of polyaramid like
FT-IR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) for
macro molecular structure variances, DSC (Differential
scanning calorimetry) for defining the melting
temperature which is relating to the broken energy
between the macromolecule chains and Kjedal
destillation for the percentage of the nitrogen in a
molecule chain.
Determination of aramid type can be made according to
results of these three test methods. See figure 5 and 6
and table 1 . The difference point both on the FT-IR
spectra and DSC thermogram of all aramid type marked

on the Figure 5 and 6. The percentage of the nitrogen in
a molecule chain of all aramid type was given in the
table 1.

TABLE 1: Percentages of nitrogen in aramids
ParaParaMetaaramid
aramid
aramid
Technora
Kevlar
Nomex
and
and
Twaron
Conex
Nitrogen
%11,7
%11,7
% 9,9
(%)

Metaaramid
Kermel

%7,5
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FIGURE 5: FT-IR Spectra
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Introduction

with the corresponding analysis-of-variance identity

Modeling of yarn properties such as tensile, evenness,
and hairiness are favorite topics of research in the field
of textile engineering. Two main approaches used in
these studies are statistical and mathematical ones.
Statistical models have relatively higher predictive
power than mathematical models. One of the most
common statistical approaches is the multiple
regression method. So far, statistical models for
prediction of cotton yarn properties from fiber
properties have been established [1-3]. Prediction of
cotton yarn properties from fiber properties have also
been reviewed in details by Hunter [4]. The main aim
of the study is to predict yarn's various properties with
less random errors and more accuracy from fiber
properties. In this work, in addition to yarn's important
properties, we have used yarn imperfection as a
dependent variable. We develop statistical models to
obtain more consistent and useful results, using robust
regression and criteria of mallow’s Cp. In addition to
optimal equations with appropriate variables, relative
importance and approximate contribution of different
variables are also investigated.

(3)
SS  SS ( 1 ,  2 , 3  0 )  SS
T
R
Re s
We may decompose the three-degree-of-freedom
regression sum of squares as follows:

Robust Regression
Various statistical methods have been proposed for
detecting outliers. We apply the robust regression
method in this research. The main purpose of robust
regression is to detect outliers and provide consistent
result in the presence of outliers. Many methods have
been developed in response to this problem. The
method most commonly used today is M-estimation
method. It is the simplest approach both theoretically
and computationally. In M-estimator, interactively
reweighed least squares are most widely used. There
are kinds of weight functions. One of them is the bisquare weight function that is used in this paper. See,
[5] for more details.
A serious problem that may dramatically influence the
usefulness of a regression model is multicollinearity.
Variance inflation factors (VIFs) are an important
muticollinearity diagnostic factor (Eq.1).In addition to
R2 and R2 adj , another measure of the adequacy of a

regression
VIF j 

C

p



model

ˆ

2

defined

as

Eq.(2).

(1)

1
1 R j

SS E ( p )

is

2

n  2p

(2)

Extra Sum of Squares
In general, we can
partition the regression sum of
squares into marginal single degree-of-freedom
components. For example, consider the model:
y     x   x   x 
0
11
2 2
3 3

SS ( 1 ,  2 ,  3  0 )  SS (   0 )  SS (  1 ,  0 )  SS (  1 ,  2 ,  0 )
R
R 1
R 2
R 3

Where, each sum of squares on the right-hand side has
one degree of freedom. In the special case, if the
columns in X 1 are orthogonal to the columns in X 2 ,
we can determine a sum of squares due to β 2 that is
free of any dependence on the regressors in X 1 .
Therefore,
SS (  )  SS (  )  SS (  )
R

R

1

R

2

Consequently, SS R (β 1 ) and SS R (β 2 ) measure the
contribution of the regressors X 1 and X 2 to the model
unconditionally, respectively. We can unambiguously
determine the effect of each regressor when the
regressors are orthogonal. For more details, see [6].

Data Collection
In this study, cotton crop study results of international
textile center ( U.S.A) were used (87 samples with
twist factor 4.1) [7]. The summary statistics of seven
cotton fiber properties measured by HVI (fiber bundle
tenacity, elongation, upper half mean length (UHML),
uniformity index, micronaire, reflectance degree and
yellowness), yarn unevenness measured by Uster
Tester (imperfections, hairiness and capacitive
irregularity), tensile properties, and yarn count are
shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1: summary statistical for fiber and yarn properties
Fiber and Yarn
Min.
Max.
Mean Index
Fiber Tenacity(CN/ Tex )
26.5
34
28.95 X 1
Fiber Elongation (%)
5.3
6.9
6.24
X2
UHML (mm)
24.5
30.5
26.5
X3
Uniformity index(%)
79.1
83.2
81.5
X4
Micronaire ( gr / in )
3.1
5
4.2
X5
Reflectance degree
70.5
80.4
76.93 X 6
Yellowness
8
11.4
9.35
X7
Yarn count (Ne)
15.8
30.8
X8
Yarn Tenacity (CN/ Tex )
12.28
18.02
14.73 Y 1
Yarn Elongation (%)
4.23
7.5
5.9
Y2
Irregularity (%CV)
16.35
26.42
20.01 Y 3
Hairiness index (3mm)
4.31
6.66
5.3
Y4
Imperfection(I.P.I)
286
5298
1473
Y5*

Yarn Tenacity
We used robust regression with bi-square weight
function and C=3.5 for detecting outlier data. Table 2
displays outlier point diagnostics. Standardized robust
residuals are computed based on the estimated
parameters. Observations 14,26,32,52,53,54,73, and
74 are outliers because their standardized robust
residuals exceed the cutoff value in absolute value
(cutoff value =3). Therefore, due to incorrect
recording of data or failure of the measuring

instrument, these six observations were deleted from
the data set.
TABLE 2: Outliers point diagnostics for Y1
Obs.
14
26
32
52
53
54
S. R. R. 3.4
-3.2
-3.1
4.9 4.6 7.1

73
3.9

74
3.4

Then, the model-selection method is used to calculate
R2, R2 adj and C p for all possible combinations of
independent variables. These results are showed in
Table3.
No.
5
5
6
6

TABLE 3: Cp selection method for Y1
R
R2 adj
Cp
Variables
0.78
0.75
4.74
X 1 ,X 2, X 4, X 5 ,X 8
0.76
0.74
7.89
X 1 ,X 2, X 3, X 4 ,X 8
0.77
0.76
5.32
X 1 ,X 2, X 3, X 4, X 5 ,X 8
0.77
0.75
6.45
X 1 ,X 2, X 4, X 5, X 7 ,X 8
2

Optimal model is selected with five variables
(X 1 ,X 2 ,X 4 ,X 5 ,X 8 ) by desirable C p , R2 and R2 adj . The
ANOVA table indicates that the F statistic is
significant (F = 50.07, P<0.0001) and the R-square (R2
= 0.78) accounts for 78% of the variation in yarn
strength. Table 4 displays the parameter estimates and
other values for fitted model. This model is as follows:
Y1  22.41  0.45 X 1  0.37 X 2  0.27 X 4  0.38 X 5  0.10 X 8

Variable
Intercept
X1
X2
X4
X5
X8

TABLE 4: Parameter estimates for Y1
Para. Esti.
t-value
Pr
-22.41
-4.31
<0.0001
0.45
10.04
<0.0001
0.37
2.33
0.0225
0.27
3.62
0.0005
0.38
2.44
0.0170
-0.10
-8.72
<0.0001

VIF
0
1.18
1.52
1.74
1.46
1.03

According to Table 4, all effects (variables) are
significant. Variance inflation factors (VIF i ) are nearly
one. These diagnostics indicate that independent
variables are about orthogonal. We also used an extra
sum of squares to obtain importance and contribution
of each independent variable. The related equation is
as follow:

SS   SS1   SS2 1   SS3 1, 2   SS4 1, 2 , 3   SS(5 1, 2, 3, 4 )

SS    35.3  18  13  0.8  1.5  68.5
SS T  88.43

Therefore, the relative importance and contribution of
parameters for yarn strength (Y 1 ) are approximately
X 1 - 40%, X 8 -20%, X 4- 15%, X 2 -2%, and X 5 - 1%,
respectively.
Elongation, Unevenness, Hairiness and Imperfections

As in the previous case, we used the robust regression.
Only, Since distribution of Y 5 (Yarn imperfection) is
Poisson, we could regress

Y5  Y5*

against X since

the variance of the square root of a Poisson's random
variable is independent of the mean. Then, after
deleting the outlier points, the models are fitted for
remained observations. Optimal models are selected
with appropriate variables by desirable C p , R2, and
R2 adj . The obtained overall F statistics, for these
models were significant at very good significance
levels (P<0.0001).The final models are obtained as
follows:
Y2  16.70  0.20 X 1  0.15 X 3  0.42 X 4  0.80 X 5  0.56 X 7  0.05 X 8

Y3  53.40  0.52 X 1  0.77 X 2  2.01X 5  1.23 X 7  0.27 X 8

Y4  19.19  0.29 X 2  0.09 X 4  0.25 X 5  0.16 X 7  0.09X 8

Y5 136.573.41X1 1.49X3 11.14X5 3.78X7 1.68X8
All variables are significant and nearly independent.
Therefore, the extra sum of squares for these models
are as follows:
Y 2 : SS    11 .2  8.5  5.5  8  3.1  2.5  38 .9

SST  46

SS    117.7  62  48.9  41.6  6.5  276.9
SST  387.4
Y 4 : SS    20  3.5  0.8  0.6  0.5  25.5
SS T  27.9
Y5:

Y3:

SS (  )  4489.2  1797.2  1131.9  603.2  197.7  8219.2

SST  11385

Conclusion
In this study, we investigated some statistical
approaches for modeling and prediction of important
properties of ring spun cotton yarn. The derived
models indicated better prediction performance than in
previous studies. We also selected yarn imperfection
as a dependent variable. The relative importance,
contribution, and direction of effect of various
characteristics on yarn different properties are shown
in Table 5.
TABLE 5. Relative importance of various parameters
Yarn Pro.
Tena.
Elon.
Even.
Hair.
Fiber Pro.
Strength
+40%
-7%
-13%
Elongation
+2%
-2%
-2%
UHML
+5%
Uniformity
+15% +12%
-13%
Micronaire
+1%
-17%
-16%
-2%
Yellowness
-18%
-11%
-3%
Yarn count
-20%
-24%
+30%
-71%
R -square
78%
83%
72%
91%

Imper.
-10%
+2%
-16%
-5%
+39%
72%

As might be expected, the yarn strength is highly
influenced by fiber strength, yarn count and
uniformity. The yarn elongation is mainly influenced
by the yarn count, yellowness, micronaire, and
uniformity. As we expected, among various properties,
yarn count has the greatest effect on the yarn
unevenness. Micronaire, fiber strength and yellowness
are other important factors that influence yarn
evenness, respectively. The hairiness of yarn is mainly
influenced by yarn count. Uniformity has significant
effect on hairiness of yarn. Among various properties,
yarn count has the greatest effect on the yarn
imperfections. Micronaire, and fiber strength are other
important properties that affect yarn imperfections.
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ABSTRACT
Friction force that can be defined as the force
resisting to the movement between two surfaces
contacting with each other which plays an
important role in textile industry. During usage, the
fabrics continue to friction against the textile or
other surfaces; because of this problem fabric
surface structure deteriorates. Therefore, most
scientists have designed different measurement
devices in order to estimate surface properties and
friction of fabric before and after usage.

This study has tried to investigate the friction

In this study, friction experiments have been
performed by designing and manufacturing two
different systems which work as a horizontal
platform and inclined plane [1-4]. These patented
devices are named as “Horizontal Platform
Experiment

Device”

and

“Inclined

Experiment Device” (Figure 1 and 2).

FIGURE 2. Inclined Plane Experiment Device [2]

Plane

coefficient of nonwoven fabrics samples produced
with different weights of polyester-based spunlace
(carding and water jet entanglement) technique.
Friction tests were applied using three different
friction surfaces (standard abrasive wool fabric,
wood, metal). Before the friction test, fabric tensile
strength & elongation and thickness tests were
applied so as to determine some of the physical
characteristics of nonwoven fabrics used for
sampling purposes.
Friction tests were conducted with three different
load (7.4, 14.5 and 20.2N) under three different
friction environments and from three different
points of the fabric for machine direction (MD) and

FIGURE 1. Horizontal Platform Experiment Device [1]

cross direction (CD) of the samples. At the end of
friction tests, the highest value for the movement at
its start was accepted as static friction resistance
whereas the average of values read thereafter were

accepted as kinetic friction resistance. Selected

fabric friction environment. As metal surface is

example of the test results were shown in Figure 3

more smooth and slippery compared to wooden and

ve 4.

abrasive wool fabric, it is observed that metal
showed smaller resistance to friction, hence lower
Sliding Speed:250mm/sec, Applied Force:14.5N, Wood
Coefficient of Friction ( )

Coefficient of Friction ( )

Sliding Speed:250mm/sec, Applied Force:14.5N, Abrassive Wool Fabric
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These results show that both measurement methods
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have similar tendencies. These devices suggest that
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FIGURE 3. Test results obtained from a horizontal platform
experimental device
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FIGURE 4. Test results obtained by using inclined plane
experimental device

Data obtained by conducted experimental works
were also analyzed to determine the significance of
effects of friction coefficient using Design Expert
6.06 statistical package program.
While the selected fabric sample weight, thickness
and density increase, it has been seen that high
friction force becomes effective until a certain
weight after when a low friction force occurs
because of more stable structure. In addition, it has
been observed that the higher is vertical force (load)
applied on specimens, the lower coefficient of
friction.
When we look at the impact of different friction
environments on friction behaviours, the lowest
friction coefficient values were obtained in fabricmetal friction environment, and the highest friction
coefficient values were obtained in abrasive wool
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INTRODUCTION
The needle-punched nonwoven filters with
different needling intensities were fabricated with
and without reinforcement fabrics. Recycled
polyester fibers were chosen as raw materials; and
acrylic fibers were used in the reinforcement
fabrics. Filtration is a separation and purification
process. The main goal of the filtration is to
separate one material from another one; and to
improve the purification of filtered materials.
Textiles or fibrous filters are generally used as air
filter material for solid-gas separation when
airborne dust concentration amount increases.
Clean room technology, air-conditioning systems,
automobile cabin filters, and respirator filters are
typical applications of air filters [1, 2].
Mohammadi and Banks-Lee [3] have conducted
the experimental and theoretical air permeability of
twelve multilayered needle punched nonwoven
samples made from ceramic and glass fiber with
varying layer structures. Yang et al. [4] have
investigated the particle filtration with an electret
of nonwoven polypropylene fabric discharging
corona on melt blown nonwoven polypropylene.

cN/tex) and high thermal stability of the acrylic
fibers (working temperatures up to 120 °C). Woven
reinforcement materials were weaved using 2x25
tex acrylic yarn as wrap and weft with densities 9
warp/cm and 6 weft/cm. Mass per unit area of
woven fabric was set to be 78,1 g/m2.
Methods
Fabric performances are defined by evaluating the
structural and physical properties of fabrics. Some
structural and physical properties of filters were
measured after conditioning the filters. Air
permeability of the samples was measured with air
permeability test apparatus. Air pressure was
adjusted to 200 Pa according to fabric type

(l / m 2 s ) . Thickness of fabrics was measured

In the present paper, various filter fabrics produced
with and without woven reinforcement fabrics with
different needling intensities. Then, the randomly
chosen filter samples were tested. Some of the
physical properties of manufactured filters, such as
air permeability, thickness, mass per unit area, and
bursting strength were examined and analyzed.

after setting pressure to 1.96. 10-3 N/mm2.
Additionally, mass per unit area was measured by
using a laboratory type scale. Many industrial
fabrics such as canvas, parachutes and filter fabrics
are exposed to the forces in multiple directions.
Therefore, bursting strength is an important
property for the industrial fabrics including the
industrial type filter fabrics. Bursting strength of
filter fabrics were measured by a ball burst
mechanism placed on CRT type tensile testing
device. Twelve samples were tested for each
property. Then, all data were analyzed with respect
to the reinforcement materials and needling
intensities.

Materials and Methods

Results and Discussion

Materials

The manufactured samples of filters were tested.
Variation of thickness, mass per unit area, air
permeability, and bursting strength of the filters
were measured. The measured physical properties
of the filters according to the number of passages
are given in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

The research work focuses upon the needlepunched nonwovens produced with and without
reinforcement materials, with different needling
intensities. Recycled polyester staple fibers used in
this research were in the form of 3.3 dtex linear
density and 64 mm length optical white fibers.
Reinforcement raw materials were chosen as
acrylic fibers because of the good strength (15-50

The thickness of the filter is getting finer as the
needling intensity is getting higher. Furthermore, it
can be noticed that the thickness of filters is barely

changing after the first passage of the needling. At
the beginning, the fibrous structure of the web was
easily compressed due to the emptiness of the web
volume present in the filter fabric. However, as the
number of runs increases, the fiber volume fraction
is getting higher which results a constant thickness
of the filter. The similar relationship between mass
per unit area and the needling intensity can be
expected to be seen in the samples. Air
permeability test results show that filters without
reinforcement fabrics are more permeable than that
of woven fabric reinforced samples as expected
due to the fact that the reinforcement material
reduces the amount of open area on the filters.
Since the amount of air filtered depends on the
pore size of the filter used, the smaller the pore
size, the less the amount of air filtered as seen in
Figure 1.

FIGURE 2. Bursting strength of filters with and
without reinforcement fabrics.
Conclusions
It could be seen from the results of the work done
in the text, woven reinforcement material usage can
improve filtration process efficiency since it causes
an increase in bursting strength that signifies the
life of the filters. An increase in thickness means
effective depth filtration mechanism because of the
adequate collision of dust particulates and fibers in
dry air filtration. Besides, woven fabric reinforced
filters have lower air permeability values compared
to filters without reinforcements fabrics. Optimum
performance could be obtained by changing the
needling intensity during the manufacturing of the
filter fabrics.
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INTRODUCTION
The influence of intrinsic viscosity and molecular
weight on the chemical and physical properties of
polymers is a well known phenomenon [1]. It has
been shown that higher molecular weight of
poly(ethylene terephthalate) leads to higher spin
line
stress,
which
accelerates
oriented
crystallization during melt spinning, and the
optimum stretching temperature is determined by
its molecular weight [2]. In this paper, the effect of
intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight of the
initial polymers on the fiber structure is studied.

EXPERIMENTAL
Four samples of fiber grade poly(ethylene
terephthalate) chips were supplied from different
suppliers. Fibers with different structures are
produced from the chips with different intrinsic
viscosities ranging from 0.624 to 0.663 dl/g. The
Fourier transform infrared spectra of the samples
were obtained by a Bomem MB-100
spectrophotometer at room temperature. Yarns
were wound around a flat strip and Attenuated
Total Reflectance (ATR) spectra of them were
obtained. Birefringence measurements were made
on a Zeiss polarizing microscope equipped with a
30th order tilting compensator. Free shrinkage of
the yarns was measured by immersing a 1 meter
length of them in hot silicone at 100ºC for two
minutes [3]. The percentage shrinkage was
calculated using:

(1)
Where l 0 and l 1 are yarn lengths before and after
shrinkage, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 1 it is observed that the birefringence of
the samples is increased with the increase in
intrinsic viscosity of the polymers. This
relationship has a very good correlation coefficient
in the fibers which have been produced with the
spinning speed of 3000m/min (0.94). This is also
useful to look at Figure 2 and see the relation

between free shrinkage of the fibers and the
intrinsic viscosity of the polymers. It can be seen
that the shrinkage percentage and intrinsic viscosity
has a fairly good correlation (0.72). It must be
mentioned that the samples which have been
produced by higher spinning rates show less
correlation. This may be to the effect of
crystallization on shrinkage and birefringence.
From these two Figures it is deduced that the
samples with more intrinsic viscosity (molecular
weight) have less relaxation time in the nonecrystalline regions. Therefore, fibers produced from
polymers with higher intrinsic viscosity show
higher molecular orientation. These data indicates
that the properties of initial polymers have a drastic
effect on the properties of the fibers.
Vibrational spectroscopy methods are very suitable
to investigate conformer content [4]. The best
bands to examine the conformer content
quantitatively are the bands at 973 cm-1 (O-CH 2
stretching of the trans conformer of the ethylene
glycol fragment) and 898 cm-1 (CH 2 rocking of the
gauche conformer) [5]. The 793 cm-1 band was
considered as an internal reference band was used
as the reference band. It is expected that the fibers
the produced with the highest spinning rate have
more crystallinity and more molecular orientation
and therefore this leads to the more trans
configuration of the molecules. If a two phase
conformational model is considered the percentage
of trans and gauche conformer can be obtained
from the following equations:

(2)
Where p 1 and p 2 are the 973 and 898 cm-1 band
weights related to the interaction of radiation
matter. The former equation can be written in the
following form:

(3)
Therefore a least-squares linear fitting can provide
the values of the two parameters. The trans and
gauche conformer content of the samples were

equal to
and
. As seen in Figure 3
the gauche conformer content has been increased
with increase in shrinkage percentage. Therefore in
can be said that in all of the samples with different
structures, gauche conformer content which exists
in non-crystalline regions, has a good relation with
shrinkage.
CONCLUSION
The results of this study showed that initial
characteristics of the polymers especially molecular
weight affect the structure and properties of the
produced fibers. There is a good correlation
between total molecular orientation and molecular
weight of the samples. This may be due to the
higher relaxation times for the higher molecular
weight fibers. In spite of different molecular
weights, samples also showed similar trends in the
relation between gauche conformer content and
free shrinkage of the fibers. This means that in
fibers produced with higher spinning speed some
strain-induced crystallization has been take place
and this prevents shrinkage.

Figure 3 – gauche conformer ratio vs. shrinkage in ATR
measurements (all the samples)
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ABSTRACT
Poly(phenylene sulfide) (PPS), is being used in the
form of fibrous material in the caustic environments
such as filters, coal-fired boilers, due to its very good
chemical resistance, and strength retention at elevated
temperatures. Present study investigates the
development of morphology and tensile properties in
PPS melt spun fibers by employing draw-annealing
techniques. The results show that a significant
improvement in tensile properties can be achieved by
drawing, annealing or their combination, depending
on the as spun fiber structure. The corresponding
changes in morphology due to drawing and annealing
are also elucidated.
INTRODUCTION
Several investigators [1-4] have studied the
crystallization kinetics of PPS. Its susceptibility to
thermal degradation when heated above its melting
temperature in the presence of air has been reported
[5-7]. Unlike widely studied materials-processesstructure-properties
relationship
in
fibers
manufactured from flexible chain polymers such as
poly(ethylene terephthalate), very limited amount of
work is reported on such relationship in fibers
produced from PPS, which possesses rigidity higher
than above class of polymers. The work reported
includes manufacturing fibers using capillary
rheometer [8], and drawing and annealing of
industrially produced as-spun fibers [9, 10].
Present research was undertaken to investigate the
materials-processes-structure-properties relationship
in PPS melt spun fibers by drawing and annealing,
and thereby, to enhance its tensile properties.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Three variations of Fortron® linear PPS resins (1P,
2P and 3P) in the pellets form, differing in molecular
weights, were characterized for melt flow rate (MFR).
Melt spun fibers (AS) of which manufacturing details
were discussed elsewhere [11], were drawn at
different draw temperatures (DT), to maximum
extent to yield satisfactory processing. SAHM
drawing unit with two zone drawing capability was
used in one zone (1ZD) and two zone (2ZD) drawing

set-up. In a continuous operation, drawn fibers were
annealed (A) at various temperatures.
Fibers were analyzed for denier, tensile properties
such as tenacity, breaking elongation and tensile
modulus. Fiber morphological features like degree
of crystallinity (X), birefringence (n), crystalline
orientation factor (fc), amorphous orientation factor
(fam), crystal thickness (Ct), crystal length (Cl), long
period (LP) were evaluated, and scanning electron
micrographs were taken. Thermo-mechanical
response of as-spun fibers (AS) was studied using TA
instruments’ dynamic thermo-mechanical analyzer
(DMA) Q-800. Details of all of these morphological
evaluations in PPS fibers, due to the issues associated
with such polymer systems [12] can be found
elsewhere [13]. Further, material-processes-structureproperties relationship was statistically analyzed
using software JMP 8.0.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MFR of 1P, 2P and 3P were 190, 150 and 61 gm/10
min, respectively. The influence of polymer MW,
melt spinning take-up speed, and throughput on AS
fiber properties was found to be highly significant.
The R-square of material and process variables in
explaining AS fiber properties was found to be more
than 0.8. Birefringence value up to 0.2, and degree of
crystallinity of around 10-15% was found to be
developed in the AS fibers depending upon the melt
spinning process conditions.
1ZD-A fibers showed a maximum in fiber tenacity
with increase in DT (Figure 1), whereas their
breaking elongations remained around 30-40%
(Figure 2). With increase in DT up to its optimum,
similar level of degree of crystallinity with observed
decrease in crystal thickness suggests the possibility
of more number of tie chains between crystallites,
and with higher calculated fam, it explains the
improvement in tenacity. Above optimum DT, DA
fibers became weaker (Figure 1 and Figure 2) and at
further higher temperatures drawing was not possible.
One possible reason may be viscous flow like
behavior of AS fibers at higher temperatures, as
observed in DMA tests. Decrease in tenacity, at
around similar level of breaking elongations, when

drawn above optimum DT may be attributed to
observed increase in crystal thickness and
considerable loss of fam.

Figure 1 Effect of draw temperature on tenacity of one zone drawn
and annealed fibers.

Figure 2 Effect of draw temperature on breaking elongation of one
zone drawn and annealed fibers.

Tensile modulus of 1ZD-A fibers was found to be
highly correlated with molecular orientation,
especially fam (Figure 3). Being evaluated at lower
deformation, very high level of dependency of tensile
modulus on fam is expected. Similar relationship was
observed between tenacity and molecular orientation
with R-sq around 0.9 with n and fam.

Possessing higher degree of crystallinity, smaller
crystal thickness suggests increased fraction of taught
tie-chains between crystallites, enhancing fiber
tenacity of 2ZD-A fiber.
Long period was slightly higher than crystal length
(ca. 80 Å based on (004) reflections), and 35-40%
crystallinity
suggests
the
presence
of
intermicrofibrillar non-crystalline region, similar to
that reported in nylon fibers by Peterlin et al. [14].
This region is highly oriented as observed by higher
fam. Based on these observations, combined with
higher tenacity, presence of taut tie-chains between
crystallites, semi-rigid nature of PPS molecules, a
probable structural model is proposed. Fibrillar
morphology is observed in SEM micrographs.
CONCLUSIONS
Up to 5 gpd tenacity was obtained in one zone draw
annealed fibers, spun from all three categories of
polymers. Further annealing enhanced the tenacity up
to 5.5 gpd, and two zone draw annealed fibers of high
MW polymer possessed tenacity of 6 gpd. It was
shown that the route adopted to manufacture as-spun
fibers influences draw-annealed fiber properties and
drawing process performance. Probable structural
model of high tenacity PPS fibers is proposed.
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Introduction
Polyester

fiber,

specifically

poly(ethylene

Melt spinning is one of the polymer processes

terephthalate) (PET), is the largest volume

accompanying mass, momentum, and heat

synthetic fiber produced worldwide. The total

transfer. The fiber formation influenced by

volume produced in 2008 was 30,3 million

melt spinning dynamics is the main focus of

metric tons or 71 % of worldwide manmade

the researchers. Therefore using the numerical

fiber production (1).

methods is reasonable for analyzing melt
spinning dynamics and then assuming final

The reasons for attraction of PET are low cost

fiber properties. Profile development such as

of raw materials, convenient processability and

velocity, temperature, stress, and diameter can

excellent and tailorable performance (2,3).

be obtained via numerical simulation (4).

Moreover, the melt spinning process used for
PET is clean, economical and provides both

Several models have been developed to

being stable fiber form and controlling the

describe the melt spinning. The first attempts

microstructure of fiber (Figure 1).

are made by Ziabicki (5) that describe the
formulation of cooling and thinning behavior
of the spinline. Later, Kase and Matsuo (6)
analyzed

the

melt

spinning

process

by

developing numerical simulation program.
Besides, there are many modeling for PET that
are studied by investigators.

Modelling
In this paper, to simulate the influence of
process parameters to the melt spinning
Fig. 1: Schematic of Melt Spinning (2)

process for a PET fiber model is used and
coupled with CFD calculations of the quench
air flow. In the fiber model energy, momentum

and mass balance are solved for the polymer

3. Reese, G. 2003.

mass

mass

Formation and End-use Applications. In: J.

take-up

Scheirs and T. E. Long (Editors), Modern

velocities when the degree of crystallization

Polyesters: Chemistry and Technology of

becomes negligible.

Polyesters and Copolyesters, John Wiley &

flow

throughputs

within
and

the

low

different

range

of

Polyester Fibers: Fiber

Sons Ltd, England, p. 401-435.
The constitutive equations of Newtonian

4. Kim, S.C., T. H. Oh, S. S. Han and W. S.

model are used for modeling which assumes

Lyoo. 2009. Effect of Constitutive Equations

the flow of polymer is as a viscous.

on Theoretical Analysis in Melt Spinning
Process. Korea-Australia Rheology Journal,

A newtonian constitutive equation is used to

21(3): 149-153.

simplify the sets of differential equations and

5. Ziabicki, A. and K. Kedzierska. 1959.

reduce

research

Studies on the Orientation Phenomena by

centering upon numerical simulation in the

Fiber Formation from Polymer Melts I.

spinning processes is carried out using

Preliminary

Newtonian constitutive equation, under the

Polycapronamide. Journal of Applied Polymer

assumption that the Newtonian model is

Science, 2:14.

reasonable in simulating the melt spinning

6. Kase, S. and T. Matsuo. 1965. Studies on

process and is thus acceptable as a constitutive

Melt Spinning I. Fundamental Equations on

equation to simplify the governing equations to

the Dynamics of Melt Spinning Part A. Journal

obtain converged solutions (4).

of Polymer Science, 3 : 2541-2554.

their

nonlinearity.

Most

Investigations

on

7. George, H.H. 1982. Model of Steady-State
Numerical predictions of the model compare

Melt Spinning at Intermediate Take-Up Speeds.

well with experimental data reported in the
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literature for melt spinning of PET fiber (7,8).
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OBJECTIVE
HDPE monofilaments were extruded with different
extruders and at various temperatures. After
solidification drawn and undrawn monofilaments
irradiated with 10 MeV electron beams at doses
were of 25, 50, 75, 100 and 125 kGy. The
crosslinking of HDPE is studied on the basis of gel
content measurement. It is shown that for different
types of HDPE tensile strength at yield, elongation
at yield for undrawn and elongation at break for
drawn samples increase with irradiation dose up to
125 kGy. Heat of crystallization of irradiated
samples decreases as a function of irradiation dose
due to crosslinking.
INTRODUCTION
In view of the potential applications of high
modulus polyethylene fiber in ropes, cementitious
materials, self-reinforcement (composites) and
other situations where load-bearing capability is
important, considerable attention has been given to
its creep and stress-relaxation behavior [1]. It was
recognized that crosslinking by irradiation could be
of potential value in reducing permanent flow and
improving the strength and stiffness of these fibers
either before or after drawing. A rapid and popular
technique of crosslinking in polymers is by high
energy radiation; historically it goes back to 1950s
[2]. THE major permanent effects of high energy
radiation on polyethylene are the formation of
cross-links, main chain scission (degradation) and
the evolution of hydrogen gas. These reactions are
related to the chemical and physical state of the
polymer and the nature of irradiation [3-5]. Since
polyethylene mainly crosslinks, the effect of
irradiation is to generally enhance the physical
properties. In this work, three samples of high
density polyethylene monofilaments with different
draw ratios were produced. Then they were
irradiated with high energy electron beams, 10
MeV, in doses of 25, 50, 75, 100 and 125 kGy. The
effect of crosslinking on the gel content
(undissolved fraction), thermal properties, tensile

strength, elongation at yield and Elongation at
break have been studied.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and sample irradiation
Bl3 and HB0035, Two types of HDPE were used
for studying their radiation properties. Table 1 lists
their specification. Three single screw extruders
were used for fiber formation in this project that
Table 2 illustrates their specification. HDPE were
spun at various temperatures from each extruder.
Bl3 and HB0035 were spun with type I extruder.
The cylinder temperature was maintained in
various zones at 190,210,215,225 and 235°c from
the hopper to spinneret. In type II, The cylinder
temperature for processing HB0035 was
212,225,231,229 and 228°c. In type III, we mixed
these two PE grades for investigation of the effect
of molecular weight distribution on irradiated
monofilaments. For this intention, we used Bl3 and
HB0035 with ratio of 3:1 and the cylinder
Temperature was 230,240,262,259,258 and 232°c.
PE was extruded through a spinneret with several
holes. While the polymer passed the air gap (1015cm) and fiber structure was formed,
monofilaments entered into a water bath at 25°c to
prevent monofilaments from sticking together. The
solid filaments were stretched on cold drawn
process. Different fiber deniers attained are shown
in Table 3. The irradiation was carried out at Yazd
Radiation Processing Center using an electron
beam accelerator RHHDOTRON TT200 with
10Mev and 3mA. Samples were irradiated at room
temperature by irradiation doses of 25, 50, 75, 100
and 125 kGy. The gel content of the undrawn
crosslinked HDPE was determined according to
ASTM D 2765 using 11 h Soxhelet extraction
cycle with p-xylene as the solvent at 140 °c.
Irganox 1010 was added at 0.01 %wt to inhibit
polymer degradation during the extraction.
Mechanical properties of fibers were determined
with tensile machine, model Hiwa 200, made in
Iran, with 7 cm gauge length and 200mm/min
extension rate. Differential scanning calorimetery

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the variation of gel content as a
function of irradiation dose. It is observed that the
gel content increases with increasing irradiation
dose and reaching to about 50% at 100 kGy for all
samples. The reason for decreasing gel point with
increasing irradiation dose at 125 kGy could be due
to the chain scissions in the polymer. Gheysari and
Behjat[6] mentioned that concentration of transvinylene double bonds increases with increasing
irradiation dose. in the process of irradiation PE,
the trans-vinylene double bonds are formed by the
release of hydrogen from cation radicals and by the
capture of an electron. The decay of vinyl end
groups in HDPE with increasing irradiation dose
may be due to reaction of vinyl groups with
radicals formed during irradiation. Increase in
trans-vinylene
concentration
depicts
high
crosslinking efficiency [6]. In general, the tensile
strength at yield (TSY), elongation at yield (EY)
for undrawn and elongation at break (EB) for
drawn samples increase with irradiation dose up to
125 kGy. Increases in TSY, EY and EB at this
radiation dose are due to an effective increase in
molecular weight by the formation of radiation
induced crosslinks and more trapped entanglements
in the amorphous state. The heat of crystallization
(ΔH) decreases with increasing of dose irradiation.
The crosslinking which takes place upon
irradiation, which modifies the molecular structure
and hinders the growth of crystal [4]. This can lead
to formation of imperfect crystallites with smaller
size and also less content. Thus, the crystallinity
decreases. Figure 1 also shows that maximum rate
of crosslinking occurs between doses of 25 and 75
kGy.
CONCLUSIONS
Gel content measurement shows that HDPE has
been crosslinked by 10 Mev electron Beam.
Mechanical properties of irradiated HDPE
monofilaments are improved. Thermal analysis of
the irradiated samples shows that latent heat of
crystallization is decreased which is an indication
of reduced crystallinity.
TABLE 1. HDPE grades used in this study
HDPE
HB0035
BL3

Petrochemical Co
Bandar Imam
Jam

MFI 190°c
(gr/10min)

gr cm 3

Density

0.444(2.16kg)
0.283(2.16kg)

0.959
0.954

TABLE 2 . Specification of single screw extruder used
Type

Extruder type*

L/D

I
PROTON 60
II
PROTON 90
III
PROTON 90
* CINCINNATI single Screw

27
26.5
24

N
r.p.m
70
74
70

TABLE 3. PE fiber deniers used in this study
Extruder
type
Bl3
HB0035
HB0035
Blend

I
I
II
III

denier
before
draw
3792
5179
4797
4435

draw
ratio
6.9
6.9
6.28
6.82

denier
after
draw
698
859
857

60

50
Gel Content (wt%)

(DCS) test was performed on a DSC 200F 3 M of
NETZSCH (Germany) in a temperature range
between +25 and 350 °c at a heating rate of
10°c/min. The Melting and crystallization
enthalpies and melting temperatures of the samples
were determined.

40
Hb0035 I
HB0035 II

30

BL3 I
Blend III

20

10

0
0
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100

125

150

Irradiation Dose(kGy)

FIGURE 1. Gel content versus irradiation dose for undrawn
HDPE monofilaments.
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Although the interest in eco-friendly, green and
sustainable textiles and garments is undoubtedly
higher in Europe than in the United States, there is
increasing evidence that this trend is getting stronger
in America, even in a difficult economy where more
costly products are generally not doing well.

United States there has already been questions raised
as to credibility of “eco-friendly” products and what
responsibility manufacturers and retailers have to the
general public in establishing the true and
measureable impact of their offerings on uses of
natural resources.

The increase in marketing with the use of terms such
as eco-friendly, green, organic and sustainable has
been remarkable, as well as the responses of both
manufacturers and retailers. While these terms
dealing with the idea of less impact on natural
resources are used in all parts of the consumer
market, the increased use in textile and apparel
goods has been especially pronounced.
This
increase reflects a general environmental movement
dealing with consumption habits that are stronger in
Europe than the U.S., but gaining strength here as
well.

This paper will survey the range of eco-friendly,
green and sustainable products now appearing in the
United States market.
The polymers, fibers,
finishes, fabrics and garments that are seen in the US
market will be discussed in terms of their use of
renewable resources, their impact on the
environment during their creation or manufacturing,
and how amenable they are to recycling, or reusing
in other contexts.

A central issue that must be dealt with is the
credibility of the claims that are made, and the true
“sustainability” and biodegradability of textiles and
apparel when such claims are made. This will
determine the realistic possibilities for there to be a
movement that will gain importance as we move
forward in this already tumultuous century. In the

The overall concept of sustainability will be
examined for its application to textiles and apparel,
and for its likely long term impact on the choices
that consumers will make. The scientific bases for
judging biodegradability, environmentally friendly
and sustainable aspects of textile and apparel
products will be discussed, as well as present and
future standards that manufacturers may use to bring
order and credibility to this growing market
segment.
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Introduction
Nowadays, scientists look for new sources as
alternatives to the standard man- made materials, not
only for environmental reason but for the interesting
properties that some natural products present as well
[1]. Biopolymers from agricultural sources or from
the agricultural waste stream are viewed as a viable
alternatives to petroleum- based polymers, if suitable
processing techniques can be found [2].
After many industrial processes there often remains
considerable amount of protein fiber wastes, such as
wool by-products of textile industry, poor quality raw
wool not fit for spinning and hairs and feathers from
butchery which all have a high protein content (7080% of total protein), usually harmful to the
environment, [3]. The importance of recycling wool
and feather can be summarized in to two reasons.
First, protein fibers are abundantly disposed in nature
as waste materials. Disposal of these fiber wastes
imposes several ecological and sanitary problems,
since they are unrecyclable. Second, hairs and
feathers are largely made of keratin which is a
valuable protein, [4].
Regenerated feather/ wool keratin can be used as a
composite reinforcement [5] or as a valuable protein
source for animal feeding [6]. Keratin films also
degrade in vitro and in vivo and they well support
fibroblast cell attachment and proliferation [7], so
they are expected to be suitable for biomedical use.
The objective of the present study was to find an
appropriate procedure to recycle wool/feather with
enzymatic treatments as an environment friendly
process.
Approach
1 g of pre-treated feather barbs/wool was incubated
with enzyme and reducing agent in a buffer solution
(pH= 8) at 50 ºC for 4 and 6 hours. In order to
evaluate the extraction yield and the intensity of the
enzyme action, digestions were performed with
enzyme concentrations of 1.7, 3.3, 4.2, 5, 6.7 and 8.3

g/l. On the other hand in order to evaluate the role of
reducing agent, 11.6 and 16.6 g/l sodium bisulphite
were used.
The solutions which were obtained from the abovementioned treatments were then filtered with paper
filter to remove any fibrous material. The obtained
protein solutions were subsequently kept in
refrigerator in order to be tested with Ellamn method
(for quantification of the cycstine residue in
solutions), Folin-Lowry test (Quantification of the
extracted feather/wool protein) and SDS-PAGE. The
fibrous remainder of the treatments was also
evaluated by weight loss method (Berstch 2005),
SEM and FTIR.
Results and Discussion
A distinctive feature of keratins, when compared to
other major fibrous proteins is the occurrence of a
large amount of cystein residues mainly present as
the disulfide bonded dimeric amino acid cysteine [8].
The presence of the disulfide bonds is responsible for
the high stability of the feather/wool and cleavage of
these disulfide crosslinkage with oxidant or reductant
will dissolve feather/wool keratins.
Gravimetric measurements showed that using
reducing agent along with enzyme results in %weight
loss increase. Moreover, increasing the incubation
time causes more degradation in wool and feather
fibers.
According to the results of Ellman Essay, for 6h
treatment the amount of released -SH groups
improves with the increase in the amount of reducing
agent, whereas for 4h treatments, the amount of
released –SH groups does not change significantly
with the increase in the concentration of applied
reducing agent. This can be because of the gradual
diffiusion of reducing agent into wool/feather fiber,
which means that within four hours treatment,
Bisulphite does not have enough time to diffuse into
wool/feather fiber and therefore when Bisulphite
concentration increases to 16.7g/l, the amount of

liberated thiol groups does not increase significantly.
Folin- Lowry results showed that either an increase in
the amount of reducing agent or time of the process
results in producing more protein from feather fibers
while for wool fibers increasing the incubation time
results in severe degradation of released protein.
In the electrophoretic patterns of wool and feather
keratin, the characteristic bands of keratin can be
seen which indicates that keratin is extracted from
wool and feather by this procedure.
SEM images ( Fig. 1) of treated samples showed that
upon enzymatic treatment surface scales of wool
fibers were completely removed and cortical cells
were isolated. For treated feather fibers, enzyme has
little effect on the surface of feathers possibly
because of feather’s high hydrophobicity. Using
enzyme and reducing agent simultaneously results in
more feather degradation and fiber fibrillation.

However, further works needs to be done in order to
separate keratin from other components of the
solution. In that case this process is potentially
advantageous over conventional extracting methods
from the environmental point of view.
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Fig. 1: The SEM Images of the Samples

FTIR spectra of treated wool and feather can be
considered as an evidence for degradation or
rearrangement along the peptide backbone.
Conclusion
The results show that wool and feather fibers can be
recycled with enzymatic treatment accompanied by
sulfitolysis. It was also observed that the time of the
process had considerable effect on treatment
efficiecies, the concentration of free thiol groups and
extracted protein .
The SDS-Page results show a high-molecular-weight
band at about 60 KDa, attributed to the low-sulfur
IFPs, and 10-14KDa bond fro wool and feather's
keratin molecular weight, respectively. According to
electrophoretic track of resulting solutions for wool
and feather, there is not much difference between the
keratin extracted by enzyme and keratin extracted
with enzyme and reducing agent, furthermore, the
molecular weight of released protein does not depend
on the amount of enzyme or reducing agent used.
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INTRODUCTION
In textile technology, color stripping is used to
remove color from dyed fabric, by means of dye
altering (Fig. 1) to correct faulty dyeing or redye
fabrics for a different color to reuse. It can be
performed by two different methods; oxidative and
reductive
methods.
Hydrosulfites
(Hydro),
Thiourea dioxide (TUDO) are used for reductive
color-stripping and hydrogen peroxide and sodium
hypochlorite are used for oxidative color stripping.
However, these methods have several technical and
environmental problems such as high cost,
effectiveness, low durability, handling and high
sulphur charge in waste water. [1-6].
N=N

NH2 + H2N

FIGURE 2. Chemical structure of C.I. Reactive Black 5

After dyeing process the fabrics were stripped with
hydrosulfite (Hydro), thiourea dioxide (TUDO) and
sodium borohydride (SBH). The stripping processes
with TUDO and Hydro shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1. Chemically discoloration of dye containing azo
groups by using reducing agents

Stripping processes can be applied to different dye
classes including direct dyes, sulfur dyes, vat dyes,
reactive dyes and disperse dyes. It is important to
perform stripping without any fiber damage [1, 3].
In this study, reactive dyed cotton/elastane fabrics
were stripped with conventional Hydro and TUDO
processes. The degree of stripping were
investigated by measuring the CIE L*, a*, b* color
co-ordinates and color strength values and elastic
recovery tests on the fabrics also performed. In
order to compare the results, sodium borohydride
(SBH) stripping method is optimized by
investigated the effects of temperature, cycle time
and concentrations on the process.
EXPERIMENTAL
Cotton/elastane blends fabrics were dyed by vinyl
sulfone reactive dye, C.I. reactive Black 5 (Fig. 2),
according to the pad-batch process. Cotton fabrics
were padded with a solution made by dissolving
dye (60 g/l) in water, urea (100 g/l), wetting agent
(5 g/l) and alkali (20 g/l sodium hydroxide). The
batched roll of wet fabric was wrapped in polythene
film and stored at room temperature for 24 h.

95 oC

45 min

2 oC/min
40 oC

FIGURE 3. Stripping profile of TUDO and HYDRO

The processes were carried out on the dyed samples
using various concentrations of TUDO (1.5, 2, 2.5,
3, 3.5, 4 g/l) with 2 ml/l caustic (50 Bé) and six
different concentrations of Hydro (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
g/l) with 10 m/l caustic (38 Bé) at a liquor ratio
1:20. After stripping, the fabrics were rinsed in cold
water, warm water, neutralized with 1 g/l acetic
acid and then dried at room temperature.
To optimize of SBH stripping process, sodium
borohydride and sodium bisulfite (SBS, as catalyst)
concentrations, temperature and processing time
have been investigated. For this purpose six
different SBS:SBH concentrations (0.5:5, 1:10, 1.5,
15, 2:20, 2.5:25 and 3:30 g/l), various temperatures
(60, 70, 80, 90, 100 oC) and various processing
times (15, 30, 45 and 60 min ) at pH 7 were studied.

Finally, stripped samples are rinsed in cold and
warm water.
The color-stripping measurement of fabrics were
determined by CIEL*a*b* system (D65/10) using
Color Eye MS 2020 Macbeth spectrophotometer.
Stretch and recovery of stripped fabrics were
determined using Fryma Fabric Extensiometer
according to international standard BS 4952.
Conclusions
According to the colorimetric results SBH has good
stripping effect and stripping effect was level.
Elastic recovery results show that minimum loss of
elasticity was obtained with SBH stripping method.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, fastness requirements are increased in
parallel with quality and consumer expectations.
These rising demands are driving manufacturers to
produce more accurately. Therefore, effects of
textile auxiliaries used after dyeing on the fastness
values are gaining importance [1].
Main principle is to improve wet fastness
properties in fixing agent applications after dyeing
processes [2]. As generally known, acid dyes bind
to mohair fiber’s positively charged ammonium
groups with electrostatic attraction forces. If bond
between fiber and dye is not strong, this bond is
tried to strengthened by using suitable auxiliaries
and hence wet fastness properties may be
improved. Nowadays two types of fixing agents are
available in market. One usually used after dyeing
cotton: cationic fixing agents; another particularly
used for polyamide fibers: anionic fixing agents.
In literature it is stated that fixing agents used after
dyeing of cotton with direct dyes increase wet
fastnesses also in wool in a limited way, but affects
rubbing fastness negatively [3]. Cationic fixing
agents can form electrostatic bonds with anionic
dyes. Cationic fixing agents (F+X-) decrease the
solubility of dye molecule in water by blocking dye
molecule’s sulpho groups.
(1)
Furthermore, hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals
forces and hydrophobic interactions can also be
formed, if molecules can close up sufficiently [4].
The most important point of mohair fiber dyeing is
to preserve fiber’s luster. For this aim dyeing
temperature should be lowered. In previous studies
it was observed that reducing dyeing temperature
causes an important decrease in exhaustion of dyes
having big molecules, while it approximately does
not affect the exhaustion of dyes having small
molecules such as leveling acid dyes [5].
Accordingly it is possible to dye mohair fibers with
leveling acid dyes below boiling temperature
without taking any precaution. But, wet fastness

properties of leveling acid dyes are very low and it
is not possible to meet consumer demands with this
dye class. The aim of this study is to determine the
effects of fixing agents on wet fastness properties
of samples dyed with leveling acid dyes.
APPROACH
Mohair fiber of 31.47 µm mean fiber diameter used
in all experiments was supplied by IPLIKSAN A.Ş.
/ Turkey. All the experiments were carried out by
using soft mill water. In order to determine effect
of aftertreatments on fastness of dyed samples with
leveling acid dye, C.I. Acid Blue 324 was used.
Dyeing procedures were carried out in 1:30 liquor
ratio, in dyeing depth of 3%. The pH of dyeing has
been adjusted to 3 with HCOOH. Dyeing graph is
given in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Dyeing graph used in experiments

After dyeing, the liquor was cooled down to 60°C
with rate of 2°C/min. and the fibers were taken out.
Then dyed samples were rinsed with cold (5 min.)
– cold (5 min.) – warm (at 50°C 20 min.) – cold (5
min.) water respectively and dried. All experiments
were carried out in Termal HT type dyeing
machine. At warm washing cycle, samples were
treated with liquors containing;
(a) only water
(b) 1% anionic fixing agent
(c) 3% anionic fixing agent
(d) 1% cationic fixing agent
(e) 3% cationic fixing agent
Color yield (K/S) values of dyed samples were
measured with Minolta 3600d spectral photometer

(D65/10°). Washing fastness and rubbing fastness
tests were carried out according to the ISO 105 C06
and ISO 105-X12 standards respectively.
Furthermore, mohair fibers were also dyed with a
milling acid dye (C.I. Acid Blue 204) at boiling
temperature in 3% depth and its fastness tests were
carried out in order to compare fastness values of
leveling acid dye with it.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Color yield of samples dyed with leveling acid dye
and aftertreated in various conditions is given in
Fig.2.

From tables it can be seen that washing fastness
values of leveling acid dye are extremely lower
than milling acid dye and both the anionic and
cationic fixing agent does not affect the washing
fastness or just cause an increase of 1/2 point.
Furthermore it can be observed that fixing agents
do not increase the rubbing fastnesses, on the
contrary cationic fixing agent could decrease 1/2
point. The reason of this is thought to be the
increase of dye amounts which are mechanically
bonded to the fibers when cationic fixing agent is
used. These dye molecules that exist on the fiber
surface will pass through the test fabric during
rubbing fastness test.
CONCLUSIONS

FIGURE 2. Color yield of samples dyed with leveling acid dye
and aftertreated in various conditions

When Figure 2 is examined, it is clearly seen that
mohair fibers can be dyed with leveling acid dye
below boiling temperature without causing
significant decrease in color yield. This means that
the low temperature dyeing problem of mohair
dyeing could be solved by using leveling acid dyes,
but as mentioned above the disadvantage of
leveling acid dyes is their poor wet fastness
properties.
Results of experiments carried out in order to
determine if wet fastness values of samples dyed
with leveling acid dyes could be improved by
applying fixing agents or not, is given in Table 1
and 2.
Table I. Washing fastness values of dyed samples

Table II. Dry and wet rubbing fastness values of dyed samples

According to the experimental results, it can be
concluded that it is not possible to improve wet
fastness values of mohair fibers dyed with leveling
acid dyes by using fixing agents. These results are
important for industrial applications. In some
textile millings fixing agents are used after dyeing
in order to improve fastness properties, but as can
be understood from the study wet fastness
properties mainly depend on chemical structure
(molecule size) of dye molecule and both anionic
and cationic fixing agents are not useful for mohair.
FUTURE WORK
In this study the effects of fixing agents on the
fastness properties of leveling acid dyes was
determined. In future work, this can also be
searched for other dye classes.
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The Aim
In this study, Poly(butyl acrylate) (PBA) shell and
n-hexadecane core microcapsules have been
produced and applied to some fabrics using basic
coating methods in textiles.

Experimental
PBA/n-hexadecane microcapsules have been
produced by emulsion polymerization of butyl
acrylate and glycidyl methacrylate was used as
cross-linkers [8].

Introduction
Phase change materials (PCMs) are able to store or
release
thermal
energy
under
controlled
circumstances. The PCMs have a lot of applications
such as solar energy storage, waste heat recovery,
smart air-conditioning buildings, temperatureadaptable greenhouses, and smart textiles. In 1987,
the microcapsulation technology of PCMs was
developed and used for textiles [1] PCMs for the
application of textiles including garments and home
textiles should be working in a temperature range at
which human feels comfortable. Therefore the
melting temperature of the PCMs should be in the
range of 15-30 °C for textiles. Linear long chain
hydrocarbons such as hexadecane and eicosane,
PEG, and some hydrated inorganic salts that have
convenient melting temperatures have been
investigated for this purpose [2-3]. PCMs can not
be applied to textiles directly so they should be
encapsulated in polymeric shells. PCMs have to be
put into microcapsules, otherwise they will
eventually drip off fabric when they melt [4].
Microcapsules are incorporated to into the fibers by
melt or wet spinning methods and coated on the
fabric surface [5]. Kim and Cho treated the 100%
polyester fabrics with microcapsules by using a
knife-over-roll coating methods [4]. Microcapsules
can be applied to fabrics by padding method. Shin
et al, used pad-dry-cure method to incorporate the
microcapsules to the polyester fabrics [1]. Vaporpermeable water repellent fabrics with and without
microcapsules were produced by wet porous
coating process [6]. Choi and Cho coated the
polyester fabrics with the microcapsules by knifeover-roll and screen printing methods [7].

The particle shape, size, and size distribution of
microPCMs were analyzed by SEM (Scanning
Electron Microscopy).
100% cotton and 50/50% polyester/cotton weaving,
100% viscose and 100% Lyocell knitting fabrics
are used for microPCM applications. Thermal
properties of the microPCM and microPCM
incorporated fabrics like melting and crystallization
temperatures and enthalpies are measured using
DSC technique.
Results and Discussion
PBA/n-hexadecane microPCMs have non spherical
particles and 0.54 μm particle size as an average
(Figure 1 and Figure 2). Microcapsules store 65.67
J/g melting enthalpy at 17.31 °C and -43,53 j/g
crystallization enthalpy at 15,59 °C.

Figure 1. SEM
microcapsules
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Figure2. The particle size distribution of microPBA/nhexadecane microcapsules

Figure 6. DSC
microcapsules

According to the DSC analysis on the PBA/nhexadecane microcapsule incorporated fabrics, it is
found that 20-35 J/g enthalpy could have been
stored in the fabrics permanently (Figure 3-6). As a
result when the stored enthalpy value and phase
change temperature of the microcapsules
incorporated fabrics are considered PBA/nhexadecane microcapsules can be thought as a
potential material for thermal comfort in textiles.

Conclusion
In this study, PCMs microcapsules with PBA shell
and n-hexadecane core have been produced by
emulsion polymerization. Microcapsules have high
latent heat storage capacity to apply textiles.
Cotton, cotton/polyester blend, viscose and Lyocell
fabrics with energy storage property could have
been produced successfully by means of coating of
PBA/n-hexadecane microcapsules on the fabrics.
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OBJECTIVE
Aim of this study is to introduce a biomimetic
model inspired from wood structure to improve
impact absorption in ballistic media after informing
briefly about biomimetics and bio-inspired
technical textiles that are designed with a
biomimetic approach.

damaging and even the wood is broken, it has
strength to bear a certain extent of force.
See Figure 1 for a detailed description of wood
biomimetic model used to design ballistic vests .

INTRODUCTION
There are many success stories regarding bioinspired textiles such as Kevlar which was
designed after a deep biomimetic investigation on
spider silk for ballistic protection, lotus effect
inspired from lotus flower for self-cleaning and
super-hydrophobicity and Stomatex mimicking a
leaf stomatal pore for a smart breathing mechanism
and so on [1,2].
In order to advance the knowledge for more
sophisticated products, we need to push emerging
fields such as biomimetic fiber engineering. The
aim of biomimetic fiber engineering is to
corroborate the working principles of material
science, polymer science and textile technology
with biological inspirations and to develop more
resistant, multi-functional new generation products
particularly in the technical textiles field [3].
APPROACH
Wood is an interesting material incorporating
confrontational features such as stiffness,
toughness and lightness. Cellulose, hemi-cellulose
and lignin are main components found in wood at
micro/nano levels and make it an excellent
composite. That’s why when the complex structure
of the wood was entirely understood then
extremely strong, long life and nature friendly
nano/bio composites could be designed.
It is a little known but very important fact that most
bullet-proof vests have been designed by
mimicking the structure of wood. The structure of
wood is formed from tubular fibers providing wood
a high toughness. When a wood cell was broken
inward, then it absorbs impact energy and
separates itself from other cells surrounding it.
Even the broken areas create a crack along the
fibers, general wood structure remains without

FIGURE 1. The biomimetic model inspired from wood for
bullet-proof vest design [4]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Even though the highly sophisticated design
offered by nature, bullet-proof vests has some
weakness point and they may give rise to some
damages on the body such as fractures. The vest
can bear greater amount of impact energy but the
control of this energy is not easy in some cases.
The solution for this problem may lay behind an
investigation on cell wall formation of the wood
and particularly on micro-tubules. Micro-tubules
play an important role in fiber wall biosynthesis of
the wood and they are directly associated with the
proteins within the cell wall. They also bridge over
cellulose, hemi-cellulose and lignin. That’s why
when the micro-tubules were damaged then the cell
wall biosynthesis ends.
The hierarchical structure of the cell gives an idea
about relationship between inner-cell constituents
such as cellulose, hemi-cellulose, lignin, microtubules and plasma membrane.
When a cell’s structure discussed in detail, it can
be seen that the cell wall is settled over plasma
membrane (Fig. 2). This plasma membrane is

settled right over the micro-tubule. Because of that
reason, micro-tubule is the carrier of the plasma
membrane and consequently it is the carrier of the
cell wall.
The micro-fibrils embedded in the cell wall
communicate with micro-tubules via a transmembrane receptor.
See Figure 2 for a detailed cell-wall organization

CONCLUSIONS
The ongoing study mentioned here offers an
approach to the analysis of cellulose, wood and its
constituents at nano scale in order to improve
impact absorption via a possible biomimetic
modification on micro-tubules and other cell wall
constituents.
There had been a considerable number of
innovations with the help of biomimetics.
However, it was still kept the survival secret by the
trees living for thousands of years in fact it shows
that there is much more distance to be covered.
The worry has just focused on performance in our
day, but in future it will be focused on
development of the nature friendly materials that
will perform as much as synthetic materials
presently used.

FIGURE 2. The relationship between microtubule and cell wall

According to the approach developed by Çağlar
Sivri based on information given above and some
other observations, improvement of mechanical
properties of micro-tubules may cause to a more
robust cell wall and then it can bear higher forces
and might have a better impact energy absorption.
Achieving this type of structure is only possible
with a biomimetic modification.
Biomimetic modifications enable proteins to accept
different type of substrates by changing their active
sides. Right at this point, with the aim of
reinforcement, it may be possible to eliminate the
breaking problem of micro-tubules by changing the
active side of proteins that associated with microtubules and associating proteins with a material or
preparing a complex incorporating micro-tubules
and another material that will enable micro-tubules
to be supported. When an appropriate material
found for association or complex process and
applied to the micro-tubules then the problem
should have been solved.
Finally, after the successful transfer of this
biomimetic modification to the bullet-proof vest
production process, it will improve the impact
absorption and will eliminate problems caused by
weak structure.

FUTURE WORK
The following study will focus on the analysis of
the micro-tubule structure, possible protein
modifications and finally on the development of a
better bio/nano composite with improved impact
absorption and some of the controlled radical
polymerization techniques will be examined to
conduct a biomimetic modification.
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PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The aim of this study is to analyze, all over the
South Pacific Ocean, the Tapa processing methods,
in order to understand the chemical phenomenon
that leads to the fiber net sheet and to study the
influence of the process on the final characteristics.
Moreover, regarding the process differences, it is
important to compare the properties of the Tapa
(physical and mechanical) in relation to these ones.
INTRODUCTION
The Tapa is the name given to the vegetal felt
which was largely used in South Pacific Islands
(Polynesia, Micronesia, Melanesia) before the
arrival of Europeans as garments and textile
support [1]. It was used for decoration, sail,
dressing (male and female) and funeral shroud
purposes. It is composed of fibers nets issued of
specific tree’s bark (figure 1).

Figure 1 : Example of Tapa

This name is coming from two Tahitian words TA
or KA that means material and PA that means
pleated or beaten; Even if in Polynesia, the Tapa is
produced as a handcraft good, in the Fiji Islands;
its production could be considered as an industry.
The list below (table1) gives the different tree’s
barks that could be used for these specific
applications. In fact the common property of these
trees is that they produce latex.

TABLE 1: List of the used barks [3]

Tree

Latin name

Mulberry
tree
Red
Hibiscus
BreadFruit

Broussonetia
papyrifera
Hibiscus
rosa-sinensis
Artocarpus
altilis
Ficus prolixa

Banyan
Tree

Polynesian
name
AUTE

Colour

AUTE

Brown

URU

White

ORA

Light
brown

APPROACH
This study has been divided in several steps,
- Study of the processing methods used in
Polynesian Islands.
- Study of the characteristics (physical and
mechanical) of Polynesian Tapas
- Study of the processing differences over the
Polynesian Archipelagos.
- Link between the mechanical and physical
characteristics and the process differences.
- Extension of this study to the other processing
methods used in South Pacific Ocean.
- Modeling of the production process in order to
be able to produce them industrially.
HOW TAPA IS PRODUCED IN FRENCH
POLYNESIA ISLANDS
The production process of the Tapa, in the
Polynesian islands could be unrolled around 10
steps
1) Straight branches are cut (figure 2)
2) The bark is extracted from the branch
3) The outside of the bark is scratched in order to
avoid the hard parts
4) The bark is washed in order to extract the latex
– A this step, the bark is 5 time larger than the
initial strip and look like a lace.
5) The bark strip is wrapped in an Appi (arum
gigantum) leave and the maceration can started.
During the maceration process, the bark
becomes soft and doughy.

The obtained surface could be huge, up to 1000 m²
(4 m x 250 m) for some pieces

Figure 2: Separation of the bark from the branch

6) The different soaked bark stripes could be
assembled together in order to obtain the good
width.
7) The soaked bark stripes are beaten with the é’é,
an engraved wood mallet (figure 3) on the
dudu’a , a wood block hollowed out on the back
face. The pattern engraved on the mallet printed
this pattern on the beaten bark. All these
operation are done in wet condition.

RESEARCH PROGRAM
In the frame of this project, the following
investigations are programmed to be done:
-Morphological study of the vegetal felt thanks to
analyze with Electronic Scanning Microscope.
Moreover, the physical properties of the Tapa at
each step of the production process have to be
determined. These properties are mass per unit
area, thickness, air permeability, and so on.
-Mechanical analyze of the Tapa, at every step of
the production process, have to be performed too.
The list of mechanical properties to be tested is the
following; tensile, bending, shearing, bursting.
In parallel, the chemical analyze of the liquid of
maceration have to be carried out in order to be
able to understand the chemical process that leads
to the felting action.

Figure 4: Example of Tapa final use [2]

CONCLUSION
This study is just beginning but will provide data
that could lead to a better understanding of the
process and with a good management, a better
quality of the obtained products.
Figure 3 : Detail of engraved mallet

8) The tapas are dried; they become stiff and could
be used as a sail. The drying operation of the
Tapa was usually done on the ground. The
Tapas will be wet from time to time along the
days, in order to obtain a supple surface that
could be rolled.
9) Homogenization of the fiber surface and
correction (figure 4)
10) The Tapa could be bleached thanks to sun
exposure and could be dyed with natural dying
stuff. It could be fully dyed with uniform color
or printed reproducing traditional patterns
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ABSTRACT
Luxury fibers have exclusive properties, which are
rare and special. Production of these fibers in large
scale is quite difficult and they are expensive in
price. They are mostly used in blends with other
fibers. Even the small quantities of these fibers
improve the fabric properties in appearance, luster,
thermal behavior and handle properties, which
meet consumer expectations. There are various
types of luxurious fibers, which have different
physical and chemical properties that contribute to
the fabric structure in exclusive ways. Since, they
have different morphological properties, scales on
the fiber surface, which affect the roughness of
fiber and felting behavior, are also used for the
classification and characterization of luxurious
fibers, which have scales. Scale height
measurement using Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) has a wide usage to differentiate various
animal fibers.
Angora rabbit, cashmere, wool, silk, and mohair
(angora goat) fibers were used in the study. The
surface characteristics of these fibers were
investigated and compared with each other. The
scales on the fiber surface, which affect the
roughness and felting behavior of fibers, were
analyzed by SEM images.
Key Word: Morphological properties, scale
height, scale frequency, luxury fibers.

FIGURE 1: Scale height (thickness) of a fiber [2]

TABLE 1: Surface Properties of tested Animal Fibers
Scale
Height
(μ)

Scale
Frequency
(Scale /
100 μ)

Diameter
Range (μ)

Angora Rabbit Fiber

0,4241

7,0

9,13-24,2

Cashmere Fiber

0,4966

8,5

9,36-21,7

Wool Fiber

0,8545

8,0

10,20-36,30

-

-

8,80-15,92

0,4707

8,6

18,2-41,7

Silk
Mohair Fiber

OBJECTIVE
The morphological properties of the fibers affect
the surface properties of yarns and fabrics. So, the
surface properties and usage comfort of fabrics can
be estimated accurately. Therefore, determination
of fiber surface characteristics is very important.
Morphological properties of fibers were measured
by JEOL JSM-6060LV Scanning Electron
Microscope. The diameters, scale patterns and
scale heights of the fibers were measured and the
results were compared.

TABLE 2: SEM images of the fibers
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Silk fiber, which has no scales on the surface, has
relatively lower diameter then the other fibers, but
the mohair fibers include very coarse fibers. The
scale frequency of the angora rabbit fiber is the
lowest, whereas mohair fiber has the highest.
Since, the scale height of the wool fiber has the
highest value, frictional coefficients for this fiber
were supposed to be higher then the others.
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Socks undertook a complementary and accessory duty in

and mixtures of these. Softness is provided with fibers

outer clothing as well as their property of protecting from

such as silk, cashmere, linen and mohair deemed luxury,

cold. Socks are one of textile products having the least

but these luxury fibers increase costs. Most preferred are

life among clothing goods since they can be produced

natural fibers like cotton and wool which have very high

with lower cost than other textile products and are so

ability of absorbing damp.

much consumed and used according to fashion and needs

Since natural fibers’ strengths are low, socks strength is

during human life. Today the customer pleasure always

usually increased with synthetic fibers like nylon and

comes to the foreground and in parallelism with this;

spandex. Among synthetic fibers, dimensional strength

buyers behave more consciously in their demands and

of nylon as well as its tenacity is high. Use period of

buy more qualified products. And this continuously

acrylic fibers is long and they give socks softness and

increases wearers’ expectations from socks. So socks

voluminousness. Daily socks are usually made of wool

should be designed in the way to meet the customer

or acrylic threads or of cotton for softness and comfort.

pleasure in accordance with fashion and needs, have high

In winter socks, wool or acrylic is preferred for it to keep

use

warm [1, 4].

performance

without

losing

post-production

properties and their fiber properties used especially for

1.2. Socks Constructions

health shouldn’t affect negatively human health [1].

Knit structures used in socks must be in adequate

1. INTRODUCTION

elasticity and fit to feet and legs. Rib or jersey knit

The quality in socks can vary depending on many

structures is generally used for legs and foot top. Rib,

factors. These can be summarized as the type and

step jersey and plain knits are simple fabric structures

properties of the used thread, knitting conditions and

and when a thread broke, ladder can occur starting from

machine properties, finishing method and the used

that part. However they are preferred for they are elastic

finishing materials and the form giving operation applied

and have ability of coming back to their old form. The

on socks [2]. In addition to this, basic properties

rubber part knitted on the top section of socks to prevent

expected from socks during usage are resistance against

socket socks from sliding downward is made of elastic

abrasion, elasticity, constant post-washing dimensions,

threads. For rubber part of socks, wide ribbed band

thermo-physiological

physiological

supported with Spandex (lycra) is preferred. To provide

comfort. Providing optimum heat, damp and air passing

long life in the heel and toe regions, double fold heel is

are expected from socks through physiological comfort.

usually made as well as using fibers like nylon and linen

And with thermo-physiological comfort, perceiving the

which have high strength. Sometimes classical knit

fabric comfort on the skin and feelings providing

structures are knitted with fine and tenacious cotton

sensations of warm, cold, wet and touch positively are

threads and so strength can be bettered [1].

understood [3].

1.3. Finishing Operations Applied in Socks

1.1. Raw Materials Used in the Production of Socks

Softness is a necessary property for consumers to feel

In the production of socks, mostly used threads, except

more comfortable when they wear socks. Softening

nylon, polyester filaments and elastomeric group (lycra,

operation is made for softer touch. The operation of

spandex), are cotton, acrylic, viscose, wool, polyester

washing with silicon is one of these methods. When

properties

and

brighter appearance is desired in socks, mercerized

in socks for abrasion tests. These are CSI Stoll method,

threads are used. In socks made of synthetic fibers,

ILE SCR method and Martindale method. For abrasion

antistatic finishing operations are applied. This operation

resistance tests in socks, Modified Martindale Method

prevents trousers to adhere to socks and inhibits foreign

has been developed. Test is made by placing an

substance accumulation on socks during use and

additional kit, which includes sample holders modified

washing. In long time wearing, heating and sweating

for socks, into this test device (EN 13770- 2001) [6, 7].

occur in the feet remaining closed within shoes. 99 % of

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

sweat is water and it forms a perfect medium for bacteria

In the study, how much contribution new cellulose-based

to grow. These bacteria causes foot odor. Antibacterial

fibers does to the comfort of clothes knitted in the form

substances used within the fiber decrease the formation

of socks, and while providing this contribution, what

of bacteria and consequently the odor [1].

kinds of changes they create in physical performance of

1.4. Factors Affecting Quality in Socks

clothes will be tried to be determined. Socks will be

When it is talked about quality in socks, socks’ usage

knitted with threads got using 100 % combed cotton,

performance without losing postproduction properties is

modal, tencel, viscose and bamboo fibers, in one type

understood. The most basic conditions expected during

socks knitting machine and by using separate machine

use are so:

adjustments. In order to determine physical performance

- Resistance against abrasion,

of knitted socks, tests of bursting strength, abrasion,

- Elasticity,

flexing and dimensional change will be made. According

- Keeping properties even after washing,

to results of experiments, direct and indirect effects of

- Physiological properties (water absorption,

the fiber type on the fabric comfort properties will be

hygroscopic property, strength against sweat, etc.).

detected.

Abrasion met in use is the most important problem for

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

socks. Abrasion, which determines strength of products

Socks are one of important parts of human clothing.

and is an undesired property, generally occurs in regions

Abrasion resistance, bursting strength, flexing and

of heel, sole and toe due the friction with shoes, slippers

dimensional change properties are quite important for

and ground during the movement of human. Due to the

strength and comfort. After values of socks, which have

friction, change in certain mechanical properties of socks

been knitted from cellulose-based fibers determined as

and losses in the product quality occur. And this shortens

raw material, pertaining to these physical properties are

use life of socks and therefore monetary losses in

measured by the help of test devices, they will be

significant amount can happen [5].

evaluated comparatively by using SPSS 11.0 statistical

1.5. Abrasion Resistance Measurement Methods in

data analysis.

Socks
Some

socks

producers,

suppliers,

retailers,

test

laboratories, universities and unions in America have
come together and united under the name of Socks Test
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ABSTRACT
Constant quality improvement and value addition to
the product with the conscious effort to maintain
economy of the process has been the driving force for
the textile industry in the last couple of decades.
Added to it is a serious concern over the
environmental safety issue. The importance of cotton
in apparel fabric can hardly be over emphasized. The
application of different finishes like resin, softeners,
is the common practice to add value to the cotton
fabric. In the present study the concentrations of
different finish has been optimized and finally a
mixture of the above finishes like flame retardant
finish resin finish with chitosan has been successfully
applied to cotton fabrics.
Chitosan is one such biopolymer, which has shown
immense potential to be used as an antimicrobial
agent. Our study deals with the application of
chitosan on raw silk as well as on dyed silk. Firstly
the optimization studies for such an application in
terms of time, temperature, concentration was carried
out. The performance properties of the chitosan
finished fabric was later evaluated. Besides the rate
of dye uptake on an undyed chitosan finished fabric
has also been studied.
The results of the above studies are very interesting
since the resin finish, softener and flame retardant
can be use to finish cotton from a single bath and the
proportion of finishes to be used in the mixtures
depend on the end-use of the textile product.
Chitosan can be successfully applied as an anti
microbial finish on silk, it increases the dye uptake of
the fabric without affecting fastness properties or the
tone of the dyeing.
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ABSTRACT
An increasing demand for special functionalities of
the fabric materials to suit a wide range of
conceivable uses and needs is on the rise in the recent
years .These demands for functional fibers has led
many research workers to modify ,innovate the
existing processes and fibers and fabrics to meet the
specific demands. One of the methods to achieve
such functionality is by surface modification of
existing fibrous materials. The methods of surface
modifications can be physical methods, chemical
methods or physico-chemical methods. The physical
methods may involve mechanical or thermal, the
chemical methods involves either chemical
modification
of
the
polymer
i.e.
Graft
copolymerization, alkalizing, mercerization or
involves application of chemicals as finishes on the
fabric. The physio-chemical methods involves
plasma treatment, UV light radiation etc.
The present paper deals with modification of cotton
fiber by Graft copolymerization method, in which the
monomer applied to the textile substrate polymerizes
by either forming a film or cross-link with the
substrate.
Extensive studies have been made with a view to
examine modification in textile properties of cotton
resulting from free radical initiated graft
copolymerization with different vinyl monomers. It is
observed that the final graft copolymer exhibits some
properties of cotton and of the grafted polymer. The
characteristics of the graft copolymerized cotton fiber
or fabric depend to a large extent on the type of

monomer or monomers used during the grafting
reaction and to some extent on the nature of
initiation, condition of application and length and
distribution of graft polymer chains.
The present study was undertaken to examine
surface modification by grafting Acrylic Acid, Acryl
Amide & Acrylo Nitrile, individually of varying
proportions was grafted on cotton at different
concentrations and temperatures. In the above
grafting study on cotton a number of initiators were
experimented to optimum graft under optimum
conditions. This study produced some important and
interesting results for obtaining good reproducibility
and also application of the graft on a bulk scale. The
grafted cotton was evaluated for the performance
properties and % add-on. The optimized grafted
cotton was dyed with three different classes of dyes
namely Reactive dyes, Acid dyes and Basic dyes at
different % shades. They were than evaluated for
their performance properties as well as reflectance
values were also estimated. The above work was
studied for their reproducibility and for varying
conditions of pretreatment and post treatment of
cotton and the changes in the performance properties
were evaluated.
The performance properties of the cotton greatly
improved after the above surface modification
treatment was imparted to cotton.
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OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the thermal
insulation and comfort properties of two types of
shape memory alloy (SMA) springs embedded
clothing systems which have different coil and wire
diameter. Two different sized SMA springs were
distributed respectively to perform same average
thickness of air layer. This study also intends to
verify the suitability of the SMA embedded
clothing system by comparing with commercial
down padding jacket by wear trials. It is expected
to contribute to suggest the physical shape variable
of the SMA spring that should be considered when
intelligent thermal insulation clothing system is
designed.
INTRODUCTION
We have demonstrated in our previous studies [1-3]
that two way shape memory alloy (TWSMA) is the
smart material to sense and control automatically
that can substitute the commercial padding
materials. Lee et al [4] carried out the comparative
analysis about objective thermal insulation which
was determined by hysteresis and compression
resilience of various SMA springs. As a next step,
we need to estimate the subjective thermal
insulation of SMA embedded garment systems
which have different dimension such as coil and
wire diameter.

environmental chamber of 1±0.5°C. The specific
characteristics of experimental vests and total
garment system are shown in Table I and II.

SMA 23 vest

Down vest
FIGURE 1. SMA embedded vest vs. down vest
TABLE I. Characteristics of experimental vest
Experi
mental
vest

SMA 23

SMA 88

EXPERIMENTAL
The displacement and the power of the SMA
springs are determined by the coil and wire
diameter. Among the various coil and wire
diameter springs we have tested, that have the most
displacement with 17mm coil diameter and 0.8mm
wire diameter and that have the most power with
10mm coil diameter and 1.0mm wire diameter
were chosen to make the garment. Twenty three
springs at one per 162cm2 and eighty eight springs
at one per 41cm2 were attached to the vest
respectively to have the same air contents by
expansion of the springs when they are exposed to
the low environmental condition. As the control
sample, the vest filling with commercial goose
down was made by quilting to have the similar
weight to that of SMA embedded one (Figure 1).
The vest was attached as the lining of the outer
jacket. Microclimate temperature, humidity and
comfort properties were evaluated at the

SMA 88 vest

Down

Contents
23 springs
with
17mm(D),
0.8mm(d)
88 springs
with
10mm(D),
1.0mm(d)
Goose
down

Number
of
Springs

Original/
Latent
Thickness
(mm)

Weight
(g)

1SMA/16
2cm2

10/41

182

1SMA/41
cm2

10/17

236

-

10

210

TABLE II. Characteristics of test garments
Garment
system

Main
purpose

1st
undershirt

Wicking

2nd zip-up
shirt

Insulation

3rd vest

Insulation

4th outer
jacket

Weather
protection

Fiber
contents
PET52%
Nylon41%
PU7%
PET80%
Nylon20%
High
performance
PET100%
PET100%
(lining)
PET100%
(shell)

Thicknes
s(mm)

Weight
(g)

0.58

136

0.91

236

-

-

0.55

531

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of subjective wear trials showed that
down had the highest microclimate temperature
and best thermal sensation (Figure 2 and 3).
However, SMA embedded vest with most power of
spring indicated the maintenance and increase of
thermal insulation as time passed by forming air
layer effectively. Also, subjects felt drier and better
comfort with the SMA embedded one. In case of
vest composed of SMA springs with most
displacement, it presented lowest thermal
insulation because if the air layer formed by the
displacement of the spring reaches over 20mm, the
thermal insulation decreases due to the convection
within the fabric layer. Subjects appealed
uncomfortable sensation with the down vest during
the rest period after exercise. This phenomenon is
due to the excessive thermal insulation causing
sweat and condensation at cold temperature. The
changes of microclimate temperature in the skin
side were smaller with SMA spring embedded
jacket whereas that of down garment were bigger
according to the environmental temperature in all
test periods.

[3] Baek, B. K, Kim, E. A, “Development of
intelligent outdoor clothing system using two way
shape memory alloys”, Proceedings of the 37th
Textile Research Symposium, August 20-21, 2008.
[4] Lee, J. Y, Park, H. J, Jee, K. K, Kim, E. A,
“Compression resilience and thermal insulation of
TWSMA applied winter jacket according to wire
and coil diameter of SMA springs”, Proceedings of
the Fiber Society 2009 Spring Conference, May
27-29, 2009, pp. 1560-1561.

FIGURE 2. Microclimate temperature in the skin layer of the
SMA attached and down garment

CONCLUSIONS
From the results, we demonstrated the possibility
of SMA embedded clothing system as the
intelligent garment for the cold environment that
offers higher thermal insulation and comfort
properties. Furthermore, this study suggests that it
is possible to design intelligent thermal insulation
clothing that meets various environmental
conditions of wearer by controlling the power and
displacement of SMA springs.
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OBJECTIVE
This research aims to produce novel biodegradable
packaging film and fibers for drug delivery purpose
by using chitosan and alginate polysaccharides.

concerns. Structural, thermal and mechanical behaviors were examined to obtain optimum results.

INTRODUCTION
Polysaccharides have been exploited extensively in
medical, pharmaceutical, food and agricultural/horticultural science through a particular range
of applications. They have been used as drug delivery system, wound dressing, scaffold, food packaging, and fertilizers. The processability of polysaccharides without any toxic materials and organic solvents is essential for maintaining public and environment health. Thus, there has been an especially
strong preference for chitosan based materials in
such areas [1].

FIGURE 1. Chemical structure of alginate and chitosan [1].

Polyelectrolyte complex of chitosan and alginate in
fiber form for drug delivery systems and in film form
for food packaging are of interest to help satisfy the
need for biodegradable and antimicrobial material in
those areas.
APPROACH
Controlled release and/or delivery systems for sensitive compounds, such as proteins peptides, cells and
DNA frequently undergo the obstacles of lesser bioactivity, lower incorporation efficiency and multistage processes. Microspheres and microbeads, for
specific applications, have the challenge of even distribution during controlled release. If the drug can be
evenly incorporated into the fiber, such fibrous structure could perform the biologic activity in a controlled manner. Therefore, polyelectrolyte complex
fiber could be a convincing drug delivery system,
with the additional benefit of high loading efficacy,
controlled release outline and limited drug activity
[2].
During the development of this work, biodegradable
polyelectrolyte films composed of alginate and chitosan, with glycerol as plasticizer, are studied for
food packaging applications. Biopackaging is an
outstanding solution for the growing environmental

FIGURE 2. Simple demonstrative outline of the structures formed
by alginate in association with (A) calcium ions, (B) weakly associated PEC with chitosan, or (C) strongly associated PEC with
chitosan. However, these are differently orientated on the polymer
backbone by many repeating units that are not involved in ionic
associations [1].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the chemical structure and
interactions of the chitosan and alginate polymers
used.
Fiber Production: Two methods were explored for
the production of fibers for drug delivery: i) crosslinking of the polymers before the coating process
and ii) direct association of the two polymeric molecules. Figure 3 shows the microstructure of the fibers

produced by chitosan coating of cross-linked alginate
polymers. 1% w/v alginate was dissolved in distilled
water and then wet spun into 2M CaCl 2 solution.
The obtained fibers were then placed in a 0.5% w/v
chitosan solution and maintained there for 2 days.
The room temperature dried fibers have a diameter
of 6 microns. The drug delivery properties of the
obtained fibers will be studied.

Figure 5 shows the tensile stress-strain curve of chitosan/alginate. The test was carried out on a universal testing machine following the ASTM D-882
standard. The average tensile modulus of the films is
1.66 MPa which is a moderate value for these kinds
of films without any additives. The degradability of
the films will be studied in the near future.
CONCLUSION
Chitosan/alginate polyelectrolyte complex fibers and
films were produced in our lab. These materials
demonstrated high potential for drug-release purpose
and biopackaging for the food industry.
FUTURE WORK

FIGURE 3. Optical microscopy of the alginate coated with chitosan fibers. 1% w/v alginate dissolved in distilled water was wet
spun into 2 M CaCl 2 solution and then maintained in 0.5% w/v
chitosan solution for 1-2 days.

A fiber using the second method will be produced.
Chemical, mechanical, thermal and drug release
characteristics of the two fibers will be tested in order to obtain an ideal drug delivery system.
In order to increase the mechanical properties of the
films, different amounts of solutions will be examined as well as using some additives. Structural,
morphological, thermal, vapor water transmission
properties will be tested for further investigations.
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Film Production: Chitosan/alginate based films
were produced by the direct mixture of 0.5 w/v chitosan and 0.50 w/v alginate. The films were dried at
room temperature for 12- 14 hours. Figure 4 shows a
picture of the obtained film.

FIGURE 5. Stress-strain graph of the chitosan/alginate films.
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ABSTRACT
Today looms work at high speeds. For instance,
speed reaches greater than 1000 cycles/minute in air
jet looms. This situation requires some precautions
like mass balancing in order to prevent vibrations

R ax : bear force acting in the x direction [Newton]R ay : bear force
acting in the y direction [Newton]
R a : the resultant bear force [Newton]
α: pressure angel [degree]

In this study, by making dynamic analysis on a loom
which have a cam driven sley mechanism, the forces
acting on the mechanism and the bearing forces that
cause vibrations are provided. And they were
presented as graphics with respect to the main cam
shaft rotation angle.

By using the balance equation, force anaysis is done.


(1) 


MATERIAL AND METHODS
In this study, it is accepted that the follower makes
simple harmonic motion and it realizes descending
motion between θ=0o-60o (β descending =60o), it waits
between θ=60o-300o (β awaiting =240o) and it makes the
rising motion between θ=300o-360o (β rising =60o).


(2)

Pressure angel (α) determines the components of the
force normal force (F) which acts from follower to
the sley bear (F y ) and the moving force acting on the
follower (F t ).

(3)

Fabric resistant force (F 2 ) exists as long as reed
contacts with fabric. In this study, fabric resistant
force affects between θ= 0o-10o and θ=350o-360o and
its maximum value is accepted 2500 Newton.
FIGURE 1. The forces acting on the cam driven sley mechanism
Ψ 0 : the angle between the follower and the horizontal axis when
follower is in contact with cam’s minimum radius[degree]
φ : follower angular displacement [degree]
F t : moving force acting on the follower [Newton]
F : normal force acting on the follower [Newton]
Fy : force acting from follower to the sley bear [Newton]
F 2 : weaving resistnat force [Newton]
m : distance between the sley articulate and beating up point [m]
I : inertial sley force [kgm2]
: follower angular accelaration [rad/sn2]

(4)
With the graphic method, the distance between the
cam’s and the follower’s axes r A =105 mm and the
total value of the minimum cam radius and follower
radius r B +r F =65 mm were gained by accepting the
values of the maximum pressure angle
((α max ) descending =(α max ) rising ) is 30o, follower’s total

oscillation angle (φ o ) is 25o and the follower lenght
(r R ) is 70 mm.
The displacement of the follower during the
descending, awaiting and rising periods were gained
by the equations below in turn.



(5)

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Awaiting period is needed in order to realize beating
up. This situation causes sudden changes in
follower’s acceleration which makes simple
harmonic motion during the transation between
descending period- awaiting period and also between
awaiting period rising period.

FIGURE 2. Variation of follower angular displacement with
respect to the main cam shaft rotation angle

The follower’s acceleration which makes simple
harmonic motion shows sudden changes at he
beginning and at the end of the motion. Thus, the
simple harmonic motion curve at too high speeds is
not appropriate fors ley mechanisms.

FIGURE 5. Variation of normal force acting on the follower with
respect to the main cam shaft rotation angle

For force transfer quality,desired value of the
pressure angel is 0o for all values of cam shaft
rotating angle.[1] Because, in this case the total force
acting on the follower is used for stimulation of the
follower. But it is an ideal situation and it is
impossible to realize.
When pressure angle deviates from 0o a force
component which acts from the cam to the sley bear
occurs. The prime values of this component force
that can cause deformation and vibration are
undesirable.

FIGURE 6. Variation of resultant bear force with respect to the
main cam shaft rotation angle

According to the obtained graphics, a result was
reached that the simple harmonic motion curve is not
appropriate for the sley motion. But in this study,the
simple motion curve was based due to simplicity ans
wide usage.
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FIGURE 3. Variation of fabric resistant force with respect to the
main cam shaft rotation angle

FIGURE 4. Variation of pressure angle with respect to the main
cam shaft rotation angle
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ABSTRACT
In this study, the effects of ozone treatment on the
physical properties of soybean fibers have been
studied. Knitted soybean fabrics were ozonated up to
180 min treatment time at room temperature in order to
determine the effects on soybean fibers. Results
indicated promising increase of whiteness degrees by
ozonation, which was much greater than the results
reached by hydrogen peroxide bleach. One more
advantage of ozonation bleaching is the conservation
of the brightness of the fiber where peroxide bleach
reduces brightness values.
INTRODUCTION
Soybean protein fibre is a man-made regenerated
protein fibre from soybean protein. Although first
attempts to manufacture textile fibres from soybean
protein had been made during 1940s in Japan and
America [1-3], the commercial production of soybean
protein fibre had never been started because of the lack
of functional characteristics and arising of the synthetic
fibers. However, there has been renewed interest in
producing soybean fibre during the last decade and a
soybean fibre production line had been established in
China.
Soybean is a competitive production material for fibers
in the textile industry as it is cost-effective and
abundant.

Soybean fibre has natural lustre, smooth surface,
luxurious appearance with nice drape, breathability,
comfort, good physical, mechanical and dyeing
properties [4, 5].
It is common practice to bleach the most protein fibers,
which are not naturally white, in order to improve
whiteness, ideally without affecting the physical
performance. This study reports the results of the
bleaching studies of soybean fibers by ozonation.
Ozone (O 3 ) has a high oxidation potential of 2.07 V.
The oxidation potential of the widely used hydrogen
peroxide oxidant in textile is 1.77 V. Ozone is used in
paper industry to bleach wood pulp, in water treatment
to disinfect water and has been studied for color
removal from textile effluents [6].
A large number of studies on ozonation of textile fibers
for finishing purposes have been published the
literature recently. Some of these studies mainly focus
on utilizing ozone for; cotton bleaching [7],
aftertreatment of PET [8-10], production of shrink
resist wool [11-13].
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Our research employed a set of interlock-knitted
fabrics from 100% soybean fibre spun yarns (linear
density Ne 30/1).
Preparation of the substrates
The soybean fabric was scoured with 2 g/l
anionic/nonionic detergent, 1 g/l sequestering agent
and 1 g/l caustic soda at 80 °C for 30 min at a liquor to
goods ratio of 10:1, washed thoroughly, and air dried
to remove mill dirt and lubricants. The scoured fabric
was considered as the reference and the fabric samples
were subjected to several ozone treatments in distilled
water.

Figure 1. Soybean fiber [4]
Soybean fibre produced from annually renewable
resources, combines ecological advantages with nice
performance in textiles. It has not only many of the
good qualities of natural fibers but also some of the
mechanical performances of synthetic fibers.

Conventional bleaching recipes were also performed
for comparison. Oxidative bleaching by hydrogen
peroxide was performed at liquor to goods ratio of
10:1, at 90C for 60 min with the recipe: 20 ml/l
hydrogen peroxide (50%), 3 g/l soda, 5 g/l organic
peroxide stabilizer and 1 ml/l anionic/nonionic
detergent. Ozone treatment was performed for 1, 3, 5,
10, 20, 30, 60, 120 and 180 minutes and ozone dose is
given below.

Ozone application
The ozonation experiments were carried out in a glass
reactor with a closed cylindrical total volume of 130
ml and diameter of 29 mm. All ozone treatments were
performed at room temperature using 100 ml distilled
water (at a liquor to goods ratio of 10:1). An Opal OS1
model O 3 generator (Opal Ltd, Ankara, Turkey) with
an O 3 production rate of 3 g/h produced the O 3 needed
for the reaction. The bottom of the reactor was
equipped with a diffuser to produce fine O 3 bubbles,
which were produced by feeding high-purity oxygen of
99.5% into the O 3 generator.
O 3 concentration was measured according to the
standard iodometric method (Standard Methods 2350
E, APHA). Outlet O 3 from the O 3 generator was
directed to the gas washing bottles filled with 2%
(w/w) potassium iodide (KI) solution for the
determination of O 3 concentration. The O 3
concentration of 6,5  0,4 mg/min was measured at
600 ml/min O 3 gas flow rate by feeding high-purity
oxygen into the O 3 generator.
Whiteness degree measurements
After the ozone-treatment processes, the whiteness
degree of each specimen was measured using a
Macbeth MS2020 spectrophotometer (Gretag Macbeth
LLC, NY, USA) and expressed as a Stensby whiteness
degree. Each fabric sample was read in four different
areas, twice on each side of the fabric for consistency,
and the average value was calculated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the whiteness tests are shown in Table 1.
Results on Table I indicate a considerable increase in
the whiteness degrees of the ozonated soybean fiber
samples. A considerable increase in whiteness degrees
of the soybean fiber samples occurred especially when
the ozonation time reached 60 min and the increase of
the whiteness degrees was higher at 120 and 180 min.
The maximum increase was observed at the longest
ozonation time of 180 min. The whiteness degree of
the untreated soybean fiber sample was 25,56 stensby
degree although the whiteness degree of the soybean
fiber sample reached 31,44 stensby degree after 180
min ozonation. Peroxide bleaching recipe was not
successful.
TABLE I. Whiteness degrees of soybean samples
FABRICS
UNTREATED
1 MIN. OZ.
3 MIN. OZ.
5 MIN. OZ.
10 MIN. OZ.
20 MIN. OZ.
30 MIN. OZ.
60 MIN. OZ.
120 MIN. OZ.
180 MIN. OZ.
PEROXIDE
BLEACHING

WHITENESS
(STENSBY)
25,56
24,62
26,18
25,12
26,70
26,83
26,46
28,09
28,37
31,44

STANDARD
DEVIATION
0,15
0,25
1,15
0,30
0,62
0,68
0,66
0,35
0,55
0,68

25,09

0,25

The change in brightness of the soybean fibers is also
an important concern since soybean fibre has natural
luster and luxurious appearance. Brightness of the
untreated soybean fibers were 54,24 and it did not
change much after ozonation treatment, the brightness
of 180 min ozonated soybean fibers were 55,38.
However, brightness values of the peroxide bleached
soybean fibers decreased to 49,94.
Table I clearly shows that ozonation can be utilized for
bleaching of soybean fabrics in the whiteness point of
view. The effect of ozonation on the strength
properties of soybean fibers has to be considered and
bursting strength tests are being performed for this
purpose. Bursting strength, FT-IR and Raman analysis
as well as SEM analysis are being carried out to detect
any possible changes in the soybean fibre structure,
results will be presented in the final poster.
CONCLUSIONS
The highest whiteness degree achieved was 31,44
stensby degree after 180 min ozonation. Prolonged
ozonation times caused an improvement on whiteness
degree of soybean fiber fabrics. The brightness of the
soybean fiber was conserved during ozonation
treatment although brightness of the soybean fibers
decreased after peroxide bleach.
FUTURE WORK
Bursting strength, FT-IR and Raman analysis as well
as SEM analysis are being carried out to detect any
possible changes in the soybean fibre structure.
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OBJECTIVE
The objective of the study is to examine the UV
protection level of naturally colored cottons. In this
study, white, dyed and naturally colored fabric
samples with different constructions were produced
and experimentally tested for UV protection.
INTRODUCTION
Exposure to minimal doses of sunlight is beneficial
for organisms since it contributes to the
development of the bones and the assimilation of
vitamins. However, overexposure to the sun
increases the risk of permanent damage to the skin
caused by ultraviolet radiation. In general, it is
considered that clothing provides enough
protection against radiation from the sun [1]. As a
result of this opinion, many textile researchers
focused on the UV protection property of different
textile fabrics and radiation [2-9]. The radiation is
divided into three groups; UVA, UVB and UVC,
ranging between 315-400nm, 290-315nm and 100290nm respectively. For assessing the protection of
clothing, the concept of the UV protection factor
(UPF) is used. UPF is a measurement of a fabric’s
effectiveness at blocking UVA and UVB rays [2].
It is found that, dark fabrics are more protective
than light ones [7]. From this point of view,
commercial summer clothes as light garments do
not present UV protection adequately. In this study,
naturally colored cotton (NCC) which is light
brown in color was woven and knitted as summer
clothing fabrics, depending on the fact that NCC
fabric shows higher UPF than white cotton fabrics
[2], and UV protection property of NCC fabrics
was compared to white and dyed ones.
In this study it is aimed to produce UV protective
light summer clothes by using NCC.
APPROACH
The NCC which is light brown in color and the
white cotton fibers used in this study were
provided by Nazilli Cotton Research Institute. The
NCC and the white cotton fibers were spun into
yarns in an industrial carded ring spinning mill as
Ne 30/1 Carded weaving and Ne 30/1 Carded
knitting yarns. A warp sheet was prepared by a
sample warping machine, and sized with a sample

sizing machine. Woven fabrics were produced by a
commercial weaving loom with 1/1 plain, 2/3 twill
(Z) and 1/5 satin constructions. Knitted fabrics
were produced by a commercial 60 feeder circular
knitting machine as single jersey. Then white
cotton fabrics were dyed with a similar color to
NCC cotton fabric. Sample woven and knitted
fabrics were tested and evaluated according to
standard AS/NZS 4399:1996 (Sun Protective
Clothing–Evaluation and Classification).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the AS/NZS 4399:1996, UPFs are
classified in 3 categories: UPFs of 15 to 24 (ratings
15 and 20) offer good protection; UPFs of 25 to 39
(ratings 25, 30, and 35), very good protection; and
UPFs of 40 and higher (ratings 40, 45, 50, and
50+), excellent protection. Textiles with a UPF of
less than 15 are not labeled.
TABLE I. UV protection properties of knitted fabrics

UVA
UVB
Samples Transmittance,% Transmittance,%

UPF

NCC

1,5

1

98,2

Dyed

4,9

2,8

31,5

White

10,9

4,6

18,4

TABLE II. UV protection properties of woven fabrics
UVA Transmittance, %
Samples

Plain

Twill

Satin

NCC

2,2

1,5

1,7

Dyed

6,8

6,5

6,2

White

15,7

13,6

13,9

UVB Transmittance, %
Samples

Plain

Twill

Satin

NCC

1,6

1,1

1,2

Dyed

3,6

3,6

3,4

White

8,8

7,4

7,5

UPF
Samples

Plain

Twill

Satin

NCC

64,3

93,5

91,8

Dyed

23,4

24,1

25,3

White

10,2

12

11,7

The experimental results given in Table I and
Table II show that the ultraviolet protection of
NCC fabrics are much more better than gray and
dyed fabrics. However, the UV protection factor
may change according to the construction type.
The best results are obtained for twill type, but
plain type fabrics usually provide lower protection.

[3]Algaba, I., Pepio, M., Riva, A., “Modelization
of the influence of structural parameters on the
ultraviolet protection factor provided by cellulosic
woven fabrics”, Journal of Textile Institute,
Vol.98, No.4, 2007, pp.293-300.
[4]Abidi, N., Hequet, E. F., Abdala, G., “Cotton
fabric and UV protection”, Proceedings of
Beltwide Cotton Conference, Vol.2, 2001,
pp.1301-1303, Memphis.
[5]Dubrovski, P.D., Golob, D., “Effects of woven
fabric construction and color on ultraviolet
protection”, Textile Research Journal, Vol.79,
No.4, 2009, pp.351-359.

CONCLUSIONS
The UV protection usually depends on the color of
fabrics. The fabric with white tones provide lower
UV protection, but this level increases on the color
intensity of the fabric becomes darker. On the other
side, NCC fabrics provide excellent UV protection
with white or dark colors. Therefore, NCC may be
a good summer time clothing fabric due to this
excellent property.

[6]Stankovic, S. B., et al., “Ultraviolet protection
factor of gray-state plain cotton knitted fabrics”,
Textile Research Journal, Vol.79, No.11, 2009,
pp.1034-1042.

FUTURE WORK
For further studies different naturally colored
cotton types may be observed. And the
construction of knitted fabrics may be changed.
In this study gray fabrics were tested but further on
woven and knitted fabrics may be washed
consecutively and tested in accordance with
Protective Clothing testing to measure the UV
resistance permanency of fabrics during daily use.

[8]Wilson, C. A., Parisi, A. V., “Protection from
solar erythemal ultraviolet radiation - Simulated
wear and laboratory testing”, Textile Research
Journal, Vol.76, No.3, 2006, pp.216-225.
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OBJECTIVE
The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of
different solvent systems on the morphology of the
resulting electrospun cellulose acetate (CA)
nanofibers.
INTRODUCTION
Electrospinning is the most versatile process for
producing nanofibers, which have unique properties
like very large surface area, nano-porosity and
design flexibility, from many kinds of natural and
synthetic polymers. In this method, the fiber
morphology depends on the polymer type, solvent
system and the electrospinning process parameters
such as applied voltage, feed rate, polymer
concentration, tip to collector distance, etc. [1-3]

morphology of the fibers was examined by using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The electrospinning of CA was optimized for
acetone/DMAc(2/1)
and
DCM/methanol(4/1)
solvent systems in order to get bead-free
nanofibers. The scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of electrospun cellulose acetate
nanofibers in different polymer concentrations in
these two solvent systems are shown in figures 1
and 2. On the other hand, spherical structures were
obtained when DMAc/Methanol(4/1) was used as a
solvent system although polymer concentration
were varied in a large range (%1 - %25). SEM
image of CA spheres is shown in figure 3.

Cellulose acetate (CA) is a derivate of abundant and
renewable cellulose. Cellulose does not melt so it
must be spun from solution. On the other hand,
cellulose acetate can be processed into fibers from
both of melts and solutions. Nanofiber/nanowebs,
which are produced from cellulose acetate by using
electrospinning method, can represent semipermeable membrane structure that make them
useful for filtration, biomedical applications, etc.[46]
Cellulose acetate can be electrospun from different
solvent systems. Mixed solvent of acetic
acid/water(75/25) [7], chloroform/methanol(9/11/1) [5], acetone/dimethyl sulfoxide(2/1)[8] can be
given as examples that were used for obtaining
cellulose acetate nanofibers by electrospinning.
APPROACH
In this study, three different solvent systems were
used for the electrospinning of cellulose acetate
(Mw 300000) nanofibers and we have investigated
the effect of these solvent systems on the final
morphology
of
electrospun
CA
fibers.
DMAc/Methanol(4/1), Acetone/DMAc(2/1) and
DCM/Methanol(4/1) are the solvent systems that
were used. For these three solvent systems, the
polymer concentration was varied in order to get
bead-free uniform CA nanofibers. We have also
varied electrospinning process parameters such as;
applied voltage (15-20 kV), tip to collector distance
(10-15 cm), solution feed rate (0,5-1 ml/h). The

FIGURE 1: SEM image of the electrospun cellulose acetate
nanofibers obtained from Acetone/DMAc(2/1) solvent system

FUTURE WORK
As future work, functional cellulose acetate
nanofibers/nanoweb will be produced by
incorporating versatile additives into these
nanofibers/nanoweb and their potential application
areas such as filtration, drug delivery, tissue
engineering will be investigated.

FIGURE 2: SEM image of the electrospun cellulose acetate
nanofibers obtained from DCM/Methanol(4/1) solvent system

FIGURE 3: SEM image of the cellulose acetate spheres obtained
from DMAc/Methanol(4/1) solvent system

CONCLUSION
We have carried out different solution systems for
electrospinning of cellulose acetate (CA) and we
examined the resulting electrospun CA morphology
with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). While
we attained bead-free fiber structure by using
acetone/DMAc(2/1)
and
DCM/methanol(4/1)
systems, spherical morphologies were obtained in
the case of using DMAc/Methanol(4/1) as a solvent
system.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
The changes of color shade of dyed cotton fabric
were investigated after exposition to infrared laser
light. The thermal stability of used direct azo
dyestuffs was tested with using of DSC.
INTRODUCTION
Laser treatments offer some advantages like simple
techniques, easy controlled and environmentally
clean and safe processes [1]. The disadvantage of
CO 2 laser beam is low efficiency (5-20%) [2]. CO 2
lasers are used for cutting, welding or engraving
and fading processes of denim fabrics [3].
APPROACH
Material and dying process
Cotton fabric twill-weave with fabric density of 32
threads/cm (warp), 14.8 threads/cm (weft), warp
linear density 58.2 tex and weft linear density
48.15 tex.
For all dyeing processes direct azo dyestuffs were
used, C. I. Direct Orange 37, C. I. Direct Green 28,
C.I. Direct Violet 66 and C. I. Direct Blue 67.
Aqueous solutions containing 0.5, 1.5 and 3%
(weight of fabric) of the dye were used for dyeing.
The bath ratio was 1:50. Samples were dyed in
laboratory dyeing machine with infrared heating
(Ahiba Nuance ECO, Datacolor, Switzerland).
Initial temperature 25 °C, followed by temperature
increase of 3 °C.min-1 up to 96 °C, holding for 60
min. Fabrics were rinsed with cold water after
dyeing and then dried at 100 °C in laboratory drier
(Chirana HS 62A, Czech Republic).
Laser processing
The Marcatex Flexi 150 (Easy-Laser, Spain) is a
pulsed infrared CO 2 laser system (wavelength 10.6
μm). The laser device contains following parts,
laser resonator, optical tube, optics box, the
marking head, personal computer unit, central
personal computer module, direct current source
and radio frequency source.
More influencing parameters for the marking
process are Duty Cycle and Pixel Time. Duty
Cycle (%) is synonymous to the applied power. If
Duty Cycle increases, the power used in the
marking of each pixel increases. But values of
Duty Cycle over 50% are ineffective. Pixel time
(μs) is time used to marking of each pixel of the

image. The setting of pulsed CO 2 laser device is
displayed in table I.
TABLE I. Setting of parameters of pulsed CO 2 laser device
Duty Cycle
(%)
5
10
20

Pixel Time (s)
50
500
50
500
50
500

100
600
100
600
100
600

200
700
200
700
200

300
800
300

400

300

400

400

Characterization techniques
The characteristics of the initial and laser-modified
samples were determined through procedures such
as measuring of reflectance values and DSC
analysis.
Reflectance spectra of the dyed fabrics were
measured by using a UV-VIS Reflective
Spectrophotometer (Datacolor 3890, Switzerland)
in the range form 420 nm to 760 nm. From
reflectance values were calculated K/S values
according Kubelka-Munk equation, Eq. (1), where
absorption coefficient K, scattering coefficient S.
K/S 

( 1  R )2
2R

(1)

To compare the influence of laser radiation on the
change of color shade of irradiated samples, it is
necessary to express the irradiation intensity, Eq.
(2).
P

D
.K .T .1000
100

(2)

where irradiation intensity P [mW.s], duty cycle D
[%], maximal power of laser beam K (K=200W)
and pixel time T [s].
The thermal stability of dyestuffs was examined
using DSC analysis (DSC 6, Perkin Elmer, USA).
Setting of instrument was following: initial
temperature 25 °C holding for 1 min, temperature
increase of 15 °C/min up to 450 °C, than
temperature decrease – cooling, down to 25 °C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Changes of color shade of cotton fabric
Color shade was measured on dyed and non-dyed
samples of cotton fabric. The basic idea of data
analyses is comparison of both K/S values. To
visualize the effect of decolorization of dyed
textiles were measured K/S values reduced by the
K/S values of non-dyed cotton with the same
intensity of irradiation. Measurement results
transformed by this method are summarized in
table II. The presented values should represent only
the effect on dyes, without the effect of cotton
yellowing (damage).
TABLE II. Dependence of K/S values of dyed samples of
cotton fabric on irradiation intensity P
1 azo group
0,5%
1,5%
Direct Orange 37
(460 nm)
P
0
0.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
12
14
16
20

6.33
6.00
6.02
5.49
5.68
3.09
2.49
-0.34
-1.24
-1.61
-3.37
-4.59
-5.21
-4.93
-6.20

14.76
14.79
14.61
12.55
12.34
6.43
5.43
1.38
1.05
0.14
-1.87
-3.05
-3.81
-3.66
-4.97

Direct Viollet 66
(560 nm)
P
0
0.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
12
14
16
20

5.68
5.67
5.72
5.39
5.06
2.68
2.36
0.33
-0.21
-0.56
-1.55
-2.40
-2.98
-2.59
-3.49

13.26
13.58
13.56
11.93
11.72
5.10
4.18
1.17
0.73
0.28
-0.95
-1.83
-2.33
-2.15
-3.07

3%

0,5%
1,5%
Direct Green 28
(400 nm)

K/S
18.57
5.45
13.36
18.68
4.97
13.27
18.77
5.39
13.81
17.19
4.92
12.82
16.57
4.99
12.15
8.26
2.52
6.26
7.55
2.18
3.90
2.63
-0.52
1.06
1.56
-1.60
0.51
1.18
-2.00
1.09
-0.91
-3.79
-1.92
-1.99
-5.07
-3.37
-2.78
-5.79
-3.96
-2.61
-5.60
-3.88
-4.04
-6.93
-5.18
2 azo groups
Direct Blue 67
(580 nm)
K/S
18.64
7.07
14.25
17.87
7.23
13.59
17.80
6.88
13.47
19.40
6.48
13.31
15.46
6.27
12.53
9.96
2.91
6.54
5.17
2.98
4.49
2.20
0.62
1.28
1.12
-0.10
0.62
1.01
-0.30
0.31
0.28
-1.26
-0.53
-1.21
-1.79
-1.08
-1.78
-2.56
-1.92
-1.28
-2.32
-1.62
-2.49
-3.03
-2.46

3%

15.97
17.38
17.89
16.76
16.86
7.75
5.39
2.89
2.28
3.62
-0.41
-1.63
-2.08
-2.24
-3.47

18.49
17.69
18.56
17.30
17.40
9.91
7.44
1.82
1.00
0.76
-0.16
-0.71
-1.42
-1.15
-1.95

Shade of fabric is nearly stable in the range from
0.5 to 1 mW.s of irradiation intensity. With higher
intensity fading of color shade was observed.
DSC analysis
Decomposition of dyestuffs was separately
observed by DSC analysis in table III. The lowest
decomposition point has C. I. Direct Green 28 and
the highest decomposition point has C. I. Direct
Blue 67.
TABLE III. Decomposition of direct azo dyestuffs by DSC and
laser light method
Minimal intensity
Decompositio
of laser light
n temperature
dye
irradiation P to
of dye [°C]
decolorization
Direct Orange 37
260
3.0
Direct Green 28

180

3.1

Direct Violet 66

305

2.4

Direct Blue 67

310

2.5

CONCLUSIONS
The color fastness to infrared laser light is different
at all tested direct dyes. The connection between
color changes of dyed cotton by laser light and
thermal stability of dyes measured by DSC method
was not validated. The highest difference is in the
rate of heating. The process of DSC method is
working with the temperature increase 15 °C/min.
The laser can heat the fibers by the rate more then
10 000 °C/min. The other rate of heating can
support other processes with higher activation
energy.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
This paper deals with the influence of plasma
treatment on the fastness of water-repellent finish.
Two kinds of water-repellent finishes were used in
our experiments. These finishes were applied on
three
different
kinds
of
fabrics
–
polyethyleneterephtalate (PET), cotton (CO) and
blend polyethyleneterephtalate/cotton (PET/CO).
Each fabric was remitted to the effect of plasma
after application of water-repellent finish.
Exposure time of plasma treatment was in the
range from 0 s to 60s.
INTRODUCTION
The adhesion is a sticking ability of materials. It is
effect of attraction forces between surface particles
of two contacting materials. The adhesion is
important property of materials if they will be
stuck, covered by films, printed etc.
The amount of polar groups in surface as well as
surface roughness has influence on adhesion. It’s
known that whereby amount of polar groups
decrease thereby the adhesion is lower, also with
increasing of roughness the adhesion increase [13].
The new method for improvement of adhesive
properties of materials is plasma modification of
surface. The plasma causes damage of surface
layer of fibres and by the help of active particles in
plasma discharge the polar groups are created on
textile surface and adhesion increases [2-5].
APPROACH
Two types of water-repellent finishes – silicone
and perfluorcarbon were used for our experiments.
These finishes were applied on different kinds of
material such as cotton, polyethyleneterephthalate
and their blend. Plasma treatment of samples was
performed by source of Diffuse Coplanar Surface
Barrier Discharge (DSCBD). Water-repellent
finishes were applied on samples after plasma
treatment. A part of samples was exposed to
simulated domestic washing by laboratory device

LINITEST at 5, 10 and 15 washing cycles.
Samples were tested with three different ways:
water column test [6], Bundesmann water
repellency [7] and drop test
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of water column test
It was noted that plasma modification affects the
increasing of water column. Plasma modification
improves the high of water column for two
performed water-repellent finishes. The increasing
of water column is more significant on
perfluorcarbon water-repellent finish than on
silicone.
Washing fastness was increased due to plasma
modification. But it happened to the decreasing of
high of water column due to washing.
Results of scanning electron microsopy SEM
Before washing and after 15 cycles of washing the
samples were investigated with using of SEM
microscopy. Plasma modified samples assigned the
rise of homogenous layers. Plasma modification
improved the wash fastness of the samples and
there were not observed so market peeling of
deposited layers.

a)

b)

Figure I. silicon finish on cotton after 15 washing cycles a) nonplasma treated b) plasma treated

Results of Bundesmann water repellency
It was observed that with increasing numbers of

washing cycles happened to higher volume of
penetrated water through the sample on both waterrepellent finishes. First milliliters of water
penetrate through the sample were detected on
perfluorcarbon water-repellent finish after ten
washing cycles. First milliliters of water penetrated
through the sample were found on silicon waterrepellent finish after five washing cycles.

Results
of
drop
test.
To test both water-repellent finishes were used
drop test (fa. Du-Pont). The principle of drop test
rests in application of drops with different surface
tension. The observing of absorption of water takes
for 10 seconds. If the fabric does not absorb the
drop of water, the process is repeated with other
liquid until the fabric absorbs the drop of water.

The highest volume of water penetrated through
the sample was observed on PET/CO fabric with
silicon water-repellent finish. By contrast the
lowest volume of water penetrated through the
sample was noted on PET/CO fabric with
perfluorcarbon water-repellency finish.

There were not observed significant changes after
plasma treatment. It was observed that with
increasing numbers of washing cycles happened to
increasing of wettability surface in both cases.

TABLE I. Bundesmann water repellency of perfluorcarbon
modification
Perfluorcarbon modification
quantity of water flowed trough the sample [ml]
material

CO

PES/CO

PES

TABLE II.
modification

plasma
treatment

washing cycles

[s]
0

0
0

5
0

10
7

15
16

30

0

0

0

15

60

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

0

14
12

30

0

0

0

60

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

7

11

30

0

0

6

9

60

0

0

0

10

Bundesmann

water

repellency

of

silicone

Silicone modification
quantity of water flowed trough the sample [ml]
material

CO

PES/CO

PES

plasma
treatment

washing cycles

[s]
0

0
0

5
16

10
22

15
30

30

0

12

18

32
27

60

0

5

19

0

0

24

27

32

30

0

15

23

28

60

0

17

19

26

0

0

13

12

17

30

0

5

13

15

60

0

5

7

16

CONCLUSIONS
Surface wetting of materials were improved by
plasma modification. Homogenous layers were
observed on plasma modified samples. SEM
images showed that peeling of deposited layers was
decreased. Thereby it is explained that happened to
higher washing fastness on plasma modified
samples and then occurred to improvement results
of performed tests.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
Surface roughness on the micrometer scale is
known to dominate the wetting behavior. Our
approach is based on macroscopic surface
roughness of defined textile material and the solid plain material.
Advancing
and
receding
contact
angles
measurement and hysteresis determination exhibits
wetting on these models of heterogeneous surfaces.
INTRODUCTION
Wetting is a physical phenomenon frequently
encountered in engineering practice. Wettability on
solid surface is often characterized by the contact
angle of liquids on the solid surface. However, it
has long been found that the contact angle of liquid
on a solid surface can take a range of values
between two extremes: the advancing and the
receding contact angles. The difference between
the advancing and the receding contact angles is
conventionally called contact angle hysteresis.
Knowledge of contact angle hysteresis is essential
to the understanding of surface wettability and the
control of surface wetting behavior [1- 3].
APPROACH
Among the most rapid and convenient methods of
characterizing surfaces are measurements of
contact angles and belongs to the most popular
methods used in laboratories for this purpose. The
sessile drop method was applied to measure the
advancing and receding contact angle. Contact
angles were evaluated by software Lucia G.
The surfaces of materials were washed with
distilled water and with dichlormethan extracted
before experiment. Distilled water with surface
tension 72.5±0.2 mN.m−1 at 20 °C was used for the
contact angle measurements. A water drop was
placed onto the surface of material through a micro
syringe. The advancing angle was measured after
each volume increment. The drop volume was
increased up to 50 μl. The receding contact angle
was measured after removing of each volume of
water from the droplet up to 5 μl.
Chemical composition of fiber is one of the
determining factors for the total amount of
absorbing substances, and thus linked his wetting.
To studying changes in contact angles was selected
following material: PA66.
In current the size of the contact angle on textile
fabrics could be primarily affected by yarn
hairiness and yarn twist. Therefore, all fabrics that

are used for measurement are made of synthetic
monofilaments. The smooth plate of the same
materials as textiles was used for measurements for
comparison. The description of the textile materials
is as follows table I.
TABLE I. Description of the textile material

No.ends/No.picks
[1/cm]
145*/130**
* warp
**weft

Loop
Open
Fiber
size
space diameter
[μm]
[%]
[μm]
25*/30** 14 44*/48**

FIGURE 1. Picture of used textile material from scanning
electron microscopy

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
If a liquid drop is deposited on a surface, it spreads.
If additional liquid is added to the drop, contact
line advances and stops. Each time motion creases,
the drop exhibits an advancing contact angle θ A . If
liquid is removed from the drop, the contact angle
decreases to receding value θ R , then the contact
line recedes (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. Advancing and receding contact angle

The advancing and receding contact angles for
water drops were measured for plain and rough
surfaces. The experimental data are presented in
Graph 1 and Graph 2. Liquid drop placed on the
surface has a spherical segment shape. Therefore
the base of spherical segment radii were
determined whit using of the advancing or receding
contact angles. The base of spherical segment
radius is changed with the changing of liquid

volume. The equation (1) was used for the
calculation of base of spherical segment radius.

h

tg
2

6

(1)

Where ρ is radius base of spherical segment; h is
spherical segment height; θ is contact angle.
To calculate the base radius of the spherical
segment is necessary to know the spherical
segment height and contact angle. Contact angle
was determined by measurement. Spherical
segment height was derived from the modified
equation for calculation volume of spherical
segment, where we know the volume of liquid and
the contact angle, which is formed by the liquid in
contact with the surface:
6V
(2)

h
3
3

2

 
 tg   1
 2
Where V is volume of liquid.
PA- textile
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GRAPH 1. Contact angle hysteresis on textile material
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GRAPH 4. Dependence of spherical segment radius on volume
of liquid

Dependencies of radii base of spherical segment on
the liquid volume are shown in Graphs 3 and 4.
With increasing liquid volume increases the length
of contacts lines, in comparison with removal of
the liquid the length of contacts lines decreases. In
the same volume is the value of this length
differential at advancing and receding contact angle
usually less.
The results show that the drop on textile material
had greater radii base than on the smooth plate. On
the contrary between the advancing and receding
contact angle, the differences of drop radii base are
more expressive at the smooth plate.
CONCLUSIONS
Advancing and receding angles were measured on
the textile and the smooth plate from polyamide.
The values of differences advancing and receding
contact angles were determined as contact angle
hysteresis. The results show that the hysteresis of
both materials has a similar running.
Further, a dependence of the base of drop was
measured as the radius base of spherical segment of
the liquid drop.

advancing angle
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GRAPH 2. Contact angle hysteresis on smooth plate
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
Elemental composition of textiles is very important
not only for the testing of fiber damage and
observation of impurities in textiles. Now is many
finishes based on application of nanoparticles and
nanolyers on textile fibers. These active chemicals
are many times used in low quantity, which is
impossible to estimate by the standard chemical
methods. In this study is used LIBS technique for
observation of titanium nanoparticles in cotton
textiles.
The main aim of the present study was to apply
above mentioned technique in the process of
routine analysis of titanium content in cellulose
fibers. The Titanium (especially in the TiO 2 form)
is used as a delustring or UV absorbing pigment. In
novel application are the TiO 2 particles used as
photocatalitical compounds.
INTRODUCTION
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is
a novel dynamically developing method of atomic
spectroscopy with wide range of applications being
described to this time. In the LIBS technique, a
high power laser pulse is focused on to sample
surface and plasma plume evolves as a result of
interaction of incident beam with sample mater.
The plasma created breaks down all sample
chemical bonds and ionises many of constituent
elements. The spectral emission occurs as a result
of the subsequent relaxation of constituent excited
species. Emission from the atoms and ions is
collected by a lens of fibber optics and analysed by
spectrograph and gated detector. Wavelengths of
spectral lines emitted can be used to determine the
elemental composition of the sample, intensities of
characteristic lines corresponds to the elemental
concentrations in the sample.
The most significant, representative and recent
applications of LIBS described in the literature are
analysis of alloys (molten samples, samples under
water, detection of defects, surface analysis,

analysis of light elements, fully automated systems
with auto-samplers and so on), archaeological
materials and art objects (low invasive analysis,
possibility to perform in-situ measurements, high
spatial discrimination, rapidity and capability for
direct analysis without sample pre-treatment,
connection of analytical and cleaning process),
pharmaceutical products (fast multi-elemental
analysis), aerosols (mobile systems for direct
analysis of automatically acquired aerosol filter
samples), military, homeland security and forensic
samples [1].
LIBS spectrometer LEA 500 (Solar TII Ltd.,
Belarus) used is equipped with nanosecond twopulse Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with quality factor
modulation operating at a wavelength of 1064 μm,
pulse energy 150 mJ and duration 12nsec. The
spectrograph is a wide-aperture aberration free
system with compensation for astigmatism that
makes it possible to use the light signal to the
maximum. Diffractions grids
1800-3600
lines/mm used in accordance with the problem
being resolved provide dispersion from 0,5 to 1
nm/mm. Recording of spectra is carried out by
means of a specially developed CCD-camera for
studying short-term pulse processes and exhibiting
good spectral characteristics having 2048 pixels
with a width of each of 14 μm. The sample
chamber has a special device for evacuating air (to
200 mm of Hg), and this increases the detection
sensitivity for some elements. The choice of the
specimen zone being analyzed is accomplished by
a positioning table with observation of the surface
by means of an inbuilt video system. Operating
software, that entirely automates the measurement
process, makes it possible for the purchaser to
obtain rapidly all of the required analytical
information and to develop analytical programs for
different materials. The software contains
databases for spectral lines (more than 40
thousand) of standard specimens, used in
constructing calibration curves [2].

APPROACH
Experiments were realized on two cellulose fabrics,
one from cotton and the second from viscose
fibers. Both are described in following Table I.
TABLE I. Description of used textiles
fibers
structure
Areal weight
cotton
viscose

plain wave
plain wave

129 g.m-2
120 g.m-1

yarn linear
density
24 tex
25 tex

Titanium was applied on textile samples in form of
TiO 2 as a sol of nanoparicles. The size of used
particles was 10 nm.

TABLE III Ti on viscose fabric
sample
ICP OES Ti
(mg.kg-1)
1
29,47
2
32,71
3
149,3
4
81,7
5
472

LIBS
315
242
1132
850
3240

Results on cotton and viscose fabric with similar
areal weight are very similar. All experimental
points can be approximated by the liner
approximation model – see Figure 2.

The quantity of titanium on textiles was measured
by the standard analytical method based on
mineralization and emission spectroscopy (ICP
OES).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spectra of emitted light by the LIBS method
are measured. The typical spectrum of titanium
contained sample is in the Figure 1. At selected
wavelengths 334,938 nm are measured the
response.

A0Ti 334.1875

1979.38

1325.69

FIGURE 2 –Calibration function: dependence of values from
LIBS method on the real concentration of titanium in textile
sample (IPC OES, ppm)

C0Ti 337.28

A1Ti 336.06

A5Ti 334.941

2633.06

672.01

18.33
333.298

333.876

334.454

335.032

335.609

336.187

336.765

337.343

337.921

FIGURE 1 – Typical spectral curve obtained on textile sample
containing titanium. Highest line is proportional to titanium
contain

The measured values on textile samples are in the
table II and Table III.
TABLE II Ti on cotton

sample
1
2
3
4
5

fabric
ICP OES Ti
(mg.kg-1)
15,39
24,96
40,78
121,9
227,9

LIBS
131
176
225
559
1943

CONCLUSIONS
The LIBS method is useful for estimation of Ti
contain in cellulose textiles. In our case of two
textiles with relatively similar structures from
cotton and viscose fibers we can use one
calibration for both fabrics.
The LIBS method is very interesting analytical
method with many interesting properties.
Especially is interesting, that this method can be
used in online monitoring of processes and in
mapping of concentration on many elements on
textiles.
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OBJECTIVE
Our purpose is to investigate the effect of the solvent
and polymer concentrations on the morphology,
uniformity and diameter of the electrospun nylon 66
nanofibers.
INTRODUCTION
Electrospinning is the most versatile method for
fabrication of nanofibers, because it is simple and
cost effective technique. The nanofibers can be
electrospun from a wide range of polymers that are
soluble in various solvent systems . In addition, the
ability to produce nanofibers/nanowebs which have
unique properties like small pore size, large surface
area to volume ratio, high porosity make electrospun
nanofibers more attractive for many applications
such as filtration, textile, tissue engineering, wound
healing, release control, sensors, energy, etc [1-6].
Electrospinning is a basic process in which a
polymer solution or melt is pumped from syringe,
high voltage is applied and the resulting fibers are
deposited on the collector [7-10]. The shapes and
dimensions of the fibers influenced by many
parameters such as applied voltage, tip to collector
distance, flow rate, polymer type, polymer
concentration, solvent type, etc. [5-8].
Nylon 66 (polyamide 66) is an important semicrystalline thermoplastic polymer having good
mechanical, and thermal properties, chemical
resistance,
toughness,
dimensional
stability.
Therefore, nylon-66 is one of the most used
polymers for numerous applications such as textiles,
technical texiles, filtration, and especially
engineering field [9-11].
Nylon 66 (PA 66) is soluble in different solvents at
room temperature, so the electrospinning of PA 66
has been successfully carried out in numerous
studies. In most of these studies formic acid is used
as a solvent [8-10,12-14]. In addition, Carrizales et
al. electrospun solution of PA 66 in 1,1,1,3,3,3hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) [7]. Vrieze et al.
electrospun PA 66 in steady state conditions from
the mixture of formic acid/acetic acid solutions [15].
Nylon 66 was also dissolved in a mixture of

formic acid and chloroform and electrospun. Yet,
there is no in detail study on the effect of the
different solvent systems on the morphology of
electrospun nylon 66 nanofibers.
APPROACH
In this study, nylon 66 (PA66) nanofibers were
obtained
by
electrospinning
of
formic
acid/chloroform (75/25) and hexafluoroisopropanol
(HFIP) solutions. Different polymer concentrations
were used for both of these solvent systems. The
effect of the solvent and polymer concentrations on
the morphology, uniformity and dimensions of the
electrospun nylon 66 nanofibers were studied by
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Furthermore, two main process parameters were
studied: the tip to collecor distance (10 and 15 cm)
and the applied voltage (15 and 20 kV) in
electrospinning to control the average diameter of the
nanofibres. The average fiber diameter (AFD) were
determined from the SEM images, and around 100
fibers were analyzed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Various shapes and dimensions of the Nylon66
nanofibers have been obtained when different solvent
systems and polymer concentrations were used. The
effect of parameters on fiber morphology of PA 66
electrospun fibers in different concentration for HFIP
and formic acid/chloroform (75/25) solvents are
shown in fig.1 and fig.2. It was observed that beads
were formed in fig.1(a) and fig.2(a) when low
polymer concentrations were used. Since, viscosity
of the solution is low, the jet breaks up into droplets
and fiber formation fails. However, when polymer
concenration was high enough, continuous smooth
fibers with uniform diameter were obtained (fig.1(b)
and fig.2(b)). When higher polymer concentrations
were used in HFIP, typical circular fibers were
obtained (fig.1c). As expected, the diameter of the
fibers was thicker as the polymer concentration was
increased. On the other hand, for formic
acid/chloroform (75/25) system, ribbon-like flat
fibers were obtained which may possible due to the
rapid evaporation of the solvent (fig.2c). When the
solvent which is penetrated inside the fiber

evaporates rapidly, the fibers are collapsed, and then
ribbon form is obtained [17].

FUTURE WORK
As the future work, our goal is to develop functional
nanofibers/nanowebs for filtration application by
adding functional additives into the nylon 66
nanofibers.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVE
The work considered with exploitation TiO 2 solgel method for photocatalytic effect of glass fibers
using oxometric method. The aim was to optimize
the temperature of fixation prepared layer and find
the right concentrations of TiO 2 for the
photocatalytic effect of ascorbic acid in solution.
INTRODUCTION
Photocatalyses
Photo-catalysis is photochemical reaction. The
acceleration of this reaction is escorted by present
the catalyser. Photochemical reaction is inviting
absorption of lights by materials, which molecules
absorbed energy are broken up to radicals, ions or
atoms.
In actual time is a photo activity of Nan particle
TiO 2 in front of scientific interests, on the score of
hers general using in the area of innovate
environment. Titanium dioxide belongs to mostly
used photo-catalysers. Photo-catalytically an effect
of TiO 2 by the instrumentality of UV radiation at
the normal temperature makes it possible to
oxidative decomposing of organic structures and
also bacillus. [1] The result of these effects is
broken of all organic materials to elemental
inorganic components. The superhydrophily
induced by photo-catalytically way is the next
important property of TiO 2 . It offers a lot of
possibilities of practical application.
Photo-catalytically reactions are exploited on
cleaning of waters, air act. This technology is able
to prevent contaminate of outside wall of buildings
and also to compared with grow black glass
covering of lamps in motorway tunnels, to prevent
misting of frontal glass and driving mirror at the
cars and next undesirable effects. [2]
SOL-GEL method
Possibility of finishing surface properties of
materials is deposition functional or inorganic top-

coat by sol-gel method. One of advantages of this
method is possibility of preparation thin layers on
various materials. Up to now mainly inorganic
substrates (glass, ceramic, metals etc.) were used,
however thin layers can be deposited also on
organic materials, especially on polymers.
Principle of sol-gel method is preparation of
homogeneous solution of starting components,
which is transferred into sol by controlled
hydrolysis and polycondensation [3]. This sol is
deposited on surface of materials, transferred into
gel and finally on layer of oxide by heat treatment.
Layer of oxide is nonporous and glassy or
crystalline at higher temperatures of heat treatment.
However at lower temperatures of heat treatment it
stays amorphous and porous. In a production and
for research purposes SiO 2 and TiO 2 layers are
deposited most often, also layers of many other
constitutions containing Al 2 O 3 , B 2 O 3 , ZrO 2 , PbO
and another oxides are usually prepared. Next to
clearly inorganic layers also hybrid inorganicorganic layers are developed (production terms
ORMOCER, ORMOSIL and NANOMER) which
contain also chemical bonding of organic
substances and functional groups next to silicon,
titanium, zirconium and oxygen. Preparing of very
thin layers (10 up to 500 nm thick) of composite
nanomaterials is further possibility of this method
[3].
Layers prepared by sol-gel method are industrially
used like reflex and antireflex layers in optics,
protective, catalytic, modified and functional layers
in material engineering and functional layers in
microelectronics and biotechnology [3].
APPROACH
Textile structure glass microfiber
Used substrate (Spepat-F) was a laboratory filter
material Z75, which was made from 100% glass
microfibers. Surface area of material used was
75g.m-2.

optimal content of TiO 2 particles in optimal heated
layer is about 5g/liter of sol.

Sol description
Sol TiO 2 be prepared on bases tetraisopropyl
orthotitanate and isopropyl alcohol as solvent.
Concentration of sol was 1.3 g TiO 2 /100 g
solution.
Degussa P25
Degussa P25 is a fine crystalline powder without
smell; specific surface area is 50±15 g.m-2,
moisture is ≤ 1,5 % wt. Degusa P25 has
composition structure 70% anatase and 30% rutile.
In the tested sol were added TiO 2 particles
(Degussa P25) in concentrations 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15,
20 g/liter
Sol-gel application
TiO 2 layer was deposited on the material in way
stipple foulard (W. Mathis, Switzerland) with a
horizontal cylinder pressure at 4 bar, and speed of
pass 1 m.s-1.
The created layer was fixed on fibers for
15 minutes at high temperature. Experimentally
were used following temperatures: 150 °C, 250 °C,
300 °C and 400 °C.

The influence of sol-gel fixation temperature is
important, but the interpretation of results is not
easy. At low fixation temperatures (150 °C and
250 °C) we can find more porous layers, the
particles are in the layer active in high
concentration. At higher temperatures (300 °C and
400 °C) are the structures of layers more stabilized
by reduction of surface area.
CONCLUSIONS
TiO 2 layers are interesting holder of TiO 2 particles
to obtain high photocatalytic properties on textile
structures. The optimal concentration of TiO 2
particles was in our case 5g of Degussa P25
particles in one liter of used sol. The optimal
temperature of stabilization is 400 °C – the
prepared layers are mechanically stable and the
layers are intensively photoactive.
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Testing of photo-catalytic was based on oxometric
measuring. The dissolved oxygen was measured by
Oxi 315i with sensor CellOx325.
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FIGURE 1: Dependence of the concentration of TiO 2 particles
on the degree of fixation at different temperatures

The layer without TiO 2 nanoparticles is inactive.
The increase of TiO 2 particles content in layer is
connected with the increase of photoactivity. The
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With the rapid development of nanotechnologies,
metal nanoparticles (NPs) have gained a
tremendous interest in numerous application fields.
In particular, it has recently been shown that metal
silver NPs exhibit a strong antibacterial activity
similar to that known since ancient times for silver
cationic salts or compounds. In a context where
durable and environmentally friendly products are
primarily
researched,
the
antibacterial
functionalization of textile products, intended for
daily or professional use, is a particular matter of
interest both from academic and industrial point of
view, in which metal silver NPs can play an
essential role. Accordingly, some recent works
have been devoted to the dispersion and
immobilization of silver NPs on textile fibres. In
these approaches, and according to the state of the
art in the formation of metal NPs, silver NPs are
generally formed in liquid solution, through
chemical or photochemical reduction procedures,
and then dispersed on functional supports. Such
chemical and photochemical procedures often
involve multiple organic chemicals used as
reductive, capping, and/or surfactant agents, and
intended to control the mean size, size distribution,
and stability of silver NPs in liquid solution.
However, organic chemicals can alter or shield the
function of metal NPs. In clothing applications,
they can also provoke biological hazards when
contacted
with
human
skin.
Finally,
aforementioned chemical and photochemical
procedures involve quite tedious multi-step
processes, which are not necessarily compatible
with industrial aspects.
In this work, we have investigated a simplified allinorganic two-step procedure to form metal silver
NPs, which is based on a combination of sol-gel

and photochemical routes. Photocatalytic TiO2
crystalline NPs have first been formed in ethanolic
liquid suspensions. Such suspensions are very
stable and can be used for several weeks in
reproducible conditions. In a second step, silver
nitrate has been mixed in TiO2 suspensions with
different TiO2-AgNO3 ratios and the mixed
solutions were exposed to UVA light for various
durations.
UV/visible spectroscopic characterizations show
that, in these conditions, silver nitrate readily
undergoes a photocatalytic reduction yielding
metal silver NPs. Chemico-structural and
morphological properties of so-formed metal NPs
have been studied by FEG-SEM, TEM, EDX, and
XRD methods. This study shows that the
photocatalytic reduction mechanism allows a close
control of the silver NPs sizes, and increasing the
amount of sol-gel derived TiO2 crystalline NPs in
the solution plays a dual role, by enhancing both
the photocatalytic reduction yield and stability of
derived silver NPs liquid suspensions.
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Textile materials have then been impregnated in
TiO2-Ag° liquid suspensions and functionalized
textiles have been assessed with respect to their
anti-bacterial activity against Gram-negative
bacterium Escherichia coli. These tests indicate
that TiO2 NPs arising from the mixed suspensions
do not induce any anti-bacterial activity, while Ag°
NPs undergo strong bacterial interactions.
Depending on the silver loading level, it is shown
that functionalized textiles can selectively exhibit a
bacteriostatic or bactericide activity.
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INTRODUCTION
Iridescence is a color change with the observer’s
viewing angle and the illumination angle. A few
years ago, Morphotex structurally colored fiber
appeared in the Japanese market [1]. It produces
color without any dye or pigment but with light
interference. In the fiber core there is an alternate
lamination of two translucent polymers with different refractive indices. This produces iridescence by
interference of visible radiation. In our study, we
aimed to analyse the core structure of the material,
and understand the optical principle underlined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, Morphotex fabric from Teijin Fibers
Ltd. [2] was used. The samples were polyester/polyamide plain weave fabrics. Warp was composed of 12-filaments presenting iridescent property, and weft direction was composed of one classical monofilament (figure 1).

with 19 measurement configurations was used for
showing the different spectral responses of the
fabric.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Observations obtained with optical analysis revealed oval shape with dark rectangular core located at the center of the fiber's cross-section (see
figure 2). It can be concluded that the heart part of
the fiber is probably mainly composed of polyamide, whereas, the cladding could be made of polyester. These observations have been confirmed by
SEM images.

FIGURE 2. A transverse section of two weft filaments after
dyeing

FIGURE 1. SEM image of Morphotex fabric: Warp: 12filaments, weft: one classical monofilament.

To investigate the structure of warp fibers, different
analyses have been carried out: optical microscope
(ZEISS standard 20), and SEM (Scanning Electron
Microscope) were used to observe cross section of
single fibers. Specimens have been previously dyed
with acid dye (4% wt) to enhance contrast between
polyamide and polyester polymers. The angular
spatial repartition of the light reflected by Morphotex was measured with an ELDIM-EZ-Litescatterometer and a X-Rite MA98 (Multi-angle)

In order to investigate the light diffraction of the
fabric, we used ELDIM-EZ-Lite-scatterometer.
The map (figure 3) is plotted in a polar coordinate
system. The pole corresponds to the normal to the
fabric; the radial coordinate represents the latitude
angle, varying in [0, 90]; the angular coordinate
represents the azimuth angle, in [0, 360]. Light
intensity values are represented by a gray scale.
The black spot represents incidence direction; incidence latitude is 45 degrees. In the plane of incidence, the azimuth angle is either 0 or 180 degrees.
In the plane of the fabric, the warp is parallel to the
plane of incidence. Two luminous arches around a
dark specular direction can be seen. This phenome-

non is observed in the weft and warp direction.
This could be linked to the weave.

FIGURE 4. The correlation between the spectrum extrema and
the interference law.
Dots: measurement result, Straight line: theoretical law
FIGURE 3. Diffraction pattern of Morphotex

With the X-Rite MA98 Multi-angle spectrophotometer, reflection spectra for 19 configurations
were measured. A data analysis software give the
resulting distribution of the color coordinates in the
CIELab system. This one corresponds to the visual
color change (see figure 4).
There is a few dispersion of color. It varies from
white into green. The saturation varies slightly
contrary to the clearness which varies much more
(60 unities).

CONCLUSION
The exploration of the morphology promises a
particular structure of fiber. The fiber is made up of
layers of polyester and polyamide which have different physical properties. This structure gives
iridescence. To investigate the optical characteristics of fibers, different analyses have been carried
out with the scatterometer and the multi angle spectrophotometer.
The distribution of the color coordinates in the
CIELab system corresponds to the visual color
change. This result confirms the presence of the
iridescence effect. The correlation between these
results and the interference law checks the existence interference of visible radiation.
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FIGURE 4. Variation of color, Chroma (C*) and Lightness (L*)
according to the various geometries of measure.
a*: negative values indicate green, positive values indicate read.
b*: negative values indicate blue and positive values indicate
yellow.

Even when the viewing angle is far from the specular direction, the spectrum extrema follow the interference law. This gives information about the orientation of the multi-layer (see figure 4).
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Abstract: In this study we tried to find effect of concentration on Needle Electrospinning Method. Firstly we solved PVB in
isopropanol different concentrations as 6%, 7%, 8%, 9%, 10% PVB polymer. Later we compared fiber characteristics for
each solvent. We investigated that there is a non-linear relationship between solution concentration and fiber diameter.

Nanotechnology literally means any technology
performed on a nanoscale that has applications in
the real world [1]. It has also a big application area
in textile.
There are several methods to produce fibers which
have nanoscale. Electrospinning is one of these
methods. In electrospinning method, a high voltage
is applied to polymer solution. Viscosity,
concentration, surface tension, molecular weight,
conductivity and dielectric of polymer solution are
classificated
as
system
parameters
of
electrospinning. Voltage, feedrate of polymer
solution, distance between collector and needle tip,
heat of solution and ambient parameters are in the
group of process parameter. Polymer concentration
plays a major role in the electrospinning process.
Under the the same electrospinning conditions,
increasing the polymer concentration will increase
the diameter of the electrospun fibers. However, a
non-linear relationship between the solution
concentration and the fiber diameter usually forms
(Deitzel et al.,2001). The reason for this non-linear
relationship can be attributed to the non-linear
relationship between the polymer concentration and
the solution viscosity [2].

viscosity of polymer solution was increased by
increasing concentration as shown in Figure 1.
We spun PVB solution by using needle and SEM
images of samples were taken (Fig. 2).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Figure 2: (a)6%, (b) 7%, (c) 8%, (d) 9%, (e) 10%
wt of PVB.
There is non-linear relationship between fiber
diameter and concentration of solution (Fig. 3).

6% PVB60+PRO
ƒ = f (Á)
7% PVB60+PRO
ƒ = f (Á)
8% PVB60+PRO
ƒ = f (Á)
9% PVB60+PRO
0.50
ƒ = f (Á)
10% PVB60+PRO
ƒ = f (Á)

0.45

Figure 3: Concentration- Fiber diameter graph of
PVB solution
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Figure 1: Viscosity of PVB solution in
different concentrations
In this work, we tried to find effect of concentration
on needle electrospinning by using 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 %
wt of PVB in isopropanol solvent. The molecular
weight of PVB (mowital) was 60,000.
Conductivity, surface tension and viscosity tests
were done. As a result concentration of PVB
solution did not have an effect on solution
conductivity and surface tension. However,

As a result, we can say that there is linear
relationship between concentration and viscosity of
polymer solution; however, there is non-linear
relationship between concentration and fiber
diameter of polymer solution. Other solution
parameter as dielectric may have a role on fiber
diameter of polymer solution, thus the result of
fiber diameter is non-linear with concentration.
This study was supported by Technical University
of Liberec. We thank to all technicians in TUL.
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Vascular diseases affect a large part of the world's
population. Each year, numerous people lose the
ability to deliver sufficient amounts of blood to
various organs and limbs [1]. Surgeons generally
use the autologous graft which is the most suitable
option for diseased vascular bypass. For example;
for plugged vessel at coroner artery by-pass which
is a common surgery operation at the
cardiovascular diseases, surgeons sew vein taken
from leg instead of plugged vessel part and they
enable blood circulation again. But one-third
patients who require by-pass do not have enough
robust vein.
Xenografts and homografts are commonly used in
vascular bypass of a patient with unavailable
autologous vessels for harvest. This is common in
patients who have had previous bypass operations
that used these vessels or patients with severely
damaged or diseased vasculature in the harvest
areas. The creation of alternate sources for
vasculature is necessary due to the demand of
replacement vessels for bypass and repair
operations as well as the limited supply of natural
suitable vessels for harvest from the patient [2].
In the vascular surgery artificial blood vessel grafts
composed of polyethylene terephthalate and
expanded polytetrafluoroethylene are widely used
for large diameter vascular grafts. In the case of
small diameter (<6mm) vascular graft, there is no
successful graft structure because of the fact that
some problems such as thrombosis, flexibility,
compliance and etc.
Nanofibers can be produced from a wide range of
polymers. These fibers have extremely high
specific surface area due to their small diameters,
and nanofiber mats can be highly porous with
excellent pore interconnection. These unique
characteristics plus the functionalities from the
polymers themselves impart nanofibers with many
desirable properties for advanced applications [3].

In this study, the electrospinning mechanism which
provides to obtain tubular structure was designed
and set up and also proper process parameters will
be chosen making with artificial blood vessel
production experiments and in vivo experiments

will be done. For this purpose, very different types
of polymers will be tried to obtain optimum
vascular structure.
The electrospinning technique which is planned
using to obtain artificial blood structure is a most
effective method for producing nanofiber and
nanoweb compare with classical textile methods
because of the properties of material produced by
electrospinning.
In this method solved polymer material is put in a
feeder whose tip has a little hole. Then high power
voltage (5-80 kV) is applied to polymer solution
and collector plate nearer the open end of feeder.
After critical voltage value the polymer drop which
is pendant on the tip of needle or nozzle of the
feeding unit moves towards collector at high speeds
by overcoming forces which are applied by surface
tension. During this movement polymer solvent
evaporates and fiber drawing is occurred.
On the other hand during this extreme movement
polymer is thinned as molecular level as and at the
same time solvent is removed. When the polymer
arrives on the cross collector, it turns to fiber
structure whose diameter in nanometer scale
(generally range between 60- 200 nm).

FIGURE 1. The electrospinning set-up

In the electrospinning set-up the collector’s shape
is tubular and the diameter of collector made from
stainless steel between 3 and 6mm and it has high
speed (2000-5000 rpm). When the polymer arrive
collector, the tubular structured nanofiber material
can be obtained.
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Introduction
The use of fossil fuels adversely affects the
environment and increases global warming. In
addition, the dwindling fossil reservoirs have
triggered the need to find new environmentally
friendly alternative energy sources. Solar cell
technology is one of the developing alternative
energy production technologies that are potentially
green-based. Currently, many solar cells are made of
highly purified silicon crystals. However, although
silicon based solar cells have high energy conversion
efficiency, they are highly brittle, expensive, and
require time consuming fabrication process. Organic
polymer based photovoltaic materials are a more
cost-effective, flexible, lightweight, alternative to
silicon based solar cells. [1] Nanofibers are of great
interest that the fiber diameter is reduced from
micrometers to nanometers, obtained very large
surface-area-to-volume ratio. [2] With increasing
surface area, the photovoltaic device can be exposed
by more sun light and the device efficiency could be
increased dramatically. [3] Polymer photovoltaic cells
consist of electron donor and electron acceptor
materials. Generally conjugated polymers are used as
electron donor materials in organic PV cells, and
exciton electron-hole pairs are generated in these
regions with the absorption of light. In polymer solar
cells, strong binding occurs between electrons and
electrostatic attraction keep the electron hole together
as an exciton. To decouple these electron-hole pairs
the chemical potential of electrons should be reduced.
This could be achieved with good interfaces among
polymer chains. [4] Fullerenes have been used widely
to create interfaces in polymer solar cells. These
nanoparticles are also used as electron donor
materials because of their high electron affinity and
ability to transport charge effectively. [5] In order to
harvest more energy from the sun, currently fibers
with their higher surface area than their film
counterpart (based on the same thickness) have been
used as PV layers in solar cells. Highly conductive
PEDOT: PSS microfibers were fabricated by Okuzaki
and co-workers. [6] In order to increase surface-to-

volume ratio more, we are fabricating Poly (3,4–
ethylenedioxythiophene ): poly (styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) nanofibers by electrospinning as
electron donor. We also incorporate fullerenes into
these nanofibers as electron acceptor materials. The
device physics and simulation images are shown in
Figures 1 and 2.
Materials and Methods
PEDOT:PSS aqueous dispersion was purchased from
H.C.Starck company and used as received. Since
PEDOT: PSS is in dispersion phase, it could not be
electrospun. So we used poly (vinyl pyrrolidone)
(PVP) as a carrier polymer which is compatible with
PEDOT: PSS. We dissolved these two polymers in
acetic acid and ethanol and electrospun the blend.
Electrospinning of nanofibers were performed at 0.5
ml/hr flow rate and 12kv voltage in ambient
conditions.

Figure 1. Device physics of PEDOT:PSS-Fullerene photovoltaic
system

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Simulation images of PEDOT:PSS-Fullerene composiste
system. a) alligned fullerenes among the oriented PEDOT:PSS
chains, and b) rondomally disperions of fullerens among the
entangled PEDOT:PSS chains

Results and Discussions
First, we electrospun only aqueous solution of PVP
at low concentrations (6% in Figure 3a and 7%
Figure 3b). Beaded nanofibers formed in both
concentrations, but lower beads were observed at 7%
sample as shown in figure 3b.

(a)
Figure5. Scanning electron
PEDOT:PSS/PVP nanofibers

(b)
micrographs

of

uniform

Conclusions

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs of Beaded PVP nanofiber
formation a) 6% , and b) 7% in water

After changing the solvent from water to %20 acetic
acid+ 80% Ethanol and increase the concentration to
%12, we obtained uniform PVP nanofibers with
broad diameter distributions (Figure 4).

Highly uniform PEDOT: PSS / PVP composite
nanofibers with small diameter distributions were
obtained via electrospinning technique. In order to
increase photovoltaic efficiency of nanofibers,
concentration of PEDOT: PSS in the solution would
be increased and electrospun by incorporating
fullerenes and auxiliary chemicals.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs of PVP nanofibers (in
acetic acid/ethanol)

When we electrospun 5wt% of 50/50(by weight)
PEDOT: PSS/PVP in 20/80% Acetic Acid/Ethanol
solution, we obtained highly uniform nanofibers with
very small fibers diameter distributions (Figure 5).
During electrospinning a few droplets were observed.
It is assumed that the existence of the droplets is as a
result of phase separation of PEDOT: PSS in the
solution.
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ABSTRACT
Polyurethane/polypyrrole composites were prepared
by the oxidative polymerization of pyrrole in
polyurethane matrix. PU/PPy composite nanofibers
were characterized by spectroscopic (Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy in the Attenuated
Total Reflection Mode by (FTIR-ATR)) and
morphological (SEM) methods. The effects of
pyrrole concentration on the composite were
investigated.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, conductive polymers have been
investigated in the applications, chemical and
biosensors, tissue engineering , actuator ,
supercapacitors , electronic and electro optic
devices, photovoltaics, light emission devices
(LED), rechargeable batteries, textiles, antistatic
coatings, corrosion-inhibiting films, EMI shielding
materials and nanoelectronic devices [1,2].
Polyurethane has been attracted attention to the
synthesis, morphology, chemical and mechanical
properties due to the properties, elasticity of
rubber combined with the toughness and durability
of metal. PU are of great interest for applications in
coatings, adhesives, medical devices, binders,
sealants, and textiles industries[3,4]. Polyurethanes
are segmented polymers with a microphase
separated morphology, they have very desirable
properties, such as high abrasion resistance,
flexibility, and elasticity. Recently, numerous
studies on the electrospinning of PUs have been
performed because of PU nanofiber mats exhibit
good mechanical properties and are widely held to
be among the best nanofiber mats. Electrospun PU
mats can be used in a wide variety of applications,
such as in high-performance air filters, protective
textiles, wound dressing materials, sensors,
etc.[5,6]. On the other hand, PPy has poor
mechanical properties and poor stability at ambient
conditions, which restricts its utilization for
different commercial applications[7]. In addition,
PPy like many other conductive polymers is
insoluble in most organic solvents and infusible
because of its decomposition before melting. As a
result, the conventional methods for polymer
processing, such as melt processing and solution
casting, may not usually be applied to this material
[8,9]. A way to overcome the poor mechanical

properties of polypyrrole is to blend it with another
insulating polymer.
APPROACH
Materials and chemicals
Thermoplastic polyurethanes were taken from
Flokser
Co.(Istanbul,Turkey). The molecular
weight of the PUs were determined
by gel permeation chromatography (molecular
weight 107 000). The solid content of PU was 35
wt. % in dimethyl formamide (DMF). Pyrrole
Aldrich
Co.
Ltd.,
analytical),
(C 4 H 5 N,
Dimethylformamide
(DMF,(CH 3 ) 2 NC(O)H,
Riedel-de Haen, analytical), ceric ammonium
nitrate (NH 4 ) 2 [Ce(NO 3 ) 6 ], CAN, BDH analytical),
acetonitrile (ACN, analytical), tetrahydrofuran
(THF, analytical) methanol (technical) and ethanol
(technical) were used.
Apparatus
The characteristic functional groups of the samples
were analyzed by using a Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy in the Attenuated Total
Reflection Mode (Perkin Elmer FTIR-ATR
Spectrum One with a universal ATR attachment
with a diamond and ZnSe crystal). SEN-3000M
model Mini-SEM was used for nanofiber images.
The electrospinning apparatus consist of a syringe
pump, a high-voltage direct current (DC) power
supplier generating positive DC voltage up to 30
kV DC power supply and a grounded collector that
was covered with aluminum foil.
Preparation of composite nanofibers
For preparing electrospinning solutions, PU was
dissolved in THF and DMF , a controlled amount
of pyrrole monomers were added to the solution.
Finally, CAN was dissolved in ACN and added to
the solution. The solution was loaded into a syringe
and a positive electrode was clipped onto the
syringe needle, having an outer diameter of 0.8
mm. The feeding rate of the polymer solution was
controlled by a syringe pump and the solutions
were electrospun onto the collector. The syringe
pump set at a volume flow rate of 2 ml/h, the
applied voltage is 15kV, tip-to-collector distance is
10 cm and solution concentrations vary with

pyrrole concentrations
( for PU nanofibers
~10%(w/v) for PU/PPy nanofibers ~20%(w/v)).
1:1(v/v) binary solvent system was used for
electrospinning (DMF and THF ). All solution
preparations and electrospinning were carried out at
room temperature.
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FIGURE 2. FTIR-ATR spectra and SEM images of PU/PPy
nanofibers (5% Py of PU)

Figure 1. shows SEM images of electrospun PU
and PU/PPy composite nanofibers. It is seen that
morphology of nanofibers change with the increase
of PPy content, diameter decreases due to the
characteristics of PPy. Figure 2. Show FTIR-ATR
spectra of PU and composite nanofiber. The
absorbances of the urethane carbonyl groups (1720
cm-1) decrease with increasing PPy content, which
indicates interactions between PPy and PU matrix.
Also, the vibrations at 1455 cm-1 (pyrrole ring),
1309 cm-1 (in plane=C-H) mark the presence of
oxidized polypyrrole.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, PU/PPy composite nanofibers were
prepared and characterized. Sem images of
composite nanofibers show good distribution of the
PPy in the matrix and spectroscopic study shows
the interaction of PPy and PU. This composite
solution is proper to form conductive composite
nanofibers.
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ABSTRACT
In
this
study,
Poly(N-Methyl
Pyrrole)Poly(Acrylonitrile-co-Vinyl Acetate) composite
films were prepared by chemical oxidative
polymerization. Different amounts of N-methyl
pyrrole were added into the P(AN-co-VAc)-DMF
solutions to achieve the polymerization. N-Methyl
pyrrole added composite films have been compared
with films without NMPy. The composite films
were investigated by using FTIR-ATR and UV-Vis
spectrophotometric, dynamic mechanical and
electrochemical characterization methods.
INTRODUCTION
Electrically conductive polymers have attracted
much attention due to their electrical,
electrochemical and optical properties. Polypyrrole
(PPy) is one of the significant conducting polymers
due to its relatively easy processability, high
electrical conductivity, good stability, relative ease
of synthesis and good redox reversibility. However,
PPy is limited in practical use due to fragile
structure and insolubility, and lack of stability.
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and its copolymers are
generally used in textile applications due to its good
mechanical-thermal properties and low costs.
Development of textiles with new properties (i.e.,
electrical conductivity) has received great attention
in recent years with wide applications in the fields
of electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding,
electrostatic dissipating, antistatic and energy
storage [1-5].

ammonium cerium (IV) nitrate (30% amount of
NMPy) was added to the solution to polymerize
pyrrole. Temperature was increased up to 80˚C to
obtain a viscous solution. This viscous solution was
casted as a film on a glass substrate. The casted
solutions were dried in vacuum stove (600mmHg)
for 24 hours at 60˚C to evaporate the solvent.
Measurements
The infrared spectrum of thin films was obtained by
“FTIR reflectance spectrometer” (Perkin Elmer,
Spectrum One, with a Universal ATR attachment
with a diamond and ZnSe crystal). The mechanical
properties were analyzed by using the results of
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) tests applied
on
thin
films
(TA
Q800).
UV-Vis
spectrophotometric analysis was performed by
Perkin Elmer Lambda 45 spectrophotometer. AC
electrical
conductivity
measurements
were
performed by Novocontrol Broadband Dielectric
Spectrometer
(Alpha-A
High
Performance
Frequency Analyzer, frequency domain 0.001Hz to
3GHz).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FTIR-ATR Spectrophotometric Analysis
The effect of NMPy content was investigated by
employing FTIR-ATR spectrophotometer changes
in absorbance with N-Methyl pyrrole.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
PAN copolymer containing 10% mass ratio vinyl
acetate
(synthesized
in
the
laboratory),
dimethylformamide (Merck), pyrrole (Aldrich) and
ammonium cerium (IV) nitrate (CAN) (Merck)
were used as received.
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Preparation of Conducting PNMPy/P(AN-coVAc) Composite Thin Films
P(AN-co-VAc) was dissolved in DMF and NMPy
was added to the solution. This solution was mixed
for 1 hour. After 1 hour, the initiator cerium (IV) as
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Figure 1. PAN-DMF and PAN-PNMPy composite
film FTIR-ATR comparison, a. PAN-DMF, b.
PAN-PNMPy50, c. PAN-PNMPy100, d. PANPNMPy150, e. PAN-PNMPy200

By the increase in the amount of initially added NMethyl pyrrole composite films, the absorbance
values of characteristic peaks have increased. The
band observed at 1454 cm-1 corresponds to CN
stretching for PPy. Its intensity is increased by the
increase in N-Methyl pyrrole content. The broad
band from 1400 to 1250 cm-1 is attributed to C-H or
C-N in plane deformation modes and 1312-1318
cm-1 corresponds to C-H in plane vibration band of
PPy [6].
DMA Analysis
The relationship between elastic modulus and
conductivities are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Dynamic elastic modulus and
conductivity as a function of N-Methyl pyrrole
content for composite films
Composite films have a tendency to have worse
mechanical properties by increasing N-Methyl
pyrrole content when the conductivities are
increased with NMPy. PAN-PPy composite films
were prepared by vapor polymerization and the
strength of the composite films were decreased as
compared to pure PAN in Bhat et al study [7]. An
increase in the amount of conductive polymer
amount in composite films resulted in weak
mechanical structure.

CONCLUSIONS
In composite films, absorption band appeared at
1453 cm-1 which corresponds to a CN stretching
vibration indicates the incorporation of PNMPy into
the composite film structure. By the increase in the
amount of conjugated polymer content in composite
films, the elastic modulus values are decreased
resulting in a weak mechanical structure.
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OBJECTIVE
Objective of this study is to synthesize and
evaluate the biocidal efficiency of poly[3-(5,5dimethylhydantoinylpropyl)siloxane-co-3-dimethyl
octadecyl ammoniumpropyl siloxane chloride]
against both gram positive and negative bacteria.
INTRODUCTION
Quaternary ammonium salts (quats) and NHalamine compounds have been widely used as
biocides for a very long time. The mode of biocidal
action for quats is an ionic interaction between the
positively charged head and negatively charged
cell membrane followed by penetration of the
lipidic component. On the other hand, N-halamine
biocides transfer the oxidative halogen to thiol, and
then oxidize when they get contact with
microorganism [1,3]. In the previous studies, these
two different types of biocides were copolymerized
either for providing dual biocidal efficiency or
increasing the solubility of N-halamine moieties
[2,3]. Liang at all [2], synthesized poly [3-(5,5
dimethylhydantoinylpropyl)siloxane-co-3dimethyl
dodecylammoniumpropylsiloxane chloride] and
found that quats functional groups are only
effective against gram positive bacteria. It is
suggested that the longer the hydrophobic alkyl
chain of quats, the better biocidal activity [1,4]. In
this study, A hydantoin/quats copolymer having
longer alkyl chain on the quats moiety poly[3(5,5dimethylhydantoinylpropyl)siloxane-co-3-di
methyloctadecylammoniumpropylsiloxanechloride
] (PHQS), was synthesized and biocidal efficiency
against gram negative and positive bacteria were
studied.
EXPERIMENTAL
Preparation of PHQS
The starting material, dimethyloctadecyl [3(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ammoniumchloridetrimeth
oxysilyl)propyl]ammonium chloride ( QS, Sigma
Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee, WI), is
commercially available and contains 15 wt % (3chloropropyl)trimethoxysilane (CPS) and 13 wt %
methanol. Firstly, copolymerization of 0.01 mol

QS and 0.01 mol CPS was done by stirring at room
temperature for two hours with 0.1 N HCl. Since
the starting material is not soluble in water, the
reaction was done in 20 mL of 50/50
methanol/H 2 O mixture, and then methanol and
water were removed by evaporation. The final
product was obtained by reacting the quats
copolymer with the potassium salt of 5,5dimethylhydantoin (Aldrich Chemical Co.,
Milwaukee, WI) in 50 mL dimethylformamide
(DMF). After stirring for five hours at 100 °C, the
reaction cooled down to room temperature, than
the KCl precipitate and DMF were removed by
filtration and evaporation, respectively. In order to
remove trace amount of DMF left inside the
product, the reaction residue was washed with
chloroform twice and white solid product, poly
hydantoin quats siloxane (PHQS), was obtained
with 90 % yield.
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FIGURE 1:Preperation of PHQs
Coating on Cotton
Since the PHQS is not soluble in water, the
copolymer was coated onto cotton by dissolving in
both in ethanol and ethanol/water mixture (1:1
w/w). 2 % w PHQs was completely dissolved in
ethanol, whereas a uniform dispersion was
obtained in ethanol/water. Cotton swatches (style
400 bleached 100% cotton print cloth from Test
fabrics, Inc., West Pittston, PA) were soaked into
the solutions for 15 min and then cured at 95 °C for
1 hour. Then the swatches were soaked into 0.5 %
wt detergent for 15 min and washed with tap water

for several times in order to remove unattached
compounds and dried at 45 °C for 1 hour.
Chlorination Procedure
Coated samples were chlorinated with 10 %
household bleach (NaOCl) at pH 7 (adjusted by 6
N HCl) for 1 hour, washed with tap water, and then
washed with distilled water to remove any free
chlorine on the surface. Then, the cotton swatches
were dried at 45 °C for 1h.
Analytical Titration
In order to determine the oxidative Cl+% content
on the cotton, a modified iodometric/thiosulfate
titration was conducted. In this procedure, solvent
water was replaced by 90 mL of ethanol and 10 mL
of 0.1N acetic acid. The weight percentage of
chlorine was calculated according to the Eq. (1).
Cl+% = [(0.0375 x V x35:45) = (2 xW)] x 100 (1)
In this equation, Cl+% is the weight percent of
oxidative chlorine on the samples, 0.0375 and V
are the normality (equiv/L) and volume (L) of the
Na 2 S 2 O 3 (titration solvent), respectively, and W is
the weight of the cotton sample in grams.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
NMR characterization of PHQs Copolymer
Synthesized PHQs copolymer was characterized by
H1 NMR (Figure 2). Signal at 0.49 ppm can be
assigned to the protons on CH 2 groups bonded to
Si. The protons of CH 2 of quaternary ammonium
salt can be seen at 1.11 ppm. The signal at 1.29
ppm belongs to the protons of the methyl groups of
hydantoin ring. Methyl groups’ hydrogen of
quaternary ammonium salt have signal at 3.14
ppm.

much
differences
between
ethanol
and
ethanol/water coating solvents, so even though
PHQs wasn’t soluble in ethanol/water mixture,
dispersion was uniform enough to make a
sufficient coatings on cotton. The reason for the
solvent independency is that the coating stays on
the fiber surface rather than infusing fiber interiors,
therefore the solubility degree of the copolymer
didn’t affect the chlorine loadings
TABLE 1 : 2 % Chlorine loadings (wt%) of the
cotton fabric treated with different coating
solutions
Coating Solvent
Cl+%
Ethanol
0.13
Ethanol/Water (1:1 w/w)
0.15
CONCLUSIONS
Longer hydrophobic chain PHQs copolymer was
synthesized, characterized, and coated onto cotton.
Preliminary results showed that the copolymer
could be coated onto cotton by using ethanol or
ethanol/water mixture to provide biocidal property.
FUTURE WORK
Same copolymers with different N-halamine/Quats
ratios are going to be synthesized and tested for
biocidal efficiency both for gram negative and
positive bacteria. Moreover, effect of different
coatings concentrations on biocidal activity is
going to be studied.
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ABSTRACT
New quaternary ammonium compounds, 6-(1anthraquinonylamino) hexyldi methylammonium
bromide (AHDAB) was synthesized by 1aminoanthraquinone with dimethyl dodecyl amine
via hexamethylene spacer, and their antimicrobial
activity was investigated. Results indicate that the
new quaternary ammonium salt was successfully
treated on Nylon surfaces by exhaustion method as
in dyeing, and durable antimicrobial finish of
Nylon was also investigated.
New QAC was exhausted on Nylon fabric without
any aid of chemical auxiliary even that is watersoluble. Since AHDDAB is soluble in water, and
the anthraquinonyl moiety of compound could
anchor on Nylon surface, and the antimicrobial part
orientates outwards, the results indicate that the
durability of Nylon treated with AHDAB were
good enough as to maintain the initial properties
even after 25 repeated laundering. The fastness of
Nylon treated with AHDAB to 25 repeated
laundering in anionic commercial detergent are
good enough to show colony reduction above 65%
against S, aureus and K, pneumoniae.
The results mentioned above would suggest that
test fabrics finished with AHDAB could be
valuable to the development of the field of
antimicrobial fabrics, and could contribute
considerably to the greater hygiene of all textiles in
general.
INTODUCTION
Many studies have examined QAC as an
antimicrobial finish for textile materials, and
attaching such a group to QAC could improve its
antimicrobial activity. Possibly the aqueous
solubility of a quaternary ammonium derivative
would increase, thus further improving its use as an
antimicrobial finishing agent.
In the present study, we reported that ethoxylated
hexylaminoanthraquinone
were
successfully
applied on Nylon by usual exhaustion method as in
dyeing, and found that they anchor on Nylon
surface with ethoxylated hydrophilic moiety
outwards and the durability of Nylon treated with

ethoxylated hexylaminoanthraquinone were good
enough as to maintain the initial properties even
after 25 repeated laundering. In this study, we
attempted the synthesis of a new QAC,6-(1anthraquinonylamino) hexyldimethylammonium
bromide, which for the surface modification of
Nylon, where the anthraquinonyl moiety of
compound could anchor on Nylon surface and the
antimicrobial part orientates outwards, making the
surface antimicrobial.The purpose of this study is
to investigate the antimicrobial activities of Nylon
finished with above new QAC after repeated
laundering.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
1-Aminoanthraquinone
(Aldrich)
was
recrystallized from ethanol. Sodium hydride
(Kanto) was used after remove paraffin oil using
hexane. Reagent grade of 1,6-dibromohexane
(Aldlich) was used without further purification.
Nylon fabric (plain, 100 %) was washed with
acetone repeatedly and dried in vacuum.
Antimicrobial finish of Nylon
Desized and scoured Nylon fabrics were treated
with AHDAB by usual exhaustion method as in
dyeing under the bath ratio of 85:1 at 130˚C for
60min. the treated PET was dried for 30 minutes at
60 in a laboratory oven.
Evaluation of antimicrobial activity
Antimicrobial activity of the treated fabrics was
evaluated by Shake Flask Method in terms of
bacteria reduction rate. Two strains of bacteria
were used, Staphylococcus aureus (ATTCC 6538)
and Klebsiella pneumoniae (ATCC 4352).
Preparation of test microorganisms
Test bacteria were pre-incubated on plate count
agar for 24h at 37˚C. One platinum loop of bacteria
on the slant wad transferred in to the nutrient broth
and was incubated while being shaken for 18h at
37˚C. The resulting suspension was diluted and
adjusted to 2.9- 5.3×105cfu/ml in the nutrient

broth. The cell suspension was stored in a
refrigerator.
Durable antimicrobial finish
In order to show that fabrics can maintain their
hygienic condition and fabric performance, laundry
durability tests need to be performed. Laundry was
done using a washing machine (Launder-O-meter,
Japan) equipped with a draining mechanism
according to KS 0430 A-1 method. The ratio of the
cloth to water volume and the water temperature
were adjusted to 1:30 and 40±1˚C, respectively. A
commercial detergent was used and the final
concentration was adjusted to 5g/L. The number of
laundry cycle performed was 1, 5, 10, 20 and 30
cycles.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation of antimicrobial activity
To evaluate the antimicrobial activities of
AHDAB, Nylon fabric were treated and an
aqueous solution of AHDAB. At concentration up
to 1% in the bath, bacterial reduction for the Nylon
treated with AHDAB is less than 30% in all cases.
Elimination of neutralization and washing helps to
maintain bacterial reduction slightly. The bacterial
reduction value evaluated using the shake flask
method should be greater than 70% for an
antimicrobial finish. Therefore, we can say that
there is no antimicrobial activity for AHDAB in
our study. On the other hand, even at very low
concentrations such as 0.025% in the bath,
AHDAB shows superior antimicrobial activity,
indicated by an almost 100% bacterial reduction at
that concentration (Fig. 1). Such an exceptionally
high antimicrobial activity for AHDAB and no or
little antimicrobial activity for AHDAB indicate
the presence of a synergistic effect caused by
attachment of quaternary ammonium groups on
AHDAB.The bacteriostatic activities of AHDAB
against S. aureus and K. pneumoniae measured by
an agar dilution method using nutrient-agar plates
are shown in Fig 1 and 2. The sample treated
display high antimicrobial activity above 90% of
reduction rate against S.p at 0.25% (4.88mmol/kg)
treatment concentration, and K.p at 0.75%
(5.78mmol/kg) treatment concentration.

FIGURE 1. Reduction of colonies of Nylon dyed with AHDAB
at different conc. of mmol/kg (Staphyloccus aureus)

FIGURE 2. Reduction of colonies of Nylon dyed with
AHDDAB at different conc. of mmol/kg (Klebsiella
pneumoniae)

CONCLUSION
Antimicrobial activities of 6-(1- anthraquinonyl
amino) hexyldimethylammonium bromide against
test strains such as S. aureus and K. pneumoniae
were investigated, and the effect of laundering on
the antimicrobial activities of Nylon fabrics
finished with above new QAC were investigated.
(1) New QAC was exhausted on Nylon fabric
without any aid of chemical auxiliary, even which
is water- soluble.
(2) New QAC had MIC values of 1ppm against S.
aureus and 10ppm against K. pneumoniae,
respectively, and displayed high antimicrobial
activity against S. aureus at 0.25 % owf, K.
pneunoniae at 0.75% owf treatment concentration,
showing above 70% of reduction rate.
(3) The fastness of Nylon treated with New QAC
to 25 repeated laundering in anionic commercial
detergent are good enough to show colony
reduction above 70% against S, aureus and K,
pneumoniae.
The results mentioned above would suggest that
test fabrics finished with new QAC could be
valuable to the development of the field of
antimicrobial fabrics, and could contribute
considerably to the greater hygiene of all textiles in
general.
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INTRODUCTION
The geometry of textile structures used in
manufacturing of textile composites is one of the
most important parameter in case of both
manufacturing and performance of textile composites.
Geometry of textile materials affects porosity of the
structure and in turn the porosity affects absorbsion of
resin material. In case of performance and service
life, the geometry of textile structure affects
orientation of fibers and in turn, fiber orientation
affects load transfer capacity, which is the most
important parameter determining stiffness of the
composite material. In addition, properties of fibermatrix interface and distribution of resin rich regions
take an important role in determining the strength of
composite material depending on the geometry of
reinforcing material [1].
The undulation of the woven structure provides
inherent out of plane reinforcement. Textile structures
also provide inherent reinforcement in multiple
directions. Both of these properties can be quite
useful, especially in impact energy absorption
applications. However, the increased micro structural
complexity, as compared to traditional unidirectional
(UD) composites, also presents the challenge of
increased complexity of characterization and analysis.
Thus many common assumptions and traditional
analysis techniques break down [2].
Initial and progressive failure of a plain weave
composite using finite element analysis has provided
insight into the failure modes under axial loading
conditions [3, 4]. Accurate stress distributions for
plain weave composites in flexure have been
investigated, and effective stiffness properties for
multi-layer specimens have been predicted [5].

The binary model [6] utilizes 1-D line elements to
represent fiber tow embedded within the bulk matrix.
This allows for quick and efficient analysis of any
textile weave. Some micro-level stress field detail is
lost while still maintaining accurate macro-level
representation.
The Mosaic model, analytical
method, [7, 8] represent a textile composite’s unit-cell
as an assemblage of homogenized blocks for which
classical laminated plate theory can be used to
determine the global stiffness matrix. The method
can readily be applied to in-plane stiffness
characterization of multiple layer specimens, but
effectiveness under bending conditions may be
limited.
In this study, stiffness of multi-ply Twaron T750
plain woven fabric reinforced Vinyl ester resin
composites was defined by two different methods
depending on unit cell geometry. Then the results
were compared to that of obtained from experimental
work.
EXPERIMENTAL
Material
Twaron T-750 type plain woven fabric and
Bisphenol-A type epoxy based vinyl resin were used
as reinforcing and matrix materials respectively.
For experimental work; 1, 4, 6 and 8 plies composite
specimens were prepared by employing vacuum
assisted resin infusion method (VARIM) in the
dimensions of 300 × 300 mm.
Method
Tensile Strength and Module Tests
Tensile strengths and modules of the specimens were
tested according to specifications of ASTM D 638
standard in an Instron machine. In order to observe
the changes of tensile strength and module in both

warp and weft directions, all tests were carried out in
both longitudinal (0º) and transverse (90º) directions.
Stiffness Determination with Method of Inclusion
Method
of
inclusions
with
Mori-Tanaka
homogenization was used in the determination of
tensile strength and modules [9, 10] via Tex-Comp
software. For that unit-cell of woven fabric was
modeled by using Wise-Tex program as shown in
Figure 1.

Fig.1: Unit cell modeling of T750 Twaron plain
woven fabric
Stiffness Determination with Crimp Method
The angles of yarn crimps in the direction of warp
and weft directions in a unit-cell were determined
using calculated digital microscope. Then, the
stiffness was determined via crimp method.
Properties of resin absorbed yarns were determined
via Chamis [11] method.
CONCLUSION
In this study, stiffness values of T 750 Twaron plain
woven fabric reinforced vinyl ester composite
materials were determined both experimental and
numerical methods.
The geometry of reinforcing materials was taken as
principle factor in numerical calculations. In method
of inclusion, the strength and stiffness values were
determined 89% accuracy rate, in crimp method those
values were determined 82% accuracy rate when
compared experimental results
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Abstract: In this study, breaking strain and strength
of yarns spun from viscose or lyocell fibers having
same Ne and same physical properties, were
measured on Uster Tensorapid device comparison of
obtained value was performed by Minitab statistical
program and variance analyses were determined. By
the way of comparing effect of strength and
breaking strain datas on yarn quality, it was
analysed.
Key Words: Viscose, Lyocell, Yarn, Strength,
Strain

INTRODUCTION
Besides natural cellulosic fibers, synthetic cellulosic
fibers are extensively used in recent years. Ever
though synthetic cellulosic fiber has no adequate
strength as natural cellulosic fiber has, it has a wide
usage due to its lustrous, softness, slickness. Viscose
filaments are produced by solving wood pulp with
an appropriate solvent and then by extruding
degenerated solution. Due to its suitable production
with preventing its natural form, popularity of
viscose is kept on[1] Lyocell fibers are also
regenerated cellulosic fibers. It is an alternative fiber
to viscose because viscose has lower breaking strain
in a condition to wetting when it is compared with
cotton. Besides this, organic and non toxic solvents
are used for solving lyocell fiber so it has economic
and ecological advantages[2]. Lyocell fiber that is
an alternative to viscose, can be succesfully spun in
ring and open-end spinning systems for producing
fine yarns due to the tendencity to fine and light
fabrics.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Material
In this study, 100% Viscose SC and 100% Lyocell
fibers produced by Lenzing AG were investigated
by the way of being spun to carded yarn.
Method
Slivers processed by Zinser 660 roving machine
were spun into yarns according to suitable
working conditions in Zinser 350 ring machine.
Unevenness, thin and thick places, neps and
hairiness of yarn were measured by Uster Tester
3. Strength and breaking strain was determined by
Uster Tensorapid. Qualities of different yarns
were compared by Minitab statistical program and
variance analyses were calculated considering
95% confidence bounds. Working conditions were
chosen that relative humidity is 50% and
temperature is 26 ºC.

RESULTS
U: The lowest average from the point of U was
seen on 16 Ne after all the highest average was
obtained on 20Ne, 30Ne, 36Ne, 40 Ne.
CV: From the point of CV, the lowest average
was seen on viscose for variety and 16 Ne for
type whereas the highest average was obtained
on Lyocell for variety and 20Ne, 30Ne, 36Ne, 40
Ne for type.
Thin Places: With regard to thin places, the
lowest average was calculated on 16 Ne, 20 Ne,
30 Ne but the highest average was seen on 36Ne,
40 Ne.
Thick Places: The lowest average was
determined on 16 Ne, 20Ne, 30Ne and the
highest was seen on 36Ne, 40 Ne with respect to
thick places.

Figure 1.lyocell(a) and viscose(b)[Journal of Textile
and Confection]

Neps: The lowest average was seen on viscose in
variety and 16 Ne, 20Ne in type whereas the
highest was calculated on Lyocell in variety and
36Ne in type.

Hairiness: The lowest average was seen on viscose
in variety and 16 Ne, 20 Ne, 40 Ne in type whereas
the highest was calculated on Lyocell in variety
and 36Ne in type.
R.K.M: It was obtained that the effect of variety,
type and interaction between type and variety are
unimportant.
E: From the point of evenness, the lowest average
was seen on lyocell in variety and 16 Ne, 20 Ne in
type whereas the highest was calculated on viscose
in variety and 36 Ne in type.
There is analysed according to experimental plan
of factorial coincidence.
Note: If effect is obtained as an important value in
a type having two levels such as viscose and
lyocell, group having high aritmetical average is
the highest one and vice versa.
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The purpose of this study is to analyze and compare the properties of regenerated bamboo, cotton and 60% bamboo – 40% cotton yarns. The
commonest blend of bamboo fibers are made
with cotton, so bamboo-cotton blend was chosen
in the study.

boo viscose fibers were compared with Tencel
and conventional viscose fibers in terms of physical, chemical and mechanical properties by Xu
et al.[5] Shen et al. compared the cotton linter
and bamboo fiber surface properties. [6]. Svetnickiene V., and Cuikas R., analyzed the frictional properties of flax, bamboo, flax/bamboo,
soybean , cotton/seaweed (Sea Cell) yarns.[7]

INTRODUCTION

APPROACH

The seeking to healthier lifestyles, expected
comfort properties from the products and hazardous contaminants that can be formed during
synthetic fiber production etc. result in increased
demand for natural fibers. With the improved
technology, ecological concerns also become
significant both for customers and manufacturers. In addition, there is a trend to find new raw
materials because of the expected superior properties from textile products. Being biodegradable
and ecological with antibacterial, non-allergenic,
UV radiation, good handle, breathability, comfort properties; regenerated bamboo fiber production is getting more common day by
day.[1,2]

In this study, for examining the yarn characteristics, Ne 30 regenerated bamboo, cotton and 60%
bamboo - 40% cotton blend yarns were produced
in a short staple carded yarn spinning system
with similar machinery settings. For 60% bamboo-40% cotton yarn, the bamboo and cotton
fibers were blended after drafting the bamboo
and cotton fibers. The blend was also subjected
to a drafting step.

The raw material of regenerated bamboo fibers is
bamboo pulp which can be obtained by extraction from bamboo plants by hydrolysisalkalization and multi-phase bleaching. Bamboo
fiber is then formed from bamboo pulp. [3]

The evenness properties of the yarns were tested
with Uster Tester III . The testing time was adjusted to 2.5 min. and the testing speed was
400m/min.

OBJECTIVE

Bamboo fiber properties still remain in bamboo
yarns and fabrics. As a result, bamboo fibers are
commonly used in medical textiles, sports apparel, towels…etc. [4]
The literature about the regenerated bamboo
fibers mostly investigates fiber properties. Bam-

In order to analyze the mechanical properties,
yarns were tested with Instron Tensile Testing
machine according to ASTM-D 3822-8261 standard with 500 mm/sec. upper gauge speed and
500 mm distance between jaws.

Both tests were performed with 10 replicates and
All results were analyzed statistically with Costat
statistics program, using variance analysis and
SNK (Student Newman Keuls Test) test results
at 5% (0.05) level of significance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION

Figure 1 and 2 represents the tensile and evenness test results respectively.

It is revealed in the experimental study that bamboo fiber and its usage in blends improve tensile
properties and reduce unevenness properties of
the yarns.
FUTURE WORK
The next step of the study is investigating the
antibacterial, pilling, abrasion…etc. properties of
the knitted fabrics produced from these yarns. In
addition, bamboo/cotton blends with various
ratios are also produced so as to compare the
effect of bamboo fiber ratio in the blend to the
yarn structure.

FIGURE 1.Breaking tenacity values of the yarns

According the breaking tenacity results, it is
obvious that bamboo fibers and blends have
higher tenacity than cotton. This is due to the
higher strength of bamboo fiber compared to the
cotton fiber. Blending also improved the tenacity.

For future work, it is recommended to manufacture blends of regenerated bamboo yarns with
other fibers (polyester, tencel, silk, cashmere
etc.) and examine the yarn and fabric properties
of these blends with cost analysis.
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FIGURE 2. Irregularity results of the yarns

As can be seen from Figure 2, bamboo yarn has
the lowest irregularity, and cotton has the highest
irregularity. The bamboo fiber usage in the blend
reduces the irregularity of the bamboo-cotton
blend yarn.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, it was aimed to investigate the thermal
effects of some weft knitted fabric reinforced
polypropylene composites on the surface appearance.
Polypropylene is the matrix phase and the aramid yarn
and copper wires are the reinforcement phase of the
composite materials.

The scientific literature indicates that fiber-filed plastics,
coated plastics, conductive laminates, composites, some
fabrics and fabric reinforced composites have been started
to replace metals for many applications [4,5,6].
Especially, knitted fabric and knitted-fabric reinforced
composites are suitable for making complex shaped
materials.

For this study, two different structures were knitted
named as; 1x1 rib structure and half cardigan structure. It
was determined that the surface properties of composites
were not affected from thermal conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL
Production of the Weft Knitted Fabrics

Key words: Composites, polypropylene, knitting, thermal
properties.

Polypropylene flament was chosen to form the matrix
phase of the composites. Aramid yarn and copper wire
were selected to form the reinforcement phase of the
composites.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, researchers and industrial companies
worldwide have been showing increasing interest in
textile products and textile-based composite materials
[1,2,3].

Conductive yarns were fabricated into weft knitted fabrics
using a 7G manuel flat knitting machine. Two kinds of
weft knitted fabrics were fabricated as listed in Table I.

TABLE I. Weft knitted fabric structures

KNITTED FABRIC SAMPLES
Sample
Number

Fabric Structure

F1

1X1 Rib Structure

F2

Half Cardigan
Structure

Yarn
Aramid/PP/ 0.15 mm Copper
wire
Aramid/PP/ 0.15 mm Copper
wire

2Fabrication of Knitted Fabric Reinforced Composites
Composite laminates were fabricated with two plies and
with the lamination angles of 0º/90º as summarized in
Table II.
The composite structures were fabricated by a laboratuary
hot pres under 230ºC temperature and 10 kg/cm2 pressure
for 20-25 minutes. The composites’ surface were all
covered with polypropylene.

Course Density
(loop/cm)

Wale Density
(loop/cm)

4

2

2

3

Test Conditions of Surface Appearance Evaluation
Surface appearance evaluation test contains, to make the
composite wait at high temperatures, to make the
composite wait at low temperatures and to make the
composite wait at moisture. The test of making the
composite wait at high temperature is operated at 100ºC
for 48 hours, the test of making the composite wait at low
temperature is operated at -20ºC for 48 hours and the test
of making the composite at moisture is operated at %65
moisture, 23ºC temperature and 72 hours.

TABLE II. Knitted fabric reinforced composites

Composite
Fabric
Sample Yarn Combination Structure
Aramid/PP/ 0.15
1x1 Rib
mm
Copper
wire
Structure
C1
Aramid/PP/ 0.15 Half Cardigan
mm Copper wire
Structure
C2

Ply
Number

Lamination
Angle

Course Density
(loop/cm)

Wale Density
(loop/cm)

2

0º/90º

4

2

2

0º/90º

2

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Observation of surface appearance of knitted fabric
reinforced composites showed that the surface appearence
of the composites were not changed and ruined at three of
conditions. So that, the composites producted in this study
are strong against low and high temperatures and
moisture.
Fig. 1 illustrates the micro structure of knitted fabric
reinforced composites. Figure 2, illustrates a knitted
fabric reinforced composite form, photographed by SEM.
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A Study on the Effect of Ultrasound Waves on the Shrinkage
of Weft Knitted Fabrics
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In this research work, the effect of the device
parameters such as time, and temperature on
the KS(a constant indicating the level of
dimension stability of weft knitted fabrics)
were investigated, too. The results show the
dimension stability of the fabrics treated in
ultrasonic bath have been increased
remarkably compared with other methods of
relaxation. Fig. 2 shows the amount of
S.D(stitch Density) proportional to KS
obtained from different ways of finishing.
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This paper reports the application of ultra
sound in finishing weft knitted fabrics.
However using this type of wave has been
used for other puposes like washing fabics,
dyeing, desizing, etc. In this research we uses
ultrasound wave to finish the weft knitted
fabrics. Two types of weft knitted fabrics,
consisting of plain(knitted from PET/Cotton)
and rib 1×1(knitted from cotton yarn), were
prepared and put in a laboratory ultrasonic
bath, model HANBA 9030, shown in Fig. 1.
The samples in the bath were relaxed due to
the vibration generated by ultrasonic bath.
According to the results it was found out that
the dimension stability of the samples has
been increased in comparison with other
methods of finishing weft knitted fabrics.
Using ultrasound has eliminated the process of
wet relaxation(washing) and has been led to
saving energy, time, consumed water and
chemicals.

200
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2
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4

Finishing Method

Fig.2 - The amount of S.D for different
method of finishing, 1: Dry relaxation, 2: Wet
relaxation, 3: Washing and 4: Relaxation using
Ultrasonic waves
According to above findings we can conclude
that using ultrasound waves can be employed
as a new technique of finishing weft knitted
fabrics, specially cotton goods.

Fig. 1- The ultrasonic bath used
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Statement of Purpose
Most of the fibrous waste is composed of natural and
synthetic polymeric materials such as Cotton,
Polyester, Nylon, and Polypropylene. The primary
source of raw material for synthetic polymers is
petroleum. Even for renewable natural polymers such
as cotton, the production requires energy and
chemicals that are based on non-renewable resources.
Although the global petroleum reserve may last at
least another several hundred years at the rate of
current consumption, petroleum and other natural
resources are non-renewable in practical terms. It is
our responsibility to conserve these resources for the
benefit of future generations. Producing new acoustic
structure with disposable nonwoven fabrics could be
Important for recycling. [1]
Introduction
The absorption of sound results from the dissipation
of acoustic energy the heat. Many authors have
explained this dissipation mechanism in the past for
example “Fridolin”, described the mechanism of
sound dissipation as: when sound enters porous
materials owing to sound pressure air molecules
oscillate in the interstices of the porous material with
the frequency of the exciting sound wave. This
oscillation results in frictional losses. A change in the
flow direction of sound waves together with
expansion and contraction phenomenon of flow
through irregular pores results in a loss of
momentum.
Owing to exciting of sound air
molecules in the pores undergo periodic compression
and relaxation. This results in change of temperature.
Because of long time, large surface to volume ratios
and high heat conductivity of fibers heat exchange
takes place isothermally at low frequencies. At the
same time in the high frequency region compression
takes place adiabatically. in the frequency region
between these isothermal and adiabatic compression
the heat exchange results in loss of sound energy.
This loss is high in fibrous materials if the sound

propagates parallel to the plane of fibers and many
accounts up to 40% sound attenuation. So, altogether
the reasons for the caustic energy loss when sound
passes through sound absorbing materials are due to
[2]:
 Frictional losses
 Momentum losses
 Temperature fluctuations
Approach
Producing from waste nonwoven polypropylene
fabrics jointing of waste fabric particles obtained
with glow. Sound would tested by absorption and
reverberation measure with two microphone
impendence tube (model: B&K), therefore sound
frequencies differ from 0 to 1600 Hz in two
microphone impendence tube. It must be noted that
we can measure frequencies up to 1600 Hz with a
10cm circle diameter and would tested area
temperatures must be between 19 and 23 centigrade.
The advantage to use to microphone in impedance
tube to one is that, we can test once to check
absorption coefficients and sound reverberation but in
one microphone only we can check sound
reverberation. However we have to use ASTM1050
for sound reverberation [3]. However the following
formula1 is used for determining range of
frequencies [2]:
D>0.566×[c/f]
(1)
Table Ι samples properties of material (circle shape)
Thickness

Different
particle size

A1

5mm

Fix

A2

7mm

Fix

A3

10mm

Fix

B1

5mm

Fix

B2

7mm

Fix

B3

10mm

Fix

Group

A

B

kind of
particle

narrow

square










FIGURE 1 shows group A, made of nonwoven polypropylene and
glow, this material used in the analysis

FIGURE 2 shows group B, made of nonwoven polypropylene and
glow, this material used in the analysis

Acoustical material plays a number of roles that are
important in acoustic engineering such as the control
of room acoustics, industrial noise control, studio
acoustics and automotive acoustics. Sound absorptive
materials are generally used to counteract the
undesirable effects of sound reflection by hard, rigid
and interior surfaces and thus help to reduce the
reverberant noise levels. They are used as interior
lining for apartments, automotives, aircrafts, and
ducts, enclosures for noise equipments and
insulations for appliances. Sound absorptive materials
may also be used to control the response of artistic
performance spaces to steady and transient sound
sources, thereby affecting the character of the aural
environment, the intelligibility of unreinforced
speech and the quality of unreinforced musical sound.
Combining absorptive materials with barriers
produces composite products that can be used to lag
pipe or provide absorptive curtain assemblies. All
noise control problem starts with the spectra of the
emitting source. Therefore, sound absorbing
materials are chosen in terms of material types and
dimension, and also based on the frequency of sound
to be controlled. Factors Influencing Sound
Absorption of Nonwoven Materials [2]:

Fiber Size
Fiber Surface Area
Airflow Resistance
Porosity
Tortuosity
Thickness
Density
Density
Surface Treatments

Conclusion
Regarding to above mentioned test, the following
result received.
 By increasing the frequencies, the sound
absorption coefficient would increase.
 B 1 sample would have the higher sound
absorption coefficient.
 A 3 sample would have the lowest sound
absorption coefficient.
 Sound reverberation is reverse of sound
absorption coefficient. Therefore, A 3
sample is highest and B 1 sample is
lowest sound reverberation.
References
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The antibacterial activity of cellulosic
fabric against two kinds of bacteria; gram
positive bacteria staphylococcus aureus (S.
aureus) and gram negative bacteria
klebsiella was studied in this research.
Modication of cotton fabric was carried
out by treating it, using prepared solution
of sulphamic acid and urea.
This
pretreatment is very effective in increasing
the amount of metal ions absorbed.
Therefore, the influence of treatment
conditions, such as the type of metal salts,
concentration, reaction temperature and
reaction time were determined.

In this work, two different types of
metallic salts; Cu SO4 and Zn SO4 were
selected. The nature of the metallic salt
has performed effectively over the
antibacterial finishing. The high level of
concentration of warm solvent, lead to
acceleration Cu ion was adsorbed.
Increasing the time of treatment from 6
hours to 24 hours has no effect on the
degree of improvement.
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The carpets at homes usually are under two types

According

of forces, consisting of static and dynamic loads.

experiments, it was found out the breakage tenacity

For instance the forces such as the weight of tables,

of the yarns from Tow to Tops method is

settee and chairs are considered as static loads and

somewhat more than first method of spinning. The
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are some parameters affecting the mechanical
properties of the carpets. These parameters are the
material, yarn count, the method of spinning, etc.

Due to higher orientation of the fibres in the second
method of tops production in comparison with first
method of tops production, initial modulus of the

In a research work two types of carpets with

yarns produced from Tow to Tops machine is

different piles(yarns) were studied. Both pile yarns

about twice this property of the yarns from card

were 10.5/2 Nm(Acrylic) spun in semi-worsted

machine. However the breakage elongation of the

using card and Tow to Tops machines. In fact we

yarns are vice verse, i.e. the elongation to breakage

are trying to study the parameters influencing the

of the yarns produced from card are 1.86 times of

quality of the yarn spun in second method. In this

the yarns spun from tops of Tow to Tops machine.

method of the spinning the filaments are chopped

As the fibres are more parallel in the second

into staple fibres by Tow to Tops machine. As the

method, therefore the friction between the fibres is

filaments

higher due to larger contact area between the

are

fed

in

parallel

to

machine,

consequently the staple fibres in the output sliver

fibres.

are rather parallel. Although the fibres in the tops
produced by card machine are less parallel.
Therefore the fibres are more parallel in the yarns
spun from Tow to Tops machine., either and the
fibres in the yarns spun from conventional method
are less parallel to yarn axis.

After producing the carpets from two types of
yarns, the tests of static load, dynamic load and
pull-out yarn from carpet were carried out.
The results show that the required force of pullingout yarn from carpet produced from card yarns is
higher in compared with other carpet. The reason
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for such behaviour of the carpet can be explained
by locking the yarns due to their higher hairiness.
The static loading was made using Static Loader
according to BS 4939 on five samples of two
carpets. The carpets were loaded statically for 24
hours and after load removal the thickness of the
samples were measured in different times. These
rest times were 2, 15, 30 and 60 minutes as well as
24 hours. The results indicated that the behaviours
of both carpets under static load are similar. The
only difference is that the resiliency of the piles
from Tow to Tops yarns is higher. In other words
the piles of carpets manufactured from Tow to
Tops yarns recover original thickness more quickly
in other carpet.
To study the behaviour of the carpets under
dynamic loads, the carpets were put under
Dynamic Loading Machine according to BS 4052.
The thickness of the samples were measured before
and after applying dynamic loads. The samples
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were put under 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 times
impacts exerted by equipment. The results suggest
that the carpets produced from card yarns lose their
thickness more quickly than carpets woven from
Tow to Tops yarns. However both carpets will get
to same thickness
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Evaluation of Antimicrobial Effect of Surgical Fabric Incorporating
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Abstract
In this article antimicrobial properties of padded
gowns incorporating nanosized silver colloid
against two kinds of bacteria have been studied.
Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli
bacteria are utilized for this purpose.
Furthermore two kinds of nonwoven fabrics
Polpropylene
spunband/meltblown/spunband
(sms) and PP/PE Carded have been padded with
an ethanol-dispersed solution of the nano sized
silver particles (NSE) at the pressure of 3 Pascal
by using an auto fade mangle and are dried at
120°C for 3 minutes.

PP sms fabric which was treated with the nanosized silver colloid has the best antibacterial
efficacy. Also nanosized silver colloid was used
as antibacterial agent and obtained that the
silver particle having the smallest sizes gave the
higher dispersibilities and the strongest
antibacterial
efficacies
even
at
low
concentration also silver are non-toxic
disinfection.
Keywords: Antimicrobial effect, Nonwoven
fabrics, Nano Silver Colloid, non-toxic
disinfection.
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ABSTRACT

EXPERIMENTS

This research presents the effect horizontal and vertical

Bending Test on Fabrics With Horizontal Seams A
stitch lock seam is parallel to the bending axis of a
cantilever with different seam positions from the free
end (SP). Six seam positions were chosen. They are
50mm, 40mm, 30mm, 20mm, 10mm and 5mm from
the free tip end respectively. Another experiments is
varying the seam allowances at seam position 20mm
from the free end. The specifications of seam
allowances are 20mm, 15mm, 10mm and 5mm
respectively on each seam position. In experiments of
horizontal seam, the warp and weft direction of fabrics
is also mentioned.

seams and also seam allowance and Seam Position on
woven fabric bending properties. but searching of
fabric bending cannot be without seam effect in
industrial clothes. Because a cloth is include of
different parts that stitch to each other. This research
has a acceptable relation with comparing the simple
mechanical model and it shows that adding vertical
swing increase bending rigidity. Also bending rigidity
increases with increasing seam allowance.
Keywords: Seam Position,
Horizontal Seam, Vertical Seam

Seam

Allowance,

INTRODUCTION
Bending is the behavior of fabric deformed under the
gravity. Basically, fabric bending is not an independent
fabric property[1]. Bending can not appear on a
garment without seam. A seam of a garment is an
assembly method that joins fabric pieces together.
Various seams are obtained by the combination of
different fabric cutting, Joining and stitching
parameters. Fabric bending will be differentiated with
the change of those parameters. Thus, many
researchers pay great attention to the bending study.
fabric bending. Count yarn, density yarn, kind yarn.etc
are structure parameters on fabric bending properties
[2].
MATERIALS
FABRIC
Simply structured fabrics of plain, twill and panama
weaves with various fiber contents such as cotton,
polyester and polyester/wool were used. They are
typical woven fabrics used in garment making with a
wide weight range.
SEWING MACHINE
Industry Sewing Machine was used for sewing in all
tests. Stitch density was 4 stitches per centimeter. Size
of needle used in all tests was number fourteen. A
white polyester spun 40/2 Ne was chosen.

Figure1 Horizontal Seams by seam allowances

Bending Test on Fabrics with Vertical Seams
A seam is sewn in the middle along the length of the
rectangular fabric strip. Different seam types are
chosen. They are open plain seams, Side pressed
seams, open plain seams with edge over locking and
top stitching open plain seams. The warp and weft of
fabrics with 10mm seam allowances (SA) are tested.

Figure 2 Vertical Seam of fabric

MODELING

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The neutral axis is a horizontal line that passes through
the centroid of the cross section. However, the cross
section of the unseamed fabric strip shown in Figure
3b is different from the strip with a vertical seam
shown in Figure 3a:

Bending properties were greatly with the introduction
of vertical seam. The increasing is with increases seam
allowance for 0 to 50mm. It is found that different
fabrics have different increased magnitude of bending
length according to the fabric weight. Light weight
fabrics increase less in bending length with the
increase SA. The addition of a horizontal seam and
increase in seam allowance cause the decrease of
bending length. Increase in seam position cause the
increase
of
bending
length.

FIGURE 3 Geometric models and cross-sectional areas of fabric
with (a) a vertical seam, (b) no seam. Where b = Width of fabric
strip, s = Width of seam allowance, to = Fabric thickness, t = Seam
thickness, A = Cross section area, N.A. = Neutral axis.[3]

Geometric models of the fabric cross sections for
seamed and unseamed fabrics are set up in Figures 3 .
We have made four assumptions: First, the cross
section of an unseamed fabric has a rectangular shape
and the cross section of the seamed fabric is I-shaped.
Second, free space areas between the top and bottom
plies of the seamed fabric are rectangular. Third, no
external forces by the sewing thread, stitch tension,
and stitch tension balance are applied on the seamed
model.
Table1 data obtained from modeling

fabric

bending rigidity
of fabric
without seam

bending rigidity
of fabric with
seam

Polyester(plain)

.107

1.62

Polyester(panama)

.318

5.99

DISCUSSION

Wool/polyester(45%/55%)

1.208

8.09

The result shows acceptable relation between
experience and mechanical model in vertical seam
position.

FIGURE4 Length bending of seam allowance – In direction warp

Table 2 Experimental data obtained from fabric samples woven in
the present research
fabric

bending rigidity
of fabric
without seam

bending rigidity
of fabric with
seam

Polyester(plain)

.162

2.1

Polyester(panama)

.394

4.73

Wool/polyester(45%/55%)

1.310

6.16
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ABSTRACT
One of the most important topics in the history of
Persian textile is design. A research-based study
shows that earlier designers of these types of
designs had been familiar with the designs' patterns
(the geometry of patterns) and have used of their
potential properties.
In geometry, a Euclidean plane isometric is an
isometric of the Euclidean plane, or more
informally, a way of transforming the plane that
preserves geometrical properties such as length.
There are four types: translations, rotations,
reflections, and glide reflections.
The set of Euclidean plane isometrics form a group
under composition: the Euclidean group (or plane
symmetry groups) in two dimensions.
The various repetitive planar patterns can by
classify based on the transformation groups that
leave them invariant, their symmetry groups. A
mathematical analysis of these groups shows that
there are exactly 17 different plane symmetry
groups.
INTRODUCTION
Textile manufacturing is one of the oldest human
activities. The oldest known textiles date back to
about 5000 B.C[1]. Fabrics are the weaving articles
that are made in the process of thread-weaving on a
hand or mechanical machines. They are differing in
designs, colours and the quality of manufacture.
Fabrics are made from different materials: wool,
cotton, silk, synthetics. A design is arranged in the
way of repetitions which are known as "rapport". A
design may be made with the help of such methods
as thread-weaving, printing and embroidering. All
the methods of making ornaments have been used
since ancient times and have known almost all the
nations. A decorative design is printed on the
fabric, according its purpose. A pattern depicts the
stylistic originality of various ages in the
development of art.

Iranian silk, golden and fine woolen fabrics were
famous for its extraordinary design from ancient
times. The fragments of the fabrics with patterns of
B.C. have been still preserved as they are found in
Iran. The ornament of Iranian fabrics are in
majority geometric patterns, stylized motifs of
vegetable and animal world and symbols like
rounds, ovals with reflection of royal power
apotheosis [1].
There were also the hunting scenes and fantastic
animals. In XV-XVII centuries the Iranian silks
and golden fabrics were valued. For these fabrics
there were typical to use vegetable and animal
motifs, epic scenes [2].
Nowadays the variety of modern fabrics surprises
our imagination. Different materials used and its
combination, designs, styles... For any taste even
most tempted customer. Successful textile
designers couple a creative vision of what a
finished textile will look like with a deep
understanding of the technical aspects of
production and the properties of fiber, yarn, and
dyes. Therefore, the Iranian fabrics are in
geometric patterns. For these fabrics there were
typical to use vegetable and animal motifs.
Traditionally, drawings of woven textile patterns
were translated onto special forms of graph paper
called point papers which were used by the
weavers in setting up their looms. Today, most
professional textile designers use some form of
computer-aided design software created expressly
for this purpose that fabrics are in majority
geometric patterns.
This paper investigates the use of the various
repetitive planar patterns can by classify based on
the transformation groups that leave them
invariant, their symmetry groups and relationship
between a combination of the mathematical
analysis and woven fabric designs.

EXAMPLES
i) p2 (p211): Primitive cell, 2-fold rotation
symmetry, no mirrors or glide reflections.

ii) p4g (p4gm): Primitive cell, 4-fold rotation,
glide reflection perpendicular to main axis, mirror
axis at 45°.
iii) cmm (c2mm): Centered cell, 2-fold rotation,
mirror axes both perpendicular and parallel to main
axis.
iv) p31m (p31m): Primitive cell, 3-fold rotation,
mirror axis at 60°.
Here are all the names that differ in short and full
notation.
These symmetry groups are shown in Table 1.
TABLE I. SYMMETRY GROUPS SHORT AND FULL
NAMES

Short

p2

pm

pg

cm

pmm

pmg

Full

p211

p1m1

p1g1

c1m1

p2mm

p2mg

Short

pgg

cmm

p4m

p4g

p6m

Full

p2gg

c2mm

p4mm

p4gm

p6mm

The remaining names are p1, p3, p3m1, p31m, p4,
and p6 [3].
The study of this group is very important in other
sciences [4, 5, and 6]. For instance, such groups
occur frequently in textile designing.
In this paper, we illustrate a new application of
geometry for study of the Persian textile (the
Sasanian period, Islamic period (Safavi-e, Shah
Abbas, Qajar, …). Applications of 17 different
plane symmetry groups are given, case by case.
Example: Two sample of symmetry groups in
Persian textiles. See Figure 1 and Figure 2 for
example and details (see [4]).

FIGURE 1. The symmetry group P4. The work of Ghiyath,
Yazd, 16th , Multiple cloth, green, white, and rose. Collection
Mrs. W. H. Moore

FIGURE 2. The symmetry group Pm Silk Tapestry, Probably
East Persia, 10th century, Collection Mrs. W.H. Moore

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced models based on
adaptive the geometry of patterns to distinguish the
initial design behavior of woven fabrics. A
mathematical analysis of these groups shows that
there are exactly 17 different plane symmetry
groups. Thus, those groups have ability to provide
foundations for textile designs with propositions
using mathematical theory as the principal tool.
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ABSTRACT
Flame-resistant clothing of fabrics against thermal
exposure is a crucial requirement in order to ensure
people survivability and to protect the structure. In
this aspect, the effects of the construction of the
thermal barrier on the thermal protection are
investigated.
Needle
punched
nonwovens
composed of meta-aramid fibers, wool fibers
changing
thickness
and
various
layers
constructions are compared. The differences in
their thermal insulation are evaluated using TPP
(thermal protective performance)testing.
INTRODUCTION
Protective clothing is used in many industries to
protect firefighters and other workers from fire and
other hazards. Most of these hazards can be
grouped in chemical, mechanical, radiation,
biological, and thermal hazards. Protective clothing
for fire fighters is primarily designed to protect an
individual from the thermal environment produced
by fire. To overcome thermal hazards, heat and
flame resistant fibers are used to produce thermal
protective clothing. During fire fighting, the
primary emphasis is upon protecting the firefighter
from thermal radiation, hot gas convection caused
by fire, and direct contact with hot surfaces.
Thermal protective clothing has been designed to
provide the wearer with a limited amount of
protection from burn injury if exposed to a radiant
heat flux or an intense short duration flash fire.
And firefighters look for a number of performance
benefits in their equipment and clothing. In order to
produce such protective clothing, it is important to
evaluate the thermal properties accurately.
In this study, radiant and flame and TPP tester
were used to measure the thermal protective
performance of different types of thermal layer
constructions. Therefore, the purpose of this study
is to examine different material constructions in
terms of thermal protection performance.[1-3]
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Four different materials were prepared in this study.
Needle punched nonwovens composed of 100%
meta-aramid and 100% wool fibers changing
thickness and area mass are compared.
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TABLE I. Characteristics of materials

Nonwoven

Fabric
Thickness(mm)

Area
Mass(g/m2)

Type of fiber

A
B
C
W

0.5
1
1.5
0.5

60
120
180
60

meta-Aramid
meta-Aramid
meta-Aramid
wool

*
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Thermal Protective Performance Test(TPP)
The heat source in this test method is produced by
50% radiant energy and 50% convective energy.
The total heat flux of 83kW/m2 transferred that
would cause the temperature rise of the copper
sensor of 12℃ (t12) and 24℃ (t24) is determined as
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the heat-transfer index (HTI). Figure 1 is a
schematic representation of the TPP test.
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Flame Heat Transmission Test
The heat-transfer through materials due to flame
contact was examined according to ISO 9151 test.
It is set to a thermal energy exposure having a heat
flux of 80kW/m2 and the heat transfer index t24 is
measured.
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Radiant Heat Transmission Test
To evaluating heat-transfer through materials due
to radiant heat only was conducted in according to
ISO 6942 test method. It is set to a thermal energy
exposure having a heat flux of 20kW/m2 and the
heat transfer level t24 is measured.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We measured the thermal insulation property
through various thermal layer constructions. The
purpose of these measurements was to analyze the
influence of the heat transfer the thermal layer at
different thickness and assembly. The various
thermal layer constructions are shown in Table II.
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Table II. Structural characteristics of thermal layer
constructions
Single
Two
Three
Four
No. of Layer
Layer
Layers
Layers
Layers
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Thermal
Layer
Constructions
s : spacer

a
b
c

a+a
b+b
a+s+a

a+a+a
a+a+w
a+s+a+s+a

a+a+a+a

As can be seen from Figure 2, for a single-layer
material, t24 values of flame heat transmission test,
radiant heat transmission test and t24 values of TPP
showed a small amount of increase with increasing
thickness.
For a multi layered material, thermal layers with
spacer showed the higher HTI value. This is due to
the space between the thermal layers. The spacer
provides insulation between thermal barriers. It
seems that air in the spacer of multi-layered
thermal barrier is one of the major factors affecting
heat transfer through multiple layers. The values of
thermal transmission of three-layered thermal
barrier consisting of only meta-Aramid are similar
to three-layered one contained wool nonwoven.
The TPP test was carried out samples consisting of
an outer shell (100% meta-Aramid) and thermal
layers. In the test, the three-layer and four-layer
constructions showed the higher HTI value. It
seems that they are the greater thickness, heavier
and bulky.
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FIGURE 2 . Thermal protective performance of various thermal
layer constructions.

CONCLUSTIONS
We have investigated the effects of the thermal
layer construction on the thermal insulation
property. For a single-layer material, it showed a
small amount of increase in the HTI value of flame
heat transmission, radiant heat transmission and
TPP between thick thermal layer materials and thin
thermal layer materials. In same thickness, the
values of thermal transmission of multi-layered
thermal barrier with spacer are approximately 2
times those of one-layered. This is because the
thermal barrier in the two-layer constructions
increases the total thickness of the constructions
and the amount of air. Therefore, multi-layered
thermal barrier with space and thicker thickness
have an impact on the thermal resistance. As a
result, the effects of thermal layer constructions
and type could be regarded as the key point in the
design of the thermal protective clothing for firefighters.
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ABSRACT
In this study, mesh material was coated with
chitosan to prevent adhesion on membrane of
internal organs and to provide anti microbiological.
Then experiment results were investigated in invitro.
Polyester-based mesh materials having different
porosity were sterilized and coated with different
chitosan concentrations. The effects of processes
were investigated on drilling and pulling strength
properties depends on time.
INTRODUCTION
Mesh graft which is soft tissue implant is used
supporting the tissue internal the body. Particularly,
in the medical science mesh graft has got a wide
usage areas.[1] Some biomedical applications are
the repair of hernia and abdominal body wall
defect, the replace membrane of surrounding brain,
the protection of internal organs and it is used more
surgical applications. [2]
The mesh materials is expected adaptation with
tissue. Otherwise, mesh material can block the
normal variation and constitute reaction like
inflammation and coagulate. For adaptation with
tissue the most important mesh property is porosity.
The porosity provides tissue development and hold
on comfortable mesh design which is more
adaptation with organism and gives less
discomfort, still continue with different material
and structure.
Synthetic surgical meshes are fabricated in a woven
(leno woven), a knitted (warp knitted) and
nonwoven.[1] But it is generally produced warp
knitted structure. Because warp knitted mesh
material exhibit various levels of porosity, high
strength and movement easiness. If knitted mesh
material implants the tissue, the yarns can’t be
ripped from edge.[3]
If mesh grafts are used on the membrane of internal
organs, mesh material can adhesion on membrane
of internal organs.[4] So that preventing this event
and providing anti microbiological, mesh material
is coated with chitosan.

.
FIGURE 1. Adhesion between surgical mesh and internal
organs[5]

Ideal mesh material must give permission to repair
of defects, provide high strength and low sticking.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
It was used warp knitted Polyester-based fabric
which had got different porosity. Weight grams of
1. fabric: 14g/m2, Weight grams of 2. fabric: 18 g/
m2, Weight grams of 3. fabric: 27g/m2
Chitosan trade name was SIGMA and has got %85
decartelization level. Three different concentrations
which were %0,5, %1, %1,5 were prepared. For
this solution, 1/100 diluted acetic acid, chitosan and
water which were calculated quantity were used.
Before mesh fabric was coated chitosan, it was
sterilized with Ethylene Oxide Sterilization
Technique.
Mesh material were coated at 2bar pressure with
pad-batch machine. After mesh material is coated
with chitosan, mesh material was cut required
sample dimension. Sample dimension of pulling
test was 2x10cm and sample dimension of drilling
test is 10x10 cm. Then mesh material was waited in
isotonic Sodium Clorur Serum to simulate internal
body usage of mesh material. Everyday mesh
materials were taken from serum and were dried
normal conditions.
With 4301 model Instron machine, break strength
and strain of mesh material were measured using
CRE principle and 5Kn load cell. For making the
Drilling Test, pulling device was changed instead
of drilling device. In the Pulling Test, distance of
chin was 40mm and Load Cell was 5kN. Velocity
of Pulling Chin was 100mm/dk, Velocity of
Drilling Chin was 305mm/dk.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Variation Analysis and SNK Analysis of Drilling
Test % strain values and Pulling Test % strenght
values were made.
At the end of Variation Analysis of Drilling Test;
there were effects of mesh structure, chitosan
concentration and sterilization on % break strain.
However there was effect of chitosan concentration
X sterilization. At the end of SNK Analysis, there
were different effects each mesh structure, chitosan
concentration, sterilization on %break strain.
At the end of variation Analyses of Course
Direction Pulling Test; effects of mesh structure
and mesh structure X chitosan concentration X
sterilization were the most clear on % break
strength. Mesh structure X chitosan concentration
and chitosan concentration X sterilization are less
effective. SNK Analysis for pulling tests shows
that; effect of #1 mesh structure is different from
#2 and #3 mesh structures.
At the end of variation Analysis of Wale Direction
Pulling Test; effect of mesh structure and mesh
structure X sterilization were clear on the % break
strength. Effect of sterilization is less. At the end of
SNK Analysis, there were different effects of each
mesh structure and sterilization.
Regression Analysis was made only drilling test.
Because chitosan concentration is only effective on
%break stain of drilling test

FIGURE 3. Break strain of mesh structure which was coated %
1 chitosan concentration

FIGURE 4. Break strain of mesh structure which was coated %
1.5 chitosan concentration

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, polyester-based mesh materials
having three different porosities were sterilized and
coated with three chitosan concentrations. The
effects of processes on drilling and pulling strength
properties were investigated depends on time. The
test were made on course and wale direction.
At the drilling test, on the % break strain chitosan
concentration, mesh structure and sterilization were
the most effective.
However at the pulling test of course-wale
directions, on the % break strength only mesh
structure was effective. There weren’t any effect of
chitosan concentration and sterilization.
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INTRODUCTION
Located throughout your body, your blood vessels
are hollow tubes that circulate your blood. There
are three varieties of blood vessels; arteries, veins,
and capillaries. During blood circulation, the
arteries carry blood away from the heart. The
capillaries connect the arteries to veins. Finally, the
veins carry the blood back to the heart. [1]
FIGURE 1.Blood-vessels’ plaque

slows down. Textile materials must be dealt with
these characteristics. [3]
There are some final processes in vascular graft
production such as crimping, compaction, coating
and sterilization. Compaction is done by either
chemical or thermal ways in order to decrease
porosity and prevent bleeding. Crimping is another
process in which certain curves given and set. In
this region, shear stress is fall dawn and it helps
blood transfer as well as growing of tissue. [3]
Coating of artificial vessels is another important
process applied by various methods. The polymer
which is made from crabs shells can be used for
coating of artificial vessels. This polymer has many
useful characteristics such as less toxic effect, and
biocompatibility. In addition, it can provide
growing up of collagen tissue quickly and
homogeneously [4]
FIGURE 2. Artificial vessel implantation

However, the circulatory system may subject to
various malfunctions. One very common problem is
blood vessel plaque. What is plaque? It is the term
for the process of cellular waste products,
cholesterol, fatty substances, calcium and fibrin
building up in the inner lining of an artery. When
plague builds up on the insides of blood vessels
(arteries) it makes them hard and narrow. The result
of the thickening and hardening of the arteries is
called atherosclerosis. [2]
Flexibility of transverse direction should be more
than longitudinal direction. Thus, dimensional
stability can be provided. Textile materials can
improve easily, as well. There should not be
dismantlement and curling on the edges. There
should not be high porosity. [3]
If textile structure has huge pores, there will be
improvement quickly but undesired bleeding may
occur. On the contrary, if the structure has tiny
pores there will be less bleed but improvement

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, woven tubular vascular grafts were
coated with different amounts of chitosan and some
changes in mechanical properties were examined.
0.5% , 1% and 1.5% rates of chitosan dissolved by
acetic acid and vascular grafts were impregnated
under 2 bar pressure in a foulard. Coated grafts
were dried at 65C˚ in order to prevent
decomposition of chitosan. Controls and coated
samples
were evaluated in terms of water
permeability, strength and increase in dimensions.

RESULTS

FUTURE WORKS

There were initially two different woven vascular
grafts tested tubular and flat fabric constructions,
respectively. Since the results indicated that there
were equally same outcomes in both fabric
constructions, subsequent experiments performed
only with tubular one because of its easy test
conditions in terms of tensile tests on radial
directions.

This study has shown the need for further
evaluation of chitosan coating in terms of dynamic
behaviors under cyclic loads. These would provide
a better understanding of factors which may affect
initial and long term life of textile vascular grafts..
It is also aimed to investigate the effect of
sterilization and crimping on tensile and fatigue
strength of materials.

Water permeability experiments carried out less
than 180 mmHg pressure for 60 seconds. In 0.5%
polymer concentration, permeability is decreased
approximately %8. There was no significant
difference in 1% and 1.5% polymer concentration
and permeability is decreased %25 in both groups.
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6000

mL / min

5000
4000
3000

tubular

2000
1000
0
raw

0.5%

1%

1.5%

chitosan %

Tensile strength tests were applied on radial
directions showed that there is a decrease in
maximum loads in 0.5% and 1% polymer
concentration. Contrary to this, maximum load
increased in 1.5% experiment group. This
interesting result were led us to investigate a
possible effect of acetic acid during dissolution of
chitosan.
TABLE II. Tensile Test Results

max load
0,25

kN

0,2
0,15
tubular
0,1
0,05
0
raw

0.5%

1%

chitosan %

1.5%
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ABSTRACT
Fiber/polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) composite
bone cements were prepared with various fiber
types (polyester and kevlar) in %1, 2 and 3
volumes.
The shrinkage of the fiber/PMMA
composite patterns were then calculated among 150
days. Results indicated that fiber type and also
length and volume effected the shrinkage behaviour
of the fiber/PMMA composite patterns.
INTRODUCTION
Bone cements have been successfully used to fix
the broken bones for years. The most common
material for commercial bone cements today is the
polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) polymer shown in
Figure 1. Bone cements consist of a powder (i.e.,
pre-polymerized PMMA and or PMMA or MMA
co-polymer beads and or amorphous powder, radioopacifer, initiator) and a liquid (MMA monomer,
stabilizer, inhibitor). The two components are
mixed and a free radical polymerization occurs of
the monomer when the initiator is mixed with the
accelerator.
PMMA is especially used as filling material for
healing of the broken bones and in dental
procedures . However, PMMA bone cement
exhibits a shrinkage behaviour by time which leads
to formation of spaces on the bone surface and even
leads to a new medical treatment. (1-5)

Figure
1.
The
chemical
formula
of
polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) (6)
In this study, PMMA bone cement composites
were prepared by use of various fibers in various
proportions and fiber lengths in order to investigate
the effects on shrinkage behaviour of fiber
composite PMMA bone cements.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
PMMA and MMA were supplied from Imicryl.
Polyester and Kevlar fibers were used to form
fiber/PMMA composite bone cement, the
proportions (% volume) are given in Table 1.

Table 1. The fiber types, their proportions (%
volume) and lengths used in experiments.
Fiber Type
Polyester Kevlar
Fiber Volume (%)
1-3-5
1-3-5
Method
PMMA and fiber were throughly and quickly
mixed at the given rates in Table 1 in order to
obtain a homogen mixture before the mixture
hardened. The prepared mixture was then filled in a
mold pattern to harden in the desired shape. The
mold patterns were in circular shape made from
aluminum material.
Four different mold patterns were prepared for
every mixture type.
The dimensions of the circular fiber /PMMA
composite mold patterns were measured by a
caliper at several periods in order to calculate the %
shrinkage value. All dimension measurents were
duplicated for each sample.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 indicates a greater extend of % shrinkage
at the beginning. The greatest % shrinkage occurred
in first fifteen days. Results shown in Figure 2 were
statistically evaluted via Costat Anova program.
Statistical evaluation using an α-level of 5%
indicated that fiber type is effective on shrinkage of
the fiber/PMMA composite bone cements .
6 mm kevlar fiber showed lower shrinkage at every
proportion (%1, 2 and 3 in volume).
When referred to Figure 2, it is obvious that Kevlar
fiber reduces the shrinkage of Kevlar/PMMA
composite when compared to PMMA alone. It is
also seen that polyester increases the shrinkage of
the polyester/PMMA composite when compared to
PMMA alone. This diffeerence among kevlar and
polyester can be attributed to their mechanical
properties. Kevlar has a higher modulus than
polyester (16,3 Psi for kevlar 49 and 2 Psi for
polyester) (7). Kevlar has a unique combination of
high strength, high modulus, toughness and thermal
stability. Therefore, it is assumed that the higher
toughness, the higher modulus and lower shrinkage
of Kevlar when compared to polyester results in
lower shrinkage at the fiber/PMMA composite.
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Figure 2. % change in diameter of the fiber/PMMA composite bone cement patterns with 6 mm fiber length at
% 1, 2 and 3 (volume) fiber content.
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INTRODUCTION
Transportation industry is one of the most common
usage area for technical textiles. It is used on an
average of 14 kg textile product in a standard
automobile. Approximately one third of these textile
products are used in interior design namely carpets, seat
covers, ceiling and door coverings. The main part of
interior design period in automotive industry is
determining the suitable fabric. Automotive seat fabrics
should have important technical specifications in order
to ensure both esthetic and permanent requirements. [1]
These fabrics have to fulfill certain performance
characteristics in terms of usage area. One of the
expected property is high tensile and tearing strength.
During tearing yarns are broken one by one or in
groups. Therefore, it is the single yarn strength
important in tearing. [2] Besides yarn strength, fabric
specifications and also finishing in which fabrics coated
and yarn movements restricted are responsible from
tearing strength. [3] Fabric properties are largely
adjusted with fiber and yarn specifications. However, in
textures such as woven fabrics produced with
installation of yarns are not directly affected by fiber
properties. First of all, yarn properties take place.
Weave design and yarn properties are accepted as the
parameters of fabric performance. Tensile strength is
also related directly to the parameters of texture such as
yarn properties and weave type. [4] Consequently,
effect of variation in yarn properties and weave type
widely investigated in terms of tensile and tearing
strength of automotive seat fabrics.
MATERIALS and METHODS
In this study, automotive seat fabrics were woven
with 100% polyester yarns produced with different
texturization methods and had different yarn counts.
Tests for tensile and tearing strengths were carried out
to investigate the effects of changes in yarn properties
and weave type on strength of seat fabrics. 100%
polyester fibers were used to produce yarns in 2
different counts with both air jet and false twist
texturization methods. Seat fabrics were produced in
3 different weave design. These woven fabrics were
laminated with 3 mm polyurethane foam and knitted
lining. Lamination was carried out with flame
lamination method. Thus, fabric construction

generally used in automotive floorings with 3
component, fabric + foam layer + lining were
produced. Tensile strength and tearing strength tests
were carried out according to ASTM-D 1682 and
ASTM-D 2261, respectively. Tests were done for
both weft and warp direction with 5 repetitions.
Technical specifications of produced fabrics are given
in Table I.
TABLE I. Fabric Specifications
Yarn Count

End/cm Pick/cm

Texturization
Method

450 denier
144 filament

40

22

False Twist
Texturization

450 denier
144 filament

40

22

Air Jet
Texturization

600 denier
196 filament

36

18

False Twist
Texturization

600 denier
196 filament

36

18

Air Jet
Texturization

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Fabrics were conditioned in 25±2 ºC and %65 relative
humidity for 24±2 hours before testing. Inston 4301
Universal Testing Device was used to make tensile
and tearing strength tests in both warp and weft
directions. Results were evaluated with three way
variance analyses. Effect of yarn count, yarn
texturization method, weave design and interactions of
these factors on tensile and tearing strengths were
examined. Results are given in Table II.
FIGURE I. Weave Designs

CONCLUSIONS

FUTURE WORKS

These preliminary test results indicate that yarn count,
texturization method and weave design individually has
an effect on both tensile and tearing strength. As it is
expected, the more you increased the yarn count the more
fabric became stronger. Usage of false twist texturized
yarns and change in weave design also increased fabric
strength. Test results show that it is possible to produce
high performance seat fabrics by changing the
parameters. Since the effective parameters on fabric
strength determined , these results may lead to produce
seat fabrics with desired performance by selecting
convenient yarn count, yarn texturization method and
weave design.

This study has shown the need for further evaluation of
these samples in terms of abrasion resistance, stitch
strength and light fastness. These would provide a better
understanding of factors which may affect long term life
of automotive seat fabrics. It is also aimed to supply the
material with different functional properties. Thus,
automotive interior fabrics with high performance as well
as different functional properties would be produced.

TABLE II. Test Results
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Breaking Tenacity – Weft Direction (MPa)
Weave
Design

450 den
144 flm
F.Twist T.

450 den
144 flm
Air Jet T.

600 den
196 flm
F.Twist T.

600 den
196 flm
Air Jet T.

1

7,095

2

6,627

4,722

7,5

5,538

4,445

8,636

6,329

3

8,457

4,752

8,677

5,415
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Breaking Tenacity – Warp Direction (MPa)
Weave
Design

450 den
144 flm
F.Twist T.

450 den
144 flm
Air Jet T.

600 den
196 flm
F.Twist T.

600 den
196 flm
Air Jet T.

1

13,475

9,895

15,82

12,442

2

13,875

9,352

15,765

12,225

3

12,08

9,182

14,877

10,977

Tearing Load – Warp Direction (N)
Weave
Design

450 den
144 flm
F.Twist T.

450 den
144 flm
Air Jet T.

600 den
196 flm
F.Twist T.

600 den
196 flm
Air Jet T.

1

263,2

197,3

240,4

215,4

2

194,4

152,1

244,4

193,7

3

294

287,7

302,9

239,6

Tearing Load – Weft Direction (N)
Weave
Design

450 den
144 flm
F.Twist T.

450 den
144 flm
Air Jet T.

600 den
196 flm
F.Twist T.

600 den
196 flm
Air Jet T.

1

343,7

2

276,5

236,4

426

356,1

214,4

370,6

284,5

3

396,9

395

413,6

295,1

[4] ÜNAL, P.G. ve C. TAŞKIN, 2007, % 100 Poliester
Kumaşlarda
Dokunun
ve
Sıklıkların
Kopma
Mukavemetine Etkisi. Tekstil ve Konfeksiyon 2:115-118.
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INTRODUCTION
The veins in human body become unable to fulfill
their duties because of genetic and environmental
effects. Therefore, artificial vascular prostheses are
used besides autologous veins. Artificial vascular
grafts should perform all tasks of veins where they
will be used and compensate its deficiency. Veins
are subject to some mechanical affects such as flow
rate of blood and its viscosity. Human body should
adapt the artificial vascular prostheses and surround
them with collagen tissue. Therefore, some
chemical processes are applied such as compacting
vascular prostheses in order to prevent bleeding and
propagate tissue growing by providing suitable gaps
for cell adhesion. In this study, both raw and
finished fabrics were compacted by different rates
of trichloroacetic acid-metyhlenclorit solutions in
order to investigate certain mechanical behaviors.

different fabrics in terms of water permeability and
strength values.
TABLE I. Fabric Specifications

Property
Thickness (mm)
Weight (gr/m²)
Warp Density
(end/cm)
Weft Density
(pick/cm)
Warp Count (denier)
Weft Count (denier)

Finished
Raw
Fabric
Fabric
0,22
0,29
72
76
30
34
Pes Filament Yarn
22
24
Pes Staple Yarn
71,4
85,7
163,6
180

The rate of 1% in the concentration determines the
amount of trichloracetic acid in the solution. Fabric
samples were weighed and the amount of total
solution and trichloracetic acid in the solution were
determined. Finally, metyhlenclorit was added over
trichloracetic acid and total solution was prepared.
Bath ratio was 20/1. After compacting the samples
10 minutes in room temperature, 1% Triton X-100 H 2 O solution was used to remove chemical wastes.
Finally, samples rinsed in tap water and dried at
100oC for five minutes.
WATER PERMEABILITY

FIGURE 1. Aorta aneurysm and artificial aorta

MATERIALS AND METHODS
100% polyester woven fabrics in plain design were
used. Raw fabric were washed and dried at 190 C˚.
Technical specifications for raw and finished
fabrics are given in Table I. Both fabrics were
impregnated with trichloracetic acid and
metyhlenclorit mixture and washed with water
soluble surfactant Triton X-100.
Trichloracetic acid-metyhlenclorit solutions were
prepared in three different concentrations as 6% 5% and 3%. The reason for preparation of three
different concentrations is to compare these two

Compacted samples were fitted between 4 cm
diameter circular plates and inserted into a
mechanism applying pressure equal to blood
pressure. Here, a 1 cm diameter hole in the middle
of the circular plates provides water to pass through
the samples. Pressure was constant throughout the
testing and water collected in a beaker and
measured. Each sample was tested 1 minute and
results were recorded in ml/min.
TENSILE STRENGTH
Artificial vascular prostheses are subjected to forces
on warp and particularly weft directions. Therefore
chemically impregnated samples were prepared in
warp and weft directions in a size of 10x40 mm and
tested with CRE type tensile testing machine. Water

permeability and tensile strength tests were
repeated five times on both directions for raw and
finished fabrics.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, raw and finished fabrics were
examined in terms of tensile strength and water
transfer behaviors before and after compaction
process.

in tensile strength on both directions. Tensile
strength decreased 5% and 12% with 3% and 5%
trichloracetic acid and metyhlenclorit solution,
respectively. There was not a significant difference
between 5% and 6% solution ratios.
CHART 3. Water Permeability Test Results
y = -2667Ln(x) + 11570
R2 = 0,9413

WATER PERMEABILITY
14000
12000
10000

ml / min

First of all, before compaction tensile strength of
raw fabric increased on both directions after
finishing process. This could be explained with
streching the fabric under high temperature on both
warp and weft directions. Orientation of filament
warp yarns and friction between fibers of staple
weft yarns increased by finishing process.

8000
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4000
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0
0
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5
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y = -771,42x + 9624,1
R2 = 0,9968

CHART 1. Tensile Strength of Raw Fabrics
y = 3,1516x + 51,441
R2 = 0,9319

RAW FABRIC
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max. strength - MPa

70
60
50
RAW w arp

40

RAW w eft

30

4. CONCLUSION

20
10
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

conc. %

y = -0,2809x 2 + 2,4511x
6
7 + 30,632
R2 = 0,9899

Variance analyses were done for four situations.
Results showed that there is not significant change
in tensile strength on warp direction of raw fabric
after compaction. However, there is a certain
increase in tensile strength on weft direction of raw
fabric. This is also explained with the increase of
friction between fibers of staple weft yarns after
compaction process.
CHART 2. Tensile Srength of Finished Fabrics
y = -1,1858x + 66,914
R2 = 0,9985

FINISHED FABRIC
80

max. strength - MPa

Water permeability decreased gradually in raw
fabric by the increasing amount of trichloracetic
acid in total solution. However, there was an initial
decrease in water permeability at 3% solution ratio.
5% and 6% solution ratios are not significantly
different from 3% one.

Although in previous studies it was reported that
6% trichloracetic acid-methylen chlorit solution
resulted a nearly 30% reduction in tensile strength,
finishing conditions have not been noted in that
papers. These results indicate that finishing
conditions has an important effect on tensile
strength of polyester fabrics.
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Plenary Talks

Opening speech of Dr. Yusuf ULCAY
High Excellency Governor of Bursa, Mr. Şahabeddin Harput
Honorable Mayor of Bursa, Mr. Recep Altepe,
Respectful Rector of University of Uludağ, Dr. Mete Cengiz,
Presidents of Institutes,
DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUES, RESEARCHERS, GUESTS and
MEMBERS OF THE PRESS
As a conference chair, it is a great honor and pleasures for me to
open The Fiber Society Spring 2010 International Conference on Fibrous
Materials in Bursa where the textile center of the Turkey is.
On behalf of organizing committee of the conference in Bursa, I would
like to thank all members of the organizing committee for their great
effort of organizing this opening and the program. I would also like to
thank all sponsors of the conference for their generous helps and
contributions.
It is a wonderful opportunity for me to host all our guests in the
historic city of Bursa, where you may observe amazing culture, as well as
to meet the modern life of Turkey. The treasures of Turkish history are
studied in books and admired in products of art and science - but the
possibility to visit Turkey does not happen for everyone - and not very
many times in a lifetime. So again, I am very happy to host you here
today!
Why Bursa?
Bursa is historically similar in age with but older than many
European capitals. It was the Capital of the Ottoman Empire and a bridge
between the East & West. This relationship will place “The Fiber Society
Spring 2010 International Conference on Fibrous Materials” in the center
of civilizations.
We are now opening the conference in Bursa with an interesting
program. Before we begin I would like to take a moment to tell you
something about the conference program in the Merinos Congress Center
which is the 139th Technical Meeting of The Fiber Society since 1941. The
Fiber Society technical meetings are organized within the dedicated
members of The Fiber Society and industry twice in every year.
Taking into account the increasing interest to the fibrous materials
in different fields, it was decided to organize this conference in the form of
more than one focused area. Conference has structured in 7 fields at 18
sessions.

Wide selections of the papers consist of about 90 (89) oral and 50
(48) poster presentations from 25 different countries. There are
delegates from overseas countries from United States and Canada in the
West to Japan and Australia in the East.
The Conference Program has been set up according to focused fields
namely; Nano Applications, Dyeing and Finishing, Fibers, Yarn Spinning,
Fabric Properties, Melt Spinning – Textile and Environment and Test
Methods. The conference program will take a place at eighteen sessions in
2,5 days from today to Friday.
Before the conclusion of my speech, I would like to say a few words
about the JEFF, Journal of Engineered Fibers and Fabrics which is Science
Citation Index Expended Journal. There will a special issue of JEFF
dedicated to this conference. If colleagues who submitted their extended
abstracts to the conference would like to publish their work in a full paper
form, they can submit their manuscripts by following JEFF rules to my email address by 15th of June 2010. I will be guest editor of JEFF for this
special issue. Dr. Stephen Michielsen from NCSU and Dr Michael Ellison
from Clemson University will help me in this duty. I must remind that all
the manuscripts will undergo referee process.
I will also make one more announcement about coming meeting.
The Fiber Society Fall 2010 Annual meeting and Technical Conference will
take place in Snowbird Resort in the Little Cottonwood Canyon near Salt
Lake City, Utah in the US from 20 to 22 of October 2010. The flyers about
the coming conference will be available in the registration desk today.
I, as Conference Chair of The Fiber Society International 2010
Spring Conference on Fibrous Materials, would like to express my great
appreciation to all the institutions and professional organizations involved
in the Conference, to the members of the Organizing Committee, to
members of the Executive Committee, the Advisory Boards and the
Sessions Chairs. I am also very grateful to the officers of UİB - R&D
section, officers of BUTEKOM and especially to secretary of The Fiber
Society, Pam Gabriel, for their endless patients and great efforts.
Thank you for your attention
Prof. Dr. Yusuf ULCAY
Conference Chair

İbrahim BURKAY
President of UTİB Governing Council
Vice President of TİM, Assembly of Turkish Exporters
General Director of BUTEKOM

Ladies and Gentlemen,
First of all I would like to thank Şahabettin Harput, Governer of Bursa, for his
presence to officiate the meeting.
We, as UTİB and BUTEKOM - Uludag Textile Exporter’s Union and Bursa Textile &
Confection R&D Center, are delighted and honored to host The Fiber Society Spring 2010
International Conference on Fibrous Materials, which is the 139th Technical Meeting of the
Fiber Society, today and to welcome you to Türkiye (Türkey).
I wish to extend a warm welcome to fellow academicians from the various countries. I
realize that you are fully dedicated to the sessions that will follow up, but I do hope you will
also take time to enjoy being in city of Bursa with its historical setting, friendly people and
cuisine.
I recognize that studies will be presented in the followings sessions are principally
devoted to enhance the development and use of the fibrous materials in different end-use
fields besides than pure textiles and clothing. These bi-annual meetings enable the building
of a productive dialogue between members, academicians and industry people from different
countries. I believe that this meeting also provides an invaluable opportunity for networking
and fruitful contacts between countries.
We are pleased that as much as about 200 delegates are in attendance - being from
the twenty-five countries namely Japan, S. Korea, China, Hong Kong, Australia, Singapore,
Indonesia, India, Pakistan, Iran, Türkiye, Romania, Hungary, Czech Republic, Germany,
Belgium, England (UK), France, Switzerland, Sweden, Portugal, Italy, Slovenia, Canada and
the United States..
I would like to give a brief notes about Turkish economy and Turkish Textile sector. .
Türkiye is now the 17th largest economy in the world and the aim is to be in top ten by 2023.
The industrialization efforts of the 60's and 70's gave birth to the modern textile industry in
Türkiye. The textile sector is at the top of the most important sectors that keep the Turkish
economy afloat. Textile sector has a great contribution to the Turkish economy. About 20%
of the total exports of Turkiye consist of textile goods. Bursa is giving strong emphasis on
the development of Textiles in Turkiye. Exports from city of Bursa make one fifth of the total
exports of Türkiye. The Turkish textile industry has also shown a stable growth. The textile
industry, combining cotton and synthetic yarns, fibers and fabrics, home textiles, ready-wear
and technical textiles, continues to be the largest economic sector of Türkiye, employing an
estimated 2 million people and providing indirect jobs for 5 million others. The textile industry
constitutes 31.8 % of consumer goods production, 11.5 % of manufacturing industry, and 8.4
% of total production in Türkiye. Today, Türkiye is one of the important textile and clothing
producers and exporters in the world.

Türkiye is the 6th biggest raw cotton supplier, the 14th biggest textile supplier and the
7th biggest apparel supplier of the global textile and apparel market.
Türkiye has the third highest capacity in the world of cotton (short staple) ring yarn;
and is the second highest in OE yarn. Türkiye’s share in the world is 8.8 % in ring, and 16.2
% in open-end. Türkiye was the world’s third biggest investor in OE spin systems. Ring
system capacity is the biggest of EU. Türkiye is at the top rank in the world among important
countries with the newest machinery pool, together with Italy. The over 80% of machineries
of the textile units in Türkiye is under 10 years old.
The Turkish home textile industry as a sub-sector of the huge Turkish textile industry
which has a dominant role in the world has experienced significant progress in the last
decade and met the high standards of the market. Turkish home textile industry has recorded
growth in terms of production and exports in recent years. Almost all kinds of home textiles
such as bed linens, bed spreads, table linens, towels, bathrobes, voiles, curtains, lace,
interior blinds, curtain or bed valances, blankets, cushions, pillows, quilts, eiderdowns are
produced in Türkiye. The Turkish home textile industry is well on the way to becoming one of
the world leaders by its wide range of products and superior quality in home textile
production, especially in the production of net curtains, embroidery, guipure, towels, and quilt
covers.
Turkiye has the prospects of being a global production and export hub due to
following factors:














Relative self-sufficiency in raw material output
Powerful textile infrastructure
Diversified product range
High value-added products
Just-in-time delivery
Relatively low cost, flexible and skilled blue-collar workforce
Well-trained, qualified white-collar human resource
Entrepreneur and easy-adopting nature of Turkish people
Unique geographic location
Neighboring markets with a 600 million population
Customs Union with the EU
A reliable trade partner of the EU
Experience in crisis management
These factors, supported with modern infrastructure and liberal foreign exchange
regulations, have built a strong textile sector in Turkiye.
The sector is aware of the trend in international markets towards increasing demand
for healthier and more environmentally-friendly products and tries to adapt itself to these
developments by legal and technical regulations. Nevertheless, it is hard to keep its
competitive position in the world market full of emerging players. Thus, manufacturers have
shifted their operations to value-added products and creation of brand names.
Currently, 30% of Turkish manufacturers have their own designs and brands in
international markets. As current studies reveal, developed countries will have a decreasing
share in global textile production while the developing countries will increase their

manufacturing capacity to meet the increasing demands. Türkiye, with its adaptability to
European standards and regulations related to environment, health, quality, and safety is
aiming to move into the production of more and more value added products, into an era in
which the Turkish textile industry will be known for its quality trade marks.
The textile sector in Türkiye is aware that they have to produce high value-added
products in order to overcome cost factors. Also, international markets increasingly demand
for healthier and more environmentally friendly products. Therefore, the textile and apparel
sectors must adapt themselves to these developments by legal and technical regulations.
However, it is obvious that it is very difficult to keep these sectors in competitive position in
the world market full of emerging players without a strategic plan and essential R&D.
In fact, R&D can be declared as the engine of growth in a country. Therefore, we, as
UTİB, established a technical platform for textiles in the vicinity of Bursa in almost three
years ago. More than 200 experts composed from stakeholders have been gotten together
in 7 different workshops and produced a strategic agenda for textiles for our district of Bursa.
One of the outcomes of these workshops is the establishment of a R&D center which is
BUTEKOM.
BUTEKOM, in the field of textile and confection, will be internationally recognized as a
preeminent, small but comprehensive research center dedicated to inspiring her members
and preparing them to excel intellectually.
Primary mission of BUTEKOM is to prepare her members and their researchers in the
field of textiles and confection to contribute continuous positively to their organizations and
communities. BUTEKOM aims to provide challenging programs based on project studies in a
caring environment in order to prepare well-educated, independent researchers ready for
lives of continuous growth. BUTEKOM educates present and future researchers to perform
effectively and ethically as professionals in enterprises. BUTEKOM are committed to both
teaching and research and are devoted to the pursuit of technical expertise, artistic creativity,
and humanistic learning. BUTEKOM also aims to establish collaboration and coordination
among her members.
BUTEKOM will have the following objectives:








Raise awareness of R&D among institutional members and enterprises in the field of
textiles and confection by supporting by all means in order to meet necessary
international competitiveness.
Provide technical training to staff of textile industry in Bursa and its vicinity. Produce high
quality trainees who will be successful in their mills by defining and solving problems in
their field.
Promote cooperation among textile and confection factories by establishing national and
international projects which will receive funds.
Create a medium to exchange of information among its members and help the textile and
confection companies to use their human resources and equipments efficiently.
Prepare technical staff of our members and the industry to design and engineer materials
in the fields of textile and confection and manufacturing systems for the next generation
of products and deal effectively with the rapid pace of technological advancements,






Continually improve our educational program by inviting area experts to our expert group
and improve the visibility and stature of BUTEKOM.
Become a member of European Network of Textile Research Organizations (Textranet)
and sustain cooperative links with important professional and textile associations in the
world in order to optimize the performance of BUTEKOM.
Serve a platform to promote progress of textile and confection sector in Bursa and its
vicinity and conduct a range of research programs by establishing partnerships among
institutional members and with surrounding municipals and industries.

BUTEKOM will support technical staff of textile and confection field with sufficient
breadth in both fundamental and specialized related topics to ensure them to meet the
current and future needs of sector.
I am pleased to note that UTİB and BUTEKOM have organized two National
Research Project Fairs in 2009 and 2010 in Bursa. I would like to announce that we will
organize 3rd Research Project Fair in 2011 as international one. There will be significant
awards for the winners chosen by juries. Details of the Research Project fair can be found in
BUTEKOM webpage later. Also you can be notified by BUTEKOM if you leave your e-mails
at the BUTEKOM stand outside.
Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, today’s academic studies are
multidisciplinary and fast changing world calls for a close partnership between countries.
Globalization presents many challenges to our Region and as such we should cooperate with
the aim of achieving mutual benefits. I hope this conference will highlight possible avenues
for cooperation between countries and also come up with beneficial, cutting-edge
resolutions, which can positively impact the textile industries of related countries.
In closing, I wish to express my gratitude to all attendees for their full cooperation and
contribution to The Fiber Society Spring 2010 International Conference on Fibrous Materials.
I take this opportunity to thank the organizing committee for organizing this conference and
for providing the necessary funding. I would also like to express my gratitude to the Fiber
Society Secretariat and the UİB R&D division for their diligence. The various sponsors for
lunches and dinners are also thanked for their kind hospitality.
I wish the participants a very fruitful and productive sessions and with that, I declare
The Fiber Society Spring 2010 International Conference on Fibrous Materials open.
Thank you.
İbrahim BURKAY
President of UTİB Governing Council
Vice President of TİM, Assembly of Turkish Exporters
General Director of BUTEKOM

Nonwovens as Potential Shelter Materials
Behnam Pourdeyhimi
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Methods of manufacturing high strength, flexible and
durable nonwoven fabrics are discussed in this study.
Properties of bicomponent fiber nonwovens
manufactured using spunbond process, and then
mechanically (hydroentangling), and thermally
(calendering) bonded, are discussed.
Outdoor structures and temporary shelters have
evolved from basic tents to massive architectural
structures and sports arena domes in the recent past.
The repeated set-up and take-down of such structures
in various sectors (military, humanitarian aid or
recreational) makes it prone to damage easily and
need to be mended or disposed. Due to the variety of
finishes applied to these fabrics that provide
environmental resistance and other characteristics
required of these types of materials, the cost and
weight additions are major factors when one
considers designing such structures.
An alternative to existing woven materials can be in
the form of spunbonded nonwovens. Nonwovens
have traditionally been considered part of the
disposable market segment. However, with latest
advancements in nonwovens relying on the
bicomponent spunbond fabric technology for
strength, potentially leading to improved performance
and functionality, have resulted in lower weight and
lower cost. The process is quite cost effective
because of the high throughput reaching 300-400
kg/m for a single beam.
Thermal
(calendering)
and
mechanical
(hydroentangling) 1 methods are efficient means for
bonding such webs at high speeds. To form a strong
nonwoven requires the formation of strong bonds.
However, in case of calendering this also results in
loss of strength of the fibers at the bond periphery.
This deficiency can be overcome by using
bicomponent fiber morphology in the form of sheathcore or islands-in-the-sea (Figure 1).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: Islands-in-the-sea cross-section 2 (a); SEM
micrographs of hydroentangled (and fibrillated)
sheath-core fabric surface [1] (b) and bond point of
calendered bicomponent islands-in-the-sea spunbond
fabric (c).

A new class of materials has been developed that
would meet or exceed the current specifications of a
class 2 military shelter, which would be a highstrength, relatively inexpensive option to the existing
shelter materials. Moreover, this new class of
material is versatile for different processing
conditions. Depending on the end-use requirement,
the same base material (spunbond fabric) can be
engineered to meet the specifications. For example,
the hydroentangled version of the fabric can produce
sub-micron fibers, which provide ample surface area
for adding functional additives, as well as
maintaining excellent drapeability. This added
functionality would be in addition to the
comparatively high-strength function inherent to the
base fabric.

added functionalities. Figure 2 shows an image of the
prototype shelter.
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Figure 2: Prototype shelter constructed from the
high-strength spunbond nonwoven
A prototype shelter using this technology (spunbond
and calendered) was produced by NCRC in
collaboration with partner companies. This prototype
used wide width spunbond fabric and was coated for
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INTRODUCTON

intersections over which the pull-up has to work becomes larger.
Interyarn friction becomes too great to allow yarns to slide into a tight
weave using just tension developed by the carrier as it progresses along
its track (Figure 5).

Braiding (by hand) is likely the first textile fabrication procedure.
Plaiting of hair is arguably as old as civilization (1). Plaiting of natural
strands into rope like structures undoubtedly followed close behind.
The first machine to produce braided structures was patented in the 18th
century (2) and improved upon over the next century.
Braiding
machines for products such as shoe strings and decorative cords are
made on maypole braiders that have changed little over the past 100
years. Two sets of yarn packages travel in sinusoidal variations and
opposite directions around a circular track, first to the right of the
oncoming yarn package and then to the left of the next package (Figure
1). A circular gear train consisting of “horn” gears, alternately rotating
in opposite directions, pass the packages (on carriers) along their
sinusoidal paths. A take-up mechanism pulls the structure from the
center, causing the yarns in structure to be woven into a cylinder with a
helical yarn path around the cylinder. A number of modifications have
been made to the basic technology over the years:
1. A pipe through the center of each horn gear can be used to lay an
axial yarn into the helically woven structure.
2. A flat braid where the yarns do not travel in a complete circle. They
pass over a fraction of a circle after which they reverse and proceed in
the opposite direction (Figure 2).
3. The “rotary braider” where packages travel in two concentric circles
in opposite directions and yarns from the outer circle go first over and
then under the inner rotating packages (Figure 3). Even the rotary
braider is approaching a century of use (3).
4. The lace braider, which might be described as a jacquard braiding
machine, was patented in 1910 (4). On each machine cycle, a package
may “choose” to move one position either clockwise or
counterclockwise, by exchanging positions with its neighbor to the
right or left, or not to move at all.
5. More recently, a variety of 3 D braiding machines have been
developed using a number of different track geometries, including
rectilinear and multiple concentric rings. The 3D machines allow the
production of solid, shaped structures rather than planar ones.
The lace braider, unlike the maypole, flat, or rotary braider, pauses
between package movements to allow a flat blade to accomplish beatup.
Because of the programming capability of lace braiding, the
machinery can produce a cylindrical braid, a flat braid, or an intricate
lace pattern with lots of open spaces (Figure 4).

(3)

NEW DIRECTIONS

(4)

Sometime in the early 1990’s one of the authors (RMB) made the
observation that a braiding machine represented the ultimate in
multiphase weaving.
The ultimate is that ½ of the yarns on the
machine are forming a two yarn shed at any instant and that the other ½
of the yarns are being inserted into those sheds. With a normal
weaving machine, one revolution inserts one pick, whereas with a
braiding machine, one revolution represents the insertion of ½ the total
number of yarns running on the machine. This realization led us to
speculate that a really large braiding machine running at 1 -5 rpm could
produce a large braided cylinder which could be cut on a helical path
following a yarn path and could produce a flat, woven fabric (5). It
turns out that we could not do that, primarily because the typical
braiding machine lacks one of the elements of a loom, namely the beatup process. The beat-up on a braiding machine is really a pull-up, and
the geometry is such that the pull-up is working at least a quarter of a
revolution behind the position of the carrier (actually more like two
revolutions behind). As the braiding machine gets larger, the number
of yarn

As we moved toward the discovery that what we proposed, would not
work, we made a number of other interesting and perhaps useful
developments.
1. A rotary braider with axial yarns, in which the oppositely rotating
yarns interlace with the axial yarns, but not with each other.
The
structure is what we called a true triaxial braid, and is the equivalent of
a triaxial flat woven structure, but done in a cylindrical braid ( 6,7,8).
2. A cylindrical braided structure (true triaxial) with one material on
the inner surface and a different material on the outer surface
3. Development of a servo-controlled take up using image analysis as
the control sensor, shown in Figure 6 ( 9 ).
And our current projects.
4. Use of a lace braided structure for composite preforms.
5. Development of a suite of CAD, CIM, and Analysis programs that
operate seamlessly from design to modeling to machine instructions for
producing the desired structure.
The presentation will discuss these new directions in braiding.
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FIGURE 4. LACE BRAID – OPEN STRUCTURE
FIGURE 1 BOBIN PATH FOR MAYPOLE
BRAIDER

FIGURE 5 INTERYARN FRICTION PREVENTS
TIGHT FORMATION

FIGURE 2. FLAT BRAIDING ABOVE RESULTS
IN FLAT FABRIC BELOW

FIGURE 6 SERVO CONTROLLED TAKEUP
USING IMAGE ANALYSIS INPUT

FIGURE 3. ROTARY BRAIDER IN PATENT
DISCLOSURE (3)

Assessment of Modeling for 100 Years of Textile Research
― Good Models, Bad Models and Wrong Models
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This paper discusses the contributions of
modeling efforts in textile and fiber science
research during the past 100 years based on
the author’s observation on the values and
contributions made by many scientists and
engineers. Critical analyses will be made on
the use and abuse of various models and the
underlying research objectives and hypotheses
to be validated. Beginning with the work of F.
T. Peirce in the early 20th Century to the
simulation-intensive modern research practice,
researchers have used models based on
simplifying assumptions with or without an
underlying research hypothesis.
The sobering question one may ask would be:
How much of what has been done is being
used or practiced by the industry? While there
have been a number of basic findings that shed
lights in the study of often-illusive and chaotic
fiber and textile raw materials, processes and
products, a large portion of the research results
is not used by the industry at all. Why?
By and large, the models have been used for
prediction, characterization, optimization and
understanding of basic principles governing
the observed phenomena. In accomplishing
these objectives, the models may be classified
as: 1) structural models based on geometry,
physical, mechanical, chemical and heuristic
relationships, 2) probabilistic models often
based on random nature of the materials and
processes, 3) statistical models primarily
based on observational data from experiments,
and 4) simulation models just for mimicking
the properties and processes or phenomena.
While all these models have been useful in
certain ways, many issues are raised from an
ill-conceived notion that the results are useful
for prediction of an outcome based on a cause-

and-effect relationship robust to cover all
populations and process conditions. In fiber
and textile sciences and processing, anyone
who claims that an exact prediction is possible
should be aware of the huge variations in the
populations of the raw material, processes and
products and be humbled. Nevertheless, most
of the research results are understood as a
Normal Science of Thomas Kuhn for
prediction with the some certainty.
The net loss via this false pretense has been
the lack or absence of real applications of the
research products accrued during the last 100
years by the fiber, textile and allied industries.
The author elaborate on this view by using the
examples of models used in the past by
pointing out the true values, fad, and
misunderstanding in the claims given in the
conclusions of many studies as if thy represent
the true cause-and-effect relationships with a
high degree of prediction capability. In
particular, the talk will highlight the frequent
abuse of statistical models and analyses used
for validation of the research hypotheses that
are often unspecified or generated afterwards
from a set of data obtained from a random
(trial-and-error) experiment.
Finally, the author will propose a framework
for validating a research hypothesis based on a
structural-stochastic hybrid model in textile
research based on an optimal mix between a
structural relationship and a probabilistic or
statistical model. Some examples will be
presented to illustrate the points made in the
talk.
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ABSTRACT
In the wake of globalization hurricane, Turkey has
lost many fiber production installations such as
INSA, TEKSTİPLİK, İSTANBUL ÇORAP,
SANCAK TÜL, NERGİS, POLYLEN. Despite this
serious fall out, a new spring has started with many
research projects supported by TÜBİTAK and
other research supporting governmental bodies.
The previous experience in fiber production has
enabled Turkish researchers to pin point the needs
and to utilize the most efficient ways to reach the
beneficial results.
The fiber research has started with the development
of microfibers and filaments. AKSA has been truly
successful in developing and producing acrylic
microfibers. Polyteks and Korteks have been the
pioneers as well as the major producers of
polyester microfilaments. They are both today able
to produce 150f300 polyester yarn with 0.5 dpf.
The industry has been further developing dope
dyed, special cross-sections for humidity regulation
as well as monofilament polyester fibers, filaments
and yarns.
On the other hand, the academicians at the
universities have also been working on fiber
research in developing nanofibers, high water
vapor absorbing fibers, fibers with special additives
for
conductivity,
for
high
performance
characteristics such as high tenacity, high modulus,
high temperature resistance, thermo regulating.
This paper will provide a birds’ eye view of the
fiber research carried out in Turkish industry as
well as in academia.

300f380 polyester has greatly contributed to the
Turkish towel and bathrobe manufacturers as well
as the knitted fleece fabric producers for sports and
casual wear end used.
Carbon
Fibers: The traditional acrylic
manufacturer, AKSA, has deployed its research
and development capability to further its leadership
by developing carbon fibers starting from PAN, its
firm home base. The indigenous technology has
resulted a bright success that today 1K and 3K
carbon tows are supplied to worldwide processors.
It is now expected that local composite activities
will start.
PET Developments: Obviously the two major
development areas are the functional cross-section
modifications and novel additives. The Turkish
PET fiber manufactures have utilized both of these
possibilities.
The bright colored PET FDYgreatly imported from
Italy and and Switzerland for the strong home
textile industry has been replaced by the
developments of the local manufacturers, i.e,
Korteks and Polyteks.
The addition of nanoclays to improve the tenacity
and flammability of the PET yarns has also been
deeply investigated by Korteks.
Coolmax/DryTouch: In order to achieve better
moisture management both ASVANSA and
Korteks have developed their special fiber crosssections. These fibers are now well accepted and
established products in the world.

INTRODUCTION
INDUSTRIAL R&D
Microfibers: As soon as the industry has realized
that the competition is not possible with the
commodity fibers, they have started to produce
microfibers with both acrylic and polyester fibers.
Especially in the field of polyester, the extreme
fiber fineness has forced the producers to utilize
non-conventional
spinnerettes,
i.e.,
ring
spinnerettes as well as non-conventional quench
systems, i.e., outflow quench. The development of

PP Carpet Fibers: It is a known fact that the focus
of European carpet industry has now shifted to
Gaziantep. With nearly 500 tons/day PP BCF
production capacity and its conversion into carpets,
Gaziantep is a real carpet centre. Of course, it is not
only a simple production base, PP BCF yarns are
mostly produced as specialty products, such as high
resilience, soft touch, heat-set, frieze yarns. It is
also a fact that Gaziantep is not only a carpet yarn
and carpet manufacturing city, carpet yarn spinning
and processing machinery as well as weaving
machinery have been developed in this city.

ACADEMIC R&D
Electrospinning and Nanofibers: Even though
the acceleration of the polymers by the influence of
electrical fields is known for many decades, the
electrospinning process have seems to be reborn in
the recent decade. This versatile and simple
nanofibre spinning process has been very well
researched by the Turkish scientists. Today, most
of the textile engineering, materials engineering
departments as well as nanotechnology research
groups in Turkey has worked on electrospinning in
one way or another, i.e., to produce membranes for
performance fabrics, to develop wound dressings,
to develop wing covers for unmanned planes, to
develop air and liquid filter media as well as to
cover plants to protect from extreme climatic
conditions.
High-tenacity Fibers: The nano particles have
great potential to improve the properties of
polymeric fibres. Nano clays, nano viskers as well
as carbon nano tubes are taken as potential nano
particles and added to PET, PP as well as PAN
fiber forming polymers to develop high tenacity,
high modulus fibers.
High-moisture Absorbing Fibers: The moisture
management by fiber cross-section has some limits.
While it is good to transport the body sweat from
skin into the atmosphere where it evaporates. The
evaporation will inevitable cause temperature drop
in the immediate vicinity to create chilling effect to
the wearer. In order to avoid such an important
disadvantage, the superabsorbent polymers (SAP)
have been utilized to create a bicomponent fibre.
The SAP is injected into the cavity of the C-shaped
cross-section of a polypropylene fibre in powder
form immediately after the spinnerette while the
spinning is carried out.
Such developed novel fibers have been proved to
absorb moisture as well as sweat and urine up to
12% whilst giving no feel of wetness to the body.
Photovoltaic Fibers: The solar energy is the only
limitless source of energy. Therefore, many R&D
work has been carried out throughout the world.
The Turkish fiber scientist would not abstain from
the human endeavor. The work of Bedeloğlu is a
pioneering work to make polymeric fibers into
energy producing units. The fundamental research
has been greatly successful. The work is now
focused on to industrialize such principle into large
scale fiber production.
Antibacterial Nanofibers: Ionic silver is a known
antibacterial material. The addition of ionic silver

into the solution of the electrospinning process has
resulted in antibacterial nanofiber webs. Such a
web can be conveniently used as wound dressing as
the web allows the air pass though while no water,
virus and other undesired agents.
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In last decades, increased attention is paid to
comfort properties of textiles and garments.
The most important parameters characterizing
thermophysiological comfort of sport and
protective garments are thermal resistance,
thermal absorbtivity (warm-cool feeling) and
water vapour permeability. These properties
depend not only on the fabrics structure and
composition, but also on their finishing
treatment, as determined in the presented
paper. Contrary to common textiles, protective
and functional garments and some technical
textiles are also used in wet state, which affects
their comfort properties[1]. However, common
measuring instruments mostly do not enable
reliable measurement of wet fabrics, due to
long time of measurement, during which the
fabrics get dry [2].
In this paper, two fast PC evaluated
commercial instruments ALAMBETA [3] and
PERMETEST [4] are described, which provide
reliable non-destructive measurement of
thermal conductivity, thermal resistance and
water vapour permeability of fabrics in dry and
wet state. By means of the ALAMBETA
instrument, the effect of 5 different finishing
procedures on thermal resistance r [m2KW-1],
thermal conductivity λ [Wm-1K-1] and thermal
absorbtivity b [Ws1/2m-2K-1] of three cotton

woven fabrics with square mass 0.145, 0.2 and
0.24 [kg.m2] in dry and wet state were
experimentally
determined.
The
dry
measurements were carried out under the
common laboratory conditions, whereas the
wet wearing conditions were simulated by
means of the so called „sweating impulse“,
based on the injection of 0.3 ml water in the
middle of the tested sample. This procedure is
not new – it has been used in the respected
Hohenstein institute some years ago. Relative
water vapour permeability of these fabrics has
been measured in dry state only. Also the
influence of the finishing treatment on air
permeability AP was observed.
The list of the applied finishing procedures
involves the temporary inflammability,
sanforization
(to
prevent
shrinking),
hydrophobic finishing by means of the
DEPLUVIN and LUKOFIX agents, and the
used of softener. Three concentration levels of
the all types of finishes were used and the
experimentally determined effects of the above
finishing procedures on thermal comfort
properties and water vapor permeability [%]
and evaporative resistance R et [Pa.m.W-1] of
the described fabrics were tabled and
discussed. The generalized (qualitative) tables
follow.

Tab. I The effect of increasing finishing level on water vapor and air permeability of the samples.
Relative WVP

Evap. resistance R et

Air permeability AP

decreasing

increasing

decreasing

Sanforization

slowly decreasing

slowly increasing

slowly decreasing

Hydrophobic (Depluvin)

no change

no change

slowly decreasing

Hydrophobic (Lukofix)

no change

no change

slowly decreasing

Softening treatment

no change

no change

slowly decreasing

Finishing treatment
Temporary inflammable

Tab. II. Generalized results of the effect of the increasing concentrations of the finishing agents on
thermal properties of the tested fabrics.
Finishing
treatment

Thermal conductivity λ

Thermal resistance r

Thermal absorbtivity b

dry / wet conditions

dry / wet conditions

dry / wet conditions

laboratory

wet

laboratory

wet

laboratory

wet

Temporary
inflammable

slowly
increasing

decreasing

slowly
decreasing

increasing

slowly
increasing

decreasing

Sanforized

slowly
increasing

decreasing

slowly
decreasing

increasing

slowly
decreasing

decreasing

Hydrophobic
slowly
(Depluvin) increasing

anomaly

slowly
decreasing

anomaly

slowly
increasing

decreasing

Hydrophobic
slowly
(Lukofix)
increasing

anomaly

slowly
decreasing

anomaly

slowly
increasing

decreasing

no change

no change

Softening
treatment

slowly
increasing

increasing

slowly
decreasing
decreasing

The expression “anomaly” here means that
maximum or minimum was not achieved at
the highest or zero concentration of the agent
at the finished fabrics.
When evaluating the results in the Table II, it
is necessary to emphasize, that these results
present just the relative changes in relation to
the initial level of these results, either in dry
or wet state. Thus, wet thermal conductivity
of the tested fabrics is higher then thermal
conductivity of these fabrics in dry state.
Similarly, thermal absorbtivity of the studied
fabrics in wet state is higher (cooler) then this
property measured on dry fabrics, and that
inversely, thermal resistance of fabrics in wet
state is lower then this in dry state.
From the results presented in the tables
follows, that increase of the finishing agent
concentrations in most cases causes the
decrease of water vapor permeability and dry
thermal resistance and the increase of dry
thermal conductivity. Decreasing tendencies
were found also for air permeability. No
changes were measured at hydrophobic and
softening treatments. In other cases, changes
of the fabric comfort parameters were not
visibly correlated with the finishing levels.
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